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Members present:

Malcolm Bruce, in the Chair

John Battle Mr Quentin Davies
John Bercow Ann McKechin
Richard Burden Sir Robert Smith

Witnesses: Mr Benedict Rogers, South Asia Research & Advocacy OYcer, Christian Solidarity Worldwide
UK and Mr Mark Farmaner, Acting Director, Burma Campaign UK, gave evidence.

Chairman: Thank you for coming in. I will ask you
just to introduce yourselves, but before I do, John
Bercow.
John Bercow: Thank you, Chairman. Can I just
declare an interest; I went to the Thai-Burmese
border, courtesy of Christian Solidarity Worldwide,
in the company of Ben Rogers and others in April
2004. I have made the point before but I just thought
I should put it formally on the record in the
proceedings of the Committee.

Q1 Chairman: Thank you for that. As I said, thank
you for coming in. As you know, we visited the
Thailand-Burma border, went to refugee camps and
met with a whole variety of agencies involved in
providing support to refugees and to people
displaced inside Burma on the other side of the
border. It was a fascinating visit, obviously very
short, and we are not claiming that two or three days
of that gives a deep insight and knowledge, but at
least it gives us some kind of feel and we were able to
talk directly to people and hear their experiences—
which were pretty miserable experiences in many
cases. Obviously, your coming here now is an
opportunity for us to explore a little bit more with
you. Perhaps you could just briefly for the record
introduce yourselves and then we can move into
more formal evidence.
Mr Rogers: My name is Ben Rogers, I am the
Advocacy OYcer for South Asia of Christian
Solidarity Worldwide. It is worth just mentioning
that I have made a total of 18 visits to the Burma
region and its borders.
Mr Farmaner: My name is Mark Farmaner, I am an
Acting Director of the Burma Campaign UK and we
advocate for human rights and democracy in Burma
and for development as well.

Q2 Chairman: Thank you for that. We obviously
had an opportunity to talk to your counterparts on
the ground and a lot of other agencies, as well as
talking with DFID’s country oYcers and, as I said
earlier, the people directly aVected. In the period
from our deciding that we were going to visit to our
being there the Department reviewed its policy and
decided that having previously said they would not
provide any funds that might provide cross-border

assistance, they would now be prepared to allow
funds to go in that direction. Perhaps the first
question I would ask you both is whether you have
seen any noticeable eVects from that change of
policy, any practical or discernible impact of that
change in policy by the Department for
International Development.
Mr Rogers: We very warmly welcome the decision to
lift the restriction on the use of funds, and that is a
very important and symbolic step forward that is
very helpful, but there has been no meaningful
change on the ground because it has not resulted in
any increase in funds. The Thailand Burma Border
Consortium, whilst they are allowed to use DFID
funds now, there are no extra funds and they have to
use funds in other areas, particularly for the refugee
camps, so there is no immediate impact on the
ground yet.

Q3 Chairman: Do you discern from that that this is
a cosmetic change, or is it just that they have not yet
got to the point of determining whether something
should happen? Is there any sense that it means
something and that at some point or other you
would expect to see a practical eVect?
Mr Farmaner: From what DFID have been saying
they have no plans to increase funding for cross-
border aid, so although it is a very significant move
that they have dropped their opposition to cross-
border aid, the fact that they are not actually
providing any funding means that the outcome will
be eVectively a cosmetic one.

Q4 Chairman: One of the things that came across to
us quite explicitly—and I am sure we want to explore
this a bit more—is that DFID’s argument to us was
that whilst they were happy to support, as they have
done, the Thailand Burma Border Consortium, they
had put most of their programmes in in-country
activities that they believed had given them some
degree of comparative advantage, namely that
DFID was operating inside Burma and the only
other countries doing this were Australia, Japan and
South Korea—I do not know whether that is true or
not, but that is what our brief was telling us—and
that they believed that they were reaching people
that others were not reaching and this was beneficial.
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The implication was that they felt somehow that
they were good at that, other people were doing
cross-border work and therefore DFID were saying
that is fine but we do not think we have got anything
to add to bring to the party, any extra value to add,
and, by implication, were concerned that they might
compromise the work they were doing in-country by
doing so. What is your comment on that, how do
you take DFID’s analysis of that?
Mr Farmaner: This does touch on a whole range of
issues relating to DFID’s operations in Burma. The
argument that there is a comparative advantage in
their working inside and others are working from
outside would depend on there being donor co-
ordination, which there is not. There is no division
of labour, nor do we think that there is an either/or.
One of the problems with Burma is that no one is
looking at the whole of the country, the needs of the
country, and then seeing who needs aid where and
what mechanisms can be used to deliver it. The
regime places a lot of restrictions on humanitarian
assistance so there are ways that you can deliver aid
inside the country and we support and encourage
those, but there are large parts of the country—
particularly parts of the country with some of the
highest levels of poverty—which cannot be reached
through in-country schemes, so you need to find
alternative mechanisms to do that. The argument
that DFID tries to make in terms of it having a
comparative advantage in its working inside would
only hold up if there was a co-ordinated division of
labour where other governments were showing that
aid was reaching parts of, particularly, Eastern
Burma, but that has not happened to any degree at
all.

Q5 Chairman: I suppose, to be fair, DFID has
always tried to promote co-ordination and I take
your point that it has not happened.
Mr Farmaner: I would not agree that they have tried
to promote co-ordination; I do not think the United
Nations, DFID or other governments have tried to
promote co-ordination.

Q6 Chairman: We might come back to that point.
The specific initiative that they boast to us about,
one or two interesting comments that were made to
us were that not only were they reaching people
eVectively, they believed, but they were having—and
this is the sensitive bit—an engagement with people
in the Burma regime that was in their view
constructive in as much as some of them were
becoming aware of the scale of the problem, the need
to deal with it and the mechanisms for doing so.
Clearly, the concern always is in the process of
having an engagment are you supporting the regime
or are you helping the people, and I just wonder
whether you feel that there is a compromise there or
that that is a fair take. What they would argue is that
they are engaging at a practical level to deliver to
needy people eVectively and that in so doing they are
not giving any comfort to the regime politically.
That is their contention, how do you respond to
that?

Mr Rogers: It is important to emphasise that from
Christian Solidarity Worldwide’s point of view it is
not a question of either/or; we certainly support the
principle of in-country aid provided it is not being
used by the regime. One of the weaknesses of the
Three Diseases Fund is that it is not reaching the
most vulnerable people who are in the border areas
who have the highest rates of malaria, some of the
highest rates of HIV/AIDS and tuberculosis, and so
some kind of complementary assistance for the most
vulnerable people who are the internally displaced
is needed.
Mr Farmaner: We welcome the 3D Fund, it is
desperately needed, but it is still suVering from the
same approach that DFID and the UN have had
which is looking solely at ways of working in Burma
and getting co-operation from the SPDC1, which
means in eVect you accept that the regime decides
who gets aid and who does not. The Three Diseases
Fund has a memorandum of understanding and
requires any recipients to have a memorandum of
understanding with the regime which means that the
regime is dictating which parts of the country do and
do not get Three Diseases aid. That would be fine if
the only way to get aid to large parts of the
population of Burma was making that compromise,
but at the same time you then need to think the Three
Diseases Fund is only going to be reaching certain
parts of the country, how do we reach the rest of the
country? That is mostly done by cross-border
mechanisms, but no attempt was made to set up an
alternative fund or look at alternative mechanisms
to reach those people that the 3D Fund cannot
reach, and that is symptomatic of the wider problem,
that there is this insistence so far to just work where
the regime wants people to work.
Chairman: That is extremely helpful. I can see John
Bercow out of the corner of my eye and I was about
to call Richard Burden. John Bercow, have you got
a particular point on that?
John Bercow: Yes.
Chairman: Then come in now and then I will call
Richard Burden.

Q7 John Bercow: Thank you, Chairman. For the
avoidance of doubt can you confirm then to the
Committee that at no stage, to your knowledge, has
DFID asked either the Burma Campaign, Christian
Solidarity Worldwide, the TBBC or any other
reputable body with knowledge and expertise
whether it believes that such an alternative fund is
required? Are you saying that no approach has been
made by DFID from Bangkok to discuss how many
people additionally could and should be reached and
by what means, or have they approached you, heard
your arguments and disagreed? Is it seriously the
case that no approach has been made on this matter?
Mr Farmaner: Not as far as I am aware, certainly not
to the Burma Campaign. The way that the news
came out—people had assumed that the Three
Diseases Fund would be operating and funding
projects that would deliver aid cross-border because
it is widely accepted that that is the only way that

1 State Peace and Development Council (SPDC).
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you can reach hundreds of thousands of people in
Eastern Burma who have some of the highest levels
of the three diseases, and the 3D Fund had given
guarantees over and over again that the SPDC
would not be able to dictate who receives aid but that
it would be done on the basis of need. People were
assuming this and some organisations were gearing
up to apply to the Three Diseases Fund for cross-
border projects, but then the news slipped out and it
was more a rumour that there was this requirement
for a memorandum of understanding, there was no
formal announcement about it at first, it was a
rumour that came out that you had to have an MoU
if you were going to get Three Diseases funds. We
approached UN oYcials, the Three Diseases Fund
people, and asked them, is there a requirement for an
MoU and they consistently refused to answer, they
basically tried to fob us oV with answers saying “We
are very committed to alleviating poverty in
Burma.” We said “We know that, we are very
grateful for that, but can you answer the question?”
It was only in the eighth email that they finally said,
“Yes, there is an MoU and we have never tried to
hide it.”

Q8 John Bercow: Forgive me, but I confess that this
is new to me, particularly this level of detail. If it
were necessary to provide to the Committee the
email trail so to speak to underline the sequence of
events and the mood music of the exchanges, could
that be provided?
Mr Farmaner: It can be, yes2. It is consistent with an
attitude that we have found with some DFID
oYcials and with the UN. It is very hard to get
information out of them; they do not seem to want
to provide any information about what their
programmes are, they do not seem happy about
being accountable and they sometimes seem to use
the diYcult operating environment in Burma as an
excuse, to say “We cannot because it would put
people in danger”, but with the Burma Campaign we
have people throughout the country providing us
with information and they risk their lives doing so,
so we are well aware of those restrictions and what
excuses DFID and the UN make and we know that
they are not justified.
Chairman: Thank you for that. DFID of course are
about to reorganise the way they deliver aid to
Burma with increasing cross-border support;
Richard Burden, could you pursue that?

Q9 Richard Burden: Yes. DFID are talking about
increasing staV in their Rangoon oYce; what
assessment have you made and have you any
thoughts about what the likely impact of that change
would be on the communication issues in particular?
Mr Rogers: In my view it has the potential to be very
detrimental to communications because my
understanding is that they are going to centre all of
their Burma work in Rangoon and no longer in
Thailand, and if they have no staV in Thailand to
contact and keep in touch with the groups doing
cross-border aid that is indicative of an attitude that

2 Evidence subsequently submitted to the Committee in
confidence.

does not take the cross-border aid issue seriously
enough. I am very concerned that it would be all
centred in Rangoon.
Mr Farmaner: On the one hand it is good that they
are increasing capacity, there are general operating
procedures that DFID has in terms of keeping their
admin costs down which limit the amount of staV
they have working in specific countries on some
occasions, but in a complex environment like Burma
they need more capacity. However, the fact that they
will all be based in Rangoon is a concern. If I can just
read you a quote from the National League for
Democracy who wrote a letter to the United Nations
expressing their concern, and it was leaked to the
media, where they say: “Our experience is that those
who have served in this country for some time in any
capacity become conditioned to move within the
framework of thought and action of the SPDC.”
That is certainly something that we have seen in our
experiences, it is a very tight, closed little
environment and community in Rangoon, it is very
isolated from what is going on in the world and what
is happening in most of the country. The regime
limits DFID oYcials and they have to apply weeks
in advance to go outside the capital and they are
accompanied by regime oYcials wherever they go,
so it will place restrictions on DFID to operate freely
and it would be better if there were still people based
in Bangkok who would be able to provide a diVerent
perspective.

Q10 Richard Burden: There are kind of two issues
here, are there not? One is in a sense the latter point
about whether if you are too reliant on a base in
Rangoon you eVectively become institutionalised—
I paraphrase what you are saying—but the other
issue is the question of communication, and that
raises a question about what communication is like
now, because you were saying that if they were based
in Rangoon you would not be able to have the
contact you should be able to have if they were based
in Thailand. They are based in Thailand at the
moment so what is the communication now with
DFID that you would be losing if they went to
Rangoon?
Mr Rogers: You have hit on one of the key problems
which is that communication at the moment is very
bad and I fear it would be even worse if it was all
moved to Rangoon. There is a huge lack of
consultation and communication with the Burmese
ethnic groups and the cross-border aid groups in
Thailand, there is a significant mistrust on both sides
and a fundamental lack of communication. I made
reference to the question on the 3D Fund: Christian
Solidarity Worldwide, like the Burma Campaign,
was not consulted at all and, to my knowledge, none
of the groups that we work with on the ground was
consulted, so there is a big problem with
communication.

Q11 Richard Burden: You identify a problem with
communication from DFID coming to you; does it
work both ways? Quite often problems of
communication are not down to one side not
communicating, sometimes they are down to two
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sides not communicating. You have a criticism
about the issue of the changed policy on cross-
border aid; when you heard that did you phone
someone up and say “What is happening here, can
we have a meeting?” and was the request for a
meeting refused, or did you just grumble about it
with each other, that they are not talking to you,
without actually talking to them? It just seems to me
a little odd that if there is a problem of
communication going on there, that people were
complaining about the problem of communication
rather than doing anything about it.
Mr Rogers: In our experience, in Christian
Solidarity Worldwide, to be fair to DFID
communications have improved in the last year,
largely as a result of our eVorts to raise the profile
and as a result DFID has responded and we have
had a number of meetings and correspondence with
them, but I think on the ground the groups in
Thailand—there is a basic mistrust on their part,
they feel DFID is not with them, is not sympathetic
to them, is not reaching out to them; as a result they
do not approach DFID enough. So you are right, it
is two ways, but it is caused by DFID’s original lack
of communication with them.
Richard Burden: The groups that feel that, do they
feel that about donor countries, do they feel it about
the UK or do they feel it about DFID or all of those,
because they are diVerent are they not? For instance,
in the structure of our government departments,
because of the split between the Foreign OYce role
and DFID’s role, which does not exist in other
countries, arguably some of the communication
with groups in Thailand could actually be a Foreign
OYce responsibility.
Chairman: We found out that to some extent it was,
and that there had been some Foreign OYce
meetings.

Q12 Richard Burden: I am just trying to get a sense
of where the problem is; are people worried about
the fact that our split of government departmental
responsibilities, whilst there are huge strengths in
many ways, is not working quite right in Thailand?
Is it something perhaps that DFID specifically is
doing or is it actually the way people feel about
foreign donors generally, that they are not really
listening and not really talking to them?
Mr Farmaner: It is not just between FCO and DFID,
it is more divided, I think. Many of the Burmese
organisations, particularly those placed on the
border, see the British foreign policy as being one of
the most vocal supporters of the promotion of
human rights and democracy in the world. They see
the embassy in Bangkok as something they have a
very small amount of interaction with compared to
many European governments who often have people
there to visit them and who might be available for
any assistance in terms of when the Thai authorities
are cracking down on migrant workers or refugees.
The British embassy in Bangkok does not engage in
that sort of advocacy on their behalf compared with
some of the other European embassies, and then we
have DFID which they see as actively hostile to
them. DFID’s view was critical of cross-border aid,

saying it was unaccountable and that there were lots
of problems with it, so they have seen DFID as being
hostile to the kind of work they do. Whether the
organisation is one involved in pro-democracy,
human rights or humanitarian assistance,
everything they are doing is cross-border and so
there is that division three ways, I think, particularly
because DFID does not support any work
promoting human rights and democracy and it does
not provide any cross-border aid. DFID does not
seem interested in meeting with them and discussing
their concerns and so over the years this hostility has
built up.

Q13 Richard Burden: Have you raised that issue
because—and I am just speculating—there could be
a big misunderstanding. It could be a big
misunderstanding, it could be that DFID is saying
actually they think their comparative advantage is
in-country work rather than cross-border. I may be
right or I maybe wrong about that, but it could be
that that is what they want to do, and it is of itself
no more hostile to cross-border aid than you saying
“Therefore, we are hostile to work in-country”,
which you say you are not. DFID might say it the
other way round, but if people think that that is the
case and you have picked that up, you have
presumably put that to DFID. What response have
you had and if you say things are now improving,
how are they improving?
Mr Farmaner: DFID has now started meeting with
some border organisations, which actually is very
welcome. We found, going to some of the Burmese
organisations on the border, when we said we have
been talking to DFID and it is worth talking to
them, some of them, because of the bad history, are
saying “We are struggling to survive, we have limited
capacity, what is the point of going to people who
are not interested in us.” Yes, we are trying to bring
the two sides together to some degree but the fact is
that DFID has a policy now where DFID has made
it clear that they are not going to fund any of these
organisations at the moment so their guys say what
is the point in meeting with them?

Q14 John Bercow: Some of us were a bit taken aback
on our visit to learn both of the intended relocation
of the oYce exclusively to Rangoon, and of the
apparently firm plan heavily to ratchet up the
number of staV in Rangoon. Some people, if they
were even a bit sceptical about DFID and certainly
if they were fairly cynical, might think that these
judgments and plans have been made with a view to
try and fairly quickly shift the facts on the ground in
terms of the balance of support. If I think that it is
at least in part fuelled by my knowledge that DFID
oYcials privately were very reluctant to countenance
the change in policy on cross-border aid. What I am
really asking you, Mark and Ben, is this: do you
think the rather quiet decision of which we were not
told, we picked it up anecdotally, to ratchet up staV
and to shift the oYces, try to make these things
happen rather more quickly, might be designed to
foreclose the option of boosting cross-border aid?
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Mr Farmaner: It is certainly possible. When DFID
were conducting their recent review of policy on
cross-border aid and refugees we felt from the
moment it began that the conclusions had been
decided and they were going through the motions,
and we wrote to Gareth Thomas about those
concerns. Certainly there are certain staV within
DFID who are very committed to this policy of just
working in-country, almost to an evangelical degree,
and they are doing everything they can to ensure that
that is what happens.
Chairman: That actually leads quite well to Ann
McKechin.

Q15 Ann McKechin: Yes. You talked quite a lot, Mr
Farmaner, in your written submission about the
term of “comparative advantage”. I think we could
perhaps agree that DFID does not have a
comparative advantage in cross-border work or
refugee work, is that correct? Would that be your
analysis, that it does not have any comparative
advantage at all?
Mr Farmaner: I do not accept it has a comparative
advantage.

Q16 Ann McKechin: But it does not seem to be from
your fairly vociferous criticism, that it really is
actually working. I suppose if you were to compare
it, there are two ways of arguing: one is to try and fix
it or, alternatively, given that DFID’s contribution
only represents 4% of the total funding to refugee
work, you simply decide to withdraw. That is one
argument that could be presented because clearly
there has been a breakdown in communication, you
have certainly outlined that very clearly this
morning, but it is really whether or not, given the
fact that you have both agreed that working in-
country also has very important value—I mean,
there are 34 million people there—there is clearly a
lot of work that requires to be done and I think as
you have said in your own submission it is not being
done at the moment and there is still not enough
money going into the rest of the Burmese
population, even if we do not talk about the IDPs.
Would you both agree with that?
Mr Farmaner: The basic principle of delivering
humanitarian assistance has always been you deliver
aid on the basis of need, reaching the most
vulnerable, and those should be your guidelines. It is
generally agreed that the most vulnerable and
disadvantaged in Burma are in Eastern Burma.

Q17 Ann McKechin: Can I just go back, there is in
fact a huge percentage of the population of Burma
who are highly vulnerable and a lot of them are not
IDPs, would you agree with that analysis?
Mr Farmaner: Yes, there are many that are not
IDPs, and that is another issue which there is a whole
debate on: that cross-border aid needs to be
broadened because it is not just about IDPs, there
are millions of people in Eastern Burma who are not
being reached by aid because of restrictions put in
place by the regime. So far the focus has mainly been
on IDPs but it should not just be on IDPs, there are
millions of poor people in Eastern and Northern

Burma who are getting no international assistance at
all and who are among some of the poorest and most
vulnerable in the world, yet they are not receiving
assistance.

Q18 Ann McKechin: And they are people who the
existing cross-border groups cannot reach either
presumably.
Mr Farmaner: Most of them can be reached cross-
border and we would say that in terms of IDPs alone
there are probably 150,000 more that could be
reached if there was financial assistance available.

Q19 Ann McKechin: I am just trying to get the
numbers here because you have talked about
hundreds of thousands and now you are talking
about concerns for nearly a million, so it is
important to try and work out what proportion of
the aid budget is needed. Coming on to the issue that
the UN oYce has now appointed a humanitarian co-
ordinator for Burma, just what is the scale of the
problem we should be tackling—it seems to be
millions—and what section of say 30 million people
would cross-border work be able to reach and could
that be co-ordinated better by the UN?
Mr Farmaner: No one knows the exact figures and
this is another one of the problems. DFID, the
United Nations, nobody has conducted a proper
needs assessment of what is going on and in many
cases it is very diYcult to do so, but there are
mechanisms in place. The information is coming out
of large parts of Eastern Burma now, as outlined in
a report Chronic Emergency that came out last year
and is incredibly detailed, but again they are stymied
by a lack of resources to conduct those sorts of
things.3 For DFID to say there is a comparative
advantage implies that they have done an overall
assessment of where poor people are, what needs to
be done and implies that there is a division of labour,
so we will do this bit and then someone else will do
the other bit. That kind of thing has not happened,
there is no division of labour, there has been no
proper needs assessment.

Q20 Ann McKechin: Would you agree that that
really should be a role for the UN to co-ordinate,
given the fact that there are quite a number of
donors?
Mr Farmaner: It should be, but the UN has not been
performing that function and so that has not
happened.

Q21 Ann McKechin: Would you not say then it
should be the EU as the next largest donor, or the
USA? These are the largest donors, that is why I am
getting back to this figure. Four per cent is what
DFID actually gives in terms of refugee work; it
gives a much larger percentage in-country but the
biggest people of all are the UN, the EU and the US
so I am trying to find out—you have said there are
failures at the UN but what are the failures of the EU
and what are the failures, for example, of the US?

3 Back Pack Health Worker Team, Chronic Emergency:
Health and Human Rights in Eastern Burma, September 2006
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Mr Farmaner: There is failure in the international
community generally not to provide the amount of
aid that is needed for the refugee crisis, the 3D crisis
and humanitarian assistance generally. The TBBC
which runs the refugee camps is already facing a very
significant funding shortfall this year, which is
running into millions of dollars, so if the UK were to
further cut its assistance then the consequence of
that will be that people will die because of the lack of
assistance.

Q22 Ann McKechin: Although they have been
increasing their assistance, I understand, to TBBC
consistently over the last two years.
Mr Farmaner: But as a percentage it has been
reducing as well.

Q23 Ann McKechin: A percentage of what?
Mr Farmaner: A percentage of TBBC’s budget.

Q24 Ann McKechin: Its budget has been increasing?
Mr Farmaner: No, DFID’s contribution to TBBC’s
budget is smaller as a percentage than it was five
years ago.

Q25 Ann McKechin: But it has been increasing over
the last three years so does that mean the TBBC
budget has been increasing?
Mr Farmaner: Yes, because the scale of the crisis is
increasing as well. There are tens of thousands of
new refugees every year so there are more and more
vulnerable people and the money that is being
provided is not enough to compensate for the
increase in numbers.

Q26 Ann McKechin: When we actually visited the
refugee camps they said that over the last year there
had not been a huge surge of refugees. I am just
trying to find out why the budget needs to be
increased because there does not seem to be an
escalation. I accept there has been on-going military
activity but there has not been an escalation in the
last couple of years.
Mr Farmaner: There has been a significant
escalation in the number of refugees in the last year
because of a new military oVensive by the regime and
at the same time there is an increased number of
IDPs.
John Bercow: There is a slight problem with the
evidence session so far, if I may say so. I know there
has been a cursory reference to the escalation of the
war and the incidence of human rights abuses, but I
just wonder whether our witnesses might want to put
this in context. The situation is not stable, is it? I was
under the impression that there had been a massive
military oVensive in Karen state, for example, as a
consequence of which very significant numbers of
additional refugees and in some cases IDPs result.
The situation is not a constant mass that we are
trying to attend to—I thought the situation was one
of considerable escalation, but we ought to know the
facts, know the context within which the aid
budget applies.
Chairman: We need to reconcile those two points.

Q27 Ann McKechin: I am just trying to find maybe
where the budget—obviously there is an increasing
budget. For example, have other donors been
increasing their contributions or have they all been
guilty of the same result in terms of funding? I am
just trying to see whether it is systemic over, say, all
the EU donors that are present or is DFID out on
its own and a particular problem? That is what I am
trying to clarify.
Mr Rogers: Can I just respond both to your point
and to Mr Bercow’s point. In terms of the overall
context, the fact that there are not so many new
refugees in the camps in Thailand does not indicate
a change of situation inside. It is because of the Thai
policy of restricting access to the camps. But in the
last year 86,000 people in Eastern Burma as a whole
were displaced, in just one year alone more than
27,000 were displaced in Karen state and there were
horrific violations, that I am sure you have already
heard about—the destruction of villages, rape,
torture and some of the worst violations in the
world. That is the context. Three thousand or maybe
slightly more have made it to an IDP camp right on
the border with Thailand but on the Burma side.
They have comparative safety there compared to
deeper inside, but they have not been allowed into
Thailand so that is the reason that there are not new
numbers in the camps in Thailand, but the situation
inside is desperate. In terms of capacity for reaching
the IDPs and other vulnerable people through cross-
border initiatives, I have been informed by the
Thailand Burma Border Consortium that in
Karenni areas alone if they have extra funding they
would be able to reach an additional 48,000 people
through their networks, and that is just TBBC, there
are other organisations like the Back Pack medics
who can also reach people, but that gives you an idea
of the potential.
Ann McKechin: Thank you, that is helpful.

Q28 John Battle: I want to come at this from a
diVerent angle and that is how to challenge the
injustice in Burma. I am a great fan of a footballer,
a Brazilian called Ronaldinho, and if you go on
YouTube there is an unoYcial video of him in
training. It shows him on his own, on a football pitch
with a set of goals, kicking the ball from the edge of
the penalty box against the bar and it coming back
and him putting it back on the bar 17 times. After the
European Cup he was on the television and he said
that “Quite often people who cannot even kick a ball
criticise me for not being creative enough, they
demand the practically impossible. I sometimes talk
to people who seem to think I should have been born
with three feet.” I thought that was a really deep
comment on politics really, what is practically
achievable, and I sometimes think we use this word
“creative”—“we are not being creative enough”,
which means that perhaps we ought to act
completely disembodied and fly down from some
other regime somewhere and alter reality. In the
NGO paper on Burma, Pro-aid, Pro-sanctions, Pro-
engagement, I could do a kind of severe critique and
say how do you blend sanctions and engagement
together, but it does say there: “We encourage all
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agencies to creatively”—that key word—“explore
opportunities for supporting the promotion of
democracy both directly and across their projects.”4

I just wonder if I could ask you, what positively do
you think DFID should be engaged in to express
that creativity?
Mr Farmaner: As the Burma Campaign was the lead
author of that report we were kind of deliberately
vague there because we did not want to specify
publicly the kind of things in-country that
organisations could be doing. DFID has publicly
talked about the civil society capacity building that
they are doing in-country to some degree. There is a
division of labour that needs to happen in terms of
some of the NGOs and what we have said is that you
need to tackle the symptoms of the regime in terms
of delivering humanitarian assistance and look at
opportunities for supporting civil society in the
process of doing that, but then at the same time
governments and the United Nations also have a
responsibility to look at tackling the causes of
poverty in Burma, which is the regime, and that is in
terms of promoting human rights and democracy
and they have the freedom to do so much more
openly.

Q29 John Battle: Forgive me, it is easy to switch and
say tackle the cause which is poverty, but sometimes
when we look at Africa, as we do, there is poverty
but there are also problems of governance and
democracy. Take Latin America where in the
Eighties the whole continent was snuVed out by
military dictatorship, not unlike some of what is
going on in Burma, and there were real eVorts to
subvert it—to use that word positively—and bring
about political change. There are tactics and ideas
and I just wonder when you say you leave it vague,
what kind of strategies do you imagine because I
think they have to be brought a little bit further
forward frankly?
Mr Rogers: Perhaps I could pick up on that point.
There are organisations who are sometimes termed
“exiled organisations” but actually that is a mistake
because they are going back and forth, in and out of
the country, gathering absolutely crucial
information and turning that into reports that are
then used to inform the international community of
what is happening, predominantly Thai-based but
also India-based and based on some of the other
borders. Extra funding, or new funding for them
because they do not receive any funding from the
UK at the moment, would be extremely valuable, in
terms of gathering the information, human rights
education that they are involved in, educating their
own people on human rights issues and the Burmese
language media broadcasting back into the country.

Q30 John Battle: To give a practical example then,
as well as perhaps things achieved quietly, would
you envisage, as in Brazil in the Seventies and
Eighties, or in Chile in the Seventies and Eighties,
the local contacts funding human rights workers, the
setting up of workshops in both the communities

4 The Burma Campaign UK, Pro-Aid, Pro-Sanctions, Pro-
Engagement, July 2006

and villages—who would you expect to be
participants in doing it? It cannot be run from
without, as we all know, that is usually part of the
problem, frankly. Would you see DFID being
involved in that or NGOs being involved in that? I
am not asking them to put their names up on a
billboard and announce them of course, but do you
see that going on already, do you see signs of
possibilities of that in Burma?
Mr Farmaner: You say that it cannot be done from
exile, I would say pretty much the only way it can be
done is from exile and, again, like Ben says, there is
this exile myth, the organisations in exile are actually
operating throughout the country in Burma,
although they cannot be based and have an oYce in
Burma for obvious reasons. If you are an NGO or a
government operating in-country then you are going
to be very closely watched and monitored and so, for
example, an aid agency that is there, if they tried to
organise a human rights workshop their
humanitarian programmes might be put at risk, if
you are doing something that overt. If you are
funding via indirect mechanisms some of the exiled
organisations they have training that goes on in
neighbouring countries and then people go across
the border and throughout the country, in
underground networks, and they are delivering
training and education on a whole range of subjects.
At the moment they are desperately short of
resources for doing that kind of basic information
and training work, but the capacity to expand that is
limitless and there are a great many opportunities. I
returned from Burma and Thailand last month
where I met with so many organisations there; I met
with people there who had gone throughout the
country distributing information. They cannot print
it in-country, they have to go to neighbouring
countries, get information and newsletters printed in
other countries—

Q31 John Battle: This is not new; the whole history
of Latin America for 20 years was the same, Eastern
Europe was the same, some would say Ireland was
the same in terms of solidarity movement and what
can happen when people are closely monitored. I am
just trying to tease out whether there is a broader
solidarity front really and I am looking at other
experiences to try and find ways of prising open the
situation from within rather than, as in some
situations, exiled leaders from without saying how
the country will be run when we come back, which I
think is always dangerous.
Mr Rogers: There are some things that can be done
in-country, but cannot really be spoken about in an
open forum like this. There is a combination of some
initiatives that can be taken and indeed are going on
in-country, combined with the groups on the border
areas who are engaged in the kind of things that we
have spoken of.
Mr Farmaner: As well you are talking about that
traditional solidarity work, and as someone who has
been involved in anti-apartheid campaigns, in East
Timor, Indonesia, many campaigns over the years, I
have never been involved in a solidarity movement
in terms of supporting people on the ground who
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have so little resources and so little support. Burma
does not have, like South Africa did, frontline states
that are sympathetic, providing shelter and
resources, it does not have the international network
that South Africa and other countries have had to
provide support. The people who are trying to
promote human rights and democracy in Burma are
doing so on a shoestring, and this is in a country that
has human rights abuses that are 10 times worse
than anything that happened under apartheid in
South Africa.

Q32 John Battle: If I put it in more general terms, are
you saying, as I suspect myself, that this particular
historical circumstance, political circumstance, is
the most diYcult nut to crack in the world at the
present time, even on past experiences, whether it be
East Timor or Latin American experiences or
former Soviet Union countries? Are you hopeful
about possibilities of change or despairing at the way
things are going at the moment? Do you see any real
grounds for hope? In a way, in other situations, it
maybe takes 10 years, it maybe takes 20 years, but
you could see that the people on the ground were
beginning to open up, find some space—yes, they
were being murdered for doing it and taken out for
doing it, but in the end they would win through.
What is your view at this stage in 2007 of the future
for the people of Burma to get a grip on their own
circumstances, and that does include tackling
poverty with help from the international
community?
Mr Rogers: Personally I do believe things will
change and, if I did not, it would be very hard to do
the kind of work that I do, but one thing I am
absolutely certain about is that there is no sign of
change from the regime itself—in fact it is the
opposite, things are getting worse and worse. What
gives me hope is the ability, the courage, the
commitment of the people, both in the country and
around the border areas. Given more support from
the international community I am certain that things
will change.
Mr Farmaner: I would echo that as well. Having
been involved in many similar struggles over the
years I am more optimistic about Burma, despite the
situation there, than other countries because there is
so much potential there, if the resources were given
to Burmese people so that they could have some of
the training and advice and capacity that they need
to organise. This regime is a very vulnerable one and
there is a perception that there has been pressure for
years and sanctions and they have not worked; it is
not the case, there has not been a strong sanctions
regime internationally, there has been no
international consensus on Burma. Burma was only
first discussed by the Security Council just over a
year and a half ago so it is only in the last three or
four years that we have really seen the international
community stepping up their criticism, so the
potential is there if the international community
does unify and if support is given to Burmese
democrats there is an enormous potential there and
so that makes me more hopeful. That is why it is so
critical that DFID, which has an international

reputation and plays a leading role and has
significant resources compared to many other
countries’ agencies, contributes to supporting those.
There is no way we are going to tackle the
humanitarian crisis in Burma with the regime there;
we can try and tackle some of the symptoms but at
the end of the day as Hilary Benn himself has said,
this regime is the problem and we have got to get rid
of the regime to deal with the humanitarian
problems.
Chairman: May I just remind colleagues that we are
three-quarters of the way through the time and only
halfway through the questions. John Bercow.

Q33 John Bercow: My impression has been for years
that the regime is extremely neurotic and very nervy
about being focused on and criticised, and I confess
I personally have also been struck both by the
plethora of pathetically inadequate and vulnerable
organisations campaigning against the regime and
by their quite extraordinary stoicism and courage. A
number of them of course are women’s
organisations, which is not something one finds
everywhere one goes, and I was certainly very struck
by the Shan Women’s Action Network and have
been struck also by the Karenni Women’s
Organisation. It is certainly invidious for you to
have to say who you would fund and support, but
are those organisations amongst those that you
think would be worthy of some funding and would
you be able, if you were challenged, to oVer some
reassurance that they are reasonably transparent
organisations that would be accountable?
Mr Rogers: Both the organisations that you have
referred to and a number of others, both along the
Thai border and on Burma’s other borders I think
would be extremely worthy recipients of funding.
The Women’s League of Chinland on the India-
Burma border is one example, also the Burman
political or human rights groups like the Assistance
Association for Political Prisoners. Those are some
examples and those are all groups that I know
personally very well. Some of them we work with
and have funded on one-oV occasions and I am very
confident of their transparency and accountability.
Mr Farmaner: Many of the organisations on the
border receive very small grants and they have to do
an enormous amount of paperwork to receive them
because they do receive some small grants from a
handful of other European governments, and so
over the years they have become used to the
requirements that the international community has
in terms of accountability and transparency and
making sure that accounts are audited. I would add
to the list particularly the trade union movement in
Burma; they have underground networks there and
that is one that particularly deserves support, and
also just to think that there is a government in exile
and there are MPs. There was an election in 1990 but
the MPs were never allowed to take their seats in
Parliament, many of them were thrown into jail and
tortured and forced to flee the country. Many of
those MPs have been desperate to try and do
something for their people from exile to raise
awareness about the situation, to try and develop
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policies for the country if there is a transition into
democracy. Again, they have just been struggling
with virtually no resources or support at all and they
are now spread out all over the world as refugees.
Many of them cannot travel, they have no resources
to do any kind of work at all, so there are a great
many opportunities there to support organisations
that can really do good work and are certainly
accountable, there is no question of that.

Q34 Mr Davies: Your organisation has been
extraordinarily critical of both DFID and the UN,
and indeed the UN resident co-ordinator tried to
provide you with some of your written evidence to
us. “Neither DFID nor the UN has made any
commitment to undertake a comprehensive review
to tackle what is one of the most serious
humanitarian crises in the world . . . The UN
Resident Coordinator has clearly failed to take the
necessary measures to tackle this crisis, both in terms
of assessing needs and ensuring delivery of
assistance where needed and addressing the root
causes of the IDP crisis, namely, in large part, the
regime’s deliberate targeting of civilian ethnic
minorities”.5 That is very severe criticism; I cannot
remember actually ever coming across NGOs who
used such harsh words, either about DFID or about
the United Nations local representative. Do you
stand by those criticisms, do you want to enlarge on
them at all this morning?
Mr Farmaner: I would say in 20 years of working on
human rights and development issues I have never
come across such a bizarre politicised situation as I
found in Burma regarding the UN and DFID; I
found it extraordinary. The Burma Campaign UK
has really only been focusing on the humanitarian
side of issues in recent years as our capacity has
expanded and as we have started working on that I
have been shocked over and over again by the
situation there—as we touched on earlier—the
mindset of operating within how the SPDC works.
That certainly seems to be the culture of the United
Nations and I suppose more generally the UN’s
mandate in terms of development issues and
humanitarian assistance is to work with
governments, but when it comes to Burma the way
that they are working with governments and
criticising alternative methods of aid delivery such as
cross-border aid just creates a lot of antagonism and
makes a diYcult situation more diYcult.

Q35 Mr Davies: It is the mindset of the organisation,
the culture as you call it, rather than the failings of
an individual that you are concerned about.
Mr Farmaner: I am afraid that I think the UN
Resident Coordinator has become a very polarising
and controversial figure. He has hired people who
have been well-known critics of sanctions as
consultants to the United Nations and he has in a
subtle way briefed against things such as the United
Nations Security Council Resolution which
included a requirement for—

5 Ev 67

Q36 Mr Davies: He has briefed against the Security
Council Resolution.
Mr Farmaner: Yes, that is the information we have.

Q37 Mr Davies: Can you actually verify that?
Mr Farmaner: There was one Financial Times article
earlier this year where he talked about the concern
that the Resolution could make humanitarian
assistance delivery more diYcult in the country.6

Q38 Mr Bercow: But this was at a time when the
British Government was pressing for the resolution.
Mr Farmaner: Yes.

Q39 Mr Davies: What is this guy’s name by the way?
Mr Farmaner: Charles Petrie.

Q40 Mr Davies: You regard him really as someone
who has basically sold out to the regime, is that
right?
Mr Farmaner: I would not go that far. It seems that
he favours very much working within the regime and
believes that international pressure just makes the
delivery of humanitarian assistance more diYcult. I
think he genuinely wants to help the people in
Burma and, regardless of what people think about
him, the fact that he has become a controversial and
polarising figure means that he is not able to do his
job properly, he is not trusted by significant portions
of the population, what you would term the
democracy movement. You have this terrible
division between organisations delivering aid inside
the country and those outside the country delivering
cross-border aid and the lack of trust. He has
polarised those divisions rather than acting to bring
people together.

Q41 Mr Davies: I am very glad I have given you the
opportunity to put it on the record because they
seem to be important criticisms, alarming as a
matter of fact in their import. Of course, I cannot
myself endorse any particular facts, but you have
come to this Committee with the benefit of the
confidence of quite a number of my colleagues who
have seen the work you have done on the ground. I
hope we will have a chance for the United Nations
to respond to those criticisms because they are very
serious, but this Committee has no great leverage on
the United Nations organisation of course, as we
have on the executive branch of the British
Government. What do you think DFID can do to
try to address the situation?
Mr Farmaner: We have been raising the problem of
lack of proper co-ordination with DFID.

Q42 Mr Davies: Have you had a satisfactory
response?
Mr Farmaner: Yes, it is starting to be; certainly they
are saying that the UN oYce for Co-ordination of
Humanitarian AVairs should be expanding its
operations in relation to Burma. That is very
welcome and as a UN body it will be seen as more
neutral and not having taken sides they will be more

6 Financial Times, Both despots and dissidents put politics into
the business of aid, November 2006
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trusted by many organisations in the current highly
heated atmosphere that there is at the moment. That
is something that we would welcome and DFID
pushing for that would be welcome.

Q43 Mr Davies: Have you discussed with DFID the
possibility of they or our Mission in New York
lobbying to get Mr Petrie, if that is who he is,
assigned to other duties somewhere if he is not
suitable for this role?
Mr Farmaner: That is not something we have
discussed, no. The general perception is that DFID
staV in Rangoon are very close to Charles Petrie so
. . .

Q44 Mr Davies: I see, so the DFID local
organisation is part of the problem as well as Mr
Petrie.
Mr Farmaner: Some people would say that, yes.
Mr Davies: Thank you very much.
Richard Burden: I was going to ask about how you
felt about the appointment of another co-ordinator,
but you have volunteered that information so that
is fine.

Q45 Sir Robert Smith: The refugees who are actually
in Thailand, where we visited one of the camps, in
the Burma Campaign submission you highlight
TBBC as mainly responsible for food and shelter
and there is a need for more help with education in
the country. What specific steps could DFID take to
improve the lives of refugees living in the camps on
the Thai border?
Mr Farmaner: Again, it is a question of funding.
There are international agencies who are working in
the camps with limited resources to deliver some
basic healthcare, basic education and other services
but it is consistently under-funded. One of the more
serious things for the future of Burma in any sort of
democratic society is that, for example, the
thousands of children who are growing up in the
refugee camps have very, very limited opportunities
for any further education and certainly the refugees
that have grown up on those camps that we speak to,
that is one of the main things that they always say.
A few of them are lucky enough to get scholarships
in Thailand or internationally but very, very few.

Q46 Sir Robert Smith: We went to see some of the
further training that was available and obviously it
was much appreciated, but there was recognition
that there was a block which is a more worrying
development as the camps become longer term as the
crisis becomes more embedded. Resettlement is
beginning to be seen as one way of dealing with some
of the refugees and obviously the people who can be
resettled are the ones who are providing the
education and the healthcare in the camps; do you
see that becoming more of a challenge, to fund the
people resources to provide it as well as financial?
Mr Rogers: That is certainly a challenge and whilst
I would not criticise anybody for wanting to go on
resettlement to take the opportunities that are
available to them, it does cause a problem in the
camps.

Q47 Sir Robert Smith: Do you think that countries
taking resettlement should be maybe less picky of
the best and actually provide resettlement of people
with basic needs?
Mr Rogers: That is something that should be
thought about because making sure that the camps
have leaders and teachers and people in their clinics
and so on is very important. I do not have an
immediate solution to the problem but it is certainly
something that should be thought about.

Q48 Sir Robert Smith: One of the other non-
financial things was the restrictions that the Thai
authorities put on people moving from the camps
who are doing any kind of limited work. There
seemed to be mixed messages that perhaps more of
that was going on than was oYcially meant to be
going on. Is that a role for DFID or the Foreign
OYce to maybe work with the Thai authorities to
improve the integration of the camps within the
wider community?
Mr Rogers: It is possibly a role for both of them
given that DFID are involved in supporting TBBC
which is working in the camps, but it may be more
of a Foreign OYce matter. Either way it is certainly
an issue that should be raised with the Thais to
encourage them. The Karenni camps in particular
are suVering very severe restrictions at the moment
and refugees who are found out of the camp are now
being warned that they face the very real possibility
of deportation if they are not back in camp.

Q49 Ann McKechin: Very quickly, at the moment
DFID funds the camps via Christian Aid and other
agencies which means that they are almost at third-
hand. Do you think it would be better if they could
actually be more directly involved in the funding
rather than this second-hand mechanism which I
personally think would increase problems in terms
of accountability and contact. The second thing is
that given the fact that there is a need to look at the
permanent future of the people in the refugee camps
and how they can move on, would it be better for the
UN to take a much stronger role and perhaps start
operating the camps with a view to looking for
permanent solutions for the refugees, many of whom
are very unlikely to go back to Burma at the
current time?
Mr Farmaner: With regards to the way they channel
money, one of the things that some DFID staV have
complained about is the lack of capacity. If they are
using third parties, like Christian Aid, with a lot of
experience of those issues and working with refugees
there then that would seem to make sense in terms
of they can reduce their administrative burden and
make sure that they get the expertise.

Q50 Ann McKechin: With Christian Aid staV in
London, which is the criticism we get of DFID not
being around, Christian Aid are not around either.
Mr Farmaner: As far as I am aware, Christian Aid
staV are visiting regularly, they are in constant
contact with the organisations. The Christian Aid
model of operating is to work through partners and
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local organisations and I think that is a very good
one in terms of not saying, “We are going to do
everything ourselves and know what is best”.
Ann McKechin: I am just wondering whether you
thought one of the reasons for lack of
communication was because everything was coming
third-hand back to DFID.

Q51 Sir Robert Smith: If DFID funded TBBC
directly, would there not be more communication
automatically?
Mr Farmaner: They do not need to fund directly to
communicate. Their oYces are 15 minutes apart in
Bangkok. It is a question of will.

Q52 John Bercow: We are focused on the issue of the
Thai-Burma border, but I wonder whether you think
DFID ought to consider funding work with refugees
on Burma’s other borders, notably the Indian,
Chinese and Bangladeshi borders? I suppose really I
am asking both of you those questions although I
think Ben has made several visits to borders other
than the Thai-Burma and might have a particular
view on that.
Mr Rogers: Yes. I have made several visits to the
Indian and Chinese borders; I have not been to the
Bangladeshi border. All three of those borders are
even more vulnerable and forgotten than the Thai
border. They are vulnerable in the sense that they are
not receiving the assistance that they need, both in
terms of refugee numbers on the Indian and
Bangladeshi borders but also in terms of the
internally displaced people, particularly in the Chin
State which is probably the poorest part of the
country. There are excellent groups, Back Pack
medical groups, trained by a clinic in Thailand and
they are working very much on a shoestring without
much funding at all. I think it would be very good if
DFID could investigate the possibilities thoroughly.
I appreciate that some of those borders are more
restricted perhaps than the Thai border but,
nevertheless, an attempt to investigate the options
there would be very important.
Mr Farmaner: It comes back to the issue of looking
at Burma as a whole—where are the most vulnerable
people, what are their needs—and if that was done
automatically there would be decisions made to
increase assistance to other border areas as well.

Q53 Chairman: One point that was repeatedly made
to us was that, and you mentioned the international
community has not really got its act together and is
not co-ordinated, but quite specifically and in direct
opposition to that we were told that China, India
and Russia were in eVect actively supporting the
regime. Funnily enough, we were told that China
was at least privately asking for some assurances,
possibly to protect their own investments but
nevertheless they had some concerns. We were told
that the Indians did not seem to have any concerns
whatsoever and were trading openly. Frankly, I was
shocked to hear that Russia was proposing to build
a nuclear reactor in Burma and announced that last
month. One would have thought if the international
community had Burma at the top of its agenda then

a Russian decision to build a nuclear reactor in
Burma would be top of the G8 agenda right now,
whereas I suspect it is not even on it. I wonder what
you think the British Government could or should
be doing to engage with those three countries in
terms of their relationships to the regime in
Rangoon.
Mr Rogers: With all three countries I think there are
opportunities to urge them to have a change of mind,
most particularly with India given Britain’s
relationship with India and the fact that India is
proud to call itself the world’s largest democracy. As
you have rightly stated, its position in some ways is
worse than China’s because China is at least asking
some questions behind the scenes. India has moved
from a position in the late 1980s and early 1990s
where it supported the democracy movement to now
quite blatantly arming the regime, providing
military training for the regime, investments in
Burma and not being willing to say anything critical
of the regime or helpful for the democracy
movement. Given Britain’s relationship with India I
think Britain should be trying to raise this issue with
the government of India.
Mr Farmaner: One of the first things that needs to
happen is that the UK needs to start talking to these
governments about this issue at a high level. There is
some embassy to embassy contact, some junior
ministers have raised the issue in passing along with
a whole other range of issues when they are meeting
with these countries but the Foreign Secretary and
the Prime Minister are not raising these issues with
their counterparts at all. Indian oYcials have said to
us, “Well, the British Government never really talks
to us about this, why should we worry?” One Indian
government oYcial said to me that he knew there
was absolutely no moral justification for what they
are doing, they are interested in three things really:
the first is countering Chinese influence in Burma;
the second is they want their gas; the third is
assistance with counter-insurgency in the north of
the country. India is a democracy, it would be
vulnerable to international pressure on this issue if it
was applied but it is just not being applied. From our
discussions with Indian government oYcials they
cannot believe that they are getting away with what
they are doing.
Chairman: Maybe that is a rich seam of
parliamentary questions.

Q54 John Bercow: I confess I feel some coming on,
Chairman, as a result of these exchanges. Mark
Farmaner has just touched on part of the point but
I would like to follow this up because it is a point I
have raised before with others. First, is it your
understanding—this is in no sense meant to be some
sort of personal attack, it is a political question—
that the Foreign Secretary herself has not had any
contact with her opposite numbers in these three
countries, China, India or Russia, on the subject of
Burma, at any rate no contact of which you have
been informed?
Mr Farmaner: No contact of which we have been
informed and various Members of Parliament have
placed parliamentary questions over the last couple
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of years and on each occasion it has been stated that
the minister responsible for Burma, Ian McCartney,
has raised issues but not the Foreign Secretary. We
do not know if the Foreign Secretary did raise it in
bilateral discussions but during a speech in China
she did refer to Burma and that was very welcome,
but at the moment that sort of thing only happens on
an annual basis.

Q55 John Bercow: The second and final point is this:
it may be that I have just missed something but I
have tried to trace a single oral statement in the
House of Commons on the subject of Burma and I
am not aware of the existence of such since records
began. Am I wrong?
Mr Farmaner: I am not aware of that at all.

Q56 Chairman: Can I thank both of you. You will
gather from the questions and some of the comments
that you have given us quite a lot of think about. It
would also be fair to say that the situation in Burma
and the way it is being treated by the international
community, including our own government, is out

In the absence of the Chairman, John Battle was called to the Chair

Witness: Dr Thomas Lee, Associate Professor of Medicine, University of California at Los Angeles School
of Medicine, gave evidence.

Q57 John Battle: Could I welcome you, Dr Lee. I
know you are in London for a conference at the
present time all the way from your work at the Los
Angeles School of Medicine. Can I thank you for
taking the time and trouble to come and share your
experience with us in our evidence session. I wonder
if I could start by perhaps asking you in general
terms to say what you think the particular healthcare
needs of the IDPs are and what are the major
challenges in meeting those needs from your long
and rich experience of being there on the ground. If
you would like to give us some opening remarks we
can then perhaps tease out some of the issues around
healthcare, violence and the future.
Dr Lee: I have been working on the diVerent borders
of Burma for about 10 years now, mostly Thai-
Burma but also the India-Burma and China borders.
One of the most important problems we have been
dealing with is the problem of infectious disease,
which also gets the most attention from the
international community. In eastern Burma there is
no question that the number one cause of morbidity
and mortality is malaria. We conducted some
scientifically standard assessments of malaria over
the last several years, and I have provided some
papers on that7. Approximately one in four children
in eastern Burma die before the age of five and about
55% of those kids die from malaria. It is an extremely
high burden of disease. We have begun to do similar
studies on the China border and we are finding that
the malaria burden there is perhaps even higher. The
same is true of the western border with India. HIV is

7 Unprinted background paper submitted by Dr Thomas Lee

of the mainstream, and part of the reason why we are
looking into this is that, yes, there is a humanitarian
crisis that needs to be addressed but it is a
humanitarian crisis that arises out of a political
situation which is not being coherently addressed, it
would appear. I want to thank you very much indeed
for your evidence and the insight you have brought
to us, which I hope will inform us. We are taking
more evidence and we will have an opportunity to
question our own ministers before we produce a
report. You have really helped us a great deal, thank
you very much for your time.
Mr Rogers: Thank you very much.
Mr Farmaner: If I could just briefly say, because
there has been a misunderstanding in the past, the
criticisms that we made of DFID are not criticisms
of the existing work they are doing and saying that is
not valuable, it is saying that we think there are extra
things that need to be done that should be being
done.
Chairman: I think we understand that a little better
actually and we have understood the point you are
making. Thank you.

also a significant problem. In Thailand the rates
have been comparable with what has been measured
inside Burma. We have rates in pregnant women of
between 1 and 2%. On the China and India borders
the HIV problem is much worse, primarily because
of the traYcking of heroin and injecting drug use.
We are seeing the problem there is much more
extreme. The HIV rates on the Burma border are the
highest in India and China in those countries on the
borders. The third problem is tuberculosis. On the
Thai border not only are we seeing that most cases
of TB are seen in Burmese migrants but they also
have a much higher rate of drug-resistant TB which
is of huge international concern. In fact, last week
there were three ex-pat workers in a refugee camp in
Thailand diagnosed with extreme drug-resistant TB
(XDR TB) which has got a lot of press recently, I do
not know if you have heard this. That has significant
implications for the management of TB on that
border. Also we are seeing a lot of TB on the China
and India borders because part of what is driving
that is the co-infection with HIV.

Q58 John Battle: What is the response to meet those
challenges in terms of personnel and money?
Dr Lee: I think the primary limitation has been
resources, funding. On all three borders there are
substantial indigenous local health organisations
that do have the infrastructure and the capacity to
provide standard interventions for infectious
disease. For example, on the Thai border we are
conducting perhaps the largest malaria programme
ever conducted in the cross-border regions there.
There are dozens of Back Pack Health Worker
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Teams which receive the highest profile and
attention but there are also dozens of clinics run by
the Karen, Mon, Karenni and Shan. On the China
borders we are working with the Kachin health
department and a Palaung health organisation and
on the Indian border with Chin, Naga, Kuki and
Zomi. There is a very large indigenous health
programme that I think is unrecognised and severely
under-funded. In eastern Burma, for example, with
some malaria programmes, historically they have
had to use second rate drugs that are not as eVective.
The Back Pack Health Workers, for example, use
quinine-tetracycline combination anti-malarials
which are known to be much less eVective than what
we call artesunate combination therapy. That is
primarily a funding problem. I have seen claims that
the eVorts on the Thai border, for example, are well-
funded, or fully funded, and I would like to say that
is ridiculous. If you look at our malaria budget, for
example, in eastern Burma over 80% of the budget is
for anti-malarials, rapid diagnostic tests, and
insecticide treated nets--just for commodities. That
gives you some idea that the budget is very thin, very
shoestring, there is very little money left over for
other aspects of the programme that are important:
health worker salaries, transportation, logistics.

Q59 Ms McKechin: I wonder, Dr Lee, how can
donors such as DFID best address the link with
human rights abuses, of which of course there are
many in many diVerent ways: people being deprived
of food when they are thrown out of their villages,
the sexual abuse of women and forced labour? We
met refugees who had been subjected to forced
labour with very detrimental eVects on their health.
How should donors try and target aid—is it to try to
concentrate aid-giving around the border camp
areas as well as trying to boost the health authorities
within Burma itself?
Dr Lee: We conducted a study in eastern Burma
which basically measured the impacts of human
rights violations committed at a population level on
population health indicators. I do not know if you
are familiar with that. That was published in the
Chronic Emergency report by the Back Pack Health
Workers, but we also will have a scientific
publication coming out in one of the British Medical
Journals which I provided beforehand. Basically
what the study demonstrated was that human rights
violations, such as forced displacement, food
insecurity, disruption of food resources and forced
labour, were one of the most significant
determinants of health. For example, in families that
had been forced to move the chance of a child dying
in those families was about 2.8 times as great as in
families who were not forced to move. In terms of
mitigating that impact of the human rights
violations on health the most obvious would be to
stop the human rights violations and obviously that
is diYcult. To get the military to stop forcing
villagers to move in eastern Burma would be
diYcult. Secondary to that the best thing we can do
is to make sure there are enough resources there to
deal with the problems that come as a result of
forced displacement. When people are forced to

move they are more likely to catch malaria, they do
not have access to health resources, they are more
likely to get diarrhoea, they are more likely to be
malnourished and they are cut oV from their food
supply. I think the organisations working on the
ground there have to have adequate resources to
respond to those human rights violations.

Q60 Ms McKechin: That is more capital intensive
because you need more drugs like anti-malarials?
Dr Lee: Yes. It is a question of resources. There are
some capacity limitations, there have to be, but I
think there should be more training, more technical
support. The aid cannot be given without that
support but the primary limitation is the resources.

Q61 Sir Robert Smith: When we were there we did
hear in briefings about the cross-border healthcare
and that there were attempts to provide community
health improvements as well as direct emergency
assistance. What sort of proportion of the cross-
border aid provided by the mobile health staV do
you assess is going to go on basic first-aid assistance
and on providing preventative medicine and health
education?
Dr Lee: There has been a gradual shift over the last
10 years in the type of aid that is provided. Initially
when these organisations were just getting oV the
ground they were just trying to treat disease, treat
malaria, diarrhoea, dealing with landmine injuries,
and they evolved over time to more preventative
care, school health education, community health
education and prevention programmes, water,
sanitation, latrines. It is pretty hard to estimate the
number because a lot of the programmes deal with
both. It is kind of an artificial distinction in some
ways but I would say 50%, and that is growing.
There is a growing recognition by Dr Cynthia and
the health workers there that they really have to
build the capacity of the local people to provide
healthcare for themselves in order to really have an
impact. For example, with malaria treatment, as
these Back Pack Teams move around and provide
treatment what they have found is that it is more
eVective to train the villagers to diagnose and treat
malaria themselves instead of having to be there
because they cannot always be there, they are hunted
down by the military, they are always moving. If
they call on the village to help with volunteers and
healthcare workers then they are more eVective in
terms of having an impact on health status.

Q62 John Bercow: Dr Lee, I would be interested to
know what you think are both the prospects and the
problems for the Three Diseases Fund—what it can
do but also what perhaps it simply cannot do, not
necessarily because of a shortage of resources but
because of the political climate within which it is
operating. Specifically, I am quite interested to know
how you think donors can be confident, if they can,
that regime restrictions on their operations, the
requirement for a Memorandum of Understanding
and so on, will not cause the Fund to face the same
premature closure or dissipation that aVected the
Global Fund?
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Dr Lee: There has been a lot of discussion about the
comparative advantage in terms of the 3D Fund and
other donors working inside versus on the borders.
If you look at the areas that have the highest malaria
burden of the country, for example—I wish I could
show a slide, I asked if I could show something
here—the areas of the country that have the highest
malaria burden are along the four borders.8 It is not
a thin band, it is a wide band, wide regions that have
extremely high rates of malaria. If you look at a map
of the areas where the INGOs9 working inside have
access, the map is somewhat the inverse. The map
that shows where they are working and where they
have access to looks like this, and the risk areas are
around that area. It is not clear to me that those
organisations will be able to eVectively target not
only the most vulnerable populations but also the
areas that have the highest impact on the
neighbouring countries in terms of the spread of
infectious disease.

Q63 John Bercow: So the Fund, in fact, will meet the
needs in whole or in part of less vulnerable people,
still highly vulnerable but less vulnerable, than those
of whom you have got direct experience?
Dr Lee: Sure.

Q64 John Bercow: What measures, in your
judgment, are required to reduce the incidence of
malaria amongst the IDPs? Is the problem, and I say
this as a lay person looking for guidance from an
expert, a lack of prophylactic medicine and nets, or
is the diYculty one that lies in either the distribution
or the uptake, or is it a combination of both?
Dr Lee: Just to give you an example, on the eastern
border we are working with Back Pack Health
Workers and also the Karen Health Department.
Their population coverage is about 260,000 people.
We have only been able to implement malaria
control programmes with about 40,000 of those
people, so less than 20% of the population there. The
methods that we have used are just standard
methods recommended by the WHO. We have rapid
diagnostic tests, microscopes, anti-malarials,
insecticide treated nets, it is not anything that
complicated. In the populations where we have the
resources to implement those types of programmes
we have documented a dramatic decline in the
malaria rate, so it is possible to have eVective
programmes in these areas if we have the resources.
We have a paper being reviewed in a journal called
Conflict and Health which shows those rates coming
down. I have to say that because of the concerns
about cross-border monitoring we have had to have
levels of monitoring that go beyond what usual aid
agencies are required to have in areas they work in,
say, in Africa or other countries in South East Asia.
The same is true of TBBC—they have to take a
picture of every family that gets a basket of rice
because of extreme concerns about cross-border
monitoring. The methods are there and the tools are
there, it is just a matter of resources.

8 Unprinted background paper submitted by Dr Thomas Lee
9 International non-governmental organisation (INGO).

Q65 Ann McKechin: Can I just ask how many people
do you think are in this outer ring of high risk, how
many do you think we may be talking about in the
population?
Dr Lee: If you look at just the sheer numbers of
ethnic minorities versus the Burmese, in the centre of
the country it is something like 50% of the
population is composed of ethnic minorities. There
are some areas that are in these ethnic states that the
organisations working in Rangoon can reach. I am
not saying they cannot reach any of these at all but
it is—

Q66 Ann McKechin: It is patchy.
Dr Lee: It is very partial and it tends to be in the
towns. If you look at where they actually have access
it is in the urban areas where the government has
control. The tools are there. We are employing the
exact same tools on the China, India and Burma
borders: diagnostic tests, medicines and nets. It is
very simple. When we get those we provide training
for the health workers there, we train the
organisations to do monitoring and we get the
supplies out into the field, it is very simple.

Q67 John Bercow: Finally, I am interested to ask you
about co-ordination and what co-ordination exists
between Burmese public health ministries, the
NGOs and the community groups to work on
infectious diseases. How robust is that co-
ordination? I suppose at the back of my mind,
although you may be able to allay my concern, is an
underlying concern that we are talking about
Burmese government organisations, Burmese
departments, having a role in co-ordination and
these Burmese departments are departments of the
government that is committing the atrocious human
rights abuses that are themselves a contributory
factor to some of the disease.
Dr Lee: I think that is very true. On the one hand, in
Karen State, for example, you have the military
coming in and displacing tens of thousands of people
and I think the local organisations on the ground,
the people on the ground, find it strange that on the
right hand of the government they are committing
these atrocities, forcing people to move, and then on
the left hand they have money to come in and
provide health aid. It is very strange because to them
it is the same organisation, it is the Government.
They have government organised NGOs which are
basically government organisations providing
humanitarian assistance but on the other hand they
are also causing the problem. It is very confusing to
organisations on the ground there.

Q68 Richard Burden: Could I ask you a little bit
about the health data. The data you have given us so
far has been very helpful about the arc around the
centre of the country but there are big diVerences,
are there not, between the figures that the Burmese
Government produces for health indicators and
those that others, particularly the Back Pack Health
Worker Teams, have produced. We understand they
are quite staggering: overall mortality one and a half
times higher amongst IDPs, landmine injury and
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death four times higher, malaria incidence nearly
twice as high and one in 12 women IDPs likely to die
in childbirth, from the figures that the regime comes
up with. What do you think donors could do to try
to get the collection of accurate data on a firmer
footing, whether that be in-country or whether it be
through supporting workers, Back Pack Health
Worker Teams or others?
Dr Lee: The reason there is this discrepancy is that
it is a question of access. A lot of the figures from
inside come from, say, UNICEF where they are
documenting child mortality rates. It is not their
fault, they cannot access the areas that have higher
child mortality, so they are not misreporting data, it
is just a lack of access. If the international
community is really interested in knowing what the
true extent of disease is and mortality and morbidity
then they have to support organisations that can
access these areas and measure these types of
numbers. We hosted an infectious diseases
conference in Bangkok in January with
organisations from the borders and from inside. We
had Charles Petrie, the UNDP and UNAIDS there
to try to figure out if we could communicate, because
there is very poor communication between inside
and outside organisations, to try to come up with
some disease surveillance systems, to collaborate
together on measuring disease in these border
regions where there is so little information. There
has to be greater support for that eVort and there
also has to be greater communication between the
groups on both sides.

Q69 Richard Burden: Were there any specifics that
came out of those discussions, without
compromising anybody, that you can share with us
today where you could say this is something that
could be done in terms of improving co-ordination
and communication, or this is a particular project
which could do with more support, whether it be
from DFID or DFID asking someone else to
support it?
Dr Lee: We have a plan to host border specific
meetings that include groups working on both sides
along each border. We would like to host
collaborative meetings and conferences in
Bangladesh, India, China and Thailand where the
relevant parties, both the local community-based
organisations, NGOs and regional government
organisations, come together to meet and discuss the
collection of information and reporting of
information. We are hopeful that this eVort will be
successful. We have come up with a proposal and we
are hoping to be able to raise support for that.

Q70 Richard Burden: Just to clarify, in that context
who is the “we” that would do the hosting and where
has the proposal gone?
Dr Lee: The group that sponsored the conference in
January was the Open Society Institute, the OSI, but
by the “we” I guess it is a collaboration of
universities, there is the Centre for Public Health and
Human Rights at Johns Hopkins University, the
Centre for Human Rights at the University of
California, Berkeley, my organisation, the Global

Health Access Programme, and working together
with some organisations in Thailand. We would like
to work with the organisations inside, like the
UNDP, UNAIDS, and I have to say that they have
been open to the idea of attending these conferences
and participating. I think they also realise there are
constraints that they have inside that they need to try
to overcome.

Q71 Ann McKechin: The Committee is obviously
concerned that the International Committee of the
Red Cross has had to close two of its field oYces in
eastern Burma recently. What do you think the
impact will be of the closure of those oYces in terms
of health in that part of the country? Why do you
think that the ICRC may have been singled out in
particular among international organisations by the
Burmese authorities and has that had any
implication in terms of making it more restrictive or
curtailing what you are actually doing or contact
with the Burmese authorities on the issue of health
specifically?
Dr Lee: I do not think the ICRC was really singled
out, I think that restriction has been placed on most
of the INGOs working in Burma. There was a
general increase in the level of restrictions after the
sacking of Khin Nyunt, the head of the military
intelligence programme. In terms of the impact on
health, ICRC was not conducting large scale health
operations in those areas but I think they played a
significant role in witnessing potential human rights
violations that would impact health. That would be
the primary impact.

Q72 Ann McKechin: They had a monitoring role in
terms of overall health of the population. Was the
information that they provided of use to people and
what will be the impact of the fact that you have lost
that independent voice or presence?
Dr Lee: Yes, their pull-out will be very damaging in
that aspect, especially with respect to the health of
political prisoners. They played a very important
role in monitoring that. I have heard rumours that
other INGOs are considering pulling out and that
would have a drastic impact on the health of
people there.

Q73 Sir Robert Smith: DFID provides some funding
to the World Health Organisation: £1.5 million over
three years to a programme aiming to achieve
sustainable improvement in the surveillance of
preventable diseases, such as measles, and another
programme of £500,000 over five years to support
the provision of healthcare to unregistered refugees
on the Thai border. There are other funds as well.
How eVective is the World Health Organisation in
support to IDPs in Burma, including on the borders?
Dr Lee: I have to say I have been on the border
working there for 10 years, working with IDPs, and
the WHO inside Myanmar, and also the WHO in
Thailand, has not been involved in any kind of data
collection relating to IDPs in Burma.
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Q74 Sir Robert Smith: Do you think a large
organisation is not really the right vehicle and that
community-based groups are more likely to be able
to do that?
Dr Lee: I do not mean to single them out. What is
really true is that there has been no-one involved in
supporting that eVort. In general the IDP eVort has
been funded mostly by small private donors,
foundations, church groups, that sort of thing. The
organisations that work in Thailand which are
registered to work there and have any links with the
Thai Government are not oYcially allowed to
engage in cross-border activities, it puts their MoU
in Thailand at risk. Similarly, organisations in
Burma have the same restrictions. That is why for
the most part they are not allowed to work openly
with IDPs.

Q75 Sir Robert Smith: In a sense do you think they
have to make that choice then that either they work
with IDPs or work in the way they are currently
working?
Dr Lee: Yes, it is a choice they have to make: are they
willing to put their programmes at risk in the
country to work with IDPs. Sometimes it is not a
black and white thing. There are many organisations
that push the borders of their MoUs by working
quietly cross-border and also there are groups inside
that quietly push the borders of where they are
actually allowed to work quite eVectively. Some
organisations are more aggressive about that than
others.

Q76 John Bercow: Dr Lee, the Mae Tao Clinic in
Mae Sot, Thailand, provides free healthcare for
refugees, migrant workers and other Burmese
people who have crossed the border to Thailand,
but, of course, doing so involves a journey that can
be diYcult, lengthy, expensive and dangerous. Do
you feel, nevertheless, that donors, such as DFID,
should support clinics in border areas? If you do,
how do you answer the charge from others that this
serves only to encourage IDPs and refugees to make
those journeys which, as I say, are long and risky?
Dr Lee: It is true. At Mae Tao Clinic, for example,
last year they treated approximately 8,000 patients
with malaria and 75% of those patients came from
Burma. There is no question that donors need to
support that. If we could set up support systems
inside that would be better, but right now that is not
the case. In terms of the amount of support, the
number of donors who are willing to cross the
border, it is much smaller than the number of donors
who are willing to support the Mae Tao Clinic,
refugee camps and clinics operating on the Thai side.

Q77 John Bercow: So you are working with what is
on a practical basis and on that line of argument you
say—I do not seek to put words in your mouth, I
seek to extract them—“let us work with what is and
try to make it better”?
Dr Lee: But let us also try to reach out and set up
improved systems across the border as well.

Q78 John Bercow: I am sorry to press you but there
is no doubt that it is a recurrent theme in our inquiry,
and you expressed yourself very robustly and
explicitly at the outset in saying that the idea that
there was suYcient being done on the borders and no
more could be done was wrong. I think you put it
rather more strongly than that. Just so I am clear in
my own mind, are you arguing on the strength of
your own personal experience that a greater resource
should be devoted by the Department for
International Development, which it is our duty to
scrutinise, to the provision of cross-border
assistance?
Dr Lee: Yes, definitely. That would go not only for
the Thai border but also China and India as well. I
was happy to learn that DFID is supporting some
eVorts on the China border and I have to say that
USAID, for example, and other donors who are
more restrictive in the kind of support they can give
will often limit themselves to Thailand and often
limit themselves to activities in Thailand. If DFID
and other donors were able to be more flexible and
to reach out to these other borders and just to the
vulnerable populations the aid would be much
needed and very well received.

Q79 John Battle: When some of us visited the Ban
Mai Nai Soi Camp, there was the Ban Tractor
Health Clinic that we visited there, which was a busy
little place. I know it was an oYcial visit and it was
likely to be full that morning but they were dealing
with the daily problems of people who were refugees,
problems with breathing—I am not a doctor—
respiratory problems, urinary tract problems. If they
had anything serious they had to get there from a few
hours away through diYcult terrain and if it was
raining it would have taken them some time. I
thought it was a clinic that was doing well under
pressure really. I would like to hear from you a last
remark. If you were to stress to us what should be in
our report in terms of recommendations to DFID
and the British Government, just as Mark and Ben
commented, and you heard their evidence before, I
am left with the strong impression of resources and
trying to work through the diYcult business of
resources and how to do the inside and the outside,
cross-border, what would be your particular
suggestions to us that we should recommend to
ensure that the healthcare challenges in the refugee
camps are addressed today, next month and for the
next few months, and perhaps the next year or years
until this political situation is properly tackled?
Dr Lee: One would be, as I have already said,
increased resources. Those resources need to be
combined with enough support for training and
capacity building of the organisations and the health
workers, and also technical support. What I have
sometimes seen is aid being provided without the
resources for technical support and training of the
local organisations. The second would be that the
support comes unrestricted or with less restrictions
than has been provided in the past. I will give you an
example: USAID recently committed $3 million for
cross-border support this year and $1 million for
health. None of the funds could be used for
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medicine, none of the funds could be used for rapid
diagnostic tests for malaria and none of the funds
could be used for insecticide-treated nets. That is
80% of our budget. Other restrictions included that
all supplies must be bought in Thailand. For
example, if you are building a cement latrine you
have to buy the cement in Thailand and carry it on
your back across the border. So not just an increase
in resources but some freedom in terms of how those
resources are used. As I mentioned before, there is

also a problem in the restriction of those funds to the
Thai border, where there is already significant
support, in comparison with the Indian and
Chinese borders.
John Battle: If there are no other particular
questions, can I thank you most sincerely for your
evidence and the detail of information that you have
compacted into it. It has been a really valuable
session. We thank you for giving us your time this
morning.
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Q80 Chairman: Good morning. Thank you very
much for coming to give evidence to us on our
continuing inquiry into the problems of both
internally displaced people and refugees in and
outside Burma. We understand that some of you
may wish to give a little bit of evidence in private, so
we will allow a few minutes at the end of this session.
You only need to make any reference to that if in
questioning we ask you something you would rather
put in the private session, if you would let us know.
Other than that, as you will know the Committee
visited the Thai-Burma border and met with quite a
number of the agencies that are involved in
supporting refugees and IDPs in-country and we
visited a refugee camp. I do not think we claim that
gives us expertise but perhaps a little bit of insight
into the plight of these people, although finding out
what that is is obviously quite complicated in many
cases. I just wondered whether you could help us at
the start, each of you, by giving us a brief description
of how your organisation operates in the context of
Burma, whether it is inside the country, cross-
border, amongst the refugees, on the border or
outside Burma, and how you relate to other
organisations. Perhaps, finally, whether you have
any particular group you are targeted towards as
opposed to the general plight. It might be helpful in
your own words to give us very briefly a summary of
what you do. The Committee have a number of
questions but perhaps then we will be better
informed about where you are coming from.
Mr Hasan: Thank you very much. Christian Aid has
been working in Burma for quite a few decades. We
have three key focuses to our approach with regards
to working and supporting community-based ethnic
organisations in Thailand and also organisations in
Yunnan Province in China to give support to
communities inside Burma. We are a member of the
Thailand Burma Border Consortium, which is part
of the government structure of the TBBC, and
support a number of other organisations working on
that border. That primarily supports both the
displaced inside Burma and also displaced people in
Thailand. In addition to that, we have a strong HIV
focus to our work inside the country, so we work
through civil society organisations inside Burma
providing support around care, stigma and

discrimination, et cetera, throughout a number of
diVerent stages, so on much more of a national
perspective. We also support civil society groups
working in eastern Burma as well from within the
country and those are, again, to provide support not
just to the displaced, although that is a significant
part of that programme, but also more broadly on a
developmental and relief footing. That is the major
focus of how our programme is structured inside the
country. We also are involved in campaigning and
lobbying advocacy work around Burma outside that
country and support a number of regional initiatives
that are looking at challenging the perceptions
within South East Asia by regional civil society
organisations, so not just focusing here in the north
but very much in challenging perceptions of how
Burma is seen in the south as well.

Q81 Chairman: As a supplementary to that, so you
are able to reach people in eastern Burma from in-
country?
Mr Hasan: Yes, absolutely.

Q82 Chairman: We have had some evidence saying
that is diYcult to do.
Mr Hasan: Obviously there are constraints with all
the diVerent processes of reaching the displaced but
we do support initiatives from Thailand and also
from within the country, that is correct.
Ms Doull: Merlin has been working in Burma since
the end of 2004. Merlin’s remit in-country is to
support equitable access to aVordable primary
healthcare, also to improve water and sanitation
access, and more recently supporting malaria
prevention and control activities. The longest term
programme that we have had has been in the
Laputta Township which is in the Ayeryarwaddy
Division down in the southern delta region and we
have just opened a programme in Chin State in
Sagaing Division which is in the north-west part of
the country on the border with India. That
programme is focusing predominantly on malaria
prevention and control. We heard just last week that
we have further funding to add an additional
primary healthcare component to both of those
divisions and those are both two year—

Q83 Chairman: Funding from whom?
Ms Doull: The malaria control programme is the
Three Diseases Fund and the most recent funding is
coming from Europeaid for primary healthcare. The
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programme in the south is funded from the Disaster
Emergencies Committee and also the Three
Diseases Fund.

Q84 Chairman: So you are one of the agencies
helping to deliver the Three Diseases Fund?
Ms Doull: Yes, that is right. The programme focuses
on a number of vulnerable groups in relation to a
range of health issues, particularly communicable
disease and maternal health, so there is a strong
focus on targeting women of reproductive age and
also children, particularly under-fives, who are most
vulnerable, but inevitably in the areas that we work
we come across a number of internally displaced
people as well. The services that we provide are both
for the displaced and the host population as in both
regions they are extremely socio-economically
marginalised.
Mr Bryant: Before I start I should just apologise that
our in-country representative was unable to attend
today due to delays in processing travel documents.
I will do my best to answer the questions but it may
be that in certain cases we will be able to follow up
with certain written submissions. MSI has been
working in-country since 1997. We have 13 centres
based in six diVerent regions providing family
planning services. We also provide VCT10 services
being one of only two NGOs oYcially permitted to
do HIV testing. While our health centres are located
in urban areas, we support an outreach programme
of mobile community-based distribution services
that extend into rural and marginalised areas.

Q85 Chairman: Thank you. You are operating
entirely within-country?
Mr Bryant: Yes.

Q86 Chairman: Are you operating in co-operation
with Burmese authorities or are you operating on
your own in co-operation with other NGOs or
donors?
Mr Bryant: In some cases we have partnered
national bodies, such as the Nurses’ Association. All
of our operations are done with permission from the
authorities there.
Chairman: I think one or two of my colleagues might
want to explore that further.

Q87 John Battle: Our job as a Committee is mainly
to monitor, stimulate and take an interest in the
work of DFID as well as NGOs obviously and the
relationship between them. If I were a minister in
DFID dealing with perhaps 87 countries in the
world and trying to share scarce resources around
them, on this particular issue I am not quite sure
what the emphasis should be. If I could just take as
an example, and focus the question on Christian
Aid, in the written evidence from Christian Aid it
says: “Christian Aid believes it to be vital for DFID
to increase its assistance to providing support to
meet the needs of refugees based in the camps in
Thailand”. We went and saw the camps in Thailand
and can see the need. Then it goes on: “This should

10 Voluntary counselling and testing

recognise the importance of assistance being
provided from inside Burma as well as those
working cross-border.” I just put it to you that
DFID has limited resources and does need to
prioritise its funding. Should it be focusing on
working in-country or should it be focusing at this
time on working with displaced people in the camps?
What would be your almost crude response to guide
me on that if I am saying as a minister, “I have only
got a limited amount of money, where do you want
me to go first?”
Mr Bryant: The answer is both.

Q88 John Battle: I thought it might be!
Mr Bryant: There are certainly needs within-country
and many of the needs that you may have seen will
be reflected in-country. Despite a challenging
operating environment it is possible for
organisations with experience of circumnavigating
the challenges to provide very eVective and very
much needed services from within the country.
Ms Doull: I think it is a bit of both. There are
significant numbers of internally displaced in-
country and for all of us in agencies, both in Burma
and other countries, part of our challenge and part
of the reason we exist is to find ways to work to
deliver services perhaps in a slightly alternative
modus operandi that reach people in need. The fact
that it is diYcult and challenging and DFID only
have a small budget or limited resources is not a
reason in itself not to do it, it is how you make best
use of that money to go to scale and, therefore, the
level that you work at in-country. From Merlin’s
experience we have managed to work eVectively at
community level whilst still supporting Ministry of
Health national strategies for malaria control and
primary healthcare. Doing that at a very basic
community level, strengthening community
resilience and capacity to look after their own health
needs, I think can have significant eVect without
necessarily falling into some of the challenges you
meet in working too closely with the Ministry of
Health.

Q89 John Battle: Perhaps I will come back to that
later.
Mr Hasan: From our perspective, first and foremost
we would say that the current allocation of DFID
funding is not suYcient bearing in mind the
challenges of working in Burma.

Q90 John Battle: Do you mean in Burma or—
Mr Hasan: The whole context of working on the
issues aVecting Burmese people. £8 million is really
not suYcient given the challenges that we all face on
a day-to-day basis. In saying that, we also believe
very strongly that we need to have a dual approach.
You cannot deal with a situation as complex as
Burma with a very one-sided approach, whether it is
from the border, whether it is from inside,
irrespective, it will not be as eVective as trying to
build those links, trying to find ways to co-ordinate
and co-operate between diVerent international and
national civil society groups, et cetera. We believe
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very strongly that by playing a role in providing
assistance on a number of diVerent levels that is the
way DFID can add value.

Q91 John Battle: As a Committee it was not so easy,
should I put it in those terms, for us to actually find
out what was going on in Burma because we cannot
visit unless we are taken around, so our immediate
experience was in camps, not in-country. I want to
ask you if DFID’s support to in-country assistance
was to be increased, to follow up Ray’s point, and
that means moving resources from elsewhere in the
world, maybe from African countries, to Burma, but
maybe we put the case for Burma in the whole
context, as you said, where should the funding be
directed? I will put it in these terms: if you went with
the Three Diseases Fund, for example, some would
say that you are colluding with the strategies of the
Burmese authorities and, therefore, playing into
their hands and that is not delivering assistance to
alleviate poverty in places that need it most. Should
it be through those kinds of multi-donor initiatives
or should it be through NGOs, community groups?
If you could give any guidance, if I can put it in those
terms, what would you be guiding us to say to DFID
about in-country assistance?
Ms Doull: Well, I think taking it back to the national
strategy, the national strategy for TB, malaria, HIV
and AIDS is built upon a well-recognised global
strategy for the control of those diseases and that is
being employed in a number of countries. There is a
critique of the support of vertical disease control
programmes, not just in Burma but elsewhere in the
world, so what agencies like ourselves do when we
receive funding for those types of activities is learn to
piggyback other services on to that and to integrate
those services within primary healthcare
programmes that exist in-country. While it may look
to be a very vertical and single focused way of
funding healthcare, again it is the slightly inventive
way in which you implement that programme
because doing health education on disease topic X
also allows you the opportunity to do health
education on disease topic Y or nutrition or
whatever. It is looking at how you take that funded
activity and transpose additional activities on to it. It
provides an opportunity. If that is the gateway that it
is acceptable to deliver services through then let us
use that opportunity and build other opportunities
on to it.
Mr Hasan: Christian Aid is broadly very much
supportive of DFID’s role in playing a leading role
in developing the Three Diseases initiative. One of
the challenges that are faced by that is also the
constraints and limitations attached to that Fund.
Yes, we are absolutely supportive, we believe very
much that money can be eVective, but if you are
looking at a national strategy for dealing with HIV
you cannot exclude certain parts of the country and
certain approaches, so the challenge for DFID as
well as other members of the Three Diseases Fund is
to find ways as the Fund develops to open up
opportunities, whether it is through the support of
the Ministry of Health inside the country, to identify
other ways, other opportunities to push those

borders and boundaries that prevent a more holistic
approach to dealing with HIV. You cannot look at
an issue like HIV and deal with it in pockets, it is a
regional problem and there needs to be a regional
approach. There are genuine challenges with regard
to DFID there and we would certainly urge them as
they get more experience in implementing this Fund
to be looking for other approaches to support cross-
border delivery and particularly we are talking here
about the China-Burma border where HIV is at
crisis point.

Q92 Sir Robert Smith: DFID’s case was that with a
finite pot said they should be looking at where they
can make most impact and they talked about
comparative advantage and they had a comparative
advantage in-country and that other organisations
were involved in dealing with refugees or cross-
border assistance. Is there an argument that rather
than spreading across all these methods of delivery
DFID should focus where they think they can make
the most diVerence?
Mr Hasan: I would firstly argue very much on the
basis of comparative advantage I think what they
claim that means is erroneous. There is certainly a
lot of value to DFID’s support to the development
of civil society inside the country, and we would
most certainly urge them to continue to do that and
find ways of strengthening that, but, as I mentioned
earlier, there is certainly the need for a much more
joined-up approach to dealing with the crisis in
Burma today and that cannot be done with a one
focus strategy, they very much need to be playing a
leading role in bringing diVerent organisations
together to develop joint strategies, and that is not
just with regard to this place but in a number of other
key areas. There are genuine challenges with regards
to funding, we acknowledge that, and obviously we
would call for an increase in that funding, but also
there are more strategic ways of finding
opportunities to use that. There are a lot of very,
very good national and international organisations
based inside and there are also a lot of very good
organisations based outside. For me, DFID’s
comparative advantage, if you want to use that
phrase, is to play that role of bringing diVerent
organisations together to develop an environment
that is much more based on co-operation and trust
which has been lacking over the last few decades. It
has got better, there is more dialogue across the
border, but for me that is a role that DFID should be
playing and that would definitely be a comparative
advantage.
Mr Singh: Ray just used the words, “joined-up
working” and through this discussion it appears to
me that there are finite resources that DFID has, but
is not the real issue donor co-ordination? I would
like to know a little bit more about what other
international donors are doing and whether they
could do more or whether DFID could use its
leverage to make them or encourage them to do
more.
Chairman: Could I ask John Bercow to come in here
because he has a question that is linked to that.
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Q93 John Bercow: I was very interested in what Ray
Hasan just said. Both during the visit and in our first
evidence session last week a number of the
interlocutors highlighted as a problem precisely the
absence or paucity of co-operation to which Ray
Hasan has just referred, a lack of co-operation
between those working in-country and those seeking
to do so from the border. Christian Aid in your
written evidence highlight this and talk about the
need to develop robust co-ordination mechanisms
between groups working cross-border and those
operating inside Burma and the opportunity for
DFID based at the moment, and I emphasise, Chair,
at the moment, in both Thailand and Burma to play
a much more proactive leadership role. I suppose my
question is this: what specific measures could DFID
take to improve co-ordination between those
working cross-border and those in-country to
deliver assistance to IDPs? Or is it your view that
UN OCHA11, which has recently appointed a
Humanitarian Coordinator for Burma, should take
that role? Or maybe you have yet another approach,
I do not know. I would be very interested to hear you
flesh out your thinking on that matter.
Mr Hasan: When we are looking at the role that
DFID can play, it is actually a relatively small role.
You talk about donor co-ordination, it is a relatively
small role and, therefore, there are genuine
opportunities that bring people together. It strikes
me as incredible that there are such divides with
regard to international community organisations’
approaches to the working in and on Burma. We
would certainly say that the Humanitarian
Coordinator in Rangoon has a key role to play but
has been playing that very much in partnership with
DFID. Our argument would be that they are not
doing enough. It is quite clear that in discussions we
have had with the UN and also with DFID there is
a genuine problem in gaining the trust of all groups.
There are strong calls for co-ordinated mechanisms
to be developed that both the UN and DFID are
using in public meetings, but then we get a very
diVerent feel more often than not when we are asking
for much more information about how we could
work more closely together. We are determined to
develop links. We have done initiatives that I would
be more comfortable sharing with you in a closed
session. We have some experience of trying to bring
groups together. Our feeling is that DFID and the
UN and any other co-ordinated mechanism that
could be used would be absolutely ideal. With
regards to refugees, for example UNHCR have been
working very closely with the groups responsible for
providing assistance to refugees at the border and
for me potentially that is an opportunity for good
practice.

Q94 John Bercow: You express yourself in
diplomatic terms, and I certainly do not seek to put
words in your mouth but rather to extract them.
Would it nevertheless be accurate to say that the
scope for a more co-operative attitude by DFID
does exist?

11 OYce for the Co-ordination of Humanitarian AVairs

Mr Hasan: Yes, you can put those words in my
mouth.

Q95 John Bercow: I am very grateful. Very briefly, if
I may, when the Committee went on its visit it was
slightly taken aback, and if colleagues disagree
doubtless they will say so, to discover that there was
a plan by DFID to close its Bangkok oYce by May
2008—this was something of which we knew
nothing and apparently had been pretty well
decided—and also to ratchet up to 10 the staYng
level in-country. For my part, I confess I thought
was this by any chance designed to create new facts
on the ground and to rule out the possibility of a
significant increase in funding for cross-border
work, but that may just be my suspicious mind, I do
not know. May I ask you whether you think that the
plans to close the Bangkok oYce by May 2008 and
thereby to restrict the activities to Rangoon will
adversely aVect precisely the ability to co-ordinate
eVectively the cross-border work which you judge to
be necessary?
Mr Hasan: Absolutely. I have just come back from
the region and I met DFID in Bangkok on Monday.
This was one of the issues that I raised with them
directly. The first time that I went to Burma about
six years ago I spent five weeks inside the country
and came back absolutely convinced this was the
approach to take. My next trip was to the border
where I spent a month at the border and came back
convinced that was the approach to take. That is the
reality, both of those approaches are absolutely
essential. I remain unconvinced that you can really
develop both by being based in one place and it will
certainly curtail DFID’s ability to play a co-
ordinating role in bringing diVerent approaches and
organisations together. That is my concern that I
raised with them. However many times you come
back to Bangkok from Rangoon for meetings, et
cetera, you lose the sense of what is going on and the
ability to travel to the border will be reduced because
of other constraints on their time and it will have a
very detrimental impact for DFID’s ability to see
responses to Burma in a much more joined-up way
as such and I think it will become very focused on
one approach. That is a genuine concern that we
have raised directly.

Q96 Chairman: Do you think that there is any sense
of confusion between what DFID staV are doing and
what Foreign OYce staV are doing in Bangkok?
What became apparent to us was that the visits to
the border, to Chiang Mai, to refugee camps, are
mostly being carried out by the Foreign OYce
oYcials rather than DFID oYcials.
Mr Hasan: There has certainly been more activity
from the Foreign OYce than DFID with regard to
visits to the border. I guess their position would be
that would be joined-up government. I am not
entirely convinced that you get the sense they are
talking to each other as eVectively as they should be.
To be perfectly frank, I have not been convinced that
DFID have been entirely clear what they want to do
either. DiVerent approaches from within Bangkok
and Rangoon have been there. That is not
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necessarily a negative because that energy, debate
and discussing strategies is important, but we do get
a sense sometimes that they are still looking for ways
to work and are not entirely convinced what their
strategy should be. I think that is probably reflected
in the stronger role that the FCO has been playing
on the border.

Q97 Ann McKechin: Mr Hasan, do you think it is
helpful or unhelpful that Christian Aid is based in
London and not in Thailand itself?
Mr Hasan: It is a debate that we have had internally
for some time. My personal view is ideally we would
like to be based in the region but obviously there are
significant cost implications and one of the reasons
why DFID are closing the oYce in Bangkok are for
the same reasons. Given the fact that we do not have
a presence inside the country means that wherever
you are based you are significantly restricted in your
ability to travel anyway with regard to visas, et
cetera. We have worked with a number of other
European partners, the Danish and Norwegians in
particular, in sharing resources there based in the
region in developing joint ways to monitor our
programmes inside the country, to develop a
presence as well. We do travel. Last year I travelled
six times to the region, which is quite significant.

Q98 Ann McKechin: Clearly you could have asked
for an increase in funding for cross-border work and
presumably if you had made the application as the
source of funding to DFID then the argument would
be for your part as to what priority Christian Aid is
placing on its work in that area and, as you pointed
out, you have criticised DFID for its low priority.
Should Christian Aid not be giving it a higher
priority in that case?
Mr Hasan: Our work in Burma has always been of
very high priority actually. The way that we work is
through local partners, we are not operational,
therefore the pressure on us to have a physical
presence in-country has never been paramount and
has never reflected the way we prioritise our work.
Our work in Burma is a priority, we are a member of
the TBBC, we have been going to all of the
membership meetings, we monitor extensively along
the border and we obviously travel inside the
country on numerous occasions. We have developed
contact models which are local individuals who are
placed within organisations both in Thailand and in-
country as well that provide that support to us, so we
would be convinced that the support that we would
give in monitoring and making sure that any part of
our programme inside or outside the country was
accountable and transparent and would be there.
Mr Bryant: If I could just come in on the point
regarding comparative advantage. I think one of the
key advantages of spending in-country is simply that
there is so little money available to spend in-country
that this means any funds that do become available
can be put straight into basic services which are often
needed in large parts of the country. For example,
maternal mortality is high throughout the region.
Much of this is due simply to unsafe abortion
because large numbers of women have no access to

contraception. With very limited resources it is
possible to apply those in a targeted way enabling
women to use contraceptives. If you have an
outreach programme that works with local
communities and builds up a sense of trust there,
organisations with that kind of experience can have
a direct impact on reducing maternal mortality
rates. At the moment the fact that the region is so
underserved by donors means that an increase in
spending can be used very eVectively.

Q99 Mr Singh: You have been moderately critical of
DFID and its work in and around Burma, but would
it be fair to say that actually it would be insensitive
and not practical for DFID to share all of its
information about the work it does on displaced
people inside Burma and that if it did share that
information openly and transparently it might
actually damage the work that it does? Is that a fair
point to make?
Mr Hasan: Firstly, just for the record, we are
actually very supportive of much of what DFID is
doing. I think that is important to state. What we are
talking about is diVerent ways that we could
strengthen the work, and our opinions on that would
diVer. What we are saying is with the environment in
Burma it is impossible to have open debate about
any of these issues. As you know, there is going to be
a small and quick closed session later and that is the
reality. We would certainly not be urging DFID to
share sensitive information in public forums, it is just
not practical, it would damage the partners they are
supporting and their ability to function. What we are
saying is that there are many opportunities to
develop meetings and all sorts of diVerent ways of
bringing people together in closed environments.
Most of the meetings that I go to on Burma are
closed environments where people are expected not
to cite or to communicate any of the information
that has been shared in that meeting. The three
organisations here for example are very like-minded
on that. We are all very aware that there are
sensitivities and limitations on what we can talk
about but we have to find ways in private meetings
that we can break down those barriers if we want to
ensure that our work is more eVective. I have not
heard anyone dispute that need. My point is that
DFID can play a significant role in doing that
because of their position within the donor
community. It is not saying that you have to be
public in what you do. We are not public, there is a
lot of information and detail about our work that we
would not want to share in a public forum, and I
would certainly be very surprised if DFID wanted
to, but in private there are many opportunities. We
meet face-to-face on many, many occasions and we
are very frank and very open about what we are
doing inside and outside the country. Our call would
be for DFID to be a bit more open in those kinds of
environments.

Q100 Mr Singh: How do NGOs share information
about what they are doing on the ground in order
not to duplicate? Is it possible to have a multilateral
meeting inside Burma of all the agencies working
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together or are these meetings bilateral and fairly
private so that information is fragmented rather
than coherent?
Ms Doull: Merlin’s experience is the latter. It is very
much based on personal relationships between
individual agencies on a relatively informal basis. As
Ray has said, very sensitive information is not
usually discussed in-country. That is something that
would be discussed here with various counterparts.

Q101 Mr Singh: Is there any scope at all with the
kind of constraints that you are working under to
improve information-sharing between agencies and
between donors?
Ms Doull: Yes, I imagine there probably is and I
think that goes back to a point Ray made earlier on
about the issue of trust generally. I think if people
are clear why information is being presented and to
what aim (because I do not think that is necessarily
clear a lot of the time) then if there was a clear focus
for particular discussions led by a stronger co-
ordinating body, whether that is through OCHA or
DFID or both, then perhaps that might encourage
people to say more. I think it will always be a diYcult
discussion in-country but there are ways to facilitate
discussion more eVectively externally I would
imagine.
Mr Bryant: And it may be that by making
opportunities for NGOs to meet on a regular and
routine basis then that may help to reduce the
suspicion of some of the parties involved and enable
talks to be run.
Mr Hasan: There have been a number of initiatives
already developed over the last 12 months bringing
groups working from inside and people working
from Thailand together to discuss approaches. That
is still very much in its infancy but we are very
supportive of that mechanism. It is held in Thailand,
it is impossible to do that type of meeting inside the
country, but that does not mean that people cannot
come out, especially international organisations, but
again in the private session I can give some more
detail on what we have been doing on that.

Q102 Sir Robert Smith: Just on working inside the
country, in February 2006 the Ministry of National
Planning and Economic Development came out
with draft guidelines for UN agencies, international
organisations and NGOs, with conditions such as
state oYcials should accompany all international
staV on field trips, with tight restrictions on
employing various staV. How in practice do these
restrictions on your work operate and is the
environment getting better or worse in terms of
those sorts of restrictions?
Mr Bryant: By employing staV comprising entirely
of Burmese nationals it is possible to get relatively
easy access with fewer procedural requirements to
project sites even if they are in particularly sensitive
locations.

Q103 Sir Robert Smith: But how easy is it to employ
Burmese staV?

Mr Bryant: Well, we have got the advantage of
having been in-country for 10 years. I would not
recommend it for the uninitiated but there are
organisations that have that capacity.

Q104 Sir Robert Smith: And is it getting easier or
more diYcult to do it in that way?
Mr Bryant: Employing local staV makes what would
otherwise be impossible possible. It also enables us
to find who the most co-operative people to talk to
are. Some may have a personal agenda that is more
pragmatic and less oYcial.
Ms Doull: Our experience of employing national
staV has been diYcult to begin with but in very long
and frank discussions with the Ministry of Health we
made it clear that we needed a transparent
recruitment process, so any hiring of national staV
that Merlin does is done with representatives of
Merlin and representatives of either the local
administration or local Ministry of Health, so it is as
transparent as we can try and make it. That said,
most of that has been going on in Laputta township
in Ayeyarwaddy division and how it may work in
Chin State—we have only been in there for just a
month so to date we have not come across any
particular problems, but obviously that might be a
slightly more challenging environment given Chin
State’s position in-country. In terms of being
accompanied by government oYcials, that is
something that we have experienced throughout our
time in-country and it generally is not problematic.
You can find ways of getting around it; it is the way
you engage with the person.
Mr Hasan: We have a very diVerent way of working
because we support local organisations directly and
therefore we do not have a physical presence. Just to
talk more broadly from our experience, it is very,
very diYcult as foreigners to travel freely or even to
travel outside of Rangoon and therefore to
undertake detailed monitoring work, so the
employment of local staV is absolutely essential. The
discussions that I have had with a number of the
international agencies based inside is that that, yes,
there are mixed feelings, pluses and minuses
attached to it, but on the whole it has been relatively
positive and certainly it has enabled organisations
inside to work much more eVectively through local
staV as opposed to international just because any of
us three walking down any street in any part of
Burma is noticeable, but for local staV it is not, so it
is absolutely essential. For our partners it ebbs and
flows. There are moments when things are going
okay and they are working okay, the next thing the
programme ceases to exist for a little while and it
quietens down, and then things go back to normal,
and that is just the reality of working in-country. It
is something that organisations both national and
international inside have adapted to very well.

Q105 Ann McKechin: I would just like to ask you,
Ray, a few more questions regarding the issue of
your relationship with DFID and TBBC. Before
doing so perhaps I can just put this reflection to you.
TBBC have obviously been operating for a very long
time with staV and a director. It started up when
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there was considered to be a short-term emergency
situation. They clearly have a good record of being
very eYcient, with good cash distribution, and their
probity is certainly valued, and they have also been
very good at data gathering, but clearly this has
become a long-term problem, it is not a short-term
problem any more, and the needs of the refugees
have become much wider and deeper, and yet the
actual organisation itself I would say really lacks the
capacity to deal with some of these wider issues in
terms of livelihoods training, advocacy work, policy
development, and gender strategy, all of which, to be
honest with you, do not appear to be part of their
strong experience. When you actually look at the
recent records of the TBBC and their last annual
report, in terms of funding it clearly admits that it
has weaknesses in its fund-raising mechanism and
has never had a formal funding strategy. It is totally
reliant on institutional funders, it has got a very
small board of trustees and it has had financial
management diYculties in the last 12 months. I
would put it to you that rather than having another
substantial increase in its funding (which has been
going up 16 per cent per annum over the last five
years) what is really required of everyone—DFID,
Christian Aid and all the other major donors which
are involved—is a strategic reassessment of whether
or not this mechanism is now appropriate to deal
with the long-term interests of refugees, but yet that
type of thinking, that type of approach, that type of
call seems to have been really absent from the whole
debate about how you actually tackle refugees.
What would your view about that be?
Mr Hasan: Firstly, on the point on financial concern
as regards the TBBC, there have been no concerns
over their financial integrity as an organisation.

Q106 Ann McKechin: No, but the financial
management.
Mr Hasan: The issue around funding has been an
on-going problem because of the lack of long-term
commitment of donors to fund the refugee situation.
That has improved over the last few years with the
Good Humanitarian Donorship initiative. DFID
for the first time gave a three-year commitment,
which was fantastic, and that has enabled this to
happen, but the reality on the ground is that prices
have increased and exchange rates are not very good,
continued numbers of people are still coming into
the camps, et cetera; the need is still there very much.
With regard to TBBC’s role in providing skills
training and other initiatives like that, yes, they are
not best placed to do that and they are not claiming
that they want to do that. They are part of the
broader mechanism, CCSDPT12, which is the co-
ordinating mechanism of all the organisations
working with the displaced in Thailand, that is
including MSF for example, and a number of other
organisations, ZOA Refugee Care, et cetera. This
co-ordinating mechanism has recently been working
with UNHCR in developing a Comprehensive Plan
for 2007-08 which has just been released and has
given much more detail about how the broader,

12 Committee for Co-ordination of Services to Displaced
Persons in Thailand

longer term approach with regards to the refugee
crisis will be dealt with. It has looked at, for example,
how the groups on the border are lobbying the Royal
Thai Government to open up space so that people
can leave the camps, secondary education will be
attained, et cetera, so it is an on-going process.
TBBC is not the only organisation playing that role.
All of the organisations that are part of this wider co-
ordinating mechanism are involved in that. TBBC’s
main mandate with regards to refugees is to provide
food, shelter and non-food stuV such as charcoal
for example.

Q107 Ann McKechin: When we visited the camp
there was a fairly vibrant cash economy in evidence
with quite a lot of shops selling quite a wide range of
stuV. I think the question in providing food aid in
this circumstance, which has been long-standing, it
has been going on now for 20 years, is whether or not
that is now appropriate given the changing
circumstances of the camp and the permanency of
the camp and its residents. It does seems to me that
it is like a management by various committees and
we have come up with no clear strategy and a
number of smaller institutions, such as the people
who are running TBBC, are expected to do more and
more and they are now for example including
livelihood training—this is actually documented in
their reports—they are actually trying to cover this
in their own funding, and it does appear that
Christian Aid and other very large donors are at
second-hand control. “We are part of the
management committee but we are not taking any
direct overall control of strategy about this.” Does
there need to be a change and would it be better for
funding to be given direct by DFID to TBBC taking
Christian Aid out of the equation so there will be a
direct relationship? Now it is a UK charity would
that not be an easier route to follow and therefore
they would develop a better-funded sustainable
structure for this organisation with perhaps other
experts brought in to widen out its capacity?
Mr Hasan: Firstly, I think the point I would make is
that to suggest that there is no strategy for
development is very unfair with the amount of hard
work that goes on there. We are part of the
membership which is the highest form of governance
in the TBBC. All policies and strategies are
developed with members’ input.

Q108 Ann McKechin: What is the gender strategy
then? Do you have a gender strategy?
Mr Hasan: There is a very clear gender strategy with
regards to the staV at TBBC and also with regards to
the approach—

Q109 Ann McKechin: That is about your staV; I am
talking about a gender strategy in every element of
policy that you implement in that camp; that was
clearly absent.
Mr Hasan: It is not as strong as it should be, agreed.
This is a very diYcult environment. To assume that
these things can be developed very clearly on paper
is true, they can be, but to implement them especially
through camp committees, to ensure that the camp
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management is done by refugees themselves, is an
incredibly challenging environment, and you have to
also appreciate that this is being done without the
United Nation’s co-ordinating mechanism being in
place. The reality looking at the role of TBBC,
DFID and Christian Aid—and this is an issue that
DFID have raised with us on a number of
occasions—from TBBC’s perspective they have
made it very clear that by using members to develop
co-ordination with the donors it has enabled them to
be detached from that, so as a member Christian Aid
is responsible for reporting directly using DFID’s
guideline structures and formats. If you are dealing
with 14 or 15 diVerent country donors, as you can
imagine, that is an incredibly arduous task for a very
small organisation to take on board, so the added
value from the TBBC’s perspective is having that co-
ordination done by members.

Q110 Ann McKechin: It is now getting direct money
from the EU.
Mr Hasan: It gets it directly through ICCO13. The
EU money comes through to ICCO.

Q111 Ann McKechin: Which is the second largest
donor, DFID being down at number eight or nine on
the list. So if they are having to deal with ECHO then
they will have to be dealing with an EU audit
process, which is pretty arduous.
Mr Hasan: It is arduous. ICCO, the Dutch agency,
channels money from ECHO14 and from the Europe
Union. They do not send money directly to the
TBBC. No government donor sends it directly. Yes,
TBBC are probably one of the most evaluated
organisations. The European Union and US
requirements are very rigid and the lessons learnt
from each evaluation have been implemented. I
think it is quite clear that they are very eVective in
what they are doing. DFID’s role has always been
very clear, they have not had staV resources on the
ground. It has also been quite clear, I think, from
your experiences (and questions have already been
asked about DFID’s engagement on the border). We
have always been very keen and willing in
negotiating with DFID to play a much stronger role
in doing that and on raising concerns that DFID
may have at governance level, and we have left that
open for DFID to come and challenge us on directly,
so that is one of the things that we have been very
much keen to play as well. To be perfectly honest, if
DFID insisted on funding TBBC directly, fine. The
key issue is a long-term commitment to funding the
displacement crisis in Burma for both through
refugees and the displaced inside. If it is not done
through Christian Aid, that is okay. Ideally we think
we can play a very key role in the added value to that
relationship and we have shared that with DFID in
some detail on a number of occasions. That is our
position. We are very clear that we can play a key
role. We have expertise on this issue, we have been
working there for many, many years.

13 Dutch NGO Interchurch Organisation for Development
Cooperation

14 European Community Humanitarian Aid Department

Q112 Ann McKechin: From your oYces in London.
Mr Hasan: From the oYces in London but also
through continued staV travel, through our
consultants, through our accompaniers—

Q113 Ann McKechin: I appreciate that, Ray, but
obviously there has been a breakdown in
communications, that has been quite clear in
evidence, and it is a question of trying to find a way
that reaches forward to improve that. I would say
that at the moment simply putting more money into
TBBC with its current structure and given its
constraints in capacity is not really the best solution
and that there actually needs to be much more
thinking by the donors and by organisations such a
Christian Aid who are doing the direct funding of
TBBC about what is going to be a sustainable long-
term strategy. The other thing is that DFID is ninth
in the list of donors and we have the EU and
particularly the USA as by far the very largest
donors, so again this goes to the point who is going
to do the co-ordination, who is going to lead the
strategy? Is it going to be the UN, which might be
most preferable, or is it going to be the EU or the
US? It would seem to me the central direction is
coming from one of those three rather than per se
just DFID. DFID has a part to play, I would take
your point, but clearly it has to come from one of the
very largest donors if it is really going to control the
situation.
Mr Hasan: As I mentioned, there is a comprehensive
strategy that has been developed and this is the
second year (2007-08) that has been done not by
TBBC but by all of the groups working with refugees
in the camps alongside UNHCR. That strategy is
being developed. I can share a copy with you today.
That gives a detailed outline of the future challenges
that are ahead, how do we develop ways that we can
reduce the dependency of refugees on aid delivery,
how we can develop relationships with the Royal
Thai Government to open up space so that they can
leave the camps and get involved in employment, so
they can be seen as an asset to Thailand and not a
burden to Thailand. These approaches have been
developed for some years. The reality on the ground
is that it is those groups on the border that are doing
that work with UNHCR and not the donor
community, so we would certainly want DFID to get
more involved in that because we think that that
would be an interesting role for them to play. We are
a part of that process and we are playing a key role in
doing that and we are feeding that information back
continuously to DFID.

Q114 Ann McKechin: Would it really be the Foreign
OYce that needs to play a key role in terms of
negotiations with the Royal Thai Government in
terms of this process of dispersal within Thailand
and also resettlement outwith Thailand? This is
obviously the key issue now. These refugees are not
in the short term going to go back to Burma; where
are they going to go, and how can we actually take
them out of the refugee camps?
Mr Hasan: I would argue that both the Foreign
OYce and DFID need to play a key role within that.
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Q115 John Bercow: Can I come back very briefly to
this subject. Obviously one can focus on the
intricacies of the TBBC endlessly, and it is perfectly
legitimate and valid to do so, but in the end the
policy question—not dealing with the minutiae but
the broader picture—is whether or not you believe a)
that there needs to be a long-term commitment to
the delivery of cross-border assistance, and it seems
to me pretty clear, although I would welcome a
repetition, that you do, and that b) in your
judgment, that commitment needs to be bigger than
it is at the moment for the simple reason that the
need is not static, the need is increasing. Am I
wrong?
Mr Hasan: I would like to give more information on
this in a private session. I will try and give as much
of an answer as I can now. Absolutely, but again not
to deflect away from the need to also support
initiatives inside the country as well. This is the key
message I want to give. Either/or is not an option; it
has to be both, it has to be co-ordinated and that is
what DFID should be trying to do. We are very
much aware that there is more capacity on both sides
to do this work. My feeling is with regards to
supporting groups in Thailand there is significant
capacity that is being unmet. A lot of work over the
last few years has been spent on developing the
expertise of a lot of the ethnic community
organisations. That capacity development has now
led to a situation where they are much more capable
of delivering long-term support. The funding they
are currently getting is not suYcient to meet that
capacity and it obviously is not suYcient to meet the
needs of the displaced. There is a very similar
argument inside as well where our experience would
be that the capacity is much weaker but the
opportunity is still very much there, and we will
support most strongly both approaches.
Chairman: You might want to expand a bit more in
the private session but what I think that exchange
demonstrates is that everybody says more resources
are needed and they could be absorbed and DFID
should do more and yet, for reasons which are not
entirely clear, this is not happening. DFID is after all
not an under-funded donor or one that is normally
reticent and we are trying to really get to the bottom
of exactly why it is that an organisation like DFID
(which normally you would have thought would be
a major player) is not.

Q116 Sir Robert Smith: Just quickly to return to in-
country and the experience of Merlin on working
with the Three Diseases Fund as opposed to the
Global Fund. I suppose it is still early stages—
Ms Doull: —very early, just one and a half months.

Q117 Sir Robert Smith: In that one and a half
months what is your experience of developing a
programme supported by the Fund?
Ms Doull: I cannot say we have come across any
particularly new challenges or diVerent challenges
from implementing previous programmes because
at the moment we are still in the set-up phase. The
main issue now is getting access to Chin State,
developing a regional oYce, getting national staV in

place, recruitment, and for that we have to go
through exactly the same process as we do for access
to Laputta. The main issue is travel permits, and it is
taking an average of three weeks for us to get travel
permissions and as yet we have not had any
problems with that. Merlin was in Chin State when
we first went in-country which was in 2004 with an
ECHO-funded malaria control programme in the
same region as we are going back to now and that
over time became impossible to work with because
of travel restrictions, but that was back in 2004.
Whether that will happen again is something that we
obviously have to negotiate but it is interesting that
the Three Diseases Fund has some criteria and I
think they are saying for those who are already in-
country and actively implementing, they are
expecting permits to be issued within two weeks, so
we will just have to see how that goes.

Q118 Sir Robert Smith: In terms of the
Memorandum of Understanding, does that clash
with trying to deliver services to these who most
need them?
Ms Doull: No, because the MoU is relatively broad
in its scope, so our interpretation of who the most
vulnerable are is fairly easy. It does not appear to
constrain us on paper or at the moment in actuality,
but I think it is too early, to be honest, to make a
comment.

Q119 Sir Robert Smith: In choosing the most
vulnerable do you in your part of the programme get
to steer where you think the most vulnerable are or
is it something that comes up?
Ms Doull: No, there are discussions that occur. We
have been in Chin State before so we have some
previous knowledge of the region and where
vulnerability lies, and there inevitably have been
discussions with the Ministry of Health both at
central and at local level and also with WHO and
other players in-country. One of the first things we
will do in our programme is to do baseline surveys,
so we will do community-based household surveys
to focus predominantly on health-seeking
behaviour, but within that survey we can ask about
individual status as to whether people are host or
displaced or whatever, so that will give us a baseline
to work from our target. The idea then is to target
not only clinics that we know are unsupported right
now but to use mobile outreach services from those
clinics to target other inaccessible areas. That
baseline survey is critical for us to be able to identify
where we really need to target.

Q120 Sir Robert Smith: I suppose though looking at
the bigger picture you are still restricted in the
geography of which parts of the country the Fund
can reach?
Ms Doull: Yes, but I think if you look at Chin State’s
statistics, what few there are, in comparison with
other parts of the country it is grossly underserved
and an area that is extremely diYcult to access
physically in terms of its geographical location, has
quite significant levels of malaria morbidity in
particular and high proportions of the population
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that have no access to health care at all, particularly
in Chin itself where over half the population do not
have access to health facilities, so in anybody’s
books if 50 per cent of the population do not have
access to health care, that is something that needs to
be addressed, so I do not think we are so oV screen.

Q121 John Bercow: But it would be fair to say,
would it not, that the requirement for a
Memorandum of Understanding is of itself, by
definition, a rather exclusivist approach?
Manifestly, if you require a memorandum and you
are at loggerheads with the SPDC and you do not
reach an agreement and there is not a memorandum,
whole swathes of the population lose out. I would
have thought that that was self-evident really.
Ms Doull: Your point is fair but I suppose you can
argue exactly the same for Darfur, that we have to
get permission to work in particular areas of Darfur
and therefore by default there are some other
populations there that do not get access. The choice
is do you not engage at all because you think it is an
unfair system or do you engage at a particular level
and use that as leverage for further advocacy?

Q122 John Bercow: Indeed, I suppose really my
point was not that one should not undertake that
activity or spend that money, it is simply that it
would perhaps be wise to recognise the inherent
limitations of operating with one of the most sadistic
regimes in the world, and having to have their
agreement and to work with them is of itself
manifestly a constraint, is it not?
Ms Doull: We do that on a daily basis in a number
of countries.

Q123 John Battle: I am tempted to add just as a side
comment that in the evidence that we have received
and in some of the commentary there is a question
about displaced people and resettlement that we are
not addressing. Why I say that is I thought that
Karenni people were a long way away and hard to
get to until I got back to my home own city where a
newspaper reported that I had visited sunny
Thailand as part of my holiday pilgrimages around
the world and what on earth did I think I was doing,
and someone then pointed out that Karenni people
who had had been displaced had been moved by the
Thai authorities to Yorkshire and were a few streets
away from the person who wrote the letter to
complain about my visit. So we had a little
community meeting including the Karenni and they
raised the question in the neighbourhood “Will
Britain take more displaced persons?” I think it is a
conversation we have not had with the Thai
authorities. I simply point to refugees who have been
40 years on the anniversary of Palestine and you
mentioned the length of time in Darfur and other
parts of the world. How long will these refugees
remain in camps until the authorities locally decide
that dispersal and moving out is an issue? We could
flag that up in the background and maybe you could
give your comments in the background in our
inquiry. More particularly, working with displaced
people not on the border, the idea is people will

return but within Burma, there seems to me a
contradiction that you recently got a programme
agreed for primary health care for displaced persons
in Burma. Could you say anything about the
response of the Burmese authorities to your
proposal to do a programme with displaced people.
They have recognised the concept of displaced
persons and they are quite comfortable with that, so
how will your health care programmes reach IDPs?
Could you say a little bit about that for me please.
Ms Doull: Maybe to say first that in Merlin’s
approach to supporting IDPs I think we are
extremely aware of the tensions and that while IDPs
themselves have diYculty in accessing health care,
they are not necessarily alone and the host
population themselves, particularly in places we are
working, are if not as aVected are similarly aVected,
so the approach is to take a holistic view to
strengthening primary health care activities,
whether that is at clinic level, but also then using
outreach to do further targeting of specific IDP
populations, so we are trying to take a relatively
balanced but where necessary focused view on IDP
health care. I think in terms of the Ministry’s
acceptance of what we are doing, maybe we present
it too easily; it is not easy at central level, there has
to be months and months of discussion and quite
diYcult argument, as I am sure you are aware, but I
think at local level—and it comes back to the point
of working in extremely diYcult countries—you can
achieve much more at local and community level
than perhaps is necessarily talked about and
therefore it is the approach that is taken for delivery
that we feel is important and it is the issue of
engagement, and I think you can take that back to
what is DFID’s role in a country like this. I think if
you back DFID’s current strategy on focusing on
engagement in fragile states, then you have to go in
there being willing to have a level of engagement
without necessarily supporting a regime—I take that
point fully—but finding inventive ways to then work
with existing structures or support emerging
structures, and a lot of what we do is with civil
society organisations, village health committees or
school committees, just working with people in the
community itself, and to date we have not
experienced that many problems. There have been
occasions when we have been asked to stop
particular activities for short periods of time, like
folk theatre or whatever that we are doing, but two
weeks later we are allowed to do it again. It has never
been to the extent that we have felt it has negated the
point of us being there. I think that is just the
challenge of being in-country. So for us we put a lot
of emphasis on working at community and local
health level with local health oYcials.

Q124 Chairman: Accompanied by the SPDC.
Ms Doull: They are accompanied but what we try to
do as well in terms of training activities is that while
we are training community members, we train
private health providers (because 60 per cent of the
population go to private providers) but we also
include Ministry of Health staV in clinical training so
the sense is that no-one is being left out, there are
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opportunities there. Now that is something we have
to just balance on a daily basis and be sensitive to the
situation around about us.

Q125 Ann McKechin: If I could ask Mr Bryant from
Marie Stopes what are the major reproductive and
maternal health needs amongst vulnerable
communities, including for example in Chin State,
which I understand your colleague has been working
in recently, and what is the type of work the donor
community or other NGOs are trying to provide in
this area?
Mr Bryant: The leading cause of death of women
aged 15 to 49 is complications due to pregnancy and
child birth, and reliability of cost of contraception
supplies are a critical factor to ensure regularity of
use. One of the key diYculties is that even a small
price increase can render commodities unattainable
for women in vulnerable communities. So the major
issue is really simple access to basic services, to
commodities and to information. The challenge is
how to provide access to services to a maximum
number of people using the limited funds available.

Q126 Ann McKechin: Have you made any
assessment of a diVerence between, for instance, the
general population and among people who we might
classify as IDPs and whether they are being served,
or how do you manage to get to IDPs within-
country?
Mr Bryant: We use a system of community-based
distribution workers and so we have our main clinics
in urban centres but then around that we have
satellite clinics, and from satellite clinics we have a
network of people who we recruit from the
communities we want to target, including vulnerable
groups, some of which come from mobile
populations. These community-based workers will
be allocated settlement sites and villages that they
are responsible for and they will visit again and again
every month so that they build a relationship with
the local people there, and then they supply
contraceptives, condoms, iron tablets, and also oVer
a referral service back to the satellite or to the main
clinic. And I think through that mechanism you can
literally introduce basic and life-saving services to
areas where there is literally a total lack of services.

Witness: Mr Ray Hasan, Asia Programme Manager, Christian Aid, gave evidence.

Q131 Chairman: I think MSI’s problem was that not
being an in-country representative, to some extent—
with no disrespect to them—they had no secrets to
share. I think we are really in your hands because
you have seen the things that we have pursued and
you have indicated that there are a number of things
that you can share with us which might help. It will
be recorded but the transcript will be shared with
you and if we use the information hopefully we will

Q127 Ann McKechin: Are you witnessing an
improvement in maternal health in those areas to
which you have been able to provide services?
Mr Bryant: It makes a huge diVerence giving a
woman access to contraception where before she
would be consigned to, say, five pregnancies in six or
seven years, and it makes a huge diVerence to
maternal mortality.

Q128 Chairman: What is the attitude of the Burmese
Government? This is a rigid, hierarchical,
conservative society and yet they have these
problems. What are the drivers of HIV/AIDS and
how do they view what you are doing as a means of
trying to tackle it; are they indiVerent, supportive,
opposed?
Mr Bryant: It depends. There is broadly in the
country a pro-natalist attitude, but nevertheless,
there is a recognition that maternal mortality is
something that needs to be tackled, and the
guidelines that are issued may be implemented to
varying degrees depending on where you are
operating.

Q129 Chairman: If DFID has a comparative
advantage, which is debatable, is there more that
they could do to help in terms of in-country?
Mr Bryant: There are regions where this
community-based work has not yet reached, so there
are areas where there are no services and an increase
in funding could be used to expand the system and
bring basic life-saving services to groups who
currently do not have it.

Q130 Chairman: You mentioned earlier the problem
of high mortality through unsafe abortion. Does the
Government accept that access to contraception as
well as health education and so forth is actually
beneficial and therefore agencies such as yours are
deserving of support. And are they prepared to
engage to deliver that?
Mr Bryant: I am afraid I do not think I could give a
detailed answer on that at this stage but I could
follow that one up.
Chairman: Can I thank you for what you have given
on the record. What I was going to suggest now is
that we have a short private session for those
witnesses who wish to share more information. If I
could say to the public if you would not mind
moving, we will have another evidence session in a
few minutes’ time, so you are welcome to wait
outside.

At this point the Committee went into private session

use it in an unattributable way. In terms of what you
would like to say, perhaps you would like to tell us
what it is you want to share with us that you think
will help us that could not be put on the record.
Mr Hasan: I am aware of the time so I will try and
keep it as brief as possible. Just to share with you
maybe some of the issues related to cross-border
work and experiences also of supporting initiatives
inside the country to meet the needs of the displaced.
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With regards to cross-border, I am aware that there
have been issues raised about there is too much
money already and there are all these issues. [****]
The capacity of CBOs to do the work is increasing
and therefore funding is not suYcient, that is clear to
us, so to recognise that with regards to the cross-
border access to the most marginalised of the
displaced—we need to be very clear these are people
hiding in the jungle, these are not people in
relocation sites—is only really primarily done from
across the border, and those needs are very clear.
The ability of groups to increase the assistance
provided and to increase their outreach into areas
that they are still finding diYcult to get to, not
because they cannot but because they do not have
the resources, is very much an issue that we want to
raise. We do also support initiatives inside the
country through civil society groups and these are
also groups that DFID have a relationship with. I
have found it very diYcult to understand how these
are the same organisations when I talk to DFID
about the work that they can do and the
opportunities they have. They talk about 100,000
needs met from across the border and they say that
therefore we can meet the needs of 400,000, which
for me is just nonsense; there is not the capacity there
to do that. International NGOs do not get access to
any significant degree at all. They are very much
dependent on local organisations, whether it be
church networks, Buddhist networks, et cetera. It
took us two years working with one particular
network to get to the stage where we were convinced
that we could give them any funding at all because
their capacity was so weak. We are now funding that
initiative, and it is progressing very well indeed. We
are delighted with it but we are also very much aware
that it is very limited in its outreach and its impact.
If you also take another example of the Mon
refugees in Mon State, currently the needs of the
resettled refugees that were in Thailand that are not
internally displaced in relocation sites in Mon State
are almost entirely—we are talking about 95 per cent
plus—being met from Thailand. This is a ceasefire
area where access should be able to be negotiated
from inside, but it is not being negotiated because
the SPDC will not allow access, and this is the
constraint that we are working under and it is very
important to recognise that for DFID to increase its
funding to work with IDPs inside the country,
absolutely, but it is incredibly limited on what it can
genuinely achieve. This is our experience. We remain
committed to developing the capacity of
organisations to do that but it is very, very diYcult
indeed. [****] The delight on people’s faces was
apparent, the excitement of meeting each other,
bearing in mind that these are people who know each
other in a sense, they are not aliens, they come from
the same townships, et cetera. That was incredibly
inspiring and it just goes to show that with a little
initiative you can bring people together who can
start trying to find ways of sharing ideas and
information. DFID have a key role to play in this
area of work for me. You may well have picked up
a genuine feeling still of distrust amongst
international organisations working in Burma and

that is historic, unfortunately, and it is still being
recycled. [****] We share information with them in
their oYces. That is something that has already had
some impact in sharing ideas and bringing thoughts
together because ultimately we are all trying to
achieve the same thing. The voice of the Burmese,
unfortunately, is missing in a lot in these debates.
Although DFID’s funding is not significant, on a
policy development basis their impact is quite
significant. They are having an impact on Swedish
Government policy and Australian Government
policy and this makes us particularly concerned
about a more focused view on one way of working
and we have argued to DFID that it needs to play a
key role in bringing groups together in starting to
break down these barriers that are preventing people
from developing trust.

Q132 Chairman: Are these groups based outside?
Mr Hasan: When I say “these groups” I mean pretty
much everyone involved, the international
community—so the organisations, for example, that
have been on this table. There are still challenges
around bringing people together and what has
happened is that we have this more informal
mechanism that was previously mentioned where
one or two would get together and they know each
other and they trust each other and they discuss.
You need more formal approaches and DFID need
to play one of those key roles in allowing a platform
to bring these people together in a closed
environment.

Q133 Chairman: Do they do that in Rangoon?
Mr Hasan: No.

Q134 Chairman: That is the problem, where it is
going to be.
Mr Hasan: It would be absolutely impossible. There
are a number of diVerent networks—a child rights
network for example, HIV co-ordinating
networks—of INGOs that have an agreement with
the government there. [****] DFID can still play a
role of getting international organisations inside and
outside to come together more frequently to start
breaking down those barriers of mistrust.

Q135 Chairman: What do we need to have in
Thailand to be able to do that?
Mr Hasan: I would be very disappointed if DFID
ends up entirely based in Rangoon. I think it will be
very diYcult for them to develop a truer vision of
what the challenges are in Burma today. What I
think they will end up having is a very focused idea
that working inside is the only solution. It is not the
only solution and it cannot be a solution on its own.
I think they need to be very careful about that and
hopping over on a plane to Bangkok every month
will not be suYcient.

Q136 John Bercow: Do you have a view, Ray, about
personnel and their visits to or familiarity with the
border? I confess I was genuinely surprised that the
head of DFID for South East Asia, Marshall Elliot,
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was visiting the border for the first time. He has been
in post for I think three years. OV the record does
that surprise you or not?
Mr Hasan: No, it is disappointing. In the last six
years I have dealt with four diVerent desk oYcers for
Burma in Bangkok and I think that is always one of
the problems.

Q137 John Bercow: In DFID or in the Foreign
OYce?
Mr Hasan: This is DFID only I am talking about.
When you have that turnover it becomes
problematic. You develop a relationship and they
move on and you start again. No, I do not get a sense
that beyond the desk oYcer level there has been
clarity, and I mentioned in the public session on
really what DFID is wanting to do, and I think that
is a concern we obviously have. You get diVerent
views sometimes when you are in Rangoon as
opposed to when you are in Bangkok.

Q138 Chairman: Does that imply that in the line
management Rangoon should report to London and
Bangkok should report to London as well because
otherwise Rangoon is going to be in charge of
Bangkok? You see what I am getting at? It seems to
me that there are two separate operations and they
should co-ordinate but if one is nearer than the
other—
Mr Hasan: Quite honestly, you do not want to
develop two separate systems. This is one country
programme that has to be seen that way and you do
not want to have part of it being run by a team
somewhere else and part of it run by a team in
Rangoon; you have to have that co-ordinating
mechanism. Reporting back to London would strike
me as maybe being quite diYcult when you have a lot
of staV on the ground, so why do you not have one
person there with that leadership role.
John Battle: The nearest parallel that occurred to me
during the previous conversation is we went out as a
Committee to Pakistan to look at the border because
of Afghanistan, during that time, and there were
camps in Pakistan and the Foreign OYce dealt with
Pakistan and DFID were dealing with refugees in
Afghanistan, but when they came over the border
they were in Pakistan and the Pakistan authorities
were saying, “We want the international community
to help us, we are not feeding these camps, it is the
international community’s problem. They have
come over here from another country and they either
go back home or you take them.” I think that has
been part of the fracture. The Foreign OYce have
been dealing with the refugees—either they go back
or we resettle them elsewhere around the world—
and that is our job. It is the first time that it is DFID
in the camps. They are okay at camps in-country
ironically and they are used to the African model of
famine and camps in the desert and the food aid in
there, not the politics of who goes where and moving
backwards and forwards.

Q139 Ann McKechin: Can I just say it seems the
FCO have a particular viewpoint about the cross-
border insurgent groups which you are relying on for

cross-border work. When you are talking about
increasing capacity, I presume you are talking about
the insurgent groups which would be in eVective in
providing this just across the border and the capacity
that is required to build that up. Is there a concern
that the FCO have about increasing support
indirectly—obviously I am not questioning the
probity of it—to these groups?
Mr Hasan: I am not entirely convinced now, no. The
debates around the UK Government providing
support for cross-border assistance have been going
on since I started working in Burma. They started oV
by saying it is unaccountable, it cannot be
monitored. That argument has now been put to bed.
Then there was this issue about armed escorts and
they could not get involved in that. That argument
has been put to bed because we have been very open
in sharing information. Then there were the issues
around “we’ll get thrown out if it is seen that we are
supporting this”. We have obviously challenged that
directly. [****] Now we have got this issue that there
is no need because there is already enough money
there. At every single hurdle something else seems to
be put up which is incredibly frustrating for us. My
view with regards to DFID’s policy on this is that we
have a very clear view on what they should be doing.
If their decision is fundamentally is, “We will not do
it,” be clear in your policy and stand to it and be
open about it. We have had a very frustrating
process of trying to answer questions and challenge
particular issues where when we win then something
else is thrown up in front of us. We are convinced
that the approach is as transparent as it can be
physically made. We are always looking at ways of
increasing that transparency and accountability and
eVectiveness, et cetera, both inside and cross-border.
I find it very diYcult that we are talking two diVerent
things; they have to be seen—

Q140 John Bercow: Ray, forgive me for saying so,
but in the end although ministers tend not to be
immersed in the detail, for very good reasons, in our
system of government ministers must accept
responsibility. Can I put it to you that one of the
diYculties here—if we are really candid about it—is
that in this very long-running argument about
whether to allow the delivery of British funds for
cross-border purposes we know, do we not, that it is
not something on which ministers themselves have
heavily focused. There is a huge number of other
issues to deal with, being realistic about it Chairman,
and the fact of the matter is that privately oYcials
were completely against a change in policy, they
lobbied vigorously, they put up all of these diVerent
arguments at every turn. Frankly, in the end they
lost and ministers decided, for reasons which we can
go into if you wish, that actually it did make sense to
lift the cap. The problem is you have still got these
career apparatchiks on the ground who were not just
indiVerent to the change, they absolutely did not
want this change and resisted it at every turn with a
completely diVerent set of arguments being put up at
each stage, and these are the people who are still
there who having lost that fight are thinking, “Oh
Christ, we lost that fight, damn it, ministers have
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announced the lifting of the cap despite all our
advice, we did not want it to happen, now what we
have got to do is try to ensure that the money does
not go up,” so it would be a good idea to increase the
staV level in Rangoon, shift the terms of trade and
then say “Oh, terribly sorry, we can’t find any more
money for cross-border work because we are
committed elsewhere.” Is that not the game?
Mr Hasan: I certainly hope not. I do not know. I do
not think it is particularly fair to say. I think that
there are people within DFID that we have a very
good and honest relationship with and there are
some that we do not. I think there is a reality there.
I think there are some people that we work with who
challenge on policy and there are some people who
do not. I would be very disappointed, given the
change in policy, if it is not followed up by a
commitment to increase funding on the displaced,
and again I stress it needs to be seen to be doing both
inside and cross-border and obviously the constraint
here is the fact that the budget is so small and we
would first and foremost say we need to increase the
funding. If you are saying there is a lot we can do as
a Government in funding support inside the
country, et cetera, then you need to fund it. We
would say that if you want to be as eVective as
possible in meeting the needs of the most vulnerable
in Burma, you need to be doing it inside and also
cross-border. We would be very disappointed in that
changing policy if there was not also a subsequent
increase in funding, [****]

Q141 Ann McKechin: There are also other borders,
the Chinese and Indian.
Mr Hasan: There are other borders but then the
issues of displacement are diVerent there. You are
dealing primarily with ceasefire areas in a more
stable environment. There are of course challenges
with regards to the state of aVairs of the people.
[****]
Chairman: You wanted to give evidence in private
because presumably the Burmese authorities might
react if it was put on the public record more clearly
what was going on, but there are two things: what is
the real attitude of the Burmese authorities? I find it
hard to believe that only we know what you are up
to. Can you put a finger on why you are so sensitive?
We have had the same argument from DFID and so
forth. As I said on Anne’s intervention before, we
might want to recommend that there is plenty of
need for more aid in all kinds of diVerent directions
and we have focused on the area that you would like
to recommend. Somehow or other we cannot quite
get hold of it; everybody is nervous about how you
spend money and how eVective it would be.

Q142 Ann McKechin: To be honest with you, there
are a lot of diVerent opinions about where this aid
should be going, so it is not just DFID.
Mr Hasan: People have their own agendas on what
is the most appropriate thing that we should be
supporting. The Government is very, very diYcult to
work with. There have been glimmers of
opportunity in the past that do not last particularly
long. People have learned that and therefore are not

prepared to let information seep out in that way.
When I took over the post, Christian Aid’s position
was that it would not share information on Burma
in any circumstances. My personal view is that is not
helpful with regards to strengthening our work and
that we had to find ways to engage more broadly
with organisations inside, with organisations on the
border, and with the diVerent initiatives that were
going on globally. The reality is that it does not take
much for international NGOs to find it impossible to
work in Burma, so it is perfectly reasonable for them
to be incredibly cautious on what they do because
their whole operation is at risk. Is their work
eVective? To a degree, yes. Is it important?
Absolutely. I understand why they do not want to
share that information. [****] What you may think
is innocuous information can have incredibly
damaging impacts on their ability to work inside and
from any other perspective. Cross-border is
obviously sensitive to the Royal Thai Government,
we also have to be aware of that. Our main
responsibility is to the people that we are working
with through our partners, and their safety is
paramount. We have to try and find ways we can
weigh that up with our responsibility also to try and
speak out to change the situation inside as much as
we can, and that is incredibly diYcult. I spend hours
and hours thinking about what I should say in public
and what I should not say and it has been quite
stressful, but we have to find ways of doing that and,
again, going back to one of my main points, the role
that the UK Government can play through DFID is
to provide a platform to bring people together in
closed environments to share the work that they are
doing. We are happy to do that. We are already
doing that but there is resistance that is built on the
paranoia that has developed over a long time of
working there.

Q143 Sir Robert Smith: What gives DFID that
strength to be able to do that? Is it its standing?
Mr Hasan: To a degree it is interesting because
obviously their budgets are not that significant and
from a financial perspective they are not a
particularly big player.

Q144 Ann McKechin: Why not the EU, for example?
Mr Hasan: The EU are not particularly doing it,
they are not particularly active. DFID primarily in
my view through the previous Ambassador to
Burma was very active and at that time that
coincided also—

Q145 Chairman: Was that John Jenkins who is now
in Vietnam?
Mr Hasan: No, Vicky Bowman, and that coincided
with the arrival of DFID staV in Rangoon as well
and therefore there was that blurring between the
two. I have just lost my train of thought—

Q146 Sir Robert Smith: You had been emphasising
how DFID have this role.
Mr Hasan: I am blaming my jetlag, I literally got in
from Beijing yesterday morning! I think the reality is
because through the previous Ambassador they
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were very involved on the ground in pushing issues
around engagement with the regime, they have been
therefore quite vocal. I think this has primarily been
true of the Foreign OYce rather than DFID, but as
it has developed Rangoon has become a lot more
involved, so they are quite vocal and open inside the
country. As a result of that you have some of the
other donor agencies that are looking to DFID for
advice and guidance on policy development,
primarily because they have not got anyone there at
all, so you have particularly Sweden, Australia and
the Netherlands more recently looking towards
DFID for that policy direction. It is nothing to do
with the funding of programmes; it is to do with how
do we move things forward. I very much appreciate
the work that DFID are trying to do in finding new
ways to take this forward; we just disagree with
those ways.

Q147 Sir Robert Smith: If you have got concerns
about DFID why are they necessarily the ones best
placed?

Witnesses: Mr Ashley South, Independent Consultant, and Mr Maung Zarni, Visiting Research Fellow,
Department of International Development, Oxford University, gave evidence.

Chairman: Thank you for your indulgence for the
break in the evidence session and thank you to both
of you for coming in and oVering to help us with our
inquiry into the situation in Burma. I know that you
have both got experience of operating in and around
Burma in diVerent contexts. We were given a cutting
from The Independent, Mr Zarni, of your article of 5
June which I have no doubt you will explain a little
more in your evidence, but I was going to pick up
one particular comment if I might where you refer to
the pro-West opposition and I wonder whether that
is helpful in the sense that the opposition was
democratically elected by the people of Burma albeit
a long time ago and it is perceived, I would have
thought, inside and outside as the only legitimate
expression of Burmese opinion that has ever been
tested, so it seems to me to put the specific adjective
“pro-West” in a slightly pejorative way is not
entirely helpful. I am not going to ask you a question
now, I would just say in the course of your evidence
I think we would be keen to know—if you do not
actually regard the people who were elected at the
only recent elections we have had in Burma as
legitimate representatives, who could you possibly
regard as legitimate representatives. However, I am
going to ask Marsha Singh if he would like to start.

Q149 Mr Singh: It is a question for Mr Zarni and
maybe Mr South would also like to comment on
this. It is this issue that you raise in your article about
the importance of dialogue and the futility of
sanctions. I understand where you are coming from
but what options does the international community
have to show its disapproval of particular regimes
like this if it does not use sanctions? Would you then
argue that we should not have imposed sanctions on
South Africa because of apartheid because it hit

Mr Hasan: Because they are, for whatever reason,
listened to more than others in the donor
community. Not in-country—I do not think the
regime care two hoots about the UK Government,
and the US have very tight sanctions and it is not
aVecting them in any significant way, but within the
donor community DFID is listened to.

Q148 Chairman: Is there anything you want to share
with us that you have not shared with us?
Mr Hasan: To be honest, I could go on for a lot
longer but I think that is probably quite enough
from me.
Chairman: Thank you.
John Bercow: Thank you very much.
Chairman: I think it is a tricky situation where we
and DFID probably would want to be more eVective
but I guess there is a nervousness how can we be sure
if we put more money into this that it really would
be eVective and make a diVerence. Anyway your
evidence has been extremely helpful. We will now
hear a slightly diVerent form of evidence in the next
half an hour.

ordinary South Africans? I am struggling a little bit
with that concept. Then a further question arises,
how open is this regime to dialogue and would either
of you or both of you advocate that what the British
Government should be doing now is opening the
dialogue with the Burmese Government under
whatever circumstances prevail or would the British
Government in doing that be out of step with the rest
of the international community?
Mr Zarni: Firstly to respond very briefly to the
Chairman’s comment, I have lived for half of my life
now in the West and I am based in Oxford and I did
not in any way intend the term “pro-West” to be
pejorative. It is just a fact that the opposition draws
material moral and ideological support from the
West as opposed to China or India or Russia, and so
in that sense it is a matter of fact, and I state that, in
that it is supported by the West and it is sympathetic
to Western democratic ideals. I am sitting here
within the British Parliament and I did not use the
term “pro-West” in a pejorative way at all. I just
want to make that clear and put it on the record. On
the question of sanctions and the valuable role they
played in bringing down the apartheid regime in
South Africa, I was one of the people that coined this
“Burma as South Africa” phrase primarily to appeal
to the old anti-apartheid veterans because they were
scattered all over the Western countries. What
diVerentiates Burma categorically from South
Africa is that all the ASEAN15 countries do not
support the sanctions on Burma whereas in fact
South Africa’s case became a symbolic struggle not
just confined to the borders of South Africa but
spread to the entire African Continent—white
versus black, so when you have a regime that is

15 Association of SouthEast Asian Nations
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supported by two giant neighbours—China and
India—as well as by the rest of Asia it is very, very
diYcult to apply this model. We have tried it. I was
with the sanctions campaign for 12 years. Then we
looked at it objectively. What we failed to anticipate
was the rise of both China and India. The sanctions
campaign was hatched in the early 1990s. Back than
none of us thought that China’s rise would be this
rapid and this consequential nor did we think that
India, New Delhi, would radically reverse its policy
of supporting Aung San Suu Kyi and our opposition
and cosy up to the regime out of its own national
interests and strategic needs. These are structural
factors meaning that neither China nor India will
shift under any circumstances policies that are
designed to pursue their national interests, and so in
that sense the home country, the people of Burma
get caught in the larger geo-political struggle. This
fact needs to be kept in mind constantly as we
explore what will be most eVective in terms of
helping the Burmese people. Thirdly and lastly, how
open is the regime for dialogue? I would say not open
at all. They do not need the West, they have China,
they have Russia, and they have India. As we saw in
January 2007, it has been amply demonstrated that
the regime in Burma can count on both Russian and
Chinese support at the UN Security Council so the
pressure of sanctions is not going to work. On top of
that they are enjoying a natural resource blessing
and they are sitting on massive new finds of natural
gas and resources in a region that is consuming
energy at such an alarmingly fast rate in terms of
environmental degradation. China, India,
Thailand—everyone—is involved in bidding for the
natural gas and oil from Burma. Burma’s natural
gas and oil are a blessing for the generals and a curse
for the Burmese people. So they do not need the
West. The West has little or no leverage with the
regime. We should start reviewing what can be done
realistically. Finally on that question, if we are
looking at policy or strategy options the problem
with the Asian approach of constructive engagement
as well as the Western approach in the name of
sanctions and isolation, which is supported by all of
us in opposition, is that they are both focused on
elite politics. Democratisation involves societal
transformation and there is nothing—let me
emphasise this—which is designed to support either
the economic power of the people or the societal and
cultural power of the people. I think the policy
debate has to be shifted from the top leadership-
focused, be it on Aung San Suu Kyi or the Karen
National Union or the Shan State Army or on the
regime itself. Let me say categorically—and I know
this is a public hearing, I do not think the regime is
serving the national interests of the country or even
the interests of the Army as an institution. It is only
a handful of top generals that are benefiting from the
current political and economic arrangement, and
there is a common plight that both the rank and file
soldiers and young oYcers and the Burmese people
share; they share the collective poverty and misery.
Since you were talking in the earlier session about
IDPs being the issue, the greater number of
internally displaced people is within the

government-controlled area. If you compare
150,000 or 250,000 refugees and add another
500,000 for IDPs who are hiding in the jungle
somewhere in conflict zones, one type of IDPs is
conflict-related and the root cause of the IDPs is
conflict. Here the policy and the strategy need to
take into account the need to de-escalate the conflict.
Then secondly, and equally importantly, another
type of IDP problem is caused by deep and growing
poverty. The current policy from the pro-democracy
opposition’s side to isolate and cripple the regime
financially is a) not working and b) contributing
further to the rise of IDPs inside the country who are
following employment. They are scattered all over
the country. We do not have an exact figure on these
IDPs within the military-ruled Burma. We are
talking about 5 per cent of the country’s territory
where the conflict remains active versus the rest of
the country under military rule.

Q150 Chairman: I think we get the point. We are
somewhat constrained on time and I would like to
hear Mr South’s comments as well.
Mr South: I do not have very much to add to what
Zarni has said regarding sanctions. It does seem
pretty clear to me that sanctions in the case of Burma
is really a symbolic issue. After 15 years it seems
pretty clear that the sanctions regime has not
achieved its objectives for some of the reasons which
Zarni mentioned. Personally I think that sanctions
do send a moral message from the international
community which is perhaps the most important
element. One other reason which Zarni did not
mention was the fact that the current hardline
military regime in Burma are much more
comfortable with international isolation than they
are with engagement. Many of these people made
their military careers during socialist military rule
between 1962 and 1988 and these are people who are
used to isolation, they are used to the bunker
mentality, and so they are quite happy with the
situation of being isolated by the international
community, and it does seem that the Government
is more unhappy and more uncomfortable when
they are engaged on issues, so I would suggest that,
yes, dialogue with the military government is very
important. Also for the reasons that Zarni said, I
think it is unlikely to be achieved by increased
international pressure in terms of sanctions regimes
but I think that there are opportunities perhaps to
work with particularly India and China, and
perhaps Russia also, the ones who vetoed the
resolution at the UN Security Council, perhaps to
have some behind-the-scenes discussions with the
Burmese military Government, that these countries
could encourage their client, the SPDC, to engage
with the international community on some specific
issues. I think the idea of the SPDC engaging with
the international community on discussions on
democratisation in the broadest sense is not very
realistic, but perhaps one or two specific issues could
be identified, for example humanitarian dialogue,
and I think that the whole issue of forced migration
and displacement, which we are talking about today,
is quite a good example of a subject that obviously
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reflects the desperate situation of many people
within Burma, and it is an area where perhaps other
regional powers can be encouraged to put more
pressure on the Burmese military government to
engage with the international community and
discuss. There are a couple of examples of successful
dialogue with the Burmese military government, but
not many. I guess forced labour would be one. It is
on again/oV again but the relationship with the ILO
has some examples of how it has been possible, at
least to a limited extent, for the international
community to engage on a very sensitive subject with
the Burmese military government, although
obviously it is problematic also. The point I wanted
to make really, again to back up what Zarni just said
(although we do not agree on many things!), concern
the exclusive emphasis on a elite level change on
most discourse regarding Burma. I think that this
really is to have a rather simplistic view of how
democratisation might take place in the country. I
think democratisation is a process and we need to be
thinking more about how we can encourage
democracy from below from a community level by
empowerment and I think many of the projects
which DFID supports, both cross-border from
Thailand but also in terms of community-based
organisations which DFID supports inside the
country, are very good examples of empowerment of
local organisations that are perhaps in a more
incremental and not very dramatic fashion
nevertheless working for sustained political
transition in Burma, and I think that is something
that needs to be acknowledged.

Q151 John Battle: Our visit to the border focused on
IDPs at the border. I want to really focus on the issue
of IDPs in government-controlled and ceasefire
zones, not where there is conflict or where there is no
government control. I want to ask who do you think
is best-placed to provide assistance to those IDPs? It
is really following on Ashley’s point. Can people get
in there to help? Can there be a dialogue with the
Government to help with those IDPs? Will they
accept the concept of IDPs? And how could DFID
be engaged in that?
Mr Zarni: Ashley would be better qualified to
comment.
Mr South: This is in specifically government-
controlled areas?

Q152 John Battle: Yes, government-controlled and
ceasefire zones.
Mr South: The groups that are providing assistance
to IDPs cross-border from Thailand, by and large,
have access to areas of on-going armed conflict,
places where acute vulnerabilities exist, as I think we
have already discussed. They have some access to
government relocation sites and ceasefire areas, but
not very much, whereas groups helping IDPs from
inside the country have some limited access to areas
of on-going armed conflict but mostly have access to
government-controlled and ceasefire zones. These
are local organisations operating in a very low-
profile manner in the same way as the cross-border
groups are local organisations, that are supported by

international agencies which cannot themselves get
access to war zones. Inside, though, there are
community-based organisations many of which are
religious faith-based organisations, partly because
the suppression of civil society in Burma means that
religious organisations enjoy a degree of autonomy
which other civil society actors do not. These local
organisations do have access often to internally
displaced people in government-controlled and
ceasefire areas. I would suggest it is complementary;
cross-border groups have access to conflict areas and
the groups working inside to government-controlled
and ceasefire areas.

Q153 John Battle: Is there a public discourse
whereby there is an agreed assessment of the needs
of the people? Is there agreement on how many
internally displaced people there are in ceasefire and
government-controlled areas? Will the Government
share those figures with people? Could you give me
a number? The next point really is should DFID be
engaged in working to try and tackle that as an area
of need?
Mr South: I think the community-based
organisations to which I was referring have over the
last two to five years greatly increased their capacity
to analyse the needs of displaced people in these
areas. Over the last couple of years we are now
beginning to see numbers coming out which broadly
tally with the numbers which the cross-border based
groups are producing, although obviously there is
not that much overlap so it is diYcult to make too
much in the way of comparison. The capacity of the
groups working inside the country for analysis are
more limited because they have received less support
and also they have not been doing it for so long, so
it is still a bit disproportionate but I think those
groups are increasingly able to identify needs and
come up with numbers also. DFID have played a
very important role in supporting these groups and
I think Britain has played a crucial role in supporting
these groups.
Mr Zarni: Let me follow up on that very briefly.
There have been surveys and research done on the
subject of IDPs inside the country with specific
regards to food security because the IDPs inside are
primarily driven by economic needs. This falls
categorically under this rubric of “developmental
need”. The issue of developmental assistance, and
humanitarian assistance cannot be defined very
clearly. Secondly, I think it would not be strategic to
address this issue only as a humanitarian/charitable
issue. This has to do with economic empowerment
and this is the area the Government of Burma would
not object too strongly to especially because this
Government is inept in managing the economy. And
we have been in this type of dire economic situation
for the past 45 years. It has been more than clear that
the top leadership will not be able to develop the
economy, and the top leadership also does not
appear to be that concerned about the economic
well-being of ordinary citizens. So I think what I
would emphasise here is if we are looking at IDPs
inside Burma, this is an issue that is linked to the lack
of economic development, so whatever DFID is
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doing it is not going to be enough. However, there is
a private sector especially because Burma is an
agrarian society primarily, and there are NGOs
working in the agricultural sector. I can give you one
example of International Development Enterprises
and they have been addressing the issue of rural
poverty by providing food pumps for irrigation and
there are similar organisations. There is social space
and economic space: it is just that the military
Government is paranoid about political space.
Chairman: We have had evidence from other
organisations on that.

Q154 Ann McKechin: We have talked a lot today
about the need for co-ordination. I wonder if you
could comment on whether you think OCHA’s
appointment of a humanitarian co-ordinator for
Burma is going to assist the co-ordination of help to
the IDPs and in identifying groups in areas other
than eastern Burma who currently are receiving very
little aid?
Mr South: Yes, I think that it probably is quite an
important and positive development. The only real
thing I would want to add is I think it is quite
important to acknowledge that the actual groups
that are assisting but also providing some protection
for IDPs in eastern Burma in particular are local
Karen, Mon, and Shan organisations. The
international agencies do not have access to these
areas so everybody is working by proxy. In many
cases the local organisations are actually a couple of
steps ahead of the international organisations. The
Karen networks inside the country, particularly over
the last five years, let us say, have developed pretty
extensive contacts with the Karen networks which
are working cross-border and obviously in a public
session one could not say much more than that. That
kind of co-ordination is already going on at
community level. I think there is a danger that by
internationalising it this could actually disempower
very able organisations that are doing the work.

Q155 Ann McKechin: So we perhaps over-emphasise
the need for a multilateral donor to co-ordinate as
opposed to community groups co-ordinating on
the ground?
Mr South: It is important to have international
donor co-ordination as well but it needs to be done
sensitively and I think OCHA are probably the best
placed to do this because to a certain extent they are
perceived as being more neutral. I think most of the
Thailand-based organisations are understood to be
quite clearly aligned with certain conflict actors and
it would be quite diYcult for them to take on a co-
ordinating position which was perceived by
everyone as being neutral. Perhaps the same could
be said for organisations working inside the country,
so OCHA as a newly established oYce might be the
best way to move forward on that.

Q156 Ann McKechin: So it may have some
advantage as opposed to DFID doing the co-
ordination?

Mr South: Yes, I heard the comments earlier and I
did not quite understand why it was that DFID was
being asked to take on this major co-ordination role
when DFID is just one of a number of players in the
situation. One more thing which I think is
important, I do believe that DFID are supporting
some very innovative and important programmes
inside Burma which do have a strong pro-democracy
angle, although that is obviously played down in
order not to alienate the Government, and I
understand that DFID might perhaps not want to
take on too high a profile a role in something like co-
ordination of assistance to IDPs because it could
possibly undermine their position in terms of some
of the quite sensitive programmes that they are
undertaking inside the country.

Q157 John Bercow: I would like to come to a specific
question about cross-border aid in a moment but I
would just like to be absolutely clear, and for the
Committee to be clear about the credentials of both
witnesses, who we warmly welcome to our
proceedings. Mr South, I know you are described for
our benefit as an “independent consultant”, and I
am sure that is absolutely right, although I think you
have experience in the past of working for TBBC.
For the avoidance of doubt, would it be correct to
say that you either have worked or do work for
DFID, you have been paid by DFID and the
UNDP?
Mr South: Yes, I have worked on Burma for 15
years. I have visited the country about 100 times.
The majority of those visits were cross-border trips
from Thailand. I have also visited across the China
border and inside the country. I have on two
occasions worked for the Thai Burmese Border
Consortium, once in the 1990s and once in 2002, I
actually ran the TBBC cross-border aid programme
for a year. I have produced reports for Human
Rights Watch, I have done consultancy work for the
UN, the World Food Programme and also for
DFID.

Q158 John Bercow: So you have worked for DFID?
Mr South: Yes.

Q159 John Bercow: I am extremely grateful to you
and thank you. Dr Zarni, just so again I can be clear,
your academic repute is widely known. I just want to
be quite clear because although you have
undertaken quite a journey in relation to Burma
matters, it would be correct to say, would it not, that
you do not yourself have any experience of
development policy as such?
Mr Zarni: I am currently specialising in
development issues around Burma and I have a
three-year fellowship where I am writing a book on
the economic development of Burma.

Q160 John Bercow: You have not done that work
in Burma?
Mr Zarni: I was myself for 17 years in exile and I
lived there for 25 years and worked in the tourism
sector as a tour guide and previously I was a teacher,
so I do not know what you mean by that.
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Q161 John Bercow: I was seeking to establish what
the historical record was because my
understanding—and I think it is important to have
this elucidated—was that you were originally a
strong advocate of robust action against the
Government, notably in the form of sanctions.
There was a point in your career at which you were
very frustrated by what you thought was the
relatively ineVectual nature of multilateral policy
and you were sympathetic to armed struggle. You
did at one important point in your career I think—
but if I am wrong I am sure you will correct me—go
to see the Khin Nyunt (and I do not know whether
you want to talk on the record about your
discussions with military intelligence or not) but just
for the record it is absolutely right, I think, as we
have been told, that you founded the Free Burma
Coalition. You did of course at one point announce
a significant change in policy on the part of the
Coalition and my understanding is that at the time
your announcement of a change of policy did not
command the support of the staV to such an extent
that almost all of the supporters of the Free Burma
Coalition left and decided to form another
organisation. Is that correct?
Mr Zarni: That is not correct, sir. Just to clarify the
points that you mentioned. One is that the Free
Burma Coalition was a voluntary network of people
and we had a few paid staV members, including
myself. The policy shift was primarily decided by the
Burmese—former members of the KNU16 as well as
former ABS DF17 members and myself—and the
majority of the people that opposed our policy shift
were American activists, the people who had never
lived in the country and did not understand the junta
the way we did—just about every Burmese in Burma
including Aung San Suu Kyi is associated with the
military by family connections, and so we felt at the
time that although we, the opposition, had pursued
this policy of sanctions and isolation—and we all
worked very hard, and we were foot-soldiers
supporting Aung San Suu Kyi and her pro-sanctions
policies, and we still love her and we support her
morally—we felt that our strategy had failed the
country and failed the people, the same way the
successive military governments in Burma have
failed our country and our people. The mission of
our Coalition, sir, was not to wed ourselves to a
particular strategy but to assess that strategy against
what is happening on the ground and what new
developments were occurring in the region that
impact directly on the lives of our countrymen, for
instance, the rise of China and the rise of India.

Q162 John Bercow: I am extremely grateful that you
have clarified your position and it is all on the record
and can be analysed—
Mr Zarni: On the issue about meeting Khin Nyunt
because you mentioned that I went there, there was a
small number of Burmese who were educated in the
West and some of us were once armed. I was not, I
was in the US, but some of my colleagues were part
of armed student resistance in the jungle. When we

16 Karen National Union.
17 All Burma Students’ Democratic Front.

reached the conclusion that dialogue between Aung
San Suu Kyi and the top leadership was not
possible—it was dead on arrival—we were
approached and we responded positively to the more
progressive elements within the junta and out of that
channel of communications came one visit.

Q163 John Bercow: I understand entirely the thesis
that you are advancing and I am extremely
heartened to hear you say that you still love Aung
San Suu Kyi but people might be forgiven for
thinking otherwise with the reference to “Kipling’s
Burma girl awaits her turn, a prostitute nation, she
was bound to become . . .” Oxford, United
Kingdom, 28 June 2006. I will not embarrass you,
Dr Zarni, by reading out the poem in any detail or
length. I know it is not your role in life to try and
become a Poet Laureate and it is probably as well!
Can I just be clear because there is a lack of clarity,
with the greatest of respect, at any rate in my mind,
on the basis of previous exchanges we have had, not
least in Wilton Park last year, what your position is
on the subject of the conduct of the regime. You said
earlier—and this is important—you thought that the
regime was not really helping the country, just a
small number of people at the top. Mr South made
the interesting point a few moments ago that he
thought there had been a little bit of progress on the
question of child labour.
Mr South: Child labour/forced labour.

Q164 John Bercow: Forced labour—sure—can I be
clear as far as both of you are concerned but I am
mainly addressing my question to Dr Zarni, that you
accept that rape as a weapon of war, compulsory
relocation, forced labour, the use of child soldiers,
the use of human minesweepers, religious
persecution, the incarceration of political prisoners
and the bestial destruction of villages in eastern
Burma on almost a daily basis have all long been
part of the policy of the Government of Burma and
of the State Peace and Development Council,
including at the time when you chose to meet Khin
Nyunt, who you described I think a few moments
ago as a relative moderate. At the time you were
having a meeting with that “relative moderate”
those bestial abuses of human rights were being
perpetrated and you were aware of the fact. Is that
right?
Mr Zarni: You have said a lot of things but let me
just—

Q165 John Bercow: It is a pretty simple challenge.
Mr Zarni: I was not just sympathetic to the armed
struggle; I was assigned as the team leader of a small
group of five Burmese dissidents to look for arms by
no other than General Bo Mya, head of the Karen
National Union and of the National Council of the
Union of Burma (NCUB) in June 2003. I had
travelled extensively in the conflict zone with the
Karen National Liberation Army, not just visits
along the Thai-Burmese border and refugee camps.
I ate with the soldiers, I talked with them for hours,
and I made a number of visits, and I was so outraged
by what I heard from them first-hand stories about
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atrocities that were committed by the Burmese
soldiers—(and I belonged to the majority ethnic
group then)—at the time there was also a brutal
attack on Aung San Suu Kyi and her entourage at
Deyapin. This is a major conflict zone and the KNU
was also committing atrocities as well, I learned
from these soldiers. That is when I began advocating
the way to find the de-escalation of this conflict.
We—Burma—have been a post-colonial mess. In
1948 we regained independence and there were
20,000 sub-machine guns in the hands of the people
who disagreed on what type of Burma they wanted
to build. There were also diVerent ethnic pocket
armies in the country as well as the Burmese
Communists, and so this is a long-running conflict of
60 years. Sir, if today “regime change” was the best
solution I would support regime change, but based
on what is going on in Iraq and Afghanistan I would
categorically oppose regime change because there is
no single silver bullet. We have got to understand the
historical, structural and institutional complexities
of this issue18.

Q166 John Bercow: Thank you very much indeed.
Can I just ask Mr South—of course Mr South will
say what he wants, but if I can get in my question and
then he can perhaps wrap it around that and then I
will shut up and colleagues can pursue their lines of
questioning—on the question of co-ordination
between those working in-country and those
working cross-border and the need to try to ensure
that the work is complementary, can you develop a
little further if necessary what was touched upon
earlier about the role of UN OCHA. And can I just
ask you on the strength of your very extensive
experience, which I readily acknowledge, do you
accept that some at least and some quite significant
numbers of the most vulnerable and marginalised
people can eVectively be reached only by cross-
border assistance?
Mr South: I will certainly answer your question. If I
could just begin by perhaps chipping in to
complement what Zarni said, on the long list of very
systematic human rights abuses that have been
perpetrated by the Burma Army I can say, yes,
certainly I recognise all of those as being very much
the practice of the Burmese military in areas of
armed conflict. Whether it constitutes government
policy, I suppose, is rather a technical issue in terms
of what is policy but certainly this is how the Burma
Army behaves. I do think it is important that many
of these practices are also characteristic of the armed
opposition groups as well and I think there is a
danger of painting the other parties to the armed
conflict as being completely blameless—it takes two
to make war—and I think that is something that
often gets overlooked. More importantly really is I
do think it is fairly easy to document the horrific
abuses that occur in Burma. Any suggestion that the
reports of human rights abuses are fabricated by
opposition groups is clearly untrue, and there are
certainly a lot of bad things happening in Burma and
you do not have to make this stuV up, but it is

18 Ev 90

relatively easy conceptually to document what is
happening and much more diYcult to come up with
solutions. So I think this is what we should be
thinking about, how can we begin to address some
of those issues. In terms of co-ordination, really I
would want to restate what I said earlier regarding
the importance of prioritising the local
organisations that are already active in these areas.
I do not know if I necessarily want to add much more
than that. On your final question, yes, certainly, I
think as per my submission, there are large numbers
of displaced people in Burma, some of whom are
clearly internally displaced people according to the
UN’s guiding principles, others are perhaps
economic migrants and there is a grey area as to
quite what the diVerences are between displaced
people and economic migrants. There are very large
numbers of extremely vulnerable people inside
Burma that have access to very limited protection
and assistance. Many of these people are IDPs, but
I think it is probably true to say that the most acute
vulnerabilities are experienced by those in the
conflict zones, primarily along the Thailand border
but in some other areas as well, and that these
people, by and large, can only be accessed by cross-
border assistance; I would not disagree with that.
The only thing I would want to add is that I think
whilst no doubt all organisations can benefit from
greater assistance, particularly in the area of
capacity-building that, by and large, groups inside
the country receive less support, certainly
proportionately to the number of people who are
displaced in areas which they have access to than
cross-border groups, so in terms of the value-added
argument which was discussed in the earlier session
I think that this is probably the area that does need
to be prioritised, working inside the country. But
very importantly border areas can only, in some
places at least, be accessed from Thailand, I would
agree.

Q167 Sir Robert Smith: You have talked about
increasing support for community groups in Burma.
Do you have any particular idea of which groups
require that support?
Mr South: I think that might come into the area
where I would request perhaps to follow up in
confidence or in writing. I do not know if it is
something that would be great to discuss because
obviously these groups are vulnerable to a lot of
diVerent pressures inside the country. The majority
would be faith-based networks—Christian but also
non-Christian organisations, particularly among the
non-Karen groups, I know that most of the focus of
advocacy has been on the Karen communities—and
again I think it is important to recognise that 30 per
cent of the Karen population perhaps are Christians
and there are very important networks among other
faiths within the Karenni community that could
benefit from greater support. Yes, these would
largely be local community-based organisations.
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Q168 Sir Robert Smith: If DFID did do more open
funding of such groups would that put at risk its
other programmes in Burma or lead to more
disapproval?
Mr South: I think it would have to be handled with
great sensitivity obviously. This is something that I
tried to refer to earlier. One of the issues about
working in Burma is that often it is necessary to not
call a spade a spade. Quite a lot of the projects that
support displaced people inside the country are not
necessarily discussed as such and so a certain
amount of creativity is necessary in order to be able
to provide assistance to these groups, but I do not
think it necessarily would undermine other projects
if it is done sensitively.
Mr Zarni: May I follow up on that very briefly. Since
you are looking at the possibility of supporting
inside or in-country initiatives and community
groups, I think there needs to be an understanding
that although there are far fewer registered local
NGOs that would fit the Western criteria of “civil
society” organisations, this is a society that has
functioned through informal networks that do not
feel the need to go to central government and get
themselves registered. This is a society that has
survived hundreds of years of absolute monarchy
and 125 years of British Colonialism followed by 60
years of civil war. Still there is a resilient society o the
ground and I would really encourage us not to
characterise them (the people of Burma) as merely
aid recipients. These are people who are struggling
to survive—and thrive in some cases—under
extremely diYcult circumstances: so if there is any
support that is provided by DFID and HM
Government here it has to be in the spirit of
supporting the struggle of ordinary Burmese people
to survive this current system. Secondly, if you look
at the scope and the quantity of support that is given
to the Burmese people and compare that with the
amount of aid for Nepal or Cambodia—I have got
one-year data/statistics from 2005-06—in Burma
there are 41 international NGOs for a population of
50 million with a budget, excluding the Global Fund
and now the Three Diseases Fund, of $30 million.
That is 41 NGOs for a population of 50 million and
a total in-country budget of $30 million. If you
compare that with Cambodia with, 115 NGOs, for a
population of 15 million—that is three times less
than Burma’s population—for a budget of $110
million annually. Lastly Nepal 275 NGOs, a
population of 25 million—which is half of Burma’s
population—and a total budget of $175 million.
There is both a need for an increase in the quantity
of the aid that is going in and the need to expand the
scope of aid. If you compare that with the IDPs on
the Thai-Burmese border side you have got 150,000
refugees registered with the Thailand Burma Border
Consortium (TBBC) and other organisations
commanding $60 million versus, say, 95 per cent of
the Burmese people who are not refugees—98 per
cent of the Burmese population inside the country—
there needs to be some kind of perspective here if we
are to formulate any type of strategic policy.

Chairman: Dr Zarni, these are helpful comparative
figures. They are actually in the ball-park of what we
are struggling with in terms of what is the right thing
to do. Clearly all the international NGOs and
agencies find delivering aid eVectively in places like
Nepal and Cambodia easier, and part of our inquiry
is about trying to say are we making the diYculties
more than they are and, if we are, how can we get
through. I think that is helpful. Can I ask John to
come in here.

Q169 Mr Battle: Thank you, Dr Zarni, for those
remarks because some of us have worked for years
on development and trying to move DFID and
NGOs and other agencies away from being
ambulances picking up injured people and burying
the dead to actually tackling the causes of poverty
and trying to work on preventive action in advance
of that. I was interested in Ashley’s evidence that it
is not just conflict that causes the problem, there is
economic displacement. As shown by my experience
with the rainforest in Brazil, so you have then got to
ask about agri-business and places where they have
got meat-processing factories, and are clearing the
forests and clearing the people out in order to build
up industries. So that issue of economic
displacement and government policies about
infrastructure construction, roads, natural resource
extraction, all those questions, should DFID not
engage with those questions? How should DFID
engage there, looking at the root causes as well as the
sticking plaster—and I do not mean sticking plaster
abusively; it has got to be done.
Mr Zarni: I think DFID should definitely take any
opportunity to engage in policy discussion with the
regime at all levels. I would say categorically the
senior leadership of the Burmese regime does not
seem to be interested in any type of policy
discussions because they are in the most comfortable
position. We think that they are the most heinous
regime on earth—and to a degree they are—but
from their perspective they are the best government
Burma has had since independence. They are sitting
on $800 million of foreign exchange reserve. At least
this is how they perceive themselves. The Burmese
Foreign OYce since independence has spent more
than 50 per cent of its energy and resources worrying
about China, and China is now their best friend. For
the Burmese regime this is an enormous
accomplishment unrivalled in the history of post-
independence Burma. It is very, very diYcult for
DFID or any other entity, perhaps with the
exception of someone like Mr Gambari who has
been given access to the highest level of leadership,
including Senior General General Than Shwe, so
maybe these policy discussions should be conducted
by someone such as Mr Gambari19 and then DFID
can play a support role. Because the United
Kingdom has had a diYcult historical relationship
with our country I am not sure that DFID is best-
placed to have the policy conversations with the

19 UN Under Secretary General
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junta. That is why I think it should be very much
focused on the ground at community level and doing
concrete, practical things rather than trying to catch
the policy discussions in the clouds.
Mr South: I would certainly agree with you, but I
think the great majority of advocacy regarding IDPs
in Burma does focus on the eastern border areas and
armed conflict-induced displacement, and I think, as
we have perhaps agreed, those IDPs in the eastern
border areas do face the most acute vulnerabilities—
but they are probably not the largest groups of
displaced people in terms of the numbers. Much
more widespread throughout the country is the
phenomenon of people moving because of
infrastructure development projects, particularly
land confiscation which seems to be becoming more
and more prominent in many diVerent areas, and
more generally livelihoods insecurity, and I think
this is an aspect of population movement that really
does need to be addressed more specifically. I agree
with Zarni that local community-based approaches
are often appropriate, but I do think it is necessary
to engage with the Government on policy dialogue
as well. Quite a lot of my recent research has been on
land rights in Burma and land confiscation. It seems
to me that this perhaps might be one of the areas
which the international community could highlight
for any possible engagement with the military
government. It is perhaps just that little bit less
political than armed conflict when you are talking
about land rights and of course it also goes to the
heart of many issues regarding the relationship
between state and society. It is one possibility, I
think, and certainly it is an area that needs more
focus.

Q170 Mr Singh: I want to talk about the refugee
camps and resettlement for a moment. In your view,
how do you think the Royal Thai Government views
the refugee situation? What is its view of the camps?
I read recently that they have been clamping down
even more than before. We saw a camp and I suspect
that was one of the better ones. Why is the
resettlement process out of the camps so slow? I
think about 400 from Site 1 have been resettled from
a population of about 20,000. Is this deliberate Thai
Government policy or is it bureaucracy or is it that
the international community are not accepting
people quickly enough? What are the reasons? What
is the real situation here?
Mr South: I think historically, as this Committee is
probably aware, the Thai security establishment has
supported anti-government groups in Burma for
centuries and certainly during the modern period the
Thai authorities have been a major sponsor of anti-
government insurgency in the country. I think it is in
that context that the refugee camps were established
in Thailand in the early to mid-1980s really as R&R
bases for the insurgent groups in Burma, as well as
places of refuge for victims of the civil war. Clearly
as those armed organisations lost ground inside
Burma the humanitarian aspect of the camps
became more important as large numbers of people
became displaced, as we have discussed. Some time
in the 1990s—and you can date it to diVerent years—

I think that Thai policy shifted towards much more
constructive engagement with the military
government in Rangoon and the refugees became
increasingly an irritant in the relationship with
Rangoon. I understand that in the last year
approximately the Royal Thai Government has
increased the opportunities for livelihoods schemes
and education projects in the refugee camps, which
obviously is to be welcomed. I understand that this
has been presented as a sign that the Thai
Government is now much more willing to accept the
presence of the refugees and maybe try and find a
long-term enduring solution. Personally I am not so
sure that I agree with that reading. It seems to me
that the Thai Government has basically accepted the
resettlement of refugees which previously was never
on the agenda—it is only in the last couple of years
that there has been any discussion really on anything
other than very, very small numbers of refugees
moving out. Previously it was some of the urban-
based activists who took part in the 1988 uprising
and subsequent events who had access to asylum in
third countries. The border-based refugee
population was pretty much being kept in limbo.
That policy has now changed, as you said, and
Western countries are now beginning to accept
increasingly large numbers of refugees—and I will
come on to the numbers in a minute. So it seems to
me that for the Royal Thai Government they can
now see light at the end of the tunnel and maybe in
a decade there will be no more refugee camps in
Thailand and they will get rid of this problem. I
think, although this maybe was not your question, it
is worth considering what the implications are for
the armed conflict in Burma if the civilian support
base of the opposition groups is relocated to the
United States and other countries. It will have a very
serious impact on the armed conflict. I know that
senior KNU oYcials have been told to expect 40,000
people leaving the camps by the end of next year and
I understand that it will be about 10,000 this year. In
terms of the numbers those are ball-park figures
because I am not really up to speed on this. I think
it is fairly large numbers of people who are expected
to be resettled. If it was 10,000 or 15,000 refugees a
year within a decade that would be all the refugees.
My understanding also is that those people who are
being accepted for resettlement are from elite
communities within the camps, so it is the teachers,
the medics, the administrators. So as more and more
refugees are resettled I think we are going to get a
huge crisis of capacity in the camps which will
undermine many of the eVorts of TBBC and other
organisations to support local initiatives. I
understand also that large numbers of new refugees
are entering the camps and there is clearly a pull
factor here for people to get themselves on to camp
registers and get themselves to the West, and of
course this is part of the reason why previously the
Thai authorities resisted any resettlement because of
their experience with the Indo-Chinese refugee
caseload when the solution of resettling Vietnamese
and Laos refugees to the United States caused a huge
influx of new refugees. I think we will see the
beginnings of this happening along the border.
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Mr Zarni: Since you are looking ahead at the
implications of the Thai policy on the Burmese
refugee situation, I strongly doubt that the refugees
now will remain trapped in the current situation for
another two decades, primarily because the
economic strategy that the region or regional
governments as an ASEAN block is pursuing is
making it impossible for anyone to remain as
refugees. They have to transform themselves into
migrant workers and labourers. Besides any
possibility or potential for launching any type of
pro-democracy activities or opposition activities
using Thailand as a base is threatened now that there
is the Mekhong region development scheme. It is
partly this development scheme that is investing
heavily in hydroelectric and Asian highway projects.
China is heavily involved, India has a huge interest
in this, and so I think, unfortunately, now this
refugee issue will be swept away under this wave of
economic development. If Asia and the Asia-Pacific
region is rising I think that these people are the most
vulnerable people, and one of the best ways to help
them is (because there is little likelihood of these
refugees returning to their home communities inside
the country feeling safe there) third country
resettlement or helping them equip themselves with
economic skills so that when push comes to shove
they will not be more vulnerable and at greater risk
than they already are now.

Q171 Mr Singh: It seems it me that there is a role for
donors to be helping to equip people for life in third
countries. Should this be something on DFID’s
agenda or other donors’ agendas?
Mr Zarni: I would definitely think so, sir. In terms
of DFID helping these people, either IDPs inside the
country or IDPs along the Thai-Burmese border
area, one thing that needs to be very clear because
when we talk about extending the scope of DFID’s
activities inside the country or increasing the
amount that is going in, people moralise too much in
the sense that although there is a legitimate question
that should be raised—“Will the aid legitimise the
regime? Or will the aid dollars prop up the
regime?”—the regime does not need to be propped
up by the aid money. They are sitting on a massive
natural gas and oil field that could be pumped for the
next 150 years. They do not need DFID’s money to
stay strong economically and they are as entrenched
as ever. Also in terms of legitimacy, this regime does
not have moral legitimacy or credibility in the eyes of
either the domestic population or the international
community. That is why I think the key issue really
is to let DFID’s policy initiatives be driven by what
the real—and not the perceived needs—are of the
ordinary citizens. We are really talking about the
people of Burma, we are not simply talking about
either the opposition or the junta or the armed ethnic
minorities. I think if we let the needs of ordinary
citizens drive the British policy that should lead us to
some kind of exit out of this conflict of 60 years.
Otherwise we will get into this situation where

diVerent strategies are attached diVerent moral
weights’ and some of us who advocate for strategic
engagement with society get vilified for saying that
you need to touch the regime with a long pole
because it is there. We just need to engage the
country in a way that does not strengthen the
regime’s hand, but strengthens the society and the
economic power of the people through development.

Q172 Sir Robert Smith: Just very quickly, maybe for
Mr South, there was a lot of concern when we were
out there about the lack of DFID’s direct
engagement with the TBBC and the wider
community involved in the refugee camps and the
lack of visits. Do you think there is a role for DFID
to be more involved in relating to the camps and
therefore also in advocacy for the needs of the camps
with the Thai authorities?
Mr South: I suppose it would not hurt but it seems
to me that the camps already attract a very high
proportion of donor attention and in terms of added
value, to use that expression again, I would have
thought DFID might be better putting their focus
elsewhere. I do not think it would be detrimental for
DFID to advocate more on behalf of the refugees
but the refugees already have quite a strong
advocacy behind them so I am not sure that it would
really add a great deal.

Q173 Chairman: Just a final point, you have made it
clear that some form of engagement with the regime
is necessary if aid is to be delivered. Mr Zarni, you
have made the point that the regime has its own
resources and the money would not necessarily be
diverted but you have also said the regime does not
really care about isolation or need friends because it
has got China, India and Russia. However, the
United Nations does have a mandate in Burma and,
as has been pointed out, this is a regime that has
perpetrated every conceivable abuse invented and a
few that have not been thought of, and in that
context it is very diYcult to ask any agency to engage
with a government which in any way would imply
that anything they are doing is legitimate. So how
can the UN be eVective in Burma and what is it that
the UN could and should be doing given that it
stands for human rights progress and development.
We cannot walk away from this so what is the UN’s
proper role?
Mr South: As I have said already, I think one
important element should be greater support to
community-based organisations and I think there
has been some change over the last two or three years
and there is now more support for civil society, both
cross-border and inside the country, so I think that
is one thing which the UN can do and does do. As I
understand it, and this is a bit outside of my area,
this is a dilemma which the UN faces in many places
around the world, how to engage with often very
brutal national governments which are often the
most serious perpetrators of human rights abuses
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against their own populations, and I guess it is an
element of the humanitarian dilemma. The only real
thing from my own area which I could add is that I
do think it is probably quite important to identify
specific areas for engagement and that might be one
way of not wholeheartedly supporting the legitimacy
of the Government by trying to identify specific
technical issues which should be addressed, such as
land rights for example, but I think it is a really good
but very diYcult question which does apply not only
to Burma but is important to working with
repressive governments.
Mr Zarni: My brief follow-up would be to not view
the regime as a monolith. There are people who are
part of government ministries and bureaucracies
who are there because they need to feed their
families, they need to send their kids to school and
get medicine for their ageing parents, and they are
not sympathetic to the regime but they have to do
their job, especially in ministries that have Western-
trained bureaucrats, technocrats and researchers
such as agriculture, public health, forestry, fisheries,
education—(vocational and teacher education)—all
kinds of technical issues, all of the livelihoods issues
that are dealt with through ministerial channels. Sir,
we have to understand the nature of the state if we
want to address the issue. This is a state that is
obsessed with its own institutional and personal
survival. This is a national security state. This is not
a developmental state.

Q174 Chairman: Sure—
Mr Zarni: May I finish. The weakest aspects of the
current militarised and military state are precisely
where these technocratic and technical ministries are
and because the regime is not devoting resources nor
is it equipped to deal with these issues—about public
health and education, the agricultural sector,
mining, and what not—the regime is most
vulnerable in terms of external exposure as well as
community-based self-help initiatives. They cannot
address the issue of poverty. People are trying to
address the issue with the help of outside business
organisations, the private sector, NGOs; the regime
cannot stop these. This is where we need to hit in
terms of pushing for a channel of change and
transition. If the price is that a piece of legitimacy
will go to the generals it is a price worth paying.

Q175 John Bercow: It is an interesting point Dr
Zarni, if I could just come in on this, because there
seems to be a rather neurotic attitude here. On the
one hand you said a moment ago, and I quote, that
the regime is “obsessed with its own survival”. On
the other hand, you said in terms very dismissively
earlier in your evidence that the regime simply did
not care about the views of the international
community and actually rather liked isolation and
was not remotely interested in the views of the wider
world. That of course is not quite true, is it, and it is
an example, if you will forgive me for saying so, of
your tendency to argue by assertion rather than by
evidence and to distort by over-emphasis the points
that you are seeking to make because in fact the
regime is rather concerned at various times about

external scrutiny. If it is not concerned, why does it
go to such lengths to exclude the United Nations
Special Rapporteur on Human Rights and if it is not
at all concerned and blithely dismissive of the
international community, why did it get worked up
to the extent that it did to frustrate the United
Nations Security Council Resolution? To say they
are not concerned is nonsense on stilts, is it not? So
far they have managed to get away without decisive
United Nations Security Council action. I put it to
you that the fact that thus far a concerted UN
intervention and a substantial sanctions regime have
not been implemented do not themselves constitute
good reasons not to continue to make the attempt?
Mr Zarni: I have just returned from the Asia
Security Summit where I posed this question to the
Singaporean Prime Minister at the opening dinner
asking him what is ASEAN’s position on Burma? Is
there a consensus? Is it falling apart? (And I think the
UK was well-represented there.) The Singaporean
Prime Minister’s response was that this is a regime
that has turned its back even on ASEAN which has
bent over backwards trying to bring them into the
more civilised fold. They moved the capital from
Rangoon to Nay Pyi Taw, the new up-country
capital and, in his words, “they do not want to be
involved, they do not want us to involve them in
these international forums or regional forums. We
have tried our best to cajole them, to help them out,
they are simply impervious”. And they can aVord to
be impervious to outside pressure because they are
supported by two veto-wielding UN Security
Council permanent members—China and Russia,
plus India—who are all neighbours. I arrived back
from Vietane, Laos this morning at six o’clock via
Singapore. Here is a Communist state and I travelled
across the Mekong Delta, which is one of the poorest
regions in Vietnam, and these were two
authoritarian, Communist-run states, but these
societies are opening up and their opening up is led
by development, not by the opposition, not by the
West, but the needs of society there to pursue
economic development. Because we have created
this highly polarised, highly moralised situation, we
cannot have a proper policy dialogue or exchange
without you throwing at me words like “neurotic” or
me “asserting my position”, and this is the situation.
We need to recognise that we share—

Q176 John Bercow: The Government of Burma is
rather neurotic.
Mr Zarni: Sorry, then I misunderstood; definitely
they are neurotic. They are concerned about the
internal instability not Western intervention at this
point. If they allow NGOs to operate in poverty
alleviation it is still driven by a national security
concern not by concern for the economic
deprivation of the people.
Chairman: Can I draw this to a close, it is one of the
longest evidence sessions we have had, but it has
been very stimulating and very informative. If I may
say so, I think your evidence has been helpful and
very important. It is a very diYcult and complicated
situation and probably it is one that cannot be
resolved by aid alone and to the extent that you
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challenged that seems to me a very helpful and
relevant part of the evidence. It also seems that what
you are telling us is that there is an awful lot that can
be done at a local community level and if we can find
ways to make DFID and other agencies co-ordinate
that more eVectively perhaps it would be possible to

ease the plight of the Burmese people whilst taking
the politics out of it by not allowing them to
influence it as much as they do. That is for us to
consider. We have more evidence to take and more
thoughts to put together before we come up with a
report. Thank you very much indeed for coming in.
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Q177 Chairman: Good afternoon and thank you
very much for coming to give evidence. We very
much appreciate your being here. As you know, the
Committee is conducting an inquiry into the
situation in Burma, specifically the aid and support
that Britain is giving to people inside Burma, how
eVectively it works, what could or could not be done
to improve their plight and what might change the
situation. Obviously you have definite views about
this. Reading from an interview you did in The
Irrawaddy, you said, “And no NGO, no government
is going to provide for Burma for ever, we know
that. So therefore nothing should be given to Burma
at the moment to tackle the humanitarian crisis—
that is my stand.” That is a pretty strong statement.
Why do you believe that no humanitarian aid should
be given until there is a change in the political
system, which does not look likely to happen any
time soon? That may be a view you can comment on.
Do you take the same view about cross-border aid or
only in-country aid?
Mr Maung: There are two parts to the question.
When I gave the interview I was talking about the
overall change of momentum where especially
governments from Europe were going into Burma
with aid and that by working with aid development
this would solve Burma’s political issues. This is not
the correct way. The main thing is the political
change that is needed that is going to help the
country. That is what I was trying to explain to The
Irrawaddy. For the record, we as the NCUB20 have
said that we agree with the Three Diseases Fund for
malaria, tuberculosis and HIV. Other material
assistance needs to be decided on, issue by issue. This
is where we stand regarding aid to Burma. On cross-
border assistance, we have always asked for support.
We have been doing that with the resources we have,
not through NGOs but by ourselves, especially
through the medics that are crossing the border,
through the teaching programmes. We have always
asked for help but help has never been given to us.

Q178 Chairman: Your point about the Three
Diseases Fund is taken but are you saying that
everything else that might be being done to try and
provide humanitarian support, whether it is food,
medical or whatever other services, to internally
displaced people within Burma or just people in

20 National Council for the Union of Burma

poor communities in Burma, is achieving nothing
or, worse, may be counterproductive? Is that your
view?
Mr Maung: Food is something that you will not be
able to solve by giving aid. You cannot help
displaced people from inside Burma. I do not think
any NGO has access to internally displaced people
who are between the cities and the border. It is not
going to the people.

Q179 Mr Singh: You made the point that aid is not
the solution to the issues in Burma. There is a whole
host of exile groups and there is also the National
Council of the Union of Burma. What political
solutions is this union seeking? How do you see the
way forward politically if aid is not one of the
answers?
Mr Maung: We see that the Burma political issue has
to be solved through dialogue. We are always asking
for dialogue. We believe that if the regime goes into
dialogue with the National League for Democracy
(NLD), this is the first step towards solving the
problem. The NLD has always said again and again
that they are ready for dialogue. The regime has not
responded. We are the people who are living outside.
We have the ability to travel around and explain to
people like you here. We can try to raise the pressure
on the regime to go to the dialogue table. We are
looking for a solution through dialogue and for us,
the people who are living outside, we need to put
pressure on the regime so that it goes to the
dialogue table.

Q180 Mr Singh: Have the sanctions so far helped in
any way in terms of promoting this dialogue?
Mr Maung: I have to correct the question because
there are no trade sanctions on Burma from the EU.
The visa ban is only a visa ban. Britain alone has
more than 40 million net imports from Burma on a
yearly basis. France, Germany and Italy have more
than that. There are more imports coming from
Burma to Europe. If these things are taken up by the
government, just like America has done, because
America has an executive position where there is no
business with Burma, it covers especially the
financial area where the regime does not have the
excuse to use dollars in the exchange, which stops
them from having money. That is used as a cover by
the regime when they use narcotics money and all the
other money that comes from other areas. This is
what they are using to build up the nuclear plant and
build a new capital without increasing the health or
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education budget. That is why we are saying that we
have to put up the pressure and sanctions on the
regime.

Q181 John Bercow: So far as the sanctions are
concerned, am I not right in thinking that the
pressure that is coming from supporters of sanctions
is really for sanctions in respect of gems and timber?
There is a discontent with existing EU sanctions
which, apart from the visa ban, I think if memory
serves me correctly, have aVected only a very small
joint venture in the pineapple juice sector and a
tailor’s shop somewhere in Rangoon which does not
of itself seem likely to bring the regime to a situation
where it is quaking in its boots. Presumably what
you are arguing for—tell me if I am wrong—is
sanctions targeted on sectors that are sources of
funds for the military?
Mr Maung: Yes. We have a timber enterprise that
exports to Britain. If you look, you will see that the
majority of those timber exports came from just one
company, called Timber Enterprise, which happens
to be owned by the son-in-law of General Than
Shwe. You have to go a bit lower down the ladder to
see who is really controlling these exports. If you
look at livestock being imported to Britain, you will
find this is being done by a holding company called
Burma Economic Holdings. It cannot be
understood if it is taken as a holding company in the
common sense. Burma Economic Holdings was set
up by the military, 100 per cent owned and operated
by the military. That has to be stopped from getting
any money for the regime.

Q182 John Bercow: What in your judgment can exile
groups do to assist both IDPs and refugees on the
borders? Why do they deserve donor funding, if they
do? What is your assessment of the United Nations
operation? Do you believe that the UN at the
moment, in respect of Burma, is an eVective donor
coordinator? Have you been consulted by Charles
Petrie21 or others?
Mr Maung: The refugee programmes are being
supported by this thing called the Thai-Burma
Border Consortium, which is doing a fine job. On the
cross-border support for the IDPs, we have
registered with us over 1,500 teachers who are
working in those areas through teaching
programmes where there are up to 300 people being
taught by the teachers. This is what we are doing at
the moment. These are not funded. Then we have
over 3,000 medics who have been trained by
international NGOs like MSF or ICRC22 on the
border. These are people who have been providing
health assistance to the IDPs inside Burma. We are
asking that this be done from outside. Especially for
the medics, there is an argument about the
accountability. I have asked people to please come
and look at that because those are being funded by
the Norwegian Government. These are Norwegian
audits. There is no problem with accountability or
the technical capability because they have been

21 UN Humanitarian Co-ordinator, Burma
22 Médecins Sans Frontières; International Committee of the

Red Cross.

trained by international NGOs and doctors. We can
do this programme. We have been doing it. We can
multiply it more. We would like to be funded. On the
UN agencies, the NLD in Burma has sent out two
people before I came here. I came here from Geneva
and I asked them what they wanted to have. They
sent out two people on 2 May and I was briefed that
Rurik23 is doing a good job. He has professionalism.
He has complained about the monitoring activities
that have been given to the township education
oYcers and he is having a problem with monitoring
there. That is what I was told. The other thing is
about the UN programmes. We have a personal
problem with Charles Petrie. We do not want him
there any more. He is now in America. He is trying
to work like an advocate for the regime. He was
trying to tell the regime how to deal with the ILO24.
That is not his job. He is now trying to tell the world
that the regime can be driven to dialogue by working
with them. That is not his task. His task is in Burma,
coordinating UN agencies and that is what he
should be told to do. We believe that he should do
his job. Donor governments need to tell him to stay
put in his place and do his job and not do the
political lobbying.

Q183 Sir Robert Smith: You mention the ILO. One
of the big concerns behind internal displacement is
forced labour. A report in 2006 suggested one-third
of the IDPs surveyed had experienced forced labour.
I understand that the ILO have entered into a trial
agreement this year to have a method of dealing with
forced labour with the regime. Have you had any
feedback on how that trial is going?
Mr Maung: We have been involved with the ILO
since 1992. The last supplementary agreement that
was signed on 26 February is just a supplementary
agreement. The reason is that the regime still has to
carry out the four recommendations given by the
ILO Commission of Inquiry and Commission of
Experts, which are to eradicate forced labour, to
take action against those who use forced labour, to
have proper media advertisement in the country and
to change the law that allows forced labour. The
regime still has to carry out these requirements set by
the ILO in 2000. We are happy that there are 25 cases
that were reported to the ILO OYce and those
people were not arrested. This means that at least the
ILO is here. The regime has not kicked them out
and, because of the pressure from the ILO, the
regime is stepping back and allowing the people to
come and do the reporting. This year we gave them
over 3,100 forced labour cases. It is a big diVerence
from 25 cases to 3,000 but from our side we are
happy that the international organisation is there
and is able to take in complaints. We are pushing our
people in the country to start more interaction with
the ILO. We are trying to talk to the ILO, for the
ILO to tell the UN agencies, because the ILO is only

23 Rurik Marsden, First Secretary, DFID, British Embassy,
Rangoon.

24 International Labour Organisation.
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in Rangoon. The other UN agencies are all over
Burma. Being part of the UN system, all the UN
agencies like the UNDP or Unicef or the FAO25 who
have oYces in the field take responsibility as part of
the UN and this is how we are trying to drive the
ILO also.

Q184 Sir Robert Smith: Is there anything DFID
could do to support the work of the ILO?
Mr Maung: Of course. We would be really happy if
DFID said they were going to invest in the field. If
they were just to take letters and just be the postmen,
that would be really eVective and helpful for the
people.

Q185 Ann McKechin: Your own Federation26 has
had to go underground because it is a banned
organisation in Burma. The Burmese Government
are still to have a legislative framework prepared
allowing free trade unions which is one of the key
ILO principles. I wonder to what extent donors such
as DFID support the process in terms of trying to
encourage dialogue with the Burmese authorities
about this or working together with the ILO to put
additional pressure on. How do you think donors
can best help you?
Mr Maung: Donors can help us by helping us extend
the programmes that we are doing across the
country. I have been physically or legally outside the
country for 18 years. I am a terrorist according to the
regime. I am not allowed to go back into Burma. My
wife and son are still back in Burma. I do cross the
border to give training on programmes around what
a trade union is, how to organise trade unions, what
are the rules of a trade union, what are the rules of
the members of the trade union and trade union
financing. This is what we have done since 1992. We
can do more of that. If this can be supported from
Thailand so that we can do it across the border, we
would be really happy. It would be good if DFID
takes up the challenge of asking the regime, “What
is the problem with having a trade union in Burma?”
I do not know how the regime will respond because
they still have this law, 6/88, where it denies any kind
of trade union or workers’ association or even if you
are thinking of having a trade union you can be sent
to jail for three years. We still have members who
have spent 27 years in jail. It would be good if we
were helped on the border so that we can extend the
programme.

Q186 Ann McKechin: There is clearly evidence of
child labour and poor working conditions. IDPs and
ethnic minorities have been very vulnerable in the
work situation. Everyone that we have interviewed
in the course of the inquiry has pointed to the lack of
firm data. Is there any attempt being made by the
ILO in some way to try and map out what the
current situation is with regard to the world of work
within Burma and which industries or which areas of
the country are where the most vulnerable workers
are likely to be located?

25 UN Development Programme; UN Children’s Fund; UN
Food and Agriculture Organisation.

26 Federation of Trade Unions Burma.

Mr Maung: The ILO has not done that. We have our
own report on the situation of Burma which we gave
to the ICFTU.27 We have an annual report that goes
to the ITUC28 on workers’ rights and workplace
conditions and health and safety standards. In
Thailand, where there are about two million
migrants from Burma, we are working with our
trade union to map out the situation of migrants,
especially the child migrant workers. We already
have a report that we have done with the ILO on
child migrant workers in the garment and textile
factories. These are the kinds of things that we can
do. One of the things that we are looking at is
working with the ILO to have a programme within
the refugee camps so that those between the ages of
18 to 35 can be given vocational training and then
work it out with the Thai Government to help them
to work in Thailand.

Q187 John Bercow: Just to be absolutely clear, the
FTUB could do with a little bit of financial support
to extend its programmes, could it not?
Mr Maung: Yes.

Q188 John Bercow: At the risk of being indelicate
about it, may I ask you for the avoidance of doubt
what discussion, if any, have you had with DFID on
this point? Have they initiated any?
Mr Maung: No, we have not talked about that. We
talked last year with Martin Leach29 briefly on the
need for funds.

Q189 Richard Burden: Could I ask you something
about your assessment of what the future holds? In
some of the evidence we have had so far, two
messages have come over from diVerent people. On
one level, there is the fact that the humanitarian
situation in many ways is getting worse, not better.
The regime is becoming more intolerant of opposing
voices, not less and the repression is in many ways
getting worse. Alongside that, there is an optimism
that things are going to get better, that the regime is
vulnerable and that, if the international community
got its act together it could come about fairly
quickly. What is your view on that? Where do you
see the future going?
Mr Maung: I am always optimistic. That is why I
have been able to work alone for the last 18 years.
We are working on the ground and we have seen
improvements. If you look at the newspapers, you
can see that there have been protests in Rangoon
over the last 18 months. This is something that did
not come about by itself. People came to talk about
international aid and there was a unit that was
talking about HIV. Then we had a group of people
protesting in Rangoon about general hardship. They
were putting up posters telling the regime, “We have
problems with the food.” Then we had people asking
for the annual election results. Then we had people

27 International Confederation of Free Trade Unions.
28 International Trade Union Confederation.
29 Head of Director’s OYce, Europe, Middle East, Americas,

Central and East Asia Division (EMAAD), DFID.
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coming with dossiers, photo prints with addresses
coming to the pagodas and things like that. These
are activities that have emerged over the last six
months. The regime is intolerant but it is also in a
very desperate situation. They are supposed to be in
the new capital technically. Everything is supposed
to be there technically but it does not work because
we do not have the kind of communication that is
here. We do not have a fax or the Internet so you can
have answers directly within 30 seconds. You have
to go by train and people still have to depend on the
buses. Things do not work. Things are falling apart
within the bureaucratic system. On the ground,
people have been analysing these things also and
people have found out that if we talk about political
issues, if we come out with our own issues, talking
about hardships, where farmers get together and
talk about not having rice to eat, where students are
just talking about the education system, where HIV
patients just talk about HIV issues, there is no way
that the regime can crack down and put everybody
into jail. Su Su Nway, a young lady and a workers’
rights activist, has been released I think for the third
time. She was arrested. There was international
awareness and she was released. There is this kind of
situation coming up in Burma. People always used
to say that there was no activity in Burma. There is
activity within Burma. If we look at the regional
issues, we see something called the ASEAN30

interparliamentary conference which is now getting
the ASEAN governments to talk strongly on Burma.
If you look at the American Government or the UN
Security Council, Burma is present here so all these
things put together mean that there is something
coming together. Within the system where they talk
about the national constitution and national
convention, the ethnic organisations have put out a
paper asking the regime to change certain things, to
which the regime has not responded. The ethnic
nationalities are very disappointed. A ceasefire
group that attended the convention came up and we
are having this kind of situation. We have the ILO
there so I would say that I am optimistic. Change is
coming and we just need to get our act together and
put in a concentrated eVort.

Q190 Chairman: How do you respond to the
comment that if the international community
imposed sanctions, isolated the regime—they are
still eVectively supported by China and India and
Russia, who are building a nuclear power station,
and therefore you would not bring them down?
Secondly, the people inside—this is the role of the
development agencies—are simply in desperate
straits and somehow or other you have to reach
them. How do you respond to that?
Mr Maung: Korea is not helping the regime with
nuclear issues. We do not know about Russia. It is
too far away and we need governments to help with
them. I have been invited to go to Hunan Province
and talk with China. They are interested in us. We
asked them to come to our headquarters and two of
them came from the Research Bureau. They spoke

30 Association of SouthEast Asian Nations.

perfect Burmese. They go in and out of Rangoon.
They came to talk with us. We talked about our
programmes and they asked me to get a visa in
Washington and come to Hunan Province, so this is
what we will be doing. We believe that we are
making inroads because the Chinese are
disappointed with the narcotics. Although the trade
is there, narcotics in Hunan Province are not
stopped by the regime. We understand when Than
Shwe went to China that the first thing he was told
was about the narcotics issue on the China/Burma
border. Where you have narcotics you have HIV so
this is a big problem with Hunan Province and this
is why China is starting to interact with us a little bit.
We are happy that this is taking place. In the
international arenas, the ILO is not speaking out
very much. It is quite surprising. Normally, they
would stand up and defend the regime. They did not,
so we are seeing some small changes with Thailand.
In India, for information, we are being hosted
already by two people at a certain level, in a closed
door environment, so we are having discussions with
them also. We are improving with both China and
India. Russia? I do not know and not Korea. We
need to have governments talking to North Korea
also.

Q191 Richard Burden: Could I ask you to think
about the possible problems if progress does start to
be being made and how yourselves, the rest of the
opposition and the international community
respond to some progress? If you are correct, there
have been many examples of the Burmese people
asserting themselves in all sorts of diVerent ways
which is causing the regime some problems. If one of
the ways the regime responds to that is, in a
particular humanitarian area, to start talking, to
start cooperating whilst maintaining that repression
in another area, that does present some problems
potentially to the opposition. You have said that
your demand is for dialogue. Let us say that in a
particular area the regime said, “Okay, we will talk
and we will talk about this particular issue” or they
say to another opposition group, “We will talk
about this particular issue.” For good, pragmatic
reasons of relieving a particular problem or a
particular humanitarian crisis in a particular part of
the country, that opposition group or maybe that
international agency does that. Is there not a real
risk that that will then cause, amongst other
opposition groups, for the international agency
amongst the opposition, the allegation that they are
going soft on the regime, that they are not serious;
they are letting the regime oV the hook, or perhaps
that they are eVectively just doing what the regime
wants? Do we not see some of those things
happening already? How do we get over that? A
small amount of progress is good but it brings
problems with it.
Mr Maung: From what I understand, as a trade
union we have a very small example. That is the ILO.
The ILO has been interacting with us, talking with
the regime, causing it to have an oYce, causing it not
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to arrest people and that is working. If international
agencies were to do that, I do not see any problem.
This is progress from 1992 when they were saying,
“There is no forced labour. We will not accept what
you are doing”, to having an oYce, having a
dialogue. I have been having meetings with the ILO
Director-General and they know that. I do not think
there is any problem with that. If we are transparent,
we can have the process. We do not see any problem
with working with the regime. If somebody does it,
it has to be transparent. The ILO is transparent; it is
a tripartite dialogue; it is a transparent body. The
UN has is its own particular thing. We do not have
any involvement on this issue but otherwise if it is
transparent I believe it can be done.

Witnesses: Mr Gareth Thomas MP, Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State, Department for International
Development, Mr Ian McCartney MP, Minister of State, Foreign and Commonwealth OYce, Mr Rurik
Marsden, First Secretary, DFID, British Embassy, Burma and Mr Nick Alexander, Head of Burma and
Mekong Team, FCO, gave evidence.

Q192 Chairman: Good afternoon, Ministers and
your team. Thank you for giving evidence. I
understand that Mr McCartney may have to slip
away sharpish.
Mr McCartney: I apologise to the Committee. If
there are any questions that are missed, I am more
than happy to respond in writing.

Q193 Chairman: I appreciate that. Can you
introduce the team?
Mr McCartney: I am Ian McCartney, Minister for
Foreign AVairs. Nick Alexander heads up the team
on our Burma desk.
Mr Thomas: My name is Gareth Thomas. I am the
Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for the
Department for International Development and to
my right is Rurik Marsden.

Q194 Chairman: Whom we met when we were in
Thailand. As you know, this is the last evidence
session we are having on this inquiry on the situation
in Burma which I think we would all acknowledge is
fraught and complicated and, in many ways
obviously, depressing. One of the things that clearly
we are focusing on is that the need of the people in
Burma is extreme. By any other comparator, if we
were able to deliver aid eVectively, we would have a
budget for a country like Burma of something like
£80 million rather than the £8 million that is actually
provided. Why is the Department for International
Development overall level of aid to Burma so low?
What are the specific reasons that prevent or have
prevented you from delivering a higher level of aid?
Mr Thomas: As you describe, the scale of the
government’s challenges, the level of corruption and
the lack of respect for human rights mean that we
cannot work in Burma in a way that we would want
to. We do work in a country like Vietnam, where the
government takes a completely diVerent view and, as
a result, we can use the government mechanisms to
help get aid more eVectively out. The capacity to use
aid well is that much greater in other countries.

Chairman: Thank you very much. It has been a very
interesting session. As you will appreciate, we now
want to take evidence from ministers and you are of
course welcome to stay for that evidence. Thank you
for what you have shared. It has added another
dimension to what we have heard. I am not sure that
we have any clearer answers but it is a very
complicated situation and it is really important that
we hear from the widest variety of people who are
engaged. The personal cost to you to be involved in
it is something the Committee will definitely respect
because, to fight for your country in exile, separated
from your family, over the period of time you have
had to do it, is obviously no small personal sacrifice.
Thank you for giving evidence.

Notwithstanding that, as you will be aware, we have
increased our aid programme from some £2 million
to some £8 million. Depending on the outcome of
the Comprehensive Spending Review for the
Department, I do think there is a case for increasing
our aid to Burma still further.
Mr McCartney: On the 28 May in Hamburg, I met
Burma’s Foreign Minister U Nyan Win and I asked
him directly not once but three times to allow us
complete access to the country to do an assessment.
On the basis of that assessment we would look to put
further investment in. This was turned down, rather
politely, on the grounds of personal safety of our
staV.

Q195 John Bercow: Did he have a straight face?
Mr McCartney: He had a rather menacing face.

Q196 Chairman: In spite of the fact that no member
of the international community is allowed to travel
anywhere inside Burma without some government
escort?
Mr McCartney: Indeed.

Q197 Chairman: As I said at the beginning, it is
fraught with diYculty and complexity. What you are
saying, Mr Thomas, is that you believe there is
capacity nevertheless to increase the budget but
there are constraints and diYculties.
Mr Thomas: There are constraints. The aid that we
spend in Burma is eVective and I am happy to point
to some of the successes that our aid achieves, both
the work through international organisations such
as Unicef31, which is helping to get almost 760,000
young children to stay in school, for example, and
the significant increase in livelihoods that we have
been able to provide, again through work with
international organisations such as UNDP32. There
are ways of having a significant impact with one’s aid
through working with NGOs and UN organisations

31 UN Children’s Fund.
32 UN Development Programme.
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but they are, as you describe, nothing like as eVective
as if we could work through government systems.
We simply cannot do that for reasons which the
Committee will understand.

Q198 Joan Ruddock: Do the same constraints that
you say quite rightly apply to work in-country apply
to cross-border work? Surely when the Department
changed its policy so that cross-border work could
be supported more, why was that not accompanied
by an increase in resources?
Mr Thomas: Our resources are committed. If we
were to see an increase in our aid programme overall
for Burma, depending on OCHA33 who are now
leading on the assessment of the humanitarian
data—and we welcome that and have strongly
pushed for OCHA to get engaged in the situation in
Burma—if OCHA were to say to us, “There is a need
for more aid provided cross-border” we would
obviously look at that, particularly in the context of
a rising aid budget if indeed we get the good
spending settlement that we hope we will do. That
would be something that we would take into account
at that point. There is a need, if I may say so, to
recognise the levels of numbers of people who can be
reached cross-border as opposed to in-country.
Perhaps it would be helpful if I share some of the
figures that I have asked my staV to draw up. We
recognise that about 100,000 people live in areas
where control is disputed between the military and
the armed groups. Those people can only be reached
cross-border. There are then about another 400,000
people who have been internally displaced, of whom
about 100,000 to 150,000 could be reached, we
think, cross-border. Those two figures together
represent about 0.5 per cent of the total Burmese
population. There are then another two million
people who live in or near ceasefire areas. Those
people can be reached through the various ceasefire
groups, some of whom have their own civilian
administrations, who will have civil society groups,
and some of those ceasefire groups will have cross-
border groups. The most optimistic scenario in
terms of numbers that could be reached cross-
border, very much at the end of the scenarios, would
be 4.5 per cent of the Burmese population. We need
OCHA to scale up its work on data analysis. There
is potentially a case for doing more cross-border. I
happen to believe that there is an even stronger case
for the Department for doing more in-country and
that reflects too where donors are based and the level
of donors that are providing aid cross-border as
compared to the numbers of donors that have a
presence in-country and therefore have the contacts
with NGOs and international organisations who
know what works and what can be done inside
Burma.

Q199 Joan Ruddock: The implication in what you
are saying is that DFID itself has not made an
analysis of the potential for cross-border work. You
are suggesting that it depends on OCHA
undertaking that review. Can you confirm it is the

33 UN OYce for the Co-ordination of Humanitarian AVairs

case that DFID, apart obviously from the numbers
you are quoting, is at the moment saying, “The
Department does not see that there is a need for
increased work using DFID funds”?
Mr Thomas: I am not going to say that. We did a
review of the aid that we provide in the run up to
Christmas. As you will be aware, we took the
restriction oV on some of the money we give to one
particular organisation that runs refugee camps, so
that they can decide how to use that money for all
the various activities that they do. I suspect there is
a case for more aid to go cross-border. There is also
a very significant case for more aid to be provided in-
country. We need to see greater coordination of aid
and much better data-sharing across the
international community. In making an assessment
as to where to put any increase in aid that we might
want to provide for Burma, we need to look at how
cross-border groups are funded, those donors that
are funding those cross-border groups and those
donors that have a presence in-country. We are one
of only four donors that have a presence in-country
and have the capacity as a result to know what
works, who does what and where aid is best
deployed. To use the development jargon, I would
suggest to the Committee that we have a
comparative advantage in working in-country. That
does not mean that we should not necessarily
provide funding for cross-border work but perhaps
our greater strength lies in beginning to plug the
considerable gap there is in the donor community
about providing aid from within Burma.
John Bercow: We were told in the course of our visit
that DFID believes it has a comparative advantage
in respect of the delivery of in-country aid.
Colleagues will reach their own judgment about
that. I confess that I did not observe or hear any
compelling evidence to support that thesis at all. It
seemed to me to be a triumph of argument by
advocacy rather than argument by evidence, but
colleagues will reach their own view of this. I want to
press you a little about this because it does seem to
me that there is a rather worryingly unsatisfactory
situation. During the visit the head of DFID out
there, Marshall Elliot, told us that the review of
cross-border assistance and in-country work
conducted by DFID had concluded that DFID had
a comparative advantage in working in-country.
The review stated that money provided by DFID for
these groups—groups working cross-border—will
add little extra value. Clearly the judgment had been
reached that no more was needed. The bulk of the
evidence we have received from the miscellany of
diVerent witnesses that have come before us is that it
is a false dichotomy that it is in-country on the one
hand or cross-border. There is some sort of
Manichaean divide. What I would like politely to
put to you is that even if it is true that there is
comparative advantage, a fact of which I am not
persuaded, there is surely no reason to preclude
additional cross-border assistance which could be a
complementary and equally valid strategy. If you
accept that it would be complementary and equally
valid, is it not a bit odd that DFID staV on the
ground have not themselves made a serious
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assessment of what could be done with those
increased funds for cross-border aid? Is it not even
more bizarre that when we met the head of DFID
South East Asia in Bangkok we discovered it was his
first visit there? He had not even met the
representatives of cross-border delivery
organisations. I put it to you that there is a
fundamental disfunctionality about the operation.
Chairman: What you mean is that his visit to the
border with us was his first visit to the border.

Q200 John Bercow: Yes.
Mr Thomas: One of the things that I did agree with
in what you said was that we should not, as a
Department, preclude giving more aid cross-border.
I completely accept that. I hope I made that clear in
my answer to Joan Ruddock’s question. I come back
to the figures that I provided, where even the most
wildly optimistic scenario suggests that 4.5 per cent
of the Burmese community could be reached cross-
border. Given the scale of challenges that there are
around poverty in Burma, at least a third of Burma’s
population, even on the very sketchy data that is
available, live on less than a dollar a day. 60 per cent
of households have had no education whatsoever.
There must surely be a responsibility on the
international community to provide assistance
within-country to those poorest people too. One of
the challenges for a department like ours is to look
at not just what the UK can do but also what the
international community more generally is doing.
What we are seeing is that there is a range of donors
providing aid cross-border. There is a very small
number of donors based in-country and who
therefore have knowledge of what works in-country.
Without being disrespectful, I would gently point
out that the Committee was not able to go to Burma
to meet with NGOs, international organisations, et
cetera, who provide aid in-country. I have not been
to Burma either for the same reasons that the
Committee has not. We have to look in the round.
I do not preclude additional assistance cross-border
but one of the particular challenges, given that we
have staV in-country and have had for some time,
that we can bring to the table is the knowledge of
what works.

Q201 John Bercow: You are absolutely right, of
course. We did not visit Burma itself. It would not
have been possible to view very much and, if we had
done, we would have had to be escorted by
representatives of the SPDC34 which is obviously a
daily trial and tribulation for those DFID staV
working on the ground who, in undertaking their
work, are always so accompanied. Can I put a follow
up to you because it does seem to be the elephant in
the room. It is blindingly obvious that only an
extraordinarily clever person could fail to see the
point. Precisely because it is some of the most
vulnerable people—you referred to the figures—
who can be reached anyway by the delivery of cross-
border assistance and precisely because those
numbers are relatively small as a proportion of the

34 State Peace and Development Council (the Burmese regime)

population, a priority to helping those people,
because of their vulnerability and because of the
relatively modest cost, ought to be aVorded. What
part of that proposition is it that over a period of
years DFID oYcials, who we know were against
lifting the cap, resisted? Would you accept that, as a
decisive and forward-looking, thrusting, almost
certainly rising Minister, like the Minister next to
you, it is your role, which you will I hope perform
with distinction, not to follow oYcials who have
been on the ground for years and who have a fixed
view, but to lead them?
Mr Thomas: With respect, I do not think my oYcials
have a fixed view and—

Q202 John Bercow: They have had for years.
Mr Thomas: I have confidence in their judgment and
I take this opportunity to pay tribute to the quality
of the work that they do. Unpacking some of what
you say, what was missing, with respect, in your
survey was any recognition of what the wider
international community can and indeed is doing in
terms of funding cross-border aid already as
opposed to funding work in-country. I therefore say
we should look at things in the round here. If other
donors are providing substantial funding already for
cross-border work, should we not look at potentially
providing more funding, if we have more funding
available, as a priority in-country, if others are
picking up the humanitarian needs of very
vulnerable people? Absolutely. If other donors are
not picking up those needs and that becomes clear in
the work that OCHA do, we should look at
providing that assistance. One of the reasons why we
have sought to get OCHA involved as much as we
have done is because they are the lead international
organisation within the UN family with the
responsibility for coordinating international
humanitarian assistance. They are the people who
do the data analysis as to what is needed. They are
respected by many other diVerent donors and we will
listen to the analysis that they do in the same way
that we know other donors will do too.

Q203 John Bercow: We certainly would not go in for
the business of buck passing or saying that if
somebody else does it that is all right. That would
not be a position that an organisation of the repute
of DFID would take, I feel sure. If there is unmet
need on a significant scale which could be aVordably
met, DFID following the policy change—otherwise,
what the hell is the point of making the policy
change—would be open to providing an additional
infusion of resources?
Mr Thomas: The straight answer is yes. The slightly
more complicated answer is to point out that there is
already significant unmet need in the Burmese
context. That significant unmet need, I would
suggest to you, predominantly can only be met in-
country given the numbers that I have described to
you. I think the international community has not
just the responsibility to look at the cross-border
situation and the cross-border groups and those who
are extremely vulnerable there; they also have a
responsibility to look at those vulnerable people
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who are living within Burma itself and how best to
get aid to them. We need to look at the needs of those
who can be reached cross-border, absolutely, but I
also think the international community needs to do
more in looking at the needs of those who can only
be reached in-country. If we get significant increases
in our budget, in my view, that should be the priority
for our work. That does not preclude the point that
you make about potentially providing more funding
cross-border if OCHA identify the additional need.

Q204 Ann McKechin: Is one of the distortions the
fact that some of the other major donors,
particularly the US, will not fund in-country as a
matter of policy? There may be a need for the UN to
have a wider discussion with all the major donors
about how their funds are distributed because at the
moment it seems to be very much policy driven in
diVerent ways. It produces these distortions and
inevitably there are some misunderstandings
between groups within-country and those cross-
border about who is giving the money and who is the
better group to deal with.
Mr Thomas: That is a pretty fair reflection on the
broader situation. We are trying to improve
coordination of aid more generally, not just the
humanitarian aid which Mr Bercow was asking
about. We have funded a post within UNDP to lead
the donor coordination eVort but there are donors
who are not providing aid from within-country for a
variety of reasons, no doubt. We do provide aid in-
country. We are probably the donor that has the lead
in terms of expertise on working in-country and that
is something we need to put into the mix when we
look at how aid is allocated.

Q205 Sir Robert Smith: You quite rightly point out
that we did not go to Burma but we did meet
organisations that work in Burma from outside, who
came to meet with us, so we got some picture second-
hand. You mentioned greater coordination and
data-sharing. I wonder how you monitor the ability
of in-country community organisations that you
fund to reach IDPs.
Mr Marsden: The mechanism we use is a third party
monitor. The areas that are reached by community
based organisations which are not accessible to
international staV we monitor using a third party, a
UN Burmese oYcial expert who goes and looks and
checks what is being done and how it is working.

Q206 Sir Robert Smith: One of the concerns we have
heard in evidence is that maybe there is not enough
sharing of that feedback to give other organisations
an understanding of what is being achieved or where
it is being achieved. Do you accept you could share
more information about the UK assistance to IDPs
amongst trusted parties or organisations, either by
meeting in Burma or, if necessary, in confidential
meetings outside Burma?
Mr Thomas: There is always more we can do in terms
of communication. It is clear from looking through
the transcripts of the proceedings that the
Committee has gone through that there are some
people and some groups who do feel that we do not

communicate well enough to them. We have tried
over the last 18 months to step up our
communication with both international NGOs and
other donors and share details not only of what we
do but also our analysis of the situation on the
ground. For example, I initiated a round-table of
international NGOs in May this year. I see that as
the start of a process, something that we might do
potentially every six months. Whenever a number of
NGOs have asked for meetings with DFID oYcials,
those meetings have taken place. We have
committed, for example, to hold quarterly meetings
with those groups who provide cross-border
support, and those who lobby for political change in
Burma. We are stepping up the donor coordination
eVort. As I described, we helped to persuade OCHA
to get involved in terms of the humanitarian system.
We are funding and supporting the UNDP to lead
on the aid coordination eVort more generally in
Burma. We are trying to step up not only the
coordination but the communication more generally
between those who work in Burma. More
communication within Burma I would be pretty
hesitant about because of the relationships of
individuals, often very trusted people who have
worked for a very long time together. I would be
pretty sceptical about whether or not we should be
increasing the dialogue in-country and outside
Burma too. There are occasions for obvious reasons
where we need to hold information back and I
recognise that can be frustrating for international
NGOs on occasion, but I think we have to place the
utmost priority on maintaining the security of the
organisations we work through.

Q207 Sir Robert Smith: Are you suggesting though
that the UN may be the best placed rather than the
EU or DFID, to have an overall map of which
organisations are reaching which parts?
Mr Thomas: Yes. I believe the UN should have that
role. What we are trying to do is to increase that
current capacity to carry out that role, both through
the funding we are giving to OCHA and to UNDP.
I would not say it is perfect at the moment but we are
trying to make it much better.

Q208 Sir Robert Smith: You see that as the route?
Mr Thomas: We see the UN as leading on that
coordination eVort, yes.

Q209 Richard Burden: We have been told that the
oYce in Rangoon is going to increase from 2 staV up
to 10. No doubt the idea behind that is to increase
eVectiveness in-country and to improve DFID’s
eVectiveness generally in that part of the world.
Given that you have already acknowledged that
there have been, to put it at its most neutral,
communication issues, for some time do you not see
that concentrating all the staYng of that part of the
world in-country could send out rather strange
messages to those people who already think that
DFID does have a view that in-country is good and
cross-border is not so good? Does not concentrating
all your staV in-country send out some rather
strange messages?
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Mr Thomas: I hope, through my appearance before
the select committee and the appearances that
ministers make before the All Party Group, that I
can help to redress that balance by making very clear
that I recognise the role of cross-border aid. There
are good reasons why we have been reluctant on
occasion to share details about whom we work
through, for example. I recognise that some people
find that frustrating. I hope the mechanisms that we
have in place now, both in terms of donor
coordination and more regular meetings with NGOs
either here in London or in Bangkok, will help to
address those frustrations, but I do not accept that
we should not close our oYce in Bangkok, which
seems to be the view of some who have presented
evidence to the Committee. We said in the White
Paper which Hilary Benn published last year that we
wanted to do more in fragile states35. Closing the
oYce in Thailand, which is a middle-income
country, will enable us to deploy more staV into
fragile states within the region, both into Burma
itself but also, for example, into Cambodia. We want
to deploy more staV in-country so that we have
greater capacity to understand what works in-
country. I point out again that we are one of the few
donors to have a presence in-country. There are
other donors who work on Burma but very few have
that in-country presence that helps you to really
understand what can work in-country. Now the
senior civil servant oversight of that programme will
be based in London, closer to ministers and closer to
the concerns of parliamentarians and closer to the
debate which takes place here in London about what
we should or should not do in terms of our aid
programme in Burma. There will always be that out
of country presence to reflect on both what cross-
border groups, et cetera, are saying, what other
donors are saying, as well as us getting more
information about what is happening in-country.

Q210 Richard Burden: Do you think it could have an
impact though, even though for all the reasons you
say there may be good reasons for scaling up in
Rangoon and even scaling down in Bangkok, but
could there be nevertheless an impact on co-
ordination? By that I do not just mean co-ordination
and communication between DFID and agencies
operating on the border, for example, but
communication between the Foreign OYce and
DFID because they will still be based in Bangkok.
Mr Thomas: We work extremely closely with the
Foreign OYce. One of the things we have said is that
in order to allay any concern that there might be any
breakdown in communication between FCO staV
and DFID staV, and there certainly has not been in
any other context that I am aware of, we will draw
up a Memorandum of Understanding between the
two departments as to who does what. Co-operation
is very good at the moment on these issues. The fact
that the two of us are here should give some
confidence to the Committee in that respect.

35 Eliminating World Poverty: Making Governance Work for
the Poor, Cm 6876, July 2006

Q211 Richard Burden: It is very clear that co-
operation is good at ministerial level, and I am not
suggesting that at any other level there are any
deliberate barriers. If I just put to you discussions
that we have had in the border area, and it relates
back to the conversation Mr Bercow mentioned
about the fact that the head of oYce from DFID’s
point of view had not been up to the border area. We
said to a number of people “How often have you met
DFID oYcials?” and they said, “We never see DFID
up here, they never come up here”. That surprised
us. We then discovered, in one of the answers we got
back from DFID and the Foreign OYce, that even
though DFID staV had not been up around the
border area, the Foreign OYce staV had been, on
apparently fairly regular occasions, to the refugee
camps. If the people working in the camps, and
working in some cases cross-border, do not see that
the United Kingdom is up there listening to what
they have to say, or explaining what is going on, and
they see that DFID is not up there, at the very least
that indicates there is a problem with
communication, either a problem with
communication between us as Britain and agencies
operating up there or communication between
diVerent government departments, or both. If that is
the case now, which it is now, when both operations
are operating out of Bangkok, could it not be even
more of a problem when one of them is just in
Rangoon?
Mr McCartney: Can I come in here. I can
understand, Mr Burden, your concerns and rightly.
I want to absolutely reassure you about two things.
One is the absolute clarity of the responsibility and
objectives in respect of the working arrangements
both at Bangkok and Rangoon. It is important that
the Foreign OYce has this co-ordinating role, both
directly with the NGOs in the refugee camps but also
the work that we do with the Home OYce in respect
of the Gateway Protection Programme which is
vitally important. It is a programme of assessment
and arrangements for the most vulnerable to come
to the United Kingdom from the camps. That has
linked with another programme with Burmese
refugees in appalling circumstances for a number of
years now in Bangladesh. We are linking these two
programmes which later this year will see a
significant number of the most vulnerable refugees
coming to the UK in a programme of extracting
them from the camps and in the circumstances they
are in. It is absolutely essential that the Foreign
OYce has this direct role. I think we have done eight
visits to five camps already this year with more to
come. The fact we will co-ordinate our staV both in
Bangkok and Rangoon is important because we will
also have the lead role in working with the Thai
Government in our activities in terms of engaging
with them and also with the other EU ambassadors
in the other EU countries in the region to co-
ordinate activities in relation to the camps with
NGOs and the conditions within the camps. There is
a clarity about this. DFID has got its skills and
knowledge which it deploys and we have got ours
but we deploy them together on an agreed basis.
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Q212 Chairman: Can I just reinforce that. I think we
accept that entirely and the work of the Foreign
OYce and the Embassy in Bangkok we were
impressed with, that was not a point of criticism. The
point we are probing is that if DFID is not
represented in the Embassy at all in Thailand, given
activities with the refugees, given activities across
border—maybe Mr Marsden should answer this—is
there not a danger, and that is what some people
have put to us, that their perspective will be
dominated by the fact that they are all in Rangoon?
Is there not a case for an extension oYcer almost
being there so that the work of the Foreign OYce
and the work of DFID proceeds with day to day
engagement rather than occasional meetings from
two diVerent posts?
Mr Thomas: Let me say, whether it is DFID staV or
the FCO Political Section, as Ian has described,
there are regular visits to the refugee camps and
there is regular sharing of information between our
two departments, as a result, about the situation in
those camps, and the views of the groups who are
based there and who go cross-border. To deal with
the worry that, Mr Bruce, you described, we have
agreed to draw up a Memorandum of
Understanding between the two departments to
scope out what the role of each department is in
relation to the refugee camps and, for example, in
relation to liaising with the cross-border groups. Let
us be clear, Rangoon is only an hour’s flight away so
I do expect our staV to be going back to meetings in
Bangkok, on occasion to be part of visits to the
refugee camps, certainly to be meeting with cross-
border groups and I expect the dialogue with those
cross-border groups to continue here in London as
well. I do not think the closure of our particular bit
of the section within the Embassy is going to lead to
the scenario that you paint. I think instead what we
will have is the additional benefit of extra staV
working in-country.
Chairman: All I can say—and I can see one or two
colleagues want to come in—is we certainly
observed a clear breakdown of communication
internally which does not look like it will be
improved by taking people further away.

Q213 John Bercow: First of all, can I say to Ian
McCartney, thank you very much for supporting the
magnificent event to mark Aung San Suu Kyi’s
birthday on Tuesday, that was very warmly
appreciated by her supporters and Burmese exiles,
and thank you, Minister, for the evidence you are
giving. Can I politely say to you that although it is
great that you have come here today, and you have
always been a model of courtesy in engaging with
parliamentary colleagues interested in this subject,
listening to representations and so on, there is a
diVerence between an occasional visit when
requested or a meeting and the day-to-day
experience on the ground for which you obviously
cannot be responsible, and which nobody would
expect you, as ministers, because it is not your job,
to undertake. In the end, Minister, words of support
and underlining rhetorically a commitment to cross-
border aid is better than having no such

commitment but it does not count for much with the
importance of the deeds, seeing the increased
assistance. In these situations I think, if I may say so,
we all want to be polite, and we all want to try to
avoid matters becoming personal but it is incredibly
important that ministers should be under no
misapprehension whatever about the scale of the
problems we observed when we went to the border,
in terms of dysfunction and lack of co-ordination, by
comparison, for example, with what I think
generally was regarded as a truly first-class
experience when we went to Vietnam, a superb
oYce, hugely focused, very committed, highly
successful, brilliant inter-personal skills. With great
respect, the head of DFID South East Asia, Mr
Elliot, has been in post—you talk about regular
visits, Minister—three years—three years—it was
his first visit to the border. He was unfamiliar with
and frankly completely discombobulated from the
organisations and personnel operating on the
border. That is the reality of the matter—it may not
be comfortable but it is our job to probe these issues.
I welcome your response to that and I welcome, also,
hearing from you because it would oVer me some
encouragement, and your failure to say it would
oVer me considerable discouragement. Are you
saying that this oYce closure is going to happen
irrespective of what the Committee in its report says?
Who dreamt up what I confess I personally consider
a barking idea? Where is the piece of paper? Is there
a trail and could we see it?
Mr Thomas: The policy of increasing our work in
fragile states starts with the White Paper that we
published last year. As I say, the closure of the oYce
will allow us to deploy both more staV into Burma
itself and more staV into Cambodia. Our staV are
not deployed at the moment to anywhere near the
refugee camps. People do visit, as I have said, either
from the FCO Political Section of the Embassy or
from the DFID section of the embassy. I come back
to the figures I gave to the Committee at the very
beginning. There is an important but a relatively
small section of the Burmese people who can be
reached cross-border as against the huge numbers
that can only be reached through internal methods
of delivery of aid. I do think you have to look at
those figures and decide where to deploy one’s staV
accordingly. I think we would be neglecting our
responsibility to the rest of the Burmese people if we
did not scale up our aid and as a result did not scale
up our staYng numbers in Burma itself. I accept the
point we have to maintain the links with the cross-
border groups, we have to maintain our
understanding of what is happening in the border
areas, and that part of doing that is to have the
discussions with those groups and to see what is
going on in the refugee camps. We have to make sure
that co-ordination between every bit of government
that works on Burma is clear and coherent. That is
why we have said, for the avoidance of any doubt,
we will draw up a Memorandum of Understanding
between our two departments, and it is also why we
have committed to hold quarterly meetings with
those groups who do provide cross-border support
so that that we will continue to hear and understand
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that dialogue. In the end it is the responsibility of
ministers as to how we oVer our aid. We are bringing
back senior civil servant oversight of our aid
programmes to London, to be closer to ministers
and the parliamentary debates which take place. As
I said, the round-table of international NGOs
working on Burma that we have kicked oV I see as
the beginning of the process, not as a one-oV, and I
hope that too will improve co-ordination. You
asked me whether the Committee can have a bearing
on the decision that we have taken. We always look
at the recommendations the Committee makes very
seriously. I would say that it would have to be a
pretty powerful reason that the Committee oVered
for us to want to go back on the decision that we
have taken, and I think it is the right decision but I
will obviously look at what the Committee has to
say.
Chairman: At the moment we diVer, I think you
appreciate that, but we have a report to make. It is
pretty clear we have a diVerence of view. We will
reflect on what you have said Minister.
Ann McKechin: I will give you one compelling
reason, Mr Thomas, which is the issue of the fact
that Foreign and Commonwealth staV are not
development experts but DFID staV are. It seems to
me there is a very clear lack of development analysis
of what is going on in the refugee camps, I cannot
speak about the cross-border work because we
cannot examine it directly, but it struck me that it
was a shockingly poor analysis that had been carried
out about what was going on in the refugee camps.
To give you one example which glared in our faces
as we came in the door: we are giving food aid in a
camp where there clearly is a thriving cash economy,
and where I have never seen so many shops in a
refugee camp in my life. At the very least that should
raise questions. It may not be raising questions
amongst Foreign OYce staV who have another
agenda, a very important agenda as the Minister has
indicated, but it is one in which I think someone has
to have an analysis and a proper contact with to
make sure that the British taxpayers’ money, which
is being spent in these camps, is being spent
correctly. I have to say that the current arrangement
is entirely unsatisfactory and one which your
Department should take a much closer look at.

Q214 Chairman: I am not sure whether you need to
respond to that, Minister, or take it as a comment. I
think it is a reflection of what the Committee have
seen and heard. I think you are getting an indication
of the sort of things which might go into our report.
Mr McCartney: I accept that, Mr Bruce, and I will
take my lead from Mr Bercow and be very polite.
Before we starting battering our heads oV the wall
here, to an extent, there are a million people alive
each day in Burma because of our co-ordinated and
partnership eVorts. The EU is there for one simple
reason: the leadership in the UK. There are other
countries in Europe, the northern hemisphere, that
are there because of our leadership role with them. I
think it is critically important alongside a debate on
improving and extending the aid programme,

ensuring it is eVective and transparent and co-
ordinated and also the potential for increased
investment, for that to happen something else has to
happen and it has to happen in the region and that
is a capacity for us to ensure that within ASEAN36

and with other big players in the region they co-
operate in an eVective way to get a more open
approach by the Burmese Government. I think you
need to take a wider reflection here. You cannot take
one aspect of this work on its own, you have to look
at the wider picture and when you put those two bits
together, thank goodness, we are there.

Q215 Chairman: I accept that, although the criticism
was not directed at what we heard from the Embassy
but there are some concerns about the relationships.
Mr Thomas: I just want to say, briefly, 20 million of
Burma’s population live on less than a dollar a day
as compared with the relatively small numbers that
we can reach either in the refugee camps or cross-
border. Should we not deploy our staV to the place
of greatest need and that would surely suggest we are
right to increase our staV.

Q216 Chairman: We understand that argument
entirely. I think this is an exchange of views, we need
your evidence but I think it is important that we get
into our report what we saw and heard on the
ground and the judgments we made about it.
Mr Thomas: Sure.

Q217 Mr Singh: First of all, can I commend your
speech, Minister, the other day on the occasion of
celebrating the birthday of Aung San Suu Kyi, it was
an excellent speech, and the lead that you have taken
generally on the issue of Burma. You quite rightly
condemned, in the strongest terms, the Burmese
regime’s decision to close the International
Committee of the Red Cross oYce in Burma. Have
you made any direct representations to the Burmese
regime on this issue? Secondly, there is an issue of
funding, you were funding the ICRC: are you
continuing to fund the ICRC or has that funding
been shifted to somebody more appropriate who is
operating inside Burma?
Mr McCartney: Thank you for that question and
thank you for your very kind remarks. I do not
deserve them really. Can I say I have taken 28
separate actions so far in the last 12 months to
engage directly with the regime, either at a bilateral
level or a multilateral level. I took the decision on the
28 May when we were at Hamburg for the ASEAN/
EU summit to seek out a personal one-to-one
meeting with the Foreign Minister. It was the first
time there has been such an intervention for some
considerable time. I did this because I had written to
him, having had meetings with the ambassador here
on a detailed range of human rights abuses, and the
diYculties being caused by lack of access for our
staV and other international staV to work eVectively
in Burma. At that meeting I set out in great detail to
him what we wished to see happen in terms of
developing a more open relationship, commitments

36 Association of SouthEast Asian Nations.
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on UN activity in Burma, an eVective role for the
ILO and immediate release of all the political
prisoners, not just this remarkable woman leader,
and also the capacity for them to indicate to us that
they were prepared for the UN to set out in the
summer a proper programme leading to direct
democratic elections. Our encounter was a polite but
extremely firm encounter. That was followed up by a
further encounter within the whole of the EU foreign
ministers meeting. Interestingly, at the meeting, for
the first time ever were the Chinese foreign minister
and the Indian foreign minister, at the end of which,
for the very first time, we got a common agreement
which China and India supported in regard to our
very firm statement of what needed to happen in
Burma. I will continue this and not because of today,
it is a coincidence. I have written—it will probably
go out today but certainly by tomorrow—a further
letter to have a further dialogue with the foreign
minister, directly if necessary, and certainly will be
with his ambassador in the run-up to their
convention meeting on 18 July to see what progress
I can make. Can I say they are very debilitating
meetings. There is a complete lack of any
understanding of what the international community
are asking them to do. I think ASEAN, including
China, are now becoming thoroughly embarrassed
by their activities. It is very important after 18 July
we see some improvement. ILO have already started
work in Burma, and they are giving absolute
commitment of total co-operation with the ILO.
This has led—and I will send details to the
Committee—to some actions already in respect of
child labour and forced labour but it is only a
miniscule start. We have still got issues with the
international community on the International
Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) and others
about both their access and their capacity. The
ICRC have got a clear strategy not just in Burma but
other places about visitations to those jailed and
about their ability to work independent of the
Burmese Government. I do not think the Burmese
Government will allow that to happen, for obvious
reasons. Again, I had a recent meeting with the head
of the ICRC over Burma and other issues, and I will
write to the Committee about that. I hope to have a
fuller meeting when I next go to the Human Rights
Council later this year with the head of the ICRC on
other actions we can take to help facilitate them
having an eVective programme in Burma. The final
point—I apologise for giving such a long answer—
the UN Special Representative, Mr Gambari, I have
also met with him and intend to build a relationship
with him because it is critically important for the UN
to have an eVective role in the country, and without
that much of it will be rhetoric. There is an absolute
need, now that he has been reconfirmed in his post,
for us to see what proactive work we can put in place
in the country with the leadership of the United
Nations.

Q218 Mr Singh: Just on the point of the funding that
the ICRC was receiving, are they still receiving it or
is it going elsewhere?

Mr Thomas: They are not receiving any money this
year because of the situation as you describe, Mr
Singh, so we have deployed the money elsewhere
within-country.

Q219 Chairman: Mr McCartney, you have partly
answered my question, and I was interested to hear
that you had engagements with both India and
China which sound as if they have some positive
dimension. One of the comments that we get from
people is, “Well, if the international community puts
pressure on Burma they have only got to get comfort
from China, India and Russia.” What you said is
you have got some positive response from India and
China, which is very encouraging. Have you had any
similar discussions involving the Russians who are
about to build a nuclear power station in Burma?
Mr McCartney: No, but again I am happy to send
a short note to the Committee. We are aware of the
situation with regard to the discussions Russia is
having with Burma over the nuclear issue. I will
write to the Committee with that. I have had no
discussions with my Russian counterpart other than
discussions around whether or not they should have
access to the WTO, which is another story.

Q220 Chairman: There was work on the UN
Security Council Resolution, is that an end game or
is that on-going?
Mr McCartney: Again, that is on-going work. I
recently met with our counterparts in South Africa,
which is a very important country in terms of both
its role in the Security Council and its wider role in
the international community, who, of course, did
not support the last UN Security Council motion on
the grounds that it should be dealt with in the
Human Rights Council. Therefore we did a great
deal of work to secure, as we have this week, a
working arrangement so the Human Rights Council
can deal eVectively with issues, not just of Burma,
but Burma is one of those, so countries like South
Africa have now got a forum to be able to work with
us eVectively in diplomatic terms on issues around
Burma. I have had a number of meetings with
ASEAN ambassadors and ministers, and we will
follow those up, to try and secure a more practical
approach from ASEAN in regard to Burma. The
fact they signed up to the statement we had is an
important step forward. The words are fine, it is the
deeds which need to follow.

Q221 Sir Robert Smith: We have touched already on
the fact that the refugee situation has become long-
term and established. The Foreign OYce minister
mentioned the resettlement programme that is
starting to take place. One of the concerns there, of
course, is that as resettlement takes oV the countries
interested in receiving people for resettlement are
looking at the most elite in the camps and the camps
at the moment rely on the elite to provide a lot of the
health and education. What is the long-term strategy
as seen by the Government of how these refugee
camps should be managed?
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Mr McCartney: Can I give you an absolute
assurance, our policy on resettlement does not have
a criteria on educational standards or issues around
that because we are acutely aware our standards are
based on the vulnerability of the refugees concerned,
and that is important. This work is done on the
ground through the Home OYce’s Gateway
Protection Programme. For the third year running,
Home OYce oYcials visited three camps over a three
week period, in April and May, for an assessment
and we hope to resettle 150 refugees later this year.
As I said, we will be doing a further resettlement
from the camps in Bangledesh. I have not got the full
details but we do have a programme in SheYeld
which is part of this resettlement. If Members want
further details I am very happy to write to Members
with that information. It is important that the
Gateway Protection Programme works in an
eVective way. The Home OYce is responsible for
implementing this programme and the Foreign and
Commonwealth OYce will continue to work closely
with them.

Q222 Sir Robert Smith: The other countries do not
quite take the same view and it still leaves the refugee
camps with the need to provide health and education
but not able to rely, necessarily, on the skills within
the camp. The management of the camp—Ann has
touched on this already—the TBBC37 provide shelter
and food and so on but is there a need for a more
robust structure to provide for the livelihoods,
health and education of the long-term needs of the
camps?
Mr Thomas: My understanding is that TBBC are
providing support beyond just the food and shelter,
but let me bring Mr Marsden in.
Mr Marsden: I think throughout the camps and the
camp management committees at the moment there
is a big process of coming to terms with the potential
impact of potentially very large scale movement of
people out of the camps. The figures people are
talking about are 10,000 or 15,000 people a year
which would massively change the make-up of the
camps. I know TBBC is engaging with this issue and
there has been a piece of strategy development going
on over the last few months, looking at how
potentially they might be able to deal with the
impact of this large scale movement, but I think it is
developing as we speak. It is really starting to take
oV. It is something people have talked about for
some time and now strategy processes are going on
to respond to it.
Mr McCartney: We have also been lobbying the
Thai authorities to allow them to pursue education
and employment opportunities locally. That is an
on-going lobbying involvement with UNHCR and
ourselves.

Q223 Mr Singh: Since TBBC was registered as a UK
charity the EU have been channelling their funds
through the TBBC. Why do we still channel our
funds through Christian Aid?

37 Thai-Burma Border Consortium.

Mr Thomas: We fund a variety of international
NGOs to do a variety of work.

Q224 Mr Singh: We do not fund the TBBC directly,
do we?
Mr Thomas: We do fund TBBC directly, we give
them £1.8 million a year.
Mr Marsden: Not directly.
Mr Thomas: I beg your pardon, TBBC asked that
the money that we give to them is routed through
Christian Aid.

Q225 Mr Singh: It is at their request.
Mr Thomas: We also fund Christian Aid for a
variety of other projects through the Partnership
Programme Agreement that we have with them as
well.

Q226 Ann McKechin: Some of the evidence we heard
about the issue of diseases, particularly malaria, is
focused on the border areas, not only Thailand but
also China and the Indian border as well. Given that,
what measures have been put in place in the Three
Diseases Fund to try and reach these hard to reach
people? Would DFID be amenable to cross-border
groups applying for money under the same strategy
so they can reach the communities which they have
served in months and years past on the same basis?
Mr Thomas: One of the things about the Three
Diseases Fund, as Members of the Committee will
be aware, is that a Memorandum of Understanding
is required with the authorities. So there will be some
groups who, for obvious reasons, will not want to
have that MoU. There are also parts of the country
that cannot be reached through in-country aid. We
are obviously looking at both how far we can extend
the reach of the Three Diseases Fund through in-
country organisations but are then looking at other
routes to support people living in those poorer areas.
I should say that we also fund work across the China
border as well to help with health-related work.
Chairman: I am going to allow Mr Bercow one last
question.

Q227 John Bercow: I take it from what you have just
said that the absence of an MoU therefore will not be
an absolute barrier, just for the avoidance of doubt?
You are prepared to look at other ways of getting to
those hard to reach people, even if there is not an
MoU, will not be an MoU and is not, as far as the
locals are concerned, an MoU wanted?
Mr Thomas: The straight answer is yes to that
question.

Q228 John Bercow: Minister, there are lots of human
rights’ organisations, civil society groups, pro-
democracy bodies, Minister, and I am addressing
this question to Mr McCartney. I certainly do not
ask you to name names, but is your Department
open to providing support for some of them if they
can make a case for the provision of such support, in
which obviously I aim to include funding?
Mr McCartney: We do, and will continue to do, and
you are absolutely right it is not in their interest or
anyone’s interest to put this in the public domain in
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the way you may want us to do. Indeed, I actually
met a representative of a civil society body yesterday
who was seeking support and I have asked him to
submit to us in writing a case which I will then talk
to DFID about. Whether that will lead to funding is
another matter but we are funding and will continue
to fund.
John Bercow: Thank you.

Q229 Chairman: Mr Thomas?
Mr Thomas: Mr Bercow challenged me earlier that
it is the job of ministers to lead one’s oYcials, I
accept that. On occasion it is also the job of ministers
to defend oYcials who are unfairly attacked. I just
want to place on record my confidence in the
particular individual that Mr Bercow mentioned. He
has been responsible for not only our programme in
Burma but is also responsible for our programme in
Cambodia, in East Timor, and has overall
responsibility for our programme in Vietnam too.
He is a very good oYcial. I recognise, clearly, he did
not impress Mr Bercow in this particular case, or
indeed other Members of the Committee, but it
would be wrong of me not to give the Committee my
view of him.

Q230 Chairman: I accept that entirely as presented.
As you will have got from the flavour of this, we
appreciate both of you coming here. We appreciate
this is a diYcult area in which both of your
Departments are heavily engaged. Mr McCartney I
very much appreciate the additional information
you have given us on your activities on the
diplomatic front to try and move things forward—it
is much appreciated. I think the fact, Mr Thomas,
you have indicated you did see scope for more
resources, and it is not an either/or, and genuinely I
hope we will be able to come up with a report that
is constructive, even if it takes issue, and that makes
recommendations which will be worthy of serious
consideration. You have helped us by explaining
your perspective. You have probably also got the
fact that there are some things on which we are not
yet entirely persuaded.
Mr Thomas: Let me assure you, Mr Bruce, we will
look carefully at the recommendations you make
both on aid to Burma and what we move on to next.

Q231 Chairman: I appreciate that and it is our hope
that we can publish this report before the House
rises.
Mr Thomas: Thank you very much.

Q232 Chairman: Thank you very much. You, Mr
Thomas, of course, are not yet released.
Mr McCartney: You are detaining him without trial!
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Summary

1. Over the last 50 years, conflict and human rights abuses have led to large-scale population
displacement inside Burma and of Burmese refugees to neighbouring countries. In addition to these most
visible sections of the displaced population, large numbers of civilians have fled their homes as a result of
inappropriate Government policies and infrastructure developments, as a result of natural resource
extraction, and because of widespread livelihoods insecurity in Burma.

2. The humanitarian situation is of serious concern across the country. Burma is facing a generalised HIV
epidemic. More than seven out of ten people live in areas where they are at risk from malaria. 97,000 new
tuberculosis cases are detected each year. Multi-drug resistant tuberculosis is found in 4% of new patients
and 15.5% of previously treated patients. It is estimated that half of Burmese children do not complete
primary school, with significantly higher numbers dropping out in remote and conflict aVected areas. In
1997, one in four people in Burma were living below the minimum subsistence level, with the poorest of the
poor living mostly in rural areas. Burma’s education and public health systems are chronically under-
funded. According to a recent assessment by the United Nations Development Programme over one third
of the population is below the basic poverty line ($0.34/day at market exchange rate), and 10% is living in
extreme poverty (unable to meet basic food needs—$0.25/day at market exchange rate).

3. DFID has developed programmes which are starting to address this poverty. For example, in HIV/
AIDS, DFID-funded projects or interventions have helped to achieve:

— 48 million condoms distributed in 2005 (four times the total in 2000).

— 160,000 people received voluntary and confidential testing in 2005 (only 800 did so in year 2002).

— 1.1 million clean needles distributed in 2005 (four times the total in 2003).

— The inclusion of injecting drug users, HIV positive people, and commercial sex workers in a
participatory process to develop the Government’s own HIV national strategy.

— The HIV national strategy identified the need to work with injecting drug users, commercial sex
workers and men who have sex with men—oYcial recognition of their existence and their
vulnerability to HIV.

4. DFID has very recently changed its policy towards IDPs and refugees. In response to criticism that
serious consideration was not being given to the legitimacy of cross-border support, we carried out a review
to look again at both cross-border and in-country means of supporting IDPs. As a result of our policy we
have a balanced allocation of our resources which reflects the placement of other donors’ funds and our own
comparative advantage in building relationships inside Burma.

5. DFID has increased the ability of community-based groups inside Burma to deliver emergency relief,
health and education programmes and a limited protection role for IDPs. Governments tend not to support
these organisations because few donors have a presence inside Burma, or they lack the capacity to engage
in the regular and detailed engagement inside eastern Burma which is needed. DFID has developed a
relationship with community based organisations working inside Burma and last year channelled support
to IDPs through them—at the same time providing training to increase their ability to deliver aid. As a
result, this year the groups will be able to provide support to a greater number of IDPs.

6. DFID has increased the breadth of the support we provide to IDPs and other conflict-aVected people.
We have increased the amount of aid available to community-based groups inside Burma (£400,000 in
2007–08) to deliver their emergency relief, health and education programmes. We have also removed a
restriction on the use of our funds provided for assistance to refugees (£1.8 million over three years) so that
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they can be used for either cross-border or refugee assistance, as their relative needs and funding dictates.
This will mean the continued provision of food, shelter and a range of other necessities to refugee camps on
the Thai-Burma border and of emergency relief to a sub-set of the most vulnerable IDPs in hiding in the
areas of on-going armed conflict across the border. The protection work carried out by the International
Committee of the Red Cross is a further important component to this coverage, and we will continue to
lobby the Burmese Authorities hard fully to reopen access for them in eastern Burma. Finally, we continue
to ensure that the development programmes DFID funds are responsive to the needs of IDPs. As Three
Diseases Funded projects are developed, DFID and our partner donors will work hard to ensure that IDPs
suVering from tuberculosis, malaria or HIV/AIDS are able to benefit from international assistance.

7. DFID is helping to ensure greater coordination of international assistance to IDPs. We have been a
strong advocate for a process led by the United Nations, including funding a position with explicit aid-
coordination objectives in the UN Humanitarian Coordinator’s OYce in Rangoon. We have tried to ensure
that the organisations we fund contribute to the coordination process organised by the UN OYce for the
Coordination of Humanitarian AVairs. And we have, with the European Commission, led an ongoing
process to increase the information-sharing, coordination and complementarity amongst donors. As a result
of these initiatives we intend that donors and NGOs will be better able to assess displaced people’s needs,
and to coordinate their interventions and donor funding to ensure that assistance reaches as many of those
needs as possible.

The particular needs of IDPs in Burma and refugees in Thailand

Internally Displaced People

8. Whilst “IDP” can serve as a useful descriptor, it conceals a much more complex situation. Perhaps
100,000 people have been forcibly displaced in eastern Burma since 2004; yet according to the most
authoritative figures (from the Thailand Burma Border Consortium) there were a total of 500,000 IDPs in
eastern Burma in late-2006, in a variety of diVerent situations—including 287,000 people in ceasefire areas,
95,000 in areas directly aVected by armed conflict, and 118,000 people in Government-controlled relocation
sites. Even these figures do not include the large numbers of people who have achieved sustainable solutions
to their plight, especially those living on the margins of urban areas. A recent report by the Back Pack Health
Workers Team found that of 2000 IDP households they surveyed, 10% had suVered forced displacement
and one third had been subjected at some time to forced labour. Human rights abuses, extreme poverty and
a way of life without a sustainable solution are extremely common and should be calculated in the millions.

9. According to the Back Pack Health Workers Team’s recent survey (Chronic Emergency: Health and
Human Rights in Eastern Burma (September 2006)), mortality rates among IDPs in eastern Burma are the
highest in Asia. Infant mortality was found to be 9.1% and child mortality for under-fives was reported as
22.1%. The biggest killer is malaria, which infects 12% of the population. Of the 2000 households surveyed,
one third had been subjected at some time to forced labour, and 10% had suVered forced displacement; a
quarter of respondents had had food confiscated or destroyed by the Burma Army. Families forced to flee
their homelands were reportedly 2.4 times more likely to have a child die, while those who had had their
food destroyed were 50% more likely to suVer a death in the household.

10. In response to displacement pressures, IDPs may adopt one or more of the following strategies: i) hide
in—or close to—zones of on-going armed conflict and forced relocation, often remaining mobile for years;
ii) move to a relocation site if one is provided; iii) move to relatively more secure villages, towns or peri-
urban areas, including “behind the front lines” in war zones, in ceasefire zones, and in Government-
controlled locations; iv) seek refuge in a neighbouring country. Often, IDPs are living inter-mixed with
communities who are not—or have not recently been—displaced. The broader humanitarian situation
across the country also remains of serious concern.

11. IDPs fleeing armed conflict are vulnerable to a range of well-documented violations, including forced
labour, looting and the destruction of property, rape, torture and murder. In addition, large numbers of
civilians have fled their homes as a result of the expansion of Burma Army bases, natural resource extraction
or large-scale development projects (including gas pipeline and dam construction) or inappropriate
Government livelihoods policies. These IDPs are vulnerable to land confiscation and destruction of
livelihoods, and also face a range of problems during migration, when women and children especially are
vulnerable to human traYcking and other abuses.

12. The most acute needs of IDPs are: i) protection from human rights abuses; ii) food and livelihoods
security; iii) access to health services, (especially for women and children, and the elderly); iv) access to
education; v) access to land, and to labour markets; vi) appropriate land and identity documentation
(especially for IDPs in relocation sites, and relatively secure villages and peri-urban areas).
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Refugees

13. As of the end of December 2006, 151,300 refugees were oYcially resident in 10 camps (one Shan, four
Karenni and five Karen) along the Thai-Burma border, and a further 15,000 live in or near the camps and
are unregistered. An additional 20,000 people are located in nine New Mon State Party, Shan State Army
and Karen National Union-controlled settlements just across the border. These include Mon refugees who
were forcibly repatriated in 1996, following a ceasefire between the Government and the New Mon State
Party.

14. Previously, refugees in Thailand could leave their village-like camps quite easily, to forage for
supplementary food and building materials, in Thailand and adjacent rebel-held areas of Burma. However,
over the last decade, as the amount of insurgent-controlled territory in Burma has declined, the camps have
become much larger in size, and more tightly controlled by the Thai authorities. Today, the refugees are
largely dependent on international humanitarian aid.

15. With the exception of the 20,000 or so people living in IDP/“refugee” camps across the border, the
basic needs of the refugees are being met by the international NGOs on the Thai-Burma border. But these
NGOs are oYcially prevented from supporting newly arrived—and thus non-registered—refugees, the
number of whom may increase, as opportunities for third country resettlement increase. Refugees also often
find it very diYcult to access economic and social opportunities.

16. Sexual abuse and rape, in the context of domestic abuse, and perpetrated by Thai soldiers and
villagers, remain primary protection concerns in the refugee camps.

How Different Ethnic Groups are Affected by Displacement

17. DiVerent ethic groups are aVected by diVerent forms of displacement. Displacement in and from
Burma is not only caused by armed conflict in the east of the country. While the most acutely vulnerable
IDPs do live in those few areas of Burma still aVected by significant levels of armed conflict, patterns of
forced migration are more complex and widespread—the product of decades of mis-governance by the
militarized state. Three inter-linked types of forced migration in Burma can be identified, and tend to aVect
the following ethnic groups:

— Displacement caused by armed conflict: either as a direct consequence of fighting and counter-
insurgency operations (The Burma Army’s “Four Cuts” campaign), or because armed conflict has
directly undermined human and food security. Displacement of this sort is often linked to severe
human rights abuses. It most aVects Karen people across Karen State and in eastern Tenasserim
Division, Mon people in southern Mon State, Karenni people in southern and eastern Karenni
State, Shan people in southern Shan State, and Chin people in parts of Chin State1 and Chin and
Naga Sagaing Division2. Armed conflict-induced displacement also aVects Rakhine people in
some isolated parts of Arakan State3.

— Displacement caused by military occupation and/or “development” activities: due to land
confiscation by the Burma Army or other armed groups, including in the context of natural
resource extraction (eg logging and mining); displacement due to small- and large-scale
infrastructure construction (eg roads, bridges, airports); also forced migration as a product of
forced labour and other abuses. This form of displacement is related to the use of force, but does
not occur in the context of outright armed conflict. Although no quantitative data is available, all
of the ethnic minorities (Karen, Karenni, Mon, Shan) living in the border states and divisions are
aVected by militarisation- and/or “development”-induced displacement and Kachin people in
Kachin States, as well as a number of urban areas. In Northern Rakhine State there are 725,000
Rohinga Sunni Muslims in a stateless-like situation. Of these, 234,000 took refuge in Bangladesh
in 1991–92 and have subsequently returned to Burma. One by-product of opium eradication in Wa
ceasefire areas has been the forcible relocation of between 50–125,000 Wa villagers since 1999,
from opium growing areas in northern Wa, to the United Wa State Army’s Southern Command
area on the Thailand border. Thousands of local Shan, Lahu and Akha villagers were forcibly
displaced by the new arrivals.

1 The Chin National Front insurgent group estimates that, since 1988, 40–50,000 people have been displaced by armed conflict
in Chin State, many of whom have since fled to Mizoram State, India. There are small numbers of Type 1 IDPs in thinly-
populated areas of Chin State, near the borders with India and Bangladesh, where Rohingya, Arakanese and Chin armed
groups are active.

2 Naga armed groups operate on both sides of the India-Burma border. Increased counter-insurgent cooperation between the
Burma and India armies since 2003 has displaced unknown numbers of people.

3 Unverifiable local sources estimate that approximately 80,000 IDPs are living in temporary settlements in the jungles and
mountainous areas of Arakan State, as a result of low-level armed conflict between Arakanese insurgents and the Burma
Army, with associated human rights abuses (including rape and murder). Also, relocated Burman and Rakhine communities
live in 49 “new villages” in Northern Rakine State, to which they were forcibly relocated by the Government, as part of a
scheme to re-model the demographics of northern Arakan. Relocated families were provided with “start-up kits”, including
small parcels of land, shelter and farming tools, and some means of livelihood support (eg trishaws or tractors). In many
instances, the initial capital investments never materialised, or were insuYcient to allow families to engage in productive
activities.
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— Displacement caused by loss of livelihood: this is the primary form of internal and external
migration in and from Burma. The main causes are Government policies and practices which
impact disproportionately against the poor (such as the requirement that farmers follow an ill-
advised and strictly pre-determined crop cycle), limited availability of productive land, and poor
access to markets, resulting in food insecurity; lack of education and health services. Livelihoods
vulnerability-induced displacement occurs across the country, including of Bamar people in the
central dry zone, and especially in and from remote townships.

The Likely Trends in the Region in Terms of Displacement, and Development and Humanitarian
Needs

18. Since the 2004 (provisional) Karen National Union ceasefire, large numbers of IDPs in central and
southern Karen areas have begun to return from hiding places in the jungle (and from relocation sites, and
some refugee camps in Thailand), to build more permanent houses and grow crops. Especially in central
Karen State, many IDPs have moved from ceasefire zones into relatively more secure villages and peri-urban
areas, influenced by both the Government and armed groups.

19. While the provisional truce seems to be holding in most of southern and central Karen State and
Tenasserim Division, since late 2005 the Burma Army has launched attacks against Karen National Union
positions and Karen villages in northern Karen areas, where insurgent commanders have always opposed
the ceasefire. Between February–September 2006, some 15–20,000 people were displaced in Toungoo and
northern Nyaunglebin Districts, and parts of Papun District. In addition, since April, dozens of villages have
been forcibly relocated to new settlements in areas more firmly under Government control.

20. These disturbing developments notwithstanding, since the provisional Karen National Union
ceasefire, the situation in other Karen areas has begun to stabilise. In parts of Tenasserim Division, and
across much of central and southern Karen State, there has been little fighting for two years.

21. As a result, both seasonal and permanent migration is on the increase in Burma. The type of
periphery-centre population movement described here often increases following the agreement of ceasefires.
During periods of armed conflict, travel in rural areas is usually diYcult and dangerous, and control over
civilian populations is a priority for combatants on all sides. Following the cessation of hostilities, civilians
often exploit the new movement opportunities brought about by relative peace.

22. Chin State and Sagaing Division, however, are likely to see renewed conflict and displacement, as the
Burma and Indian Armies cooperate to “flush out” insurgent groups operating along their common borders.

23. Overall we are not likely to see a significant change in the numbers of IDPs in Burma. The total
numbers of IDPs in Eastern Burma, as defined by TBBC, decreased slightly over the past three years.

TABLE SHOWING TBBC POPULATION ESTIMATES FOR IDPS IN EASTERN BURMA

IDPs in IDPs in IDPs in Total IDPs
Hiding Relocation Ceasefire Areas

Sites

2004 84,000 77,000 365,000 526,000
2005 92,000 108,000 340,000 540,000
2006 95,000 118,000 287,000 500,000

Refugees

24. Since late 2005, the Royal Thai Government has reversed long-standing policies, to allow
international organisations to work with refugee communities to expand education (including vocational)
services, and income generation schemes. These welcome developments may result in refugees gaining legal
access to parts of the Thai labor market, and possibly some form of oYcial identification card. These may
eventually lead to some options for sustainable local integration.

25. Following various delays, the next few months will see substantial numbers of Karen and Karenni
refugees achieving the “sustainable solution” of resettlement to third countries. Many of those registered for
re-settlement are teachers, medics, administrators, and others from elite sectors of the refugee community.
Although probably no more than 15,000 will depart by the end of next year, Ellen Sauerbrey, US Assistant
Secretary of State for Population, Refugees and Migration was quoted at the end of August as saying that
“there will be no cap (for the resettlement of Karen refugees)” to the United States.
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Development and humanitarian needs

26. There is little reliable verifiable data on poverty and vulnerability in Burma. However, there is
undoubtedly widespread poverty and vulnerability throughout Burma and especially in remote and conflict-
aVected areas. And this situation is likely to continue. Burma is almost certainly not on track to achieve
the Millennium Development Goals. In 1997, one in four people in Burma were living below the minimum
subsistence level, with the poorest of the poor living mostly in rural areas. A 1997 Government survey found
that 70% of household expenditure was on food, an indicator of the vulnerability of poor people in the
country. Burma’s education and public health systems remain chronically under-funded. The country is
facing a generalised HIV Epidemic. More than seven out of 10 people live in areas where they are at risk from
malaria. 97,000 new tuberculosis cases are detected each year. Multi-drug resistant tuberculosis is found in
4% of new patients and 15.5% of previously treated patients. It is estimated that half of Burmese children
do not complete primary school, with significantly higher numbers dropping out in remote and conflict
aVected areas.

27. The absence of reliable comprehensive data makes it extremely diYcult to draw solid judgements
about vulnerability in Burma. However it seems likely that poverty may be particularly severe in the
remaining areas of Eastern Burma aVected by armed conflict; in Chin and Rakhine States and possibly in
parts of the central dry zone; and in high-risk groups scattered around the country (such as people in hiding
in conflict zones (100,000 people), people living with HIV (300,000 to 600,000 people), injecting drug users
(over 60,000 people), commercial sex workers (over 40,000 people), migrant workers, and orphans and street
children) who face high levels of vulnerability to a complex range of risk factors (including HIV infection,
malaria, forced labour, and police/other brutality). Scaling up eVorts to reach all of these groups remains a
huge challenge for the international community.

28. DFID has developed programmes which are starting to address this poverty. For example, in HIV/
AIDS, DFID-funded projects or interventions have helped to achieve:

— 48 million condoms distributed in 2005 (four times the total in 2000).

— 160,000 people received voluntary and confidential testing in 2005 (only 800 did so in year 2002).

— 1.1 million clean needles distributed in 2005 (four times the total in 2003).

— The inclusion of injecting drug users, HIV positive people, and commercial sex workers in a
participatory process to develop the Government’s own HIV national strategy.

— The HIV national strategy identified the need to work with injecting drug users, commercial sex
workers and men who have sex with men—oYcial recognition of their existence and their
vulnerability to HIV.

The Challenges Faced in Delivering Aid and Assistance to these Groups and the Advantages and
Disadvantages of Cross-border Assistance Compared to other ways of Assisting IDPs in Burma

Remoteness

29. These groups of people are living in some of the most remote areas of Burma, usually mountainous
and heavily forested and with extremely poor transport and communications infrastructure. All of these
factors make frequent engagement and communication with IDPs diYcult.

Security

30. Armed conflict continues in eastern Burma as rebel groups sustain their independence struggle
against the Burmese Army. This is especially heavy in Karen State, Karenni State and Southern Shan State.
But sporadic fighting and banditry also occurs in Mon State, Tenasserim Division and Eastern Bago
Division. Many of the areas are land-mined by both sides; and there are quite frequent reports of serious
human rights abuses by the Burmese Army. These factors make it extremely diYcult to travel to the areas
in which the most vulnerable IDPs are currently based.

Restrictions on Access

31. The Burmese Authorities have placed restrictions on access to many of the conflict-aVected areas. At
times, some international organisations have been able to get access—for example, the International
committee of the Red Cross, and Medecins Sans Frontiers (Switzerland)—but this is patchy, sporadic and
diYcult to achieve from within Burma. It is easier for Burmese NGOs to gain access, through their own
networks, to some of these areas.

32. From Thailand, the Karen National Union controls access to the areas it holds, with the Karen
National Liberation Army providing security for cross-border groups. Their access into Burma remains
illegal, as the Royal Thai Government does not condone crossing the border into Burma.
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33. Because of the dependence of the cross-border teams on the Karen and other armed groups for
security, these groups are essentially limited in their access to areas in which rebel armed groups can escort
them. For example, cross-border groups associated with the Karen National Union are not able to access
IDP communities in areas controlled by other Karen ceasefire groups—for example the Democratic Karen
Buddhist Army (DKBA).

34. Groups working cross-border from Thailand vary in capacity and scope of programmes. In general
they have access to a sub-set of the most needy IDPs in hiding in the zones of on-going armed conflict
(approximately 70% of the resources from the main cross-border provider benefit these groups) and to some
IDPs in “mixed administration areas” (approximately 20% of resources), with more limited levels reaching
relocation sites and ceasefire areas. They also provide aid to other vulnerable groups in conflict zones, who
may not be IDPs as such. This mostly takes the form of short-term emergency relief (food and medicines),
plus a little education and community development. Cross-border groups engage in a range of human rights
documentation and advocacy activities, but can do little to protect IDPs in the war zones.

35. Local civil society networks “inside” Burma have extensive access to people displaced into or within
Government-controlled areas, and also to many people in relocation sites and ceasefire areas. They have
much less access to IDPs in zones of on-going armed conflict, although some aid is provided to IDPs in
“mixed administration areas” and to those in hiding on an opportunistic basis. Assistance takes the form
of community rehabilitation and development activities, plus some emergency relief. Ethnic nationality civil
society networks also undertake some important, low-profile protection activities—although they are
unable to take part in public advocacy.

Humanitarian Principles

36. Those delivering aid to IDPs in Burma face the need to strike a compromise between the need to
provide emergency humanitarian support with respect for the principles of humanitarian assistance:
independence, impartiality and neutrality.

37. Independence: international NGOs working inside Burma face pressure to confirm to a set of
Guidelines for UN Agencies, International Organisations and NGO/international NGOs, produced by the
Burmese Authorities in February 2006. Some of the guidelines are not being applied—for example, the
Burmese Authorities are not attempting to restrict the UN and international NGOs to choosing new
Burmese staV from the Authorities’ list of approved candidates. But other guidelines are being implemented
in a piece-meal manner—for example, State-Divisional and Township Coordinating Committees are
sometimes pushing for a supervisory role over development projects—and these have the potential to
compromise the independence of NGOs in Burma. The International Committee of the Red Cross has a very
clear mandate which demands its independence. They currently face diYculties in obtaining access because,
consistent with this mandate, they refuse to travel with a Government or Government-Organised NGO
escort. Community-based groups inside Burma, because they operate through widely distributed faith-
based networks are also able to maintain an independence. Cross-border groups are much less able to do
so—there is a mutual reliance with the armed groups who escort them into conflict areas.

38. Impartiality: there is no evidence to suggest that in-country or cross-border groups are anything other
than impartial in the targeting and provision of aid according to need in the areas that they can access. The
great majority of assistance seems to reach its intended beneficiaries.

39. Neutrality: Cross-border groups are closely associated with the armed opposition on which they rely
for security and logistical arrangements. Indeed, most cross-border personnel are members (or aYliates) of
insurgent organisations. As a result, cross-border groups are not neutral in the conflict (they adopt various
positions of solidarity with oppressed villagers, and support for opposition forces). The community-based
groups operating inside the country utilise religious networks, which are neutral.

Limited Capacity

40. Of the mechanisms for delivering support, international organisations have the greatest capacity—
highly-skilled staV with experience of conflict and displacement internationally from which to draw. Groups
working cross-border have been able to draw on international support and experience for capacity-building
support over the past few years—for example to strengthen their planning and monitoring systems. The
groups working inside the country have had much less opportunity for capacity-building and because of the
sensitivity of their work often maintain a low profile and so have limited access to international
interlocutors. So whist they have strong networks and some organisational capacity, these groups often have
limited experience of working on humanitarian/development issues and limited financial management and
reporting mechanisms.
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Coordination

41. There is currently no systematic means to analyse the humanitarian situation and set out a
comprehensive statement of needs. The other challenges described above make reliable data collection
extremely diYcult, and no single organisation has the comprehensive access which would facilitate it. The
Burmese Authorities are not in a position to lead or coordinate interventions or donor funding as other
governments would; and no other organization has been filling that role.

42. This situation is made worse by the fact that local NGOs inside Burma, even through they want to
increase coordination, are very careful about to whom they will describe their activities—for fear that the
Burmese Authorities will learn of the projects and close them down. This also means that organisations
working “inside” Burma cannot aVord to be as bold in their advocacy roles as those in Thailand and
overseas—as a result, a lack of funding is a major problem for groups supporting IDPs from inside Burma.

Humanitarian/protection/development balance

43. In a constrained working environment such as Burma, it is easier for international organisations to
focus on service delivery and relief activities, than on more politically-challenging issues, such as protection.
Therefore, one of the greatest challenges facing international organisations in Burma is how to achieve a
balance between emergency relief, more sustainable assistance, and protection issues—the organisations
providing assistance to IDPs each tend to be more eVective at diVerent aspects of this balance.

How Donors can Assist IDPs in Burma and Refugees in Thailand Most Effectively

44. The aim of the international community must be to ensure that (i) emergency assistance reaches all
those who are in the greatest need; (ii) that protection is provided from human rights abuses; and (iii) that
longer-term development assistance is provided to all those who live in unsustainable situations as a result
of conflict.

45. To those ends donors have a choice of mechanisms to support. They could look to support refugees
in Thailand through the international organisations working on the Thai-Burma border—including the
United Nations High Commission for Refugees, the International Rescue Committee and the Thailand
Burma Border Consortium.

CASE STUDY: Thailand Burma Border Consortium: Support to refugees in Thailand

— The objective of the TBBC refugee work is to ensure access to adequate and appropriate food,
shelter, cooking fuel and non-food items for displaced persons. As a result of their programmes,
amongst the 166,000 refugees they support, crude mortality rates have declined from 4.9 per 1,000
people in 2000 to 3.9 in 2001; under-five mortality has decreased from 9.2 in 2000 to 5.3 in 2005;
and the percentage of children under five with wasting malnutrition has remained below 5%.

46. Donors can support the provision of emergency assistance to a sub-set of the most vulnerable IDPs
in hiding in the areas of on-going armed conflict from across the border.

CASE STUDY: Cross-border emergency assistance to IDPs

— In 2005, the main cross-border programme provided cash assistance to around 80,000 villagers, in
15 townships. Their work included a substantial proportion of those “IDPs in hiding” in the
conflict zones who choose to make themselves available to armed opposition groups, plus about
25,000 people in “mixed administration” areas (and some Government-controlled relocation
sites).

— The ethnic armed groups alert cross border assessment teams when they are aware of a conflict-
related food crisis. The turn-around time between the initial incident, needs assessment, and
transfer and distribution of funds is between one to four months. Distribution trips are
accompanied by units of soldiers from the ethnic armed groups. These armed guards receive no
direct benefit beyond provision of food supplies for the duration of the trip and the political
advantage of being associated with the relief eVort.

— Cash distributions enable IDPs to purchase three months’ rice—although people sometimes
choose to buy medicines or other essential supplies with the money (the average distribution in
2005 was $13.50 per person). This short-term humanitarian aid is intended to supplement villagers’
existing rice-sharing and other coping mechanisms, oVering them a chance to reconstruct their
communities once the immediate crisis has passed.
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— Due to the problems associated with distributing aid in a war zone in partnership with a party to
the conflict, over the past decade the programme has developed sophisticated and systematic needs
assessment, monitoring and evaluation, and information collection and dissemination systems.
The programme is impartial, partly independent, but not neutral.

47. Donors can fund protection work by international organisations inside Burma, such as that by the
International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC).

CASE STUDY: International Committee of the Red Cross: Protection of IDPs in Burma

— A major part of the work of the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) in Burma is
to deliver assistance to, and promote the protection of, the civilian population in conflict areas in
eastern Burma. The ICRC does not identify a separate category of “IDP”, arguing that
humanitarian law and principles should not distinguish between IDPs and other conflict-
aVected civilians.

— The ICRC has a presence in or near conflict areas in Karen, Mon and Shan States, and Tenasserim
Division and has maintained contacts with the Burmese Authorities as well as with armed
opposition movements. These provided ICRC the opportunity in its capacity as a neutral
humanitarian intermediary to “assess the security and living conditions of the civilian population
in areas aVected by conflict and, where necessary, extended assistance to vulnerable civilians”—it
aimed to deliver “protection by presence”.

— In remote and sensitive areas in Southern Shan State and Karen State ICRC provided
immunisation services, the training of auxiliary midwifes and basic health care workers. In remote
and sensitive areas of Karen, Southern and Eastern Shan and Mon states, as well as Bago and
Tanintharyi divisions, ICRC rehabilitated more than 20 rural health structures and schools, and
carried out in these areas nine projects aiming at improving access to safe water to the benefit of
about 40,000 people.

— Although relations with Burma Army commanders on the ground generally remain good, the
ICRC has recently experienced significantly reduced access to most parts of eastern Burma. As a
result, in March 07 they closed two of their field-oYces. At least one ICRC sub-delegation has
managed to continue to monitor events in more sensitive conflict-aVected areas via contacts with
local networks.

48. Or donors can use in-country community-based groups to deliver emergency relief, as well as some
health and education programmes, and a limited protection role.

CASE STUDY: Community based emergency relief, health and education programmes

— A variety of civil society networks exist among ethnic nationality communities “inside” Burma.
These include Christian and Buddhist organisations, and many traditional village associations, as
well as more formally-established local NGOs. These local networks can often access conflict-
aVected parts of Burma that are beyond the reach of international organisations.

— A systematic approach has been adopted by several CBOs and local NGOs, which have established
low-profile aid programs in number of Government-controlled areas, relocation sites and ceasefire
areas in eastern and northern Burma (including “mixed administration areas”). Some of these local
organisations also work in some zones of on-going armed conflict, where access varies, depending
on the current situation.

— The support that these organisations provide includes—provision of funds to enable children to
attend school, teacher training, vocational training, mosquito net distribution, construction of
latrines, health awareness training, training on hand-pump construction, and school construction.
They also provide limited emergency relief (rice or money to purchase it and medical supplies,
including mobile outreach teams) to Karen IDPs in areas of active conflict. One such network used
DFID funds to reach almost 12,000 direct recipients in 2006 and 190,000 indirect recipients.

49. Very few international organisations operating inside Burma have programmes specifically targeted
at IDPs. In part, this is due to the sensitivity of the issue, especially in the current political and humanitarian
environment; in part, it reflects the fact that a very large number of conflict-aVected people in Burma have
been displaced at some point, so it is often very diYcult to distinguish IDPs from other vulnerable people.
Donors can therefore also try to ensure that their development programmes are responsive to the needs of
IDPs and other conflict-aVected people. For example, International Development Enterprise’s sale of foot-
pumps to poor farmers and the United Nations Development Programme’s Human Development Initiative.

CASE STUDY: International Development Enterprises: Foot-pumps for poor farmers

— IDE is aiming to raise incomes and improve the food security and well-being of poor and
vulnerable rural households across Burma. They do this by introducing and marketing innovative
and aVordable small-plot irrigation technology solutions that significantly boost household
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productivity and incomes—the most successful product has been the foot-pump. They engage the
private sector to locally produce and disseminate these to achieve large-scale access and impact
among poor, rural households.

— U Thaung Nyunt is a young father living in southern central Burma. Last year he left his family
to travel hundreds of miles to look for work on the Burma-China border. This year he won’t have
to. His wife bought a foot pump and his family now earns enough from their small plot for him
to stay at home. He said “before I wasn’t sure how we were going to make it as daily life was getting
harder for us. Now I have confidence in the future. I even dare to dream of seeing my children
finish their schooling”.

— Seventy percent of foot pump-buyers earn less than US$1 per day. The foot pumps help to increase
the area of vegetables they can irrigate, on average doubling their income. IDE’s foot pumps reach
IDPs as well as other conflict-aVected people in Karen and Mon states.

CASE STUDY: United Nations Development Programme: Human Development Initiative

— Daw Htwe Kyi is a 37-year old single parent living in the Delta region of Burma. After her husband
divorced her, she and her five year old son had to live on her earnings as a casual labourer of around
half a dollar a day. Sometimes in the agricultural oV-season when there was no work, she used to
sell her labour in advance at half price to buy rice to eat.

— Two years ago Daw Htwe Kyi joined a savings group for poor women established with the support
of UNDP’s Human Development initiative. The group meets once a week and all members save
a quarter of a US dollar. Members can borrow small amounts at a reasonable rate of interest, either
to meet immediate needs or pay for small investments.

— Daw Htwe Kyi has taken four loans—the smallest of two dollars and the largest 10 dollars. She
used the money to buy a pig and six chickens and to pay for pig food. Her investments have done
well. She has paid back her loans and because of the extra money that she earns from raising pigs
and chickens she gets the full value of her labour during agricultural seasons—she no longer needs
to sell it in advance. The experience of being a member o the group has also given her, and other
poor women, more confidence to speak up about important village issues.

— Daw Htwe Kyi says, “in the beginning I was a little hesitant to be a member.” But she adds that
the group “has completely changed my life and also the lives of many other members in our group.
All of us now do not sell our labour in advance or borrow money from money lenders. We have
donated some money for school repair and will continue help in the development of the village,
When we started the group we were shy to speak. None of us feels shy anymore.”

— UNDP’s Human Development Initiative is working in several areas in Mon, Karen and Shan state
controlled by the Burmese Authorities but where armed ethnic groups are also active and there
are IDPs.

50. None of these means alone can deliver suYcient support to displaced people. They are
complementary in the types and locations of the IDPs or refugees they support. As a result, the international
community needs to ensure that the full range of mechanisms is supported. No individual donor is likely to
be able to engage suYciently eVectively to support them all, so it will be important for donors to take account
of the programmes of other donors in order to ensure greatest overall coverage. It is likely also that donors
will have a comparative advantage in supporting one mechanism over another—and this should also be
taken into account within the context of overall international eVort. A mechanism for systematic
comprehensive donor coordination does not exist, so a key responsibility of donors will be to contribute to
the sharing of information between donors and implementers working inside Burma and cross-border—on
levels of need, access, funding and projects.

The Impact of DFID’s Policies Towards Burma’s IDPs and Refugees

51. DFID has very recently changed its policy towards IDPs and refugees. In response to criticism that
serious consideration was not being given to the legitimacy of cross-border support, we carried out a review
to look again at both cross-border and in-country means of supporting IDPs. As a result of our policy we
have a balanced allocation of our resources which reflects the placement of other donors’ funds and our own
comparative advantage in building relationships inside Burma.

52. DFID has increased the ability of community-based groups inside Burma to deliver emergency relief,
health and education programmes and a limited protection role for IDPs. Governments tend not to support
these organisations because few donors have a presence inside Burma, and therefore lack the necessary
capacity for the regular and detailed engagement inside Burma. Over the last three years DFID has
developed relationships with community based networks inside Burma and last year provided support to
IDPs through them, at the same time providing training to increase their ability to deliver aid. As a result,
this year the networks will be better placed to provide support to a greater number of IDPs.
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53. DFID has increased the breadth of the support we provide to IDPs and other conflict-aVected people.
We have increased the amount of aid available to community-based groups inside Burma (£400,000 in
2007–08) to deliver their emergency relief, health and education programmes and a limited protection role
for IDPs in eastern Burma. We have also removed a restriction on the use of our funds provided for
assistance to refugees (£1.8 million over three years) so that they can be used for either cross-border or
refugee assistance, as their relative needs and funding dictates. This will mean the continued provision of
food, shelter and a range of other necessities to refugee camps on the Thai-Burma border and of emergency
relief to a sub-set of the most vulnerable IDPs in hiding in the areas of on-going armed conflict across the
border. The protection work carried out by the International Committee of the Red Cross is a further
important component to this coverage, and we will continue to lobby the Burmese Authorities hard fully
to reopen access for them in eastern Burma. Finally, we continue to ensure that the development
programmes DFID funds are responsive to the needs of IDPs—this includes not just International
Development Enterprises’ foot-pumps and the UN Development Programme’s Human Development
Project (described in earlier case-studies) but also Save the Children’s provision of early childhood
education, WHO’s vaccine-preventable disease surveillance and other projects. As Three Diseases Funded
projects are developed, DFID and our partner donors will work hard to ensure that IDPs suVering from
tuberculosis, malaria or HIV/AIDS are able to benefit from international assistance.

54. DFID is helping to ensure greater coordination of international assistance to IDPs. We have been
a strong advocate for a process led by the United Nations, including funding a position with explicit aid-
coordination objectives in the UN Humanitarian Coordinator’s OYce in Rangoon. We have tried to ensure
that the organisations we fund contribute to the coordination process organised by the UN OYce for the
Coordination of Humanitarian AVairs. And we have, with the European Commission, led an ongoing
process to increase the information-sharing, coordination and complementarity amongst donors. As a result
of these initiatives we intend that donors and NGOs will be better able to assess displaced people’s needs,
and to coordinate their interventions and donor funding to ensure that assistance reaches as many of those
needs as possible.

Annex A

DFID’S PROGRAMME INSIDE BURMA

DFID has a £8 million annual programme in Burma (up from £2.3 in 2001–02). In addition to the support
we provide for IDPs inside Burma and for refugees on the Thai/Burma border, DFID is working on four
key objectives:

(a) Reducing the burden of communicable diseases

Burma is facing a very serious public health situation. Between 170,000 and 610,000 are HIV positive with
a prevalence rate as high as 1 in 3 in high risk groups. Malaria is a major cause of illness and death. 70% of
the population is at risk. TB is the second leading cause of death with approximately 75,000 new cases
reported in 2004. Our response includes a £20m commitment (over 5 years) through The Three Diseases
Fund. The Fund should help to save a million lives over five years. Its broader success will be judged by its
transparency and accountability and its ability to achieve increased access to vulnerable groups.

(b) Improving access to basic education

Like Burma’s health system, the education system is deeply under-funded. It is believed that around three-
quarters of the costs of education are met by communities—limiting the ability of the poor to access in
education. OYcial figures report a primary completion rate of 73.4% in 2005 (up from 48.5% in 2000). It
seems likely that the actual figure is closer to 50%. In addition the education system is largely based on rote
learning—failing to develop children’s creativity and critical thinking. Our response includes support for
Save the Children to improve access to Early Childhood Care and Development (£2.7 million over 3 years)
and to UNICEF’s basic education programme (to be jointly funded by the EC, Denmark and Norway—
£3.3 million over 3 years). Both programmes combine a focus on access for the poor and ethnic minority
children (who often drop out of Burmese language formal-education quickly if they do not speak Burmese
at home) with work on improving quality of education and a more child centred approach.

(c) Support for sustainable livelihoods

Around 70% of the Burmese population (35 million out of approximately 50 million) is dependent on
agriculture. Of these 15 million do not own land and are dependent on securing seasonal agricultural work.
At least 30% of the population lives on less than $1 per day. 10% of the population (or 5 million) people do
not have enough to eat. Our response includes support for the UNDP Human Development Initiative (£4
million over 4 years) which is introducing community development methodologies, increasing incomes and
reducing vulnerability of poor rural households across Burma. We also support work by international
NGOs like Action Aid and International Development Enterprise Myanmar.
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(d) Support to a process of transition to a democratic society

Burma’s social fabric has been devastated by 60 years of civil war and 45 of one-party or military rule.
There are serious concerns about human rights abuses and political prisoners. The country is richly diverse.
But this diversity is been managed with repression and violence, rather than negotiation, compromise and
accommodation. Social capital is weak with limited trust between groups. There is a culture of autocratic
leadership and relationships based on dominance and subservience—both amongst the authorities and in
broader society. There is little space for public debate and the free media has been repressed. Militarisation
has stunted the capacity of the civil service and of civil society. Corruption is endemic. As its contribution
to HMG’s broader eVorts to bring democracy to Burma, DFID is focusing on building the foundations
needed for democracy to grow and sustain. As well as work on community participation and empowerment
as part of our support for health, education and livelihoods we are also funding activities supporting a range
of projects directly intended to build Burmese civil society. For example we are funding a network of ethnic
groups who are active in conflict areas and holding public training on good governance (£219k, 1yr); and
supporting the growth of ethnic civil society organisations (£500k, 3yrs). We recently approved a new £3
million programme (over three-years) which will build local capacity for increased citizen participation in
lower-order political decision making processes aVecting their welfare, livelihoods and governance.

Memorandum submitted by the Burma Campaign UK

Summary

UK Aid is Not Reaching Many of the Most Vulnerable People

1. In many border areas of east and northern Burma, where poverty is most severe, aid can only reach
people by cross-border mechanisms. DFID refuses to fund such aid. The argument made by DFID for not
funding cross-border aid is that it has a comparative advantage working from inside Burma, and that cross-
border aid is already well funded. This argument is based on a false premise that there has to be an either
or. This is not the case. DFID can, and should, fund both. The populations in the conflict zones are among
the most vulnerable in Burma, with some of the highest levels of disease and mortality. More cross-border
assistance will save lives.

— DFID must provide funding for cross-border aid as the only mechanism available to reach some
of the most vulnerable people in Burma. There needs to be a comprehensive study and needs
assessment of the situation of IDPs in Burma, and aid delivered according to need on the basis of
that assessment.

No Support for Democracy and Human Rights

2. As the dictatorship in Burma is at the root of humanitarian problems and underdevelopment, it is
impossible to tackle these problems without also addressing their causes, yet DFID is failing to adequately
commit to this. DFID does not provide any resources to projects promoting democracy, despite spending
millions of pounds on projects promoting democracy in other countries where oppression and human rights
abuses are not so severe. The limited capacity-building projects DFID currently engages in, that it now
describes as pro-democracy, are not the same as projects that are specifically targeted at improving the
human rights situation in Burma, and encouraging democratic reform in the country.

— DFID must provide funding for projects promoting human rights and democracy in Burma. This
funding should be for projects inside Burma, and through exile Burma organisations that work in
Burma and internationally.

Not Enough Aid

3. Given that health, education, and other key indicators are as severe as in many of the poorest African
countries, DFID’s budget for Burma—£8 million per year—is woefully under-funded. Neighbouring
Vietnam receives £50 million a year. If Burmese people were to get as much aid per head as people in Africa,
DFID’s Burma budget would have to increase from £8 million in 2007 to £80 million.

— Aid to Burma should be at least doubled for 2008–09, and a review conducted of appropriate
funding levels for future years.

About the Burma Campaign UK

4. The Burma Campaign UK campaigns for human rights and development in Burma. We work for the
freedom of all the peoples of Burma regardless of race, ethnicity, gender or age. We provide analysis to the
media and government, and we lobby and campaign to improve government and commercial policy on
Burma. We provide training and advice to Burmese organisations all over the world.
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Cross-Border Aid

5. The humanitarian crisis in Eastern Burma is one of the worst in the world. In the past year, 82,000
people have been forced from their homes by conflict and human rights abuses.1 Poverty is equivalent to the
poorest conflict-hit countries of Africa. A recent report found health threats such as HIV/AIDS, TB and
Malaria are most marked in Burma’s border areas.2 In conflict zones in eastern Burma malaria accounted
for 45% of adult and child deaths in 2003–04.3 Yet virtually no UK aid reaches this area, most of which can
only be reached by aid workers crossing over the border from Thailand. There are also areas in northern
Burma which can only be reached by cross-border aid from neighbouring countries. DFID refuses to fund
any cross-border projects.

6. There are estimated to be more than 500,000 IDPs in eastern Burma. More than 90,000 are in conflict
areas where most can only be reached by cross border aid.

7. The Burma Campaign UK warmly welcomes the decision of DFID to lift restrictions on the Thai-
Burma Border Consortium (TBBC) regarding the use of DFID grants for cross-border aid. However, no
extra funding has been allocated to TBBC, and as TBBC struggles most years to fund its work in refugee
camps in Burma, in practice the decision will mean that little or no extra aid will reach IDPs in Burma.

8. The argument made by DFID for not funding cross-border aid is that it has a comparative advantage
working from inside Burma, and that cross-border aid is already well funded. This argument is based on a
false premise that there has to be an either or. This is not the case. DFID can, and should, fund both. The
populations in the conflict zones of eastern Burma are among the most vulnerable in the country, with some
of the highest levels of disease and mortality. More cross-border assistance will save lives.

9. DFID’s own March 2007 review of its support to Burmese refugees and IDPs appears to contradict
its own concluding argument that it has a comparative advantage, that they are relatively well funded,4 and
that it will add “little extra value.”5

10. For example, page 15 of the review describes how education projects for IDPs in conflict areas are
“massively under-funded.” The high levels of disease and mortality as described above are evidence that
there are tens of thousands who are not receiving the aid they require, and that thousands of people are
dying every year as a result. It is extraordinary that DFID argues that it would provide “little extra value”
by providing funding for aid programmes that could save thousands of lives every year.

11. The comparative advantage argument fails to convince on more than one level. DFID is not faced
with a choice of doing one or the other, which is the impression it is trying to give. DFID has argued that
providing cross-border aid could result in the regime expelling DFID from Burma, but there is no evidence
or precedent to support this argument. The UK has been at the forefront of international criticism of the
regime ruling Burma, and has in the past pushed for stronger EU sanctions, has sponsored and lobbied hard
for resolutions on Burma at the United Nations General Assembly and Human Rights Commission, has
issued many condemnatory statements of the regime, and most recently co-sponsored a resolution at the
United Nations Security Council that produced a near hysterical response from the regime, including
condemnations of the UK from regime oYcials and in state-run newspapers. None of this has resulted in
any restrictions on DFID operations inside Burma. In this context providing funding for cross-border aid
is unlikely in the extreme to have any negative consequences for DFID operations.

12. The comparative advantage argument also fails to convince as it implies an organised division of
labour in terms of delivering aid to IDPs, and that DFID is filling a gap that others are not. DFID’s own
March 2007 paper on IDPs states that this is not the case: “There is almost no overall analysis of the
humanitarian situation or comprehensive statement of needs. There is no clear process for relating needs to
fund allocations by donors”.6 How can DFID argue an eVective comparative advantage when it admits in
its own paper that there has been no proper needs assessment for prioritising aid to reach the most
vulnerable, and that there is no clear process for fund allocation by donors? There are tens of thousands of
IDPs in eastern Burma who can only be reached by cross-border aid and are among the most vulnerable
in the country. Thousands of people die because aid does not reach them. Surely helping them should be
a priority?

13. The issue of lack of donor co-ordination that DFID describes in its IDP paper is a very serious one,
and the Burma Campaign UK has repeatedly called for a proper review of the needs of IDPs in Burma,
where they are, what their needs are, and what mechanisms will be needed to reach them. While DFID has
pledged to work to improve co-ordination, neither DFID nor the UN has made any commitment to
undertake comprehensive review to tackle what is one of the most serious humanitarian crises in the world.
Given DFID’s own statement on the lack of any proper assessment or co-ordination regarding IDPs, The

1 Internal Displacement in Eastern Burma 2006 survey, Thailand Burma Border Consortium page 2.
2 Responding to AIDS, Tuberculosis, malaria, and emerging infectious diseases in Burma: Dilemma’s of policy and practice,

Page 6, Breyar et al, PLOS October 2006.
3 Responding to AIDS, Tuberculosis, malaria, and emerging infectious diseases in Burma: Dilemma’s of policy and practice,

Page 4, Breyar et al, PLOS October 2006.
4 Paper on DFID Assistance for Burmese Refugees and Internally Displaced People, Page 22 DFID, March 2007.
5 Paper on DFID Assistance for Burmese Refugees and Internally Displaced People, Page 23 DFID, March 2007.
6 Paper on DFID Assistance for Burmese Refugees and Internally Displaced People, Page 19 DFID, March 2007.
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Burma Campaign UK finds it extraordinary and bizarre that in the same paper DFID should state that: “In
relation to IDP issues, and humanitarian protection more generally, eVective leadership within the UN
system has been provided by the oYce of the UN Resident Co-ordinator.” The Burma Campaign UK
believes that the UN Resident Coordinator has clearly failed to take the necessary measures to tackle this
crisis, both in terms of assessing needs and ensuring delivery of assistance where needed, and addressing the
root causes of the IDP crisis, namely, in large part, the regimes deliberate targeting of civilian ethnic
minorities, which the UN Special Rapporteur on Human Rights has described as being in breach of Article
3 of the Geneva Convention. In view of the failure on the part of the United Nations to perform its role
eVectively, DFID should step in to ensure that a comprehensive study is undertaken.

14. Another argument against cross-border aid used by DFID, that it has to chose how to spend its
limited resources, only stands if one accepts that its current budget for Burma is a reasonable one. It clearly
is not. DFID allocation of aid to Burma is a fraction of what it should be. (This is covered in more detail
in the next section.)

15. Aid can be delivered if financial resources are provided. Furthermore, costs are relatively small. In
2005 the 70 backpack teams from the Backpack Healthworker Team provided healthcare to about 140,000
displaced people in Burma. Each team of two to five healthcare workers covers a population of
approximately 2,000 people. There are 15 field-in-charges and 15 second-in-charges that supervise and
monitor the activities. One backpack team working for six months costs just 50,000 baht (£720).7

Refugees in Thailand

16. In a very welcome move, DFID has begun to increase its funding for the TBBC, from £535,500 in
2005, to £611,050 in 2006 and £672,155 in 2007. However, given that DFID funds just 4% of the TBBC
budget,8 the regular and high profile references to support given to TBBC could be seen as out of proportion
to the levels of funding given. In addition, TBBC is mainly responsible for providing food and shelter in the
camps, not health, education and other services. Health and education services in the camps are extremely
limited, and more resources are also needed in this area.

Will the 3 Diseases Fund Reach the Most Vulnerable?

17. On 10 August 2006 DFID announced it was giving £4 million a year, half of its total Burma budget,
to the new 3 Diseases Fund for Burma, overseen by UNOPS. DFID has played a key role in establishing
the 3D Fund, as it is known. The fund was created after the Global Fund was forced to withdraw from
Burma because of restrictions placed on it by the regime. It is hoped the new fund will save a million lives
in Burma, providing the regime allows it to operate eVectively. However, it appears that many people in
Burma in areas where malaria and HIV/AIDS are most prevalent will not benefit from this fund. For
although DFID has stated that the 3D fund is committed to working on basis of need, in fact the 3D fund
is not able to operate on this basis. The 3D fund has stipulated that grantees will have to have a
memorandum of understanding (MoU) with the regime.

18. As the regime does not allow aid to reach many ethnic and conflict areas, and organisations delivering
cross-border aid do not have MoUs, the eVect of this approach will be that areas in eastern Burma, where
malaria rates are consistently more than 10% of the population at any time, and can be as high as 22% in
some areas, resulting in 45% of deaths caused by malaria, will receive no 3D assistance. Such omissions also
seem likely to apply in much of Kachin State, which has some of the highest rates of malaria and HIV/AIDS.
These areas could be reached by cross-border aid or direct funding to local NGOs.

19. This example again exposes the lack of a comprehensive approach towards aid delivery in Burma.
The international community appears to have made no serious attempt to set up an alternative fund or
mechanism to ensure aid reaches those parts of Burma that the 3D Fund won’t.

20. The approach of the United Nations in delivering 3D aid is symptomatic of a broader problem with
the United Nation’s approach to delivering aid in Burma. Around the world the United Nations is renowned
for its ability to negotiate with all sides in areas of political and military conflict in order to secure the delivery
of aid. It is bizarre that when it comes to Burma few, if any, such eVorts seem to be being made. The UN
Resident Co-ordinator, and UN Envoy Ibrahim Gambari, have failed to reach out to all the key players in
Burma, particularly from diVerent ethnic nationalities, and instead attempt to work only with the SPDC,
which has consistently blocked free access for humanitarian aid. In a letter referring to the role of the UN
Resident Co-ordinator in any possible negotiations with the regime, the National League for Democracy
has stated: “Our experience is that those who have served in this country for some time in any capacity have
become conditioned to move within the framework of thought and action set up by the SPDC.” Recent visits
by senior United Nations OYcials to the sham National Convention, seen as an apparent endorsement by
many, reinforced the impression that the UN has a preference for working with the SPDC rather than all
the key players in Burma. Aid should not be held hostage to such politics, and DFID and the British

7 Backpack Health Worker Team.
8 Based on figures from TBBC annual accounts.
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government should use their influence with the United Nations to ensure it works with all players in Burma
to ensure aid reaches those people most in need, not just those that can be reached with the permission of
the SPDC.

No Support for Democracy and Human Rights

21. Burma receives an estimated total of $150 million in humanitarian aid each year9, but Burma
Campaign UK estimates that less than $10 million dollars a year is spent on projects promoting human
rights and democracy in Burma.

22. In addition, the European Commission has more than halved funding for projects promoting human
rights and democracy in Burma since 2004; from ƒ522,000 (£353,392) in 2004 to just ƒ200,000 (£134,411)
in 2006.10 This is despite human rights and democracy being listed first in the list of areas to receive funding
in the EU Common Position on Burma. A new five year draft aid strategy plan for Burma produced by the
European Union that has been seen by Burma Campaign UK sidelines support for democracy and human
rights to an unspecified separate fund, rather than putting them at the heart of its policy.

23. DFID’s stated commitments and objectives regarding pro-democracy activities in relation to Burma
do suggest concern, on paper at least, that Burma’s underlying problems be addressed and not just the
symptoms. However, the reality leaves much to be desired.

24. Whilst DFID’s evolving eVorts to ensure that a pro-democracy element cross-cuts all of its other
objectives in Burma is welcome, it is nowhere near suYcient. Despite pledges to actively seek out
opportunities to support programmes that would assist Burma’s transition (to a democratic society) and
specifically to “consider supporting programmes focused on this objective”11 DFID openly admits it “does
not fund any projects solely focused on promoting democracy”12 in Burma. Given this fact it is the Burma
Campaign UK’s view that DFID is failing to suYciently meet its commitment “to contribute to prospects
for a successful transition”13 in Burma and by doing so short-changing the people of Burma.

25. In its recent review of policy towards IDPs and refugees, DFID describes how humanitarian
operations can facilitate protection activities relating to improving human rights, such as reporting of abuses
to advocacy organisations, resulting in a reduction of instances of forced labour, yet it fails to fund those
advocacy organisations that play this essential role.14

The Exile Myth

26. Some organisations and individuals have tried to justify lack of funding to exile Burmese
organisations by saying they are out of touch or that the money is better spent inside Burma. The facts
completely contradict this argument. So-called exile groups based in neighbouring countries and other
countries may use these countries as a base, but many are operating inside the country through underground
networks and risking their lives to cross into Burma. Much of what we know about the situation in Burma—
the humanitarian crisis in eastern Burma, use of forced labour, use of rape as a weapon of war, torture in
Burma’s jails—comes not from the United Nations, aid agencies or diplomats, but instead from these so-
called exile organisations that struggle for funding every day.

Pro-democracy Programmes

27. A broad sweep of a selection of pro-democracy projects conducted by exiled Burmese organisations
is detailed below. Many more deserving projects both inside and outside Burma cannot be named publicly.
All of the following deserve more than passing consideration for support from DFID.

Examples:

AAPP

28. Assistance Association for Political Prisoners (Burma) was formed to document and disseminate
information on the real situation of political prisoners in Burma and to provide assistance to the families of
prisoners.

9 Page 4, Myanmar—New Threats To Humanitarian Aid, International Crisis Group, December 2006.
10 European Commission answer to parliamentary Question by Glenys Kinnock MEP, 27/9/2006.
11 DFID Country plan, Oct 2004, page 12.
12 Written parliamentary answer Gareth Thomas, DFID Parliamentary Under-Secretary on 19 January 2006—

theyworkforyou.com
13 DFID Country Plan.
14 Paper on DFID Assistance for Burmese Refugees and Internally Displaced People, Pages 18.19 DFID, March 2007.
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Democratic Voice of Burma

29. DVB covers a wide range of issues—empowerment of independent media, capacity building amongst
the public as well as young journalists, civic education (Human Rights, Workers Rights, Gender Equality
etc.), free flow of information and knowledge etc. Management and accountability of funds is transparent
and eVectiveness can easily be measured by the evaluation of programmes conducted. Radio and TV
broadcasts into Burma.

Federation of Trade Unions, Burma (FTUB)

30. The FTUB is a trade union congress with member unions. FTUB works inside Burma to educate,
organize, and strengthen Burmese workers and other pro-democracy groups to assert their rights and push
the regime towards substantive tripartite negotiations with the National League for Democracy and the
leaders of Burma’s ethnic peoples. FTUB conducts outreach and coalition building with sympathetic
organizations in the region and around the world, continuing to support the movement for democracy in
Burma. It also provides education programs on democracy, human rights, and trade union principles in
villages and towns throughout the country. The FTUB also seeks to organise democratic trade unions in
ethnic areas and publish teaching materials, in a variety of languages, for the concepts of democracy and
trade union rights.

Karen Youth Organization (KYO)

31. The Karen Youth Organization’s main priority is to help young Karen develop their potential to
work in and on behalf of the Karen community.

Members of Parliament Union (Burma)

32. The Members of Parliament Union (Burma) is responsible for electing the prime minister of the
National Coalition Government of the Union of Burma. As an institution, its main focus is to raise
international awareness on Burma and to garner the support of democratic political institutions.

National Coalition Government of the Union of Burma

33. The National Coalition Government of the Union of Burma is a group of National League for
Democracy MPs who work with all the democracy and the disenfranchised ethnic forces as well as with other
exile and student groups to help bring about democratic change in Burma.

National Council of the Union of Burma (NCUB)

34. The National Council of the Union of Burma (NCUB) is a network of pro-democracy and ethnic
resistance groups that aim to support the struggle of the democratic movement inside the country with the
assistance of the international community. Coordination of a Foreign AVairs Training Programme.

Shan Women’s Action Network (SWAN)

35. The Shan Women’s Action Network (SWAN) is a network of Shan women active in Thailand and
along the Thai-Burma border, seeking to address the needs of Shan women.

Women’s League of Burma

36. The Women’s League of Burma unites various women’s organisations to enhance cooperation,
mutual understanding and trust among the women of Burma.

Too Little Aid

37. The £8 million a year budget for Burma is not proportionate to the needs of the country.
Neighbouring Vietnam receives £50 million a year.15 Given that health, education, and other key indicators
are as bad as in many of the poorest African countries, DFID’s budget for Burma is woefully under-funded.
If Burmese people were to get as much aid per head as people in Africa, DFID’s Burma budget would need
to increase from £8 million in 2007 to £80 million. The Burma Campaign UK is calling for an immediate
doubling of DFID aid to Burma, and a review of funding levels for future years.

15 Hansard PQ answer 26 June 2006.
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38. DFID’s budget for Burma for 2007–08 has been frozen at £8 million, eVectively a reduction once
inflation and increased costs are taken into account. Half of DFID’s Burma budget will be spent on one
single project, the 3 Diseases Fund for Burma, leaving just £4 million to address the many other challenges
facing the country.16

39. A recent report—Chronic Emergency, Health and Human Rights in Eastern Burma, reveals levels of
poverty and disease in Eastern Burma equivalent to that of conflict hit African countries. Reports from the
United Nations and other organisations show increasing numbers of people living below the poverty line,
and a decline in health and education standards that again are comparable to many African countries. Yet
Africans get ten times DFID aid per head than people in Burma. Zimbabwe, which like Burma is a country
where assistance cannot be channelled through the government, per head, receives 18 times what Burma
receives.

Regional and African Countries where DFID Allocates Annual Budgets

Country Population17 DFID aid £ 18 Aid per head

Burma 49.5m 8m 16p
Cambodia 13.5m 12.8m 94p
Timor Leste 800,000 2.08m £2.60
Indonesia 217m 30.34m 13p (22p inc Tsunami)
Vietnam 82m 50m 60p
Zimbabwe 12.9m 38m19 £2.94
Africa 752m20 1bn21 £1.32 (will increase to

£1.66 in 2007–08)

Health Expenditure Per Capita—Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) Regional and African
Countries22

Burma: $30
Cambodia $192
Vietnam $148
Timor Leste $195
Indonesia $110
Rwanda $48
Nigerian $43
Mali $33
Zambia $51
Mozambique $50
Zimbabwe $152

40. Despite the growing humanitarian crisis, levels of aid have not been increased commensurately, and
this needs to be reviewed. Given the extreme and growing restrictions on the delivery of aid in Burma, it is
unlikely that budgets equivalent to that of Africa would be able to be spent at this time. However, there are
clearly opportunities for increasing humanitarian aid, both inside Burma, and via cross-border aid. There
are also significant opportunities for funding projects promoting human rights in Burma. Where direct
funding of projects inside Burma is very diYcult, there are extensive opportunities to conduct this work
through cross-border projects, and through other exiled Burmese organisations.

41. There are concerns that an increase of aid to Burma could result in the regime stealing aid, or using
it for propaganda or other purposes. The Burma Campaign UK calls for aid to be delivered in line with the
recommendations outlined in Pro-Aid, Pro-Sanctions, Pro-Engagement, published by the Burma Campaign
UK in July 2006.

16 Media Release, British Embassy, Rangoon, 10 August 2006.
17 UNDP HDR 2005, 2003 figures.
18 Hansard PQ answer 26 June 2006.
19 2005–06 figures http://www.dfid.gov.uk/countries/africa/zimbabwe.asp
20 http://www.voanews.com/english/archive/2006-03/2006-03-07-voa80.cfm
21 http://www.dfid.gov.uk/countries/africa/default.asp?ID%0
22 UNDP HDR 2005 2002 figures.
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Memorandum submitted by Christian Aid

1. Introduction

1.1 Christian Aid welcomes this opportunity to give evidence to the International Development
Committee on DFID assistance to Burmese internally displaced people and refugees on the Thai-Burma
border.

1.2 Christian Aid has a long commitment of working with the displaced people of Burma and in particular
responding to their humanitarian needs and strengthening their self-reliance. Christian Aid has been
working with refugees in Thailand for over 20 years. Through this experience we are able to assess the
situation in eastern Burma from the perspective of those most aVected.

1.3 During this time we along with our partners have been witness to the deteriorating situation in the
country. The situation in Burma and in particular eastern Burma continues to worsen. 2006 saw an
estimated 82,000 people were forced to leave their homes,1 reflecting the State Peace and Development
Council’s (SPDC) disregard for their responsibility to protect Burmese citizens from harm. The greatest
concentration of displacement was seenin eastern Pegu Division and northern Karen State, where conflict
is reported to have displaced over 27,000 people

1.4 Decades of military rule and economic mismanagement have resulted in widespread poverty and
barely functioning health and education systems. Currently only 3% of the government’s budget is spent on
health as opposed to between 30-50%2 that goes to the armed forces. The World Health Organisation ranks
Burma 190th out of 191 countries in term of health care delivery. We believe that all parts of the country
are aVected by the actions of the regime but it is in the border areas where we have witnessed the communities
most disadvantaged by the actions of the regime.

1.5 Christian Aid supports a number of programmes along the Thai-Burma border that provide assistance
to both refugees. Christian Aid is a member of the Thailand Burma Border Consortium and channels
support from DFID for their refugee programme.

1.6 Christian Aid believes it to be vital for DFID to increase its assistance to providing support to meet
the needs of refugees based in the camps in Thailand in addition to meeting the needs of the internally
displaced through support to a multi faceted approach to providing assistance. This should recognise the
importance of assistance being provided from inside Burma as well as those working cross border.

1.8 It is important to recognise that civil society space in Burma remains limited. There are opportunities
for targeted programmes but these are significantly restricted.

1.9 The National convention continues to move excruciatingly slowly forward. But without meaningful
participation from many of the ethnic nationality groups and the exclusion of the National League for
Democracy it lacks legitimacy and it is diYcult to see how this will provide the opportunity to find a genuine
tripartite political solution between the government, ethnic and democracy groups. Without this we believe
that there will be a continuation of the current trend of increased displacement through conflict and human
rights abuses, insecurity of livelihoods, displacement through government sponsore development initiatives
and land confiscation.

Internally Displaced People (IDPs)

2.1 There are three main categories of displaced persons in eastern Burma; those confined to relocation
sites under SPDC control, those in ceasefire areas and those hiding in conflict (or free fire) areas. As of
November 2006 it is estimated that there are at least 500,000 internally displaced persons in eastern Burma.
This is made up of approximately 287,000 people in temporary settlements in ceasefire areas administered
by ethnic nationality groups, 95,000 hiding in those areas most aVected by conflict and a further 118,000
who have been moved to relocation sites under the control of the SPDC.3

2.2 The two main causes of displacement are conflict induced and development induced. Displacement
through conflict in eastern Burma is the result of the on-going civil war and is well documented. However,
in recent years forced displacement has become increasingly associated with state sponsored development
projects. This includes infrastructure development and commercial agriculture, which does little to alleviate
poverty. This has led to significant human rights violations and widespread land confiscation.

2.3 Given this very diYcult working environment it is essential for priority to be given to the development
of robust coordination mechanisms between groups working cross border and those operating inside Burma
to provide humatarian assistance to IDPs. There are significant challenges attached to this none more so
than building trust between diVerent groups in order to share information whilst maintaining confidentiality

1 Internal Displacement in Eastern Burma: 2006 Survey, Thailand Burma Border Consortium, pg 20.
2 Failing the People of Burma: December 2006, The Burma Campaign UK, pg 5.
3 Internal Displacement in Eastern Burma: 2006 Survey, Thailand Burma Border Consortium, pg 3.
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of work. Given DFID’s presence in both Thailand and Burma they are well placed to play a much more
proactive leadership role in developing these opportunities which will ensure a stronger complimentarity of
approaches.

2.4 Christian Aid’s experience is that there is considerable information being provided by organisations
working cross border whilst there remains a reluctance to share information of in-country operations.

2.5 Christian Aid welcomes some of the important steps DFID has taken in reviewing its policies. This
now needs to be matched by greater transparency in sharing information of their support to work from
inside Burma.

2.6 To address these limitations we believe that it is important to increase the provision of capacity
support for the institutional development of community based organisations on both sides of the border,
whilst at the same time prioritising support through CBOs and national civil society groups. To ensure this
happens it is important that donors develop a greater flexibility in their expectations of these organisations
in meeting reporting requirements. This often shifts too much of the attention of these organisations away
from implementing their programmes.

2.7 One significant ceasefire area in Eastern Burma is the area under the administration of the ceasefire
group the New Mon State Party. Our experience and that of our partners indicates that they receive
negligible support from Organisations based inside the country with many of the IDPs in Halochanee and
other resettlement sites still depend on assistance being provided by humanitarian agencies based in
Thailand. Again this reinforces the importance of sharing information so that there is clarity on what can
be done.

2.8 Another key argument to prioritise support for assistance to IDPs is that it will prevent those already
displaced from crossing over the border into Thailand as refugees. This is desirable as it not only keeps
people closer to their homes but also reduces the cost of assistance. Therefore, there is a strong cost
eVectiveness argument to providing assistance to IDPs.

Refugees

3.1 DFID has provided support to the Thailand Burma Border Consortium through Christian Aid for
many years, this has been important in meeting the ever increasing financial needs of providing assistance
to refugees to at least the minimum recognised international standards.

3.2 The needs of refugees unfortunately continue to grow. Even with the increase in resettlement the
numbers remain unchanged, those leaving for thrid countries have simply been replaced by new arrivals
fleeing conflict and systematic rights abuses in Burma. In addition, costs continue to rise and it remains an
annaual challenge simply to maintain current rations. Therefore, although it is important to acknowledge
the current DFID contribution it is important that DFID recognises that in fact its contribution in real terms

continues to fall. 3.3 In 2005 DFID for the first time made a three year commitment to support TBBC’s
refugee programme. This was in line with the debate around good humanitarian donorship and was
certainly welcomed. In addition, DFID agreed to a 10% increase for each year. This represented a total
commitment of £1.8 million for three years.

3.4 In spite of this increase in funding DFID’s commitment as a percentage of TBBC’s overall budget has
in fact fallen. An analysis of TBBC’s account shows that DFID’s funding in 2000 represented 4.6% of
TBBC’s overall budget; this now stands at 4.1% in 2006.41

3.5 It is important for DFID to increase significantly its financial support to TBBC. This is in light of the
increasing costs of managing the current refugee caseload. In fact Christian Aid would advocate for DFID
to follow the strategy that has been undertaken by the Swedish government of providing a fixed percentage
of TBBC’s overall budget. It is increasingly diYcult for the member organisations of TBBC to continue to
lobby one or two governments to continue to increase their commitments whilst the commitment of others
decreases or remains stagnant in real terms.

3.6 Whilst Christian Aid would strongly advocate for DFID to increase its support to TBBC we would
more broadly urge them to increase their overall assistance to refugees in Thailand and consider supporting
other important initiatives.

3.7 Current Royal Thai Government (RTG) policy states that refugees must be confined to camps and
therefore have no real income generating or employment opportunities. More recently there has been
genuine progress within the RTG to review this policy and they are now considering the establishment of
income generating programmes on a case by case basis. This is extremely welcome and it is hoped that this
will decrease the current dependency on internatiionally coordinated assistance.

3.8 Christian Aid urges DFID to increase its support to expand skills training and income generating
programmes. This is a crucial development and it is important that DFID recognises the need to increase
its support to organisations working in developing these initiatives.

4 Programme Report: July to December 2006, The Thailand Burma Bcrder Consortium.
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Key Recommendations

4.1 DFID needs to take a more proactive role in developing robust coordinating mechanisms between
cross border and in-country approaches to providing assistance to IDPs.

4.2 To do this DFID must be more transparent in sharing information of its programme in supporting
in-country approaches. This will help in substantiating claims of the reach of its work and provide a more
conducive coordinating environment to enable complementarity of programming.

4.3 We urge DFID to increase its financial support to both refugee and IDP programmes managed in
Thailand. There is untapped potential to increase the impact of cross border work and the main constraints
remain financial. It is important that DFID commits to increasing suport to cross border programmes.

4.4 We support DFID’s policy of working to increase assistance to IDPs from withing the country. In
doing this we urge DFID to investigate ways of providing assistance to the IDP camps in the Mon
ceasefire areas.

4.5 DFID should continue to investigate ways of suVorting civil society groups both inside Burma and
along the border. If this is to succeed DFID needs to review its reporting requirements which are currently
too rigid and therefore reduces the potential of this strategy.

4.6 DFID has a responsibility to maintain a high level of funding to support the current TBBC refugee
programme. In spite of some recent improvements the UK government’s support to Burmese refugees falls
significantly behind many other governments.

4.7 DFID should also prioritise support to skills training and income generating programmes for
refugees. This is a long term strategy that if successful will in time reduce dependency on international
assistance.

April 2007

Memorandum submitted by Christian Solidarity Worldwide

1. Summary

1.1 Burma is facing a humanitarian crisis caused entirely by the military regime’s policies, including lack
of investment in health and education, mismanagement of the economy and oVensives against civilians.
There is an urgent need for humanitarian assistance to the internally displaced people in Burma.

1.2 Since 1996, more than 3,000 villages in eastern Burma have been destroyed by the Burma Army.

1.3 It is estimated that at least one million people are internally displaced.

1.4 There are over 150,000 refugees in Thailand, more than 60,000 refugees in India, over 20,000 in
Malaysia, and several thousand in Bangladesh.

1.5 In 2006, the Burma Army carried out its worst oVensive against civilians in Karen State since 1997.
More than 25,000 people were internally displaced in less than one year in Karen State alone. According to
the Thailand Burma Border Consortium, over 82,000 people were forced to flee their villages in eastern
Burma in 2006.

1.6 Human rights violations are well-documented. The Burma Army uses rape as a weapon of war on a
widespread and systematic basis. Forced labour, forced relocation of villages, destruction of crops, livestock
and villages, the use of human minesweepers, the forcible conscription of child soldiers, torture,
imprisonment and killings are widespread.

1.7 Some IDPs have been able to establish temporary settlements where they can survive, while many
others are literally on the run in the jungle, without food, medicine or shelter.

1.8 Several courageous organisations consisting of indigenous ethnic aid workers and some international
aid workers travel into the aVected areas to deliver much-needed medical assistance and other humanitarian
provisions to the IDPs.

2. About CSW

2.1 Christian Solidarity Worldwide (CSW) is a Non-Governmental Organisation specialising in human
rights research and advocacy. CSW has been working on Burma for almost 20 years, and carries out fact-
finding visits to the Thai-Burmese border at least twice a year.

2.2 Since 2004, CSW has carried out two fact-finding visits to the India-Burma border and two visits to
the China-Burma border, in addition to our regular visits to the Thai-Burmese border.

2.3 On each visit, CSW has obtained first-hand testimonial evidence of human rights violations from
IDPs and refugees. On several visits CSW has visited villages that have been burned down.
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2.4 CSW is primarily an advocacy organisation, but we have a small-scale humanitarian aid dimension
to our work, which involves providing funding to other agencies engaged in the provision or delivery of aid.
CSW provides small-scale funding for cross-border humanitarian aid to the IDPs, as well as supporting
several orphanages in the refugee camps in Thailand.

2.5 CSW has facilitated visits to the Thai-Burma border for John Bercow MP when he served as Shadow
Secretary of State for International Development in 2004; for Simon Coveney TD MEP, the European
Parliament’s rapporteur on human rights, in 2005; and for the Shadow Secretary of State for International
Development Andrew Mitchell MP in 2007.

2.6 In 2007, CSW arranged a visit for a delegation of Chin and Kachin representatives to London,
Brussels, Berlin and Washington, DC. These visits included meetings with the Minister of State for Trade
at the Foreign and Commonwealth OYce, the Rt Hon Ian McCartney MP; the European Commission; the
Chair of the Human Rights Committee in the European Parliament; the German Foreign Ministry and
members of the German Parliament; senior advisers to the US Secretary of State, the National Security
Council and the Speaker of the US House of Representatives.

2.7 CSW works primarily with the ethnic groups—the Karen, Karenni and more recently the Shan and
the Mon on the Thai-Burmese border, the Chin on the India-Burma border and the Kachin on the China-
Burma border.

2.8 CSW has provided evidence at hearings in the US Congress and the European Parliament, and
regularly briefs MPs, MEPs, Foreign OYce oYcials, EU oYcials, the US Congress, the US State
Department and the UN.

2.9 CSW’s Advocacy OYcer for South Asia, Benedict Rogers, has made 18 visits to diVerent parts of
Burma since 2000, including 13 visits to the Thai-Burmese border. He has visited IDPs and refugees on the
Thai-Burmese border on each occasion. He is the author of a book, A Land Without Evil: Stopping the
Genocide of Burma’s Karen People (2004, Monarch), and has written numerous reports and articles on
Burma.

3. Internally Displaced People in Burma

3.1 The displacement of people in Burma is caused directly by the policies of Burma’s military regime,
the State Peace and Development Council (SPDC). The SPDC is carrying out a military oVensive targeting
ethnic civilians, including women and children, involving the destruction of villages. The SPDC spends over
40% of its budget on the military, and less than 60p per person per year on health and education combined.
According to the World Health Organisation (WHO), Burma has one of the lowest levels of government
expenditure on health care in the world—it is ranked 190 out of 191 countries.

3.2 According to the Thailand Burma Border Consortium, the total number of internally displaced
people is estimated to be at least 500,0001. Other sources estimate the figure to be more than one million.

3.3 In 2006, over 82,000 people were forced to flee their villages in eastern Burma2. More than 25,000
Karen civilians were displaced.

3.4 Since 1996, over 3,000 villages have been destroyed in eastern Burma alone3.

3.5 The Burma Army’s oVensive in Karen State in 2006 was the worst in a decade. According to reports
received by CSW, civilians were shot at point-blank range. Several civilians were beheaded and severely
mutilated. A nine year-old girl was shot and wounded, after her grandmother had been killed.

3.6 In November 2006 and March 2007, CSW visited a camp of 3,000 IDPs who had fled this oVensive.
One woman told CSW that her son had been beheaded. Another described how her husband had been
tortured, tied to a tree, his eyes gouged out, and then drowned. A third woman recalled how her husband
had been killed—his eyes torn out, his ears, nose and lips cut oV.

3.7 When the Burma Army attacks a village, it often destroys all means of survival, including cooking
pots, rice barns, rice paddies, other crops, livestock, houses and clinics, and lays landmines around the
village to prevent villagers from returning.

3.8 The oVensive is continuing into 2007. More than 1,000 people have been displaced from villages in
northern Papun District, Karen State, and at least three have been killed.

3.9 On 15 March 2007 troops from Burma Army Infantry Battalions 379 and 380 attacked Saw Ka Der
in southern Mon Township, Karen State, causing at least 600 villagers to flee into the jungle.

3.10 On 18 March 2007 villages in Toungoo District, Karen State were shelled.

1 Thailand Burma Border Consortium, Internal Displacement in Eastern Burma: 2006 Survey, p 3.
2 Ibid., p 2.
3 Ibid., p 3.
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3.11 On 20 March 2007 Burma Army troops attacked Tha Da Der and Hta Kaw To Baw villages, causing
more than 400 civilians to flee into hiding.

3.12 It is important to note that although the oVensive in Karen State is particularly severe, these abuses
occur regularly in Karenni and Shan areas as well.

4. Aid to the IDPs

4.1 The IDPs urgently need basic humanitarian assistance—primarily medical supplies, rice and
blankets. Many are without any medical assistance, food or shelter. Some are able to build new settlements,
but many are on the run in the jungle.

4.2 Several courageous relief organisations travel into the IDP areas to deliver emergency assistance.
These teams consist of indigenous Karen, Karenni or Shan people, but sometimes with the assistance and
training of international aid workers.

4.3 In CSW’s experience, all of these groups show exemplary levels of accountability by providing
detailed financial accounts, and written, photographic and video records of the distribution of aid and the
documentation of human rights violations.

4.4 These groups receive very limited funding. Some other governments do discretely provide funding for
cross-border humanitarian assistance, and so there is a precedent for government-funding—but there is a
need for this to be increased.

4.5 IDPs are the most vulnerable people in Burma, with little or no means of survival. Many, if not most,
IDPs can only be reached through cross-border initiatives.

4.6 The Department for International Development (DFID) now permits DFID funds to be used for
cross-border assistance from Thailand to the IDPs. This change of policy was announced in a Written
Ministerial Statement on 5 March.

4.7 DFID’s budget for Burma is currently £8 million a year. DFID provides £50 million a year to
Vietnam, and £38 million a year to Zimbabwe (£143 million over five years).

4.8 DFID provides no funding to indigenous human rights organisations which provide a vital role in
documenting the plight of the IDPs, reporting human rights violations and disseminating crucial
information to the outside world. These include organisations such as the Shan Women’s Action Network
and the Karen Women’s Organisation, which have published detailed reports on the widespread, systematic
use of rape.

5. Recommendations

5.1 CSW warmly welcomes DFID’s decision permit DFID funds to be used for cross-border
humanitarian aid from Thailand to the IDPs.

5.2 CSW strongly recommends a significant increase in DFID’s budget for Burma. Extra funds as a result
of a budget increase should be used for aid to the IDPs through cross-border assistance, and funding for
indigenous human rights documentation, dissemination and education initiatives. CSW recommends at
least doubling the budget for 2008 and future years, from £8 million to £16 million—which would still be
significantly less than countries such as Vietnam or Zimbabwe.

5.3 CSW recommends that DFID ensure that assistance to the IDPs is directed towards Karenni and
Shan IDPs as well as Karen.

5.4 CSW recommends that DFID explore the needs on the India-Burma border and the Bangladesh-
Burma border, and identify ways of providing assistance to Chin State in particular. Chin State is recognised
as the poorest part of Burma, and is in urgent need of assistance for health care and education. There are
Backpack Health Worker Teams operating from the India-Burma border into Chin State providing life-
saving medical assistance, and they deserve DFID support.

5.5 CSW recommends that DFID work to improve donor co-ordination and communication both within
Burma and along the border areas.

Memorandum submitted by Ashley South

Summary

The great majority of reports on Burmese Internally Displaced People (IDPs) and Refugees focus on the
situation along the Thai-Burma border. While people displaced by armed-conflict in the eastern borderlands
are among the most vulnerable communities in the country, large numbers of civilians remain displaced in
other parts of Burma, and for reasons other than armed conflict.
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Some groups of displaced people have been on the move for decades; others have found at least semi-
durable solutions to their plight, despite the on-going political, social and economic problems in Burma.
Community eVorts to rehabilitate IDPs in Burma (for example, in ceasefire areas) deserve greater attention
and support.

Groups assisting Burmese refugees in Thailand, and those working cross-border from Thailand with IDPs
in conflict-aVected parts of Burma, do excellent work, under often diYcult conditions. Cross-border groups
have access to “IDPs in hiding” in the war zones, and some other vulnerable communities accessible to
armed opposition groups. Only very limited cross-border aid reaches people in Government-controlled
areas, and ceasefire zones. Those working cross-border with IDPs do so in close partnership with parties to
the armed conflict. The assistance they deliver is impartial, inasmuch as beneficiaries are targeted according
to need alone; it cannot be considered neutral, as cross-border aid directly or indirectly supports armed
opposition groups.

Karen and other community groups assisting displaced communities in Government-controlled areas
consist mostly of church- or Buddhist Sangah-based networks. In addition to some relief aid, these groups
are engaged in a variety of community development projects, some of which have low profile protective
elements. These activities are generally under-funded, especially in comparison with the resources available
to groups working cross-border from Thailand. Community-based organizations assisting IDPs from
“inside” Burma have only limited access to populations in the few remaining war zones of Burma, but can
often reach people in Government-controlled villages and relocation sites, and in non-Government
controlled ceasefire areas.

Assistance to IDPs cross-border, from Thailand, and from inside Burma is complementary, inasmuch as
the beneficiary groups do not overlap. However, there is only limited coordination between the two sets
of actors.

Submission

1. Burma is one of the most ethnically-diverse countries in Southeast Asia. The remote, mostly
mountainous areas along the borders with Thailand, Laos, China, India and Bangladesh are mostly
populated by ethnic nationalities (minorities), and have long suVered from war and neglect. Although these
border areas contain more than a third of the country’s population, and most of its natural resources, many
communities remain desperately poor, and are subject to a broad range of vulnerabilities, which undermine
the potential for sustainable development.

2. Following the imposition of military rule in 1962, standards of living in Burma—which had outpaced
both Thailand and Malaysia in industrial production during the 1950s—steadily declined, until it was
declared a “Least Developed Country” by the United Nations in 1987. In 2005 Burma ranked 129th in the
United Nations Development Program’s Human Development Index, out of 159 countries (UNDP 2005).

Rights Violations and Forced Migration

3. Due to the misgovernance of its leaders—and their ignorance, hunger for power, misplaced patriotic
zeal and greed—Burma has experienced decades of interlinked crises, in the fields of “first generation”
human rights (as codified in the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights), and “second generation”
economic, social and political rights (as contained in the 1966 International Covenants on Civil and Political
Rights, and on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights). These abuses have resulted in a widespread lack of
human security, which—although not confined to minority-populated areas—has been felt most acutely in
the country’s remote, armed conflict-aVected regions, where the Burma Army (Tatmadaw) and other armed
groups often act as a law unto themselves.

4. Among the most acutely vulnerable people in Burma today are communities who have been forced to
leave their homes, as a direct result of fighting and counter-insurgency operations, or due to other forms of
distress, often related to structural violence (or non-armed conflict). Patterns of forced migration in and
from Burma reflect the changing nature of conflict in the country. Internal displacement and refugee
movements are not only caused by armed conflict in the insurgent-prone eastern borderlands. While the
most acutely vulnerable internally displaced people (IDPs)—as defined in the UN 1998 Guiding Principles
on Internal Displacement—do live in those few areas of the country still aVected by significant levels of
armed conflict, the phenomenon of forced migration is more complex and widespread.

Types of Forced Migration

5. Three “ideal types” may be identified, within the spectrum of forced migration in Burma. These Types
are defined according to the root causes of population movement:

— 5A—Type 1: Armed Conflict-Induced Displacement—either as a direct consequence of fighting
and counter-insurgency operations, or because armed conflict has directly undermined human and
food security. Linked to severe human rights abuses across Karen State, in eastern Tenasserim
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Division, southern Mon State, southern and eastern Karenni State, southern Shan State, and parts
of Chin State and Sagaing Division. A fair amount of quantitative data is available for Type 1 IDPs
in eastern Burma (see below).

— 5B—Type 2: State-Society Conflict-induced Displacement (generally, post-armed conflict; caused
by military occupation and/or “development” activities)—due to land confiscation by the
Tatmadaw or other armed groups, including in the context of natural resource extraction (eg
logging and mining); displacement due to small- and large-scale infrastructure construction (eg
roads, bridges, airports); also forced migration as a product of predatory taxation, forced labour
and other abuses. This form of displacement is related to the use of force, but does not occur in
the context of outright armed conflict. All of the border states and divisions are aVected by
militarization- and/or “development”-induced displacement, including Arakan (Rakhine) and
Kachin States, as well as a number of urban areas.

6. Types 1 and 2 forced migrants are “IDPs”, whose displacement are a product of conflict. Type 1 is
directly caused by armed conflict; Type 2 is caused by latent conflict, or the threat of the use of force.

— 6A—Type 3: Livelihoods Vulnerability-induced Displacement—the primary form of internal and
external migration in and from Burma (and many other developing countries). The main causes
are inappropriate government policies and practices, limited availability of productive land, and
poor access to markets, resulting in food insecurity; lack of education and health services; plus
stresses associated with transition to a cash economy. Livelihoods vulnerability-induced
displacement occurs across the country, especially in and from remote townships.

7. Type 3 population movements constitute a particularly vulnerable sub-group of economic migrants in
general, and are the product of very limited choices faced by marginalised populations. As such, they
constitute a form of forced migration (or “distress migration”). Migration due to opium eradication policies
is included under Type 3, because the proximate causes of movement are related to livelihoods issues—ie
(with the important exception of some Wa areas), people are not ordered to move. However, opium
eradication-induced migration could also be considered under Type 2 forced migration, due to the forcible
nature of the opium bans, the severe shock to livelihoods involved, and the links to development activities.

8. There are important linkages between these three types of displacement, each of which undermines
livelihoods options, and depletes people’s resource base. Type 1 characterizes zones of on-going armed
conflict, and some adjacent areas; Type 2 is particularly prevalent in remote and under-developed conflict-
aVected areas, where ceasefires have been agreed between the government and armed groups, and also
aVects urban relocatees; Type 3 is characteristic of remote areas in general, particularly those where armed
conflict has ceased. This progression in causes of population movement is not strictly linear: many people
are in cyclic transit between diVerent phases of displacement, and may be categorized in diVerent ways at
diVerent times.

9. It should be noted that, in many situations, migration itself constitutes a coping mechanism—as
illustrated by the variety of rezones labeled “economic migration”. The author’s research has adopted an
actor-oriented perspective, focusing on the agency of displaced people, rather than viewing them as
passive victims.

Access and Enquiry

10. Most research on forced migration in Burma has a strong human rights orientation, focusing on
armed conflict and its impacts, in the eastern border zones. Such approaches are obviously appropriate,
given the widespread rights violations involved. However, the concentration on parts of eastern Burma
accessible to agencies working cross-border from Thailand has tended to obscure assessments of forced
migration in Burma as a whole. Much less is known about the situations in other geographic areas, or about
displaced populations not accessible to the armed opposition groups with which cross-border aid agencies
cooperate. One consequence has been a lack of data and analysis on military occupation- and
“development”-induced displacement, or on livelihoods vulnerability-induced displacement.

11. Those investigating forced migration in and from the country generally hold strong views regarding
the promotion of socio-political change. These agendas have determined the types of inquiry undertaken
and the questions asked, and thus the nature of the reality “uncovered” by research. This problem-finding
focus has created a distorted picture of the wider reality, since it does not include the positive trends (such
as the re-emergence of civil society networks) which have emerged in some previously armed conflict-
aVected areas, over the past decade.

12. New forms of forced migration, which have emerged with the existence of ceasefires in many
previously armed conflict-aVected areas. It can be expected that such patterns of internal migration will
emerge in areas currently aVected by armed conflict, if/when insurgency comes to an end along the Thailand
border. A better understanding of the issues in areas no longer aVected by armed conflict-aVected should
help to prepare local and international actors for future developments in areas currently beset by the state’s
often brutal counter-insurgent operations.
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Displacement Figures

13. The causes of population movement within Burma (internal migration) and beyond its borders
(external migration) are closely linked. These often relate to serious and systematic abuses of a range of
basic rights.

Migration beyond the Borders

14. For many Burmese citizens, patterns of often cyclic migration involve periods spent abroad as (legal
or otherwise) labourers, and/or (oYcial or otherwise) refugees in neighbouring countries. There are about
three million migrant workers and their dependents in Thailand, most of whom come from Burma.
Hundreds of thousand more Burmese migrants live in Bangladesh, Malaysia and Singapore. These people
often endure very poor social and working conditions.

15. Refugees on the Western Borders: Following a brutal Tatmadaw campaign in 1991–92 (including
massive forced labour and other human rights abuses), some 250,000 Rohingya fled to Bangladesh as
refugees (a previous mass exodus had occurred in 1977–78). Most were repatriated by the UN High
Commission for Refugees (UNHCR) in mid-late 1990s; in 2007 about 28,000 remained in refugee camps
around Cox’s Bazaar. A further 100–200,000 Rohingya were living illegally in Bangladesh, including five to
10,000 people settled in a makeshift camp near Teknaf. The UN and other international agencies have
struggled to protect Rohingya returnees from further rounds of abuse.

16. Unknown numbers of displaced Naga lived along both sides of the Sagaing State border with India.
There are also as many as 70,000 Chin and other refugees in India, including many in New Delhi, and along
the border with Chin State. In July 2006 there were 24,800 Burmese refugees in Malaysia (mostly Rohingya
and Chin).

17. Refugees on the Eastern Border: The first semi-permanent Karen refugee camps in Thailand were
established north of Mae Sot, half-way up the border, in the early 1980s. Since 1984, these camps have been
supplied with food (and, more recently, shelter and a range of other necessities) by a consortium of INGOs,
currently named the Thailand-Burma Border Consortium (TBBC). The refugees health needs are addressed
by a handful of medical agencies; since the late 1990s, a number of INGOs have been active in the border
camps in the field of education.

18. By 2007, the number of refugees in Thailand had grown to 152,245, living in 10 camps (one Shan,
four Karenni and five Karen). At least 4,000 Karen new arrivals had entered the kingdom since December
2005. Furthermore, large numbers of people continued to cross the border, without entering oYcial camps
(including most Shan new arrivals).

19. The actual number of camp residents also included several thousand (mostly newly-arrived) people
whom the Thai authorities have excluded from camp lists. To a degree, this omission was compensated for
by the absence of some registered refugees, who worked for extended periods outside the camps, in the
informal Thai economy. An additional 20,000 people were located in nine NMSP, SSA and KNU-
controlled settlements just across the border. These include a Mon “refugee” caseload which was forcibly
repatriated in 1996, following the NMSP-SLORC ceasefire the previous year.

IDP Population Figures

20. The following synthesis includes data on (mostly Type 1) IDP numbers derived from sources working
cross-border from Thailand, as well as from local groups active in Government- and ceasefire group-
controlled parts of the country. However, the data available is still very patchy.

21. Counting only people forcibly displaced since 2005, the number of IDPs in eastern Burma in 2007
was probably no more than 100,000 people. However, the number of previously displaced people for whom
no durable solution had was well over one million, including vulnerable communities who had been living
in displacement for decades. Indeed, nearly the entire rural (and much of the urban) population of eastern
Burma has been displaced or otherwise aVected at some point during the last 50 years (although in many
areas, such as the Pegu Yomas, armed conflict and forced displacement are memories of the 1960s). While
some of these people have achieved a level of stability in new settlements, many have not (see below).

22. In 2002, while working for the (then) Burmese Border Consortium (BBC), the author conducted what
was at that time the most widespread survey of internal displacement in Burma ever undertaken. This survey
was implemented in partnership with the BBC’s five partner groups, the Committee for Internally Displaced
Karen People (CIDKP), Karen OYce for Relief and Development (KORD), Karenni Social Welfare Centre
(KSWC), Mon Relief and Development Committee (MRDC) and Shan Relief and Development
Committee (SRDC). The annual TBBC IDP report has since become the benchmark in calculating IDP
numbers in Burma. Based on fieldwork conducted in 38 townships, the 2006 report again demonstrated the
impressive data collection and analysis capacities of the local NGOs with which the TBBC works. The
TBBC and partners found that, between 1996–2006, over 3,077 villages in eastern Burma had been
destroyed and/or relocated en masse, or otherwise abandoned—including 232 in 2005–06 alone. At least 155
villages were re-established during this period (either in situ, or at a nearby location)—but most remained
under-populated (the-settlement of 100 villages was thwarted by the Tatmadaw).
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23. The TBBC’s data was derived from very reliable local partner groups, working cross-border from
Thailand (see below). Meanwhile, a number of local NGOs and CBOs were working with IDPs “inside”
Government-controlled Burma, in Karen and other areas. Although these groups had only limited access
to zones of on-going armed conflict, they often had excellent information regarding IDPs living in ceasefire
zones and Government-controlled areas, including “relocation sites” (see below). In the case of the Karen,
groups working in areas under Government control may be considered counterparts of those working cross-
border from Thailand: neither sector had complete access to all displaced populations, but combining their
data gave a clearer idea of the total numbers and situation of Karen IDPs.

24. Data collected by a coalition of local Karen (and some Karenni and Mon) NGOs working “inside”
Burma (confidential documents) indicated that at least 155,110 people (141,340 Karen) in 29,603 families
(26,635 Karen) from 626 villages (560 Karen) were internally displaced within Government-controlled areas
and some ceasefire zones of Karen and Mon States, parts of southern Karenni, and Pegu and Tenasserim
Divisions in 2005. Adding the total number of IDPs recorded in 2005 by TBBC partner groups in ceasefire
areas and relocation sites, in Karen State, and Pegu and Tenasserim Divisions (ie those areas assumed to
be accessible, during the same period, to groups working “inside” the country) gives a total of 70,600 plus
55,000 people—ie 125,600 IDPs in Karen areas (not including those in areas of on-going armed conflict).
This is quite similar to the number of 141,340, recorded by the coalition of groups from “inside”. In part,
the diVerences (of about 10%) can be attributed to the TBBC partner groups’ lack of access to “mixed
administration” and government-controlled areas (especially peri-urban areas).

25. These preliminary calculations indicate that the total number of IDPs estimated by TBBC in 2006
(approximately 500,000) was probably accurate—but did not include Type 1 IDPs who chose not to make
themselves available to armed opposition groups, or large numbers of people who had achieved (at least
semi-) durable solutions to their plight—especially those living in peri-urban areas. It also did not include
hundreds of thousands of Types 2 and 3 IDPs, in other parts of Burma (especially Kachin and Shan States,
and the west of the country, as well as in some parts of Karen State).

Long-term Patterns of Displacement

26. Most studies of forced migration in and from Burma (eg those cited above) focus on peoples’ often
traumatic experiences, occurring over a relatively short period of time. While appropriate from a rights-
based perspective, this approach tends to obscure longer-term patterns of displacement.

27. Forced migration among significant segments of the Karen and other ethnic nationality communities
is not a “one-oV” phenomenon. It is rarely the case that an individual, family or community used to live in
“Place A”, fled to “Place B” (as an IDP, or as a refugee to Thailand), and can thus return in a simple manner
to “Place A”. The original “Place A” may have been occupied by the Tatmadaw or other hostile groups,
and/or re-settled by other displaced people, and/or planted with landmines. More complex however, is the
likelihood that “Place A” is in fact a multitude of “Places A–N”.

28. In-depth interviews, conducted in 2003–04 with a group of 36 Karen IDP in the Papun hills, reveals
that these people had experienced more than 1,000 migration episodes. The great majority of migration
episodes were undertaken as a direct result of fighting, because of severe human rights abuse (including
forced labour), or because armed conflict had directly undermined sustainable forms of agriculture. Five
people had been forcibly displaced more than 100 times, sometimes dating back to the 1940s. One old
woman first fled to the jungle during WWII, when Japanese soldiers came to her village!

29. According to a Karen Churchwoman (Field Notes 29-5-03) in Rangoon:

“Many of our people—all that they know is fear. Communities have been forced to run and hide,
run and hide, again and again. All they know is movement and fear, so that and it has become
quite normal for them. This is almost our biggest problem: explaining to people that they don’t
have to—or should not have to—live like this, and that another, better life is possible.”

30. Armed conflict-induced (Type 1) displacement often occurs among communities which periodically
shift their location, for socio-cultural reasons, and to access agricultural land. However, the scale of
displacement in Karen and other areas over the past fifty years has been out of all proportion to any
traditional patterns of migration.

31. South-east Asian hill people’s traditional response to oppression has been to move away, further up
into the hills. This pattern and ethos is embedded in Karen culture, which is rich in myths of migration and
dispossession (the trope of the orphan recurs regularly). However, the strategy of organised flight became
less viable as the “land frontier” closed across mainland Southeast Asia in 1950–80s. In Burma, as insurgent
groups lost territory to the Tatmadaw, the closure of the land frontier meant that displaced people could
no longer move further into rebel-controlled “liberated zones”, behind the front-lines of conflict.
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Armed-Conflict-Induced Displacement in Karen State [Type 1]

32. For over half a century, much of rural Burma has been profoundly aVected by armed conflict.
Traditional ways of life have been severely disrupted by repeated incidents of forced displacement,
interspersed with occasional periods of relative stability.

33. Since the late 1940s, the KNU has brought armed conflict to many Karen and other communities,
without being able to protect civilian populations against Tatmadaw reprisals. The KNU and other
insurgent groups have long had an interest in controlling, or at least maintaining, civilian populations in
their homelands, as a source of legitimacy, and of food, intelligence, soldiers and porters—all of which
functions have been targeted by the Tatmadaw’s “Four Cuts” counter-insurgency strategy. The KNLA still
regularly organises village evacuations, to “protect” civilians from Tatmadaw incursions (a service which
seems to be appreciated by many IDPs).

34. Clearly, insurgent organizations bear some responsibility for the plight of civilians in areas where they
operate. Nevertheless, the on-going human rights and humanitarian crises in eastern Burma are primarily
due to the actions of the Tatmadaw and its proxies.

“The Four Cuts”

35. Burma’s ethnic insurgent groups have positioned themselves as the defenders of minority
populations, against the aggression of state forces. They have adopted guerrilla tactics, which have invited
retaliation against the civilian population—but against which the armed groups have been unable to defend
villagers. In response to protracted insurgencies in most ethnic nationality-populated areas, since the 1960s,
the Tatmadaw has pursued often brutal counter-insurgency strategies, including the forced relocation of
civilian populations deemed sympathetic to armed ethnic and communist groups.

36. This process usually begins with a Tatmadaw column issuing relocation orders. Previously, these were
mostly written documents, which constituted evidence of state-sanctioned abuse. However, since the growth
of the Burma human rights industry in the 1990s (see below), most relocations orders have been issued
verbally. Villagers are usually given between zero and seven days warning to leave their homes. Sometimes
they are told to move to a designated relocation site, but often villagers are not told where to go—just to
vacate their homes. Tatmadaw columns often return repeatedly to cleared areas, to ensure that they are not
re-settled; many villages are therefore “serially displaced”.

37. Villagers are sometimes able to bribe Tatmadaw (or Democratic Karen Buddhist Army) oYcers, to
abandon, or at least postpone, their relocation (a “coping mechanism”, of sorts). Often, the relocation area
is declared a “free-fire zone”. Houses, animals and crops are looted and destroyed, people are raped and
murdered. In some cases, the Tatmadaw purposefully launches oVensives just prior to the harvest, in order
to steal villagers’ crops. This is an eVective military strategy: it depopulates ethnic-nationality populated
homelands, and denies insurgents a civilian support base.

38. Villages are often allowed to remain in situ, if they promise not to have contact with insurgent forces,
and to supply the Tatmadaw with labour and other services and goods. Although life is these “peace
villages” (“Nyein Chan Ye” in Burmese) may be bleak, the alternatives are even more so.

39. Many destroyed or otherwise abandoned villages are subsequently re-settled, either in situ, or in a
more remote location, which villagers consider is less likely to attract the attention of the Tatmadaw, or
other combatants. In some cases, villages are re-inhabited because villagers judge that the local security
situation has improved; on other occasions, settlements are re-built further up in the hills, behind the “front
lines” of armed conflict.

40. If the provisional 2004 KNU-SPDC “gentleman’s agreement” had been consolidated, it might have
delivered a substantial improvement in the human rights situation on the ground, creating the space in which
local and international organizations could begin to address the urgent needs of a war-ravaged population.
However, in early 2006 the Tatmadaw launched major operations against both the civilian population and
a diminished KNU insurgency, across northern Karen State, displacing some 20,000 civilians in the process.
(Nevertheless, across much of southern Karen State and in Tenasserim Division, while the Tatmadaw
continued to perpetrate widespread rights violations, a decrease in armed conflict allowed for a limited
degree of optimism, regarding the types of community-led rehabilitation that may be possible, if a
sustainable end to the armed conflict could be negotiated.)

Responses to Type 1 Forced Migration

Community Coping Strategies

41. Type 1 forced migrants’ vulnerabilities—and consequent needs—vary according to their response to
displacement pressures. Given pressures to move, villagers may adopt one or more of the following
strategies:

— Hide in—or close to—zones of on-going armed conflict (with the hope of returning home, but
often remaining “in-hiding” for years).
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— Move to a relocation site.

— Move to a relatively more secure village, town or peri-urban area—including “behind the front
lines” in war zones, in ceasefire areas, and in Government-controlled locations.

— Pursue the increasingly diYcult and dangerous option of seeking refuge in neighbouring Thailand.

42. In many cases, people from the same community, subject to the same migration pressure (eg a
relocation order), will adopt a variety of diVerent responses. Indeed, this is often the case within an
individual family: elderly folks may attempt to stay at home; adults will go into hiding in the jungle, enter
a relocation site, or seek new livelihood options in relatively more secure and stable villages, towns or urban
areas; while some children may be sent to join relatives in town.

43. A displaced family or individual is more likely to adopt a life “in hiding”, in a zone of on-going armed
conflict, if they have some form of pre-established relationship with an armed opposition group—such as
relatives already living in insurgent-controlled areas, or family or friends in the KNU. Similarly, Type 1
IDPs will tend to enter a ceasefire are, or relocation site, if they have non-threatening relations with the
relevant ceasefire group, or state authorities.

44. Following the “gentleman’s agreement” to cease hostilities between the KNU and Tatmadaw,
between 2004–06, large numbers of Type 1 IDPs in central and southern Karen areas began to return
“spontaneously” from hiding places in the jungle (and from relocation sites, and some refugee camps in
Thailand), to build more permanent (wooden) houses and grow crops other than swidden rice. Especially
in central Karen State, many IDPs moved from ceasefire zones into relatively more secure villages and peri-
urban areas, influenced by both the government and armed groups.

45. Most relocation sites seem to disperse within a few years of their establishment, as the authorities
“turn a blind eye” to forcibly relocated communities’ eVorts to return to their original land, or re-settle
elsewhere. In many cases however, over time, conditions in relocation sites return to normalcy (by the
standards of rural Burma), as people rebuild their communities in the new location, often in partnership
with CBOs and local NGOs (see below). In such cases, residents may prefer life in the “new village”, to the
uncertainties of return or resettlement elsewhere (and the possibility of being subject to a new round of
displacement, in the future). Such rehabilitated relocation sites may oVer better health and education
services, and access to markets, than the remote village which people were originally forced to vacate.

46. In such cases—where displaced people come to find the new settlement preferable to their original
villages—the label “relocation site” is not particularly helpful. Certainly, people’s vulnerabilities and needs
will be diVerent to those of people in “classic” relocation sites. Thus the importance of a community-based
approach to needs analysis, which takes account of local responses to displacement. These distinctions also
indicate that for many displaced people, rehabilitation in situ (a form of “spontaneous rehabilitation”) will
be a preferred durable solution.

47. Nevertheless, many villagers remain ready to flee at short notice, and still often spend a night under
the stars, if a Tatmadaw patrol approaches. Furthermore, many armed conflict-aVected (especially border)
areas remain heavily land-mined—with important implications on any future refugee/IDP repatriation/
rehabilitation activities.

International Responses: Refugees in Thailand

48. In the 1970s the KNU established a string of jungle villages on the Thai side of the border, on the east
banks of the Salween and Moeie Rivers, opposite the Mannerplaw General Headquarters area. Symbolising
the KNU’s increasing dependence on Thailand, these “secret village” resembled those built by nationalist
Chinese forces in Thailand, further to the north.

49. The first semi-permanent “refugee” settlements in Thailand were established in Tak Province in 1984.
These were small camps, of a few hundred people only (or a couple of thousand, at most). In these early days,
the refugees could enter and leave the camps more-or-less at will, and—with a nod from the right patron in
the KNU hierarchy—were able to travel up and down the border, with passes issued by Thai intelligence
agencies. The Karen refugees were able to forage for food in the forests around the camps, or across the
border in Burma, and/or seek work in the informal Thai economy.

50. Thailand is not a signatory to the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, or its 1967
Protocol (although it is a member of the UNHCR Executive Committee). Although it only accepted those
fleeing the civil war in Burma as “temporarily displaced people”, the Royal Thai Government (RTG) agreed
to grant these people temporary refuge, so long as the task of providing basic assistance was taken up by a
handful of international INGOs. It was not until April 1992—eight years after the first regular Karen refugee
camps were)—that UNHCR staV undertook their first trip to the Thailand-Burma border. Until July 1998,
the role of the UN refugee agency was mostly limited to irregular “long distance monitoring” of the refugees,
from the UN regional headquarters in Bangkok.

51. The Thai authorities tolerated some two dozen small refugee villages, spread along the upper two-
thirds of the border. Acting as civilian support bases for the insurgencies, the refugee settlements continued
a long tradition of Karen (and later Karenni and Mon) groups playing low-key roles on behalf of the Thai
armed forces, gathering intelligence on and skirmishing with the historic enemy, Burma.
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52. In response to the RTG’s invitation, in 1984 a small group of international, non-evangelical Christian
agencies established the loosely-structured Consortium of Christian Agencies (CCA), with the aim of
supplying food and other essential relief items. Medecins Sans Frontieres (MSF) and two other French
agencies attended to the refugees’ basic medical needs.

53. Unlike the Indochinese refugee caseloads in Thailand in the 1970s and ‘80s, most Karen refugees
initially fled with their community structures more-or-less intact. The areas of Burma immediately adjacent
to the refugee settlements in Thailand were still mostly controlled by the KNU and other insurgents, so the
refugees’ security was not at first a major issue. It seemed most eYcient therefore, to deal with these people
through the refugee committees established by the KNU. This approach suited the Thai authorities’ desire
for a low-key solution to the crisis—one that would meet the refugees’ basic humanitarian needs, while
costing Thailand little. The RTG wished to avoid provoking Rangoon—while at the same time elements
in the Royal Thai Army and security agencies continued surreptitiously to support the KNU. The NGOs
meanwhile, did not wish to impose alien structures upon the refugees, hoping to avoid encouraging “aid
dependency”, and minimise the camps’ impacts on the environment. From the outset therefore, the CCA
and other agencies worked through the insurgent-nominated refugee committees.

54. In the late 1980s a number of non-religious NGOs joined the CCA, and in 1989 the consortium was
reorganised, as the Burmese Border Consortium. (The author worked as a field coordinator for the BBC,
from 1994 until 1997.) The principal BBC donors were ecumenical Christian agencies and Western
governments, with the Swedes and European Union playing important roles from the outset. Most of the
BBC member-agencies were registered with the Thai authorities under the aegis of the Committee for Co-
ordination of Services to Displaced Persons in Thailand (CCSDPT), which had been established in
September 1975 to co-ordinate the activities of NGOs working with the Indochinese refugees. The
CCSDPT, and its Education and Medical Working Groups, are considered a model of best practice in
humanitarian governance. These monthly meetings in Bangkok, are attended by UNHCR and several of
the Bangkok embassies, served as an information-sharing forum and locus of Thailand-Burma border
NGO scene.

55. As well as the oYcially-registered NGOs, by the 1990s a number of small, unoYcial groups had
emerged, some of which consisted of only one or two foreign volunteers. Members of the Burma-NGO
community in Thailand fell into two broad camps: those with a specific interest in Burma, many of whom
had little or no training in the fields of relief and development, and those professionals who worked for
international agencies with a sectoral specialisation, but sometimes little interest in Burma issues per se.

56. Non-CCSDPT agencies undertook a wide range of mostly small-scale relief and development
activities—including programmes directed at Burmese migrant labourers in Thailand. Many engaged in
advocacy work, including the documentation and denunciation of human rights abuses perpetrated by
Government forces (but very rarely of those committed by opposition groups).

57. In 1984 most observers had assumed that the crisis would be short-lived. However, this was not to
be the case, and throughout the 1980s and 1990s a small humanitarian and human rights industry grew up
along the border, under the “umbrella” of the refugee relief regime. The NGOs—and in particular the
BBC—provided aid via indigenous refugee committees, which were in eVect the humanitarian wings of
insurgent organisations. Whilst this policy certainly empowered the refugee leadership, the concerns of the
majority of refugees remained largely unheard. In retrospect, it was probably a mistake to rely so heavily
on the refugee committees, without providing the training necessary for them to become more responsive to
and representative of their clients’ needs. Furthermore, in establishing such close relations with the Christian
KNU elite, the NGOs inadvertently contributed to a growing factionalism among the Karen population
along the border, and reinforced the polarisation between the Burmese government and opposition forces.

58. By 1989–90, when the first Karenni and Mon camps were established in Mae Hong Son and
Kanchanaburi Provinces, the Burmese refugee caseload had risen to 30,000 people. The Karen, Karenni and
Mon refugee authorities administered a dozen-or-so camps, with a laid-back paternalism that sat well with
the NGOs’ low-profile mandate. For the refugees, the camps were a safe haven from the civil war in Burma.
If those families with no members “in the revolution” were occasionally asked to act as porters or pay tax
to the insurgents, then few questions were asked.

59. Until the late 1980s, the situation on the border suited most of these diVerent players’ agendas. Over
the next few years though—as relations improved between the Thai and Burmese governments—all this
would change.

The Impacts of Assistance

60. As the KNU lost control of its once-extensive “liberated zones”, foreign aid insulated the
organisation and its supporters from the realities of life in Burma. The camps in Thailand provide refuge
to the victims of civil war in Burma—including nearly 20,000 new refugees, who had fled a major 1997
Tatmadaw oVensive against the remaining KNU strongholds—and unoYcial base areas for the KNU and
other armed groups. The existence of the refugees—and of some two million other internally and externally
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displaced Burmese—provided testimony to the abuses of the military Government, while the KNU’s loose
control over this civilian population (many of whom are KNU family members) bestowed a certain
legitimacy on the Karen insurgency.

61. Since the nineteenth century, international actors have played various roles in mediating ideas of
Karen nationalism. In the present day, international NGOs supplying the refugee camps in Thailand, and
supporting the Burmese opposition, have empowered camp administrations dominated by a self-selecting,
S’ghaw-speaking, largely Baptist elite, which the aid agencies accepted as the refugees’ natural and
legitimate representatives.

62. In 1995 a ground-breaking quantitative study of Karen refugee communities the Coordinating
Committee for Services to Displaced People in Thailand found that access to services and other
opportunities was much easier for Christian families, than for Buddhists, or Muslims—ie among the
refugees, religion was a more important factor in structuring inequality than is gender.

63. Throughout the 1980s and 1990s, the KNU-controlled Karen Refugee Committee (KRC)
administered the camps with little interference—although since around 2000, progress has been made in
encouraging greater popular participation in selecting, the refugee leadership. If more eVorts had been made
in the 1990s to encourage the KRC to become genuinely representative of the wider refugee population,
some of the inequalities against which the DKBA rebelled might have mitigated, at least in the refugee
environment.

64. It would be most unfair to blame international NGOs for the emergence of DKBA. However, few
Thailand-based agencies have investigated the impacts of aid on the conflict in Burma, and the ways in which
their rice and rhetoric have supported the KNU’s program of militarised nation-building, during a period
when the Karen insurgency became increasingly centred on the refugee camps in Thailand, as sources of
refuge and legitimacy. In part, this intellectual naivety may be explained by the lack of internationally
experience aid workers along the border, at least until the late 1990s.

The Institutionalization of Aid

65. Until the mid-1990s, the international community was largely unaware of the impacts of “low-level”
armed conflict on ethnic minority populations remaining inside Burma. As a result of a series of well-
documented reports, produced over the past decade by various indigenous and international rights-oriented
groups, the appalling human rights and security situation in the borderlands and elsewhere in Burma is now
well-know—at least to those who choose to enquire.

66. Increased levels of international awareness have been matched by rising aid budgets—at last for
refugees and IDPs along the Thailand border. By 2005, about US$30 million was being channelled annually
through Thailand-based organizations supporting displaced people in and from Burma. Most assistance
was provided to the Karen and Karenni, refugees, while about $2.5 million went to IDPs inside Burma. In
contrast, the amount of humanitarian aid provided via Yangon remained minimal: prior to August 2005,
when the UN Global Fund pulled out of Burma, total ODA was approximately $150 million per year (ICG
2006: p.4)—or less than $3 per person, compared to $39 per person in Cambodia.

67. In late 2005 the RTG reversed long-standing policies, to allow international organisations with
refugees to expand education (including vocational) services, and income generation schemes. Important
progress was made in the field of school support and curriculum design—one largely unintended
consequence of which was the creation of a Karen education system that diverges from the Government’s,
to a degree that makes it almost impossible for Karen and Karenni high school graduates to re-integrate
with the state higher education system.

68. Since the expansion of UNHCR’s mandate to cover the Burmese camps in 1998, the UN refugee
agency UNHCR has worked with INGOs—and to a degree, with the KRC and other CBOs—to address
the needs of more vulnerable members of the community, including women, and non-dominant minorities.
In general, camp administration has become more accountable as a result.

70. Refugee Resettlement: After various delays, 2006–07 saw substantial numbers of Karen and Karenni
refugees achieving the “durable solution” of resettlement to third countries. Many of those eligible for re-
settlement were teachers, medics, administrators, and others from elite sectors of the refugee community.
Although no more than 15,000 refugees had departed by the end of 2007, Ellen Sauerbrey, US Assistant
Secretary of State for Population, Refugees and Migration was quoted at the end of August as saying that
“there will be no cap (for the resettlement of Karen refugees)”.

Burma’s Other Borders

71. Rohingya refugees in Bangladesh received assistance from UNHCR, and food aid from World Food
Programme (WFP); MSF withdrew from the camps in 2003. Education provision was severely limited in
the camps, where the Bangladeshis authorities were engaged in concerted eVorts to intimidate refugees into
accepting repatriation.
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IDPs and Cross-border Aid

72. Assistance to displaced peoples in Burma sent from Thailand or other neighbouring countries is by
definition illegal, as it challenges the sovereignty of the Burmese Government (which most cross-border
actors consider illegitimate). Cross-border humanitarian aid programmes may be characterised as
impartial—inasmuch as aid is distributed according to need only—but far from neutral.

73. Most Thailand-based cross-border groups work in Karen areas, and also in Mon and Karenni;
security and local capacity constraints mean that much less work is undertaken in Shan State. Cross-border
aid networks are closely associated with armed opposition groups, on which they relied for security and
logistical arrangements. In fact, most cross-border personnel are members (or aYliates) of insurgent
organisations. A number of local NGOs and CBOs are also engaged in human rights documentation and
advocacy work, and in capacity-building with a range of opposition groups.

74. Border Settlements: Several humanitarian agencies support displaced people in the border areas, who
are unable or unwilling to establish camps in Thailand. In 2007 international organisations provided basic
supplies to some 20,000 people in border enclaves controlled by the New Mon State Party (NMSP), Shan
State Army (SSA) and KNU. The Thai authorities generally “turn a blind eye” to this assistance, which
lessens the prospects of displaced people entering Thailand (where in any case there are no oYcial Shan
refugee camps).

75. This caseload included some 12,000 Mon “returnee-refugees”, who have been living in NMSP-
controlled ceasefire zones since their non-voluntary repatriation in 1996. (This operation was organized by
the Mon refugee authorities and TBBC, while UNHCR neither supported nor protested the move.) Foreign
donors also support teachers’ salaries in some 360 NMSP- and community-administered Mon National
Schools (70% of which are located in Government-controlled areas).

76. IDPs Further Inside Burma: As the insurgents lost control of their remaining “liberated zones” in the
early/mid-1990s, civilians displaced by armed conflict could no longer resettle behind the “front-lines” of
conflict, and the vulnerable IDP caseload increased substantially. With the help of INGOs and donors who
had been supporting the refugee caseload in Thailand for a decade, Karen and Mon IDP assistance
programs were established. These were closely associated with the KNU and NMSP respectively. The
growing humanitarian crisis was reflected in the formation of the (KNU-controlled) Committee for
Internally Displaced Karen People (CIDKP) in 1998. By April 2002, the cross-border aid budget had grown
to $1 million annually, distributed through these partner groups, and to a lesser extent via their Karenni and
Shan counterparts.

77. Short-term humanitarian aid was intended to supplement villagers’ existing rice-sharing and other
coping mechanisms, oVering them a chance to reconstruct their communities, once the immediate crisis had
passed. In 2005 several cross-border groups began to implement a range of community-based development
initiatives, stimulated by the injection of significant new American funds for cross-border work in 2006.

78. The majority of cross-border assistance goes to Type 1 “IDPs in hiding” in the conflict zones, and is
distributed to people accessible to armed ethnic groups. Due to the problems associated with distributing
aid in a war zone, in partnership with a party to the conflict, donors have demanded that the cross-border
groups have developed sophisticated and systematic needs assessment, monitoring and evaluation, and
information collection and dissemination systems.

79. Education: A network of some 936 community schools exists across Karen areas of Burma, including
10 high schools in KNU-controlled areas. IDP schools often consist of little more than bamboo benches
under the trees, which must move repeatedly, as villagers are displaced by armed conflict. In the face of such
diYculties, communities attempt to provide their children with some form of basic education. In partnership
with local teachers, the KNU Education Department attempts to standardise the curriculum within this
massively under-funded system. The main local NGO supporting education in areas of on-going armed
conflict is the Karen Teacher Working Group (KTWG), which provides teachers with stipends and training.

80. Health: A number of clinics and a few field hospitals are run by the civilian and military wings of
armed opposition groups. Coverage is mostly limited to civilians in insurgent-controlled or -influenced
areas, plus combatants. These clinics are mostly funded by the NCUB’s Chiang Mai-based, National Health
and Education Committe.

81. Burma’s Other Borders: Some cross-border activities are carried out from Bangladesh and India (very
limited relief and human rights documentation), and also from China. These included low-profile medical
assistance, and training to local NGO staV, targeted at resettled IDPs and other communities in Kachin and
Wa ceasefire areas along the China border.

The Military Government

82. Limited state aid to displaced populations has focused on assistance to “peace” (ceasefire) groups,
which have “returned to the legal fold”. Two main groups have been targeted: re-settled ceasefire group
soldiers and their family members, and (occasionally) civilian villagers displaced by the armed conflict. This
has mostly been in the form of infrastructure development—eg roads, bridges, schools, hospitals—
sometimes constructed on land confiscated from local villagers.
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83. Relocation Sites: The distinction between diVerent types of relocation site, and organic settlements,
in Burma is rather arbitrary—particularly in an historical context where villages in the hills relocate
periodically for socio-economic reasons (eg to access new lands). Furthermore, it is by no means clear when
a relocated settlement stops being a “relocation site”. Most villages in eastern Burma have experienced
displacement at some time over the fast half-century, in the context of a protracted civil war and wider state-
society conflict. In many (probably most) cases, people have re-built their lives, and re-settled at least semi-
durably in new settlements. Whether these should still be regarded as relocation sites is a moot point.

84. Nevertheless, Relocation Sites still exist in many areas, especially those aVected by on-going armed
conflict. The Tatmadaw sometimes provides a few weeks or months’ supply of rice to new arrivals—
although this has often been taken from other villagers’ granaries. In many cases, the state also provides
limited education and health services, as it does in much of rural Burma. Access to schools and markets—
and the “protection” from further bouts of relocation aVorded by residence in relocation sites—explains the
reluctance of some residents to leave, even when conditions allow.

85. Especially since the late-1990s, the Burma Army has “lived oV the land”, by appropriating resources
(food, cash, labour, land) from the civilian population. This self-support policy has exacerbated conflict and
displacement across much of rural Burma.

86. Domestic Law: Citizens of Burma enjoyed rights to private property under the 1947 constitution,
which was abrogated by the 1962 coup. Article 23 both protected private property, and allowed for
nationalisation “if the public interest so requires”. The 1974 BSPP constitution nationalised all land, but this
too was annulled after 1988 SLORC coup, since when the Government has ruled by decree. Legal practice in
Burma today generally reverts to the 1953 Land Nationalisation Act, which recognizes some private
ownership of agricultural land (Section 38), although it restricts sale or transfer (Sections 9–12). However,
the same Act provides for the state to confiscate land which is left fallow (Sections 9–12).

International Organisations Working “Inside” Burma

87. In 2007, International relief and development projects in Burma are still spread very thinly. Rangoon-
based IOs and UN agencies generally take a long-term, incremental approach to expanding access into
conflict-aVected parts of the country, starting programs in areas adjacent to state capitals, and gradually
moving into more remote locations. Several agencies work in remote parts of Chin, northern Arakan, Shan,
and Kachin States, and in some villages in Karenni State and Tenasserim Division. Some are also active in
parts of Karen and Mon States—but have not been given permission to work in the most severely conflict-
aVected areas.

88. Very few IOs operating inside Government-controlled Burma implement programmes specifically
targeted at IDPs, as such. In part, this is due to the sensitivity of the issue; in part, it reflects a lack of
appreciation of the nature and extent of displacement crises in Burma.

89. The ICRC: The International Committee of the Red Cross is generally sceptical of a separate category
of “IDP”, arguing that humanitarian law (the 1949 Geneva Conventions—especially the Fourth
Convention on the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War— and the two Additional Protocols of
1977) do not distinguish between displaced and other conflict-aVected civilians. Between returning to Burma
in 1998, and the humanitarian access crises of late 2004 (see below), the ICRC expanded its presence to
remote parts of Karen, Mon and Shan States, and Tenasserim Division. Sub-delegations were established
in Pa’an, Moulmein, Kengtung, Taunggyi and Mandalay, from where ICRC teams implemented water and
sanitation and other projects in conflict-aVected areas, with the aim of providing “protection by presence”.

90. Following the purge of Khin Nyunt and his MI colleagues in October 2004, the ICRC experienced
significantly reduced access to most parts of eastern Burma, leading to a reduction in the number of its
expatriate staV from 56 to 16. In mid-March 2007 the organization announced the forced closure of its
Moulmein and Kengtung field oYces, and stated that prison visits were also being systematically obstructed.

91. United Nations High Commission for Refugees: In March 2004 UNHCR announced that it had
negotiated access with the Government to areas of potential refugee return, in Karen and Mon States, and
Tenasserim Division. Under this arrangement, the UN refugee agency was able to visit most of the
townships from which the majority of refugees in Thailand had fled—ie for the first time, the UN had access
to the Thailand border areas from “inside” Burma. In 2005 UNHCR implemented 138 micro-projects in
fourteen Townships, in areas of possible refugee return; these involved the construction of schools, health
centres, bridges and water projects.

92. However, UNHCR staV have only been able to visit areas securely under Government control, and
accessible by—or a few hour’s walk oV—road. Very few projects are situated in areas aVected by on-going
armed conflict or displacement. There is a danger that UNHCR may extrapolate from conditions found in
the relatively secure areas, to draw conclusions about more remote areas.

93. In principle, UNHCR would expect to extend repatriation and reintegration assistance to returning
IDPs, as well as refugees. In 2004 the agency was requested by the Ministry of Home AVairs to assist “people
returning from within the country” (ie IDP return and reintegration), in areas of refugee return. However,
the status of this agreement became unclear, following the fall of Khin Nyunt.
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94. United Nations Children’s Fund: The UN Children’s agency (UNICEF) works primarily through
Government ministries, on education, immunization and nutrition campaigns, water and sanitation,
community health and HIV/AIDS. (In 2006, the UNICEF health budget was larger than the
Government’s.) With the exception of a very few ceasefire zones, UNICEF has no regular access to areas
of population displacement, and does not target IDPs—although immunisation teams have been able to
reach some displaced populations in Karenni and Karen States.

95. Some other UN agencies have also oVered limited protection and assistance to displaced and conflict-
aVected communities in Burma. These include the ILO, United Nations OYce on Drugs and Crime
(UNODC) and WFP (the latter two, in opium eradication areas of Shan State).

96. UN Resident Coordinator and Country Team: Leadership on IDP issues, and humanitarian
protection in general, is provided within the UN system by the oYce of the UN Resident Coordinator
(2004–07), Mr Charles Petrie. The Resident Coordinator oversaw the creation of a UN Country Team
Population Movement Working Group, (PMWG) which in 2004–05 commissioned (from this author) an
in-depth report on Forced Migration in Myanmar. The PMWG has taken some tentative steps to address
some of the “protection gaps” in responses to the IDP crises in Burma, as recommended in said report.

97. International NGOs: In 2007 some 45 INGOs have Memoranda of Understanding (MoU) with the
Government. A number of agencies in Karen and Mon States—and to a lesser degree, in Shan, Karenni and
Chin States, and in Tenasserim Division—implement programmes which benefited forced migrants, such
as IDPs who had moved into Government-controlled areas (including some longer-established relocation
sites).

98. Since the late-1990s, INGOs in Burma had begun to realize the benefits of working in partnership
with local NGOs and CBOs, in order to gain to access vulnerable and remote communities. In general,
INGOs in Burma operate with more independence than their better-funded UN counterparts. While the
Government could—and increasingly does—restrict NGO access to sensitive areas (see below), the private
aid agencies are not told where or with whom they should work.

Local Organisations “Inside” Burma

99. In the mid/late-1990s, a variety of civil society networks (re-)emerged within and between ethnic
nationality communities “inside” Burma. These included religious groups and traditional village
associations, as well as more formally-established organisations.

100. These local networks often had access conflict-aVected parts of Burma that were beyond the reach of
international organisations. Their relief and development activities took the form of “self-help” initiatives,
undertaken by extended family and ethnic clan networks, as well as more systematic programmes,
implemented by several CBOs and local NGOs, which established low-profile aid programs in Government-
controlled areas, and in some relocation sites and ceasefire areas in eastern and northern Burma. Some of
these local organisations also worked in zones of on-going armed conflict, where access varied, depending
on the local situation.

101. Contact with displaced populations is negotiated with Tatmadaw (and/or ceasefire group)
commanders—usually by local or national religious leaders. In general, assistance to displaced people
“inside” Burma is provided by faith-based networks, to civilians in the vicinity of the implementing agency’s
co-religionists. Most groups attempt to ensure that aid is extended to all needy people in the areas accessed,
and not just church members—ie they strive for impartiality.

102. Groups involved in providing support to IDPs in relocation sites have been accused of abetting the
state’s draconian forced relocation program. However, their assistance is usually provided some time after
the fact of relocation and, in providing relief in partnership with relocated populations, local NGOs help
to build community networks and develop capacities in ways which contribute towards peace-making and
conflict-transformation—and thus support processes of political transition, at least at the local level.

103. Between 2004–07, Karen groups (in particular) inside Burma have enhanced their capacities for
assessing needs, and delivering assistance to IDPs and other vulnerable communities (eg flood victims).
Relief aid usually consists of food, medical supplies (including mobile outreach teams) and community
rehabilitation-development activities. In particular, three separate church-based networks working with
IDPs have developed increasingly sophisticated monitoring methodologies.

Protection Activities

104. Organisations working “inside” Burma cannot aVord to be as bold in their advocacy roles as those
in Thailand and overseas. However, the presence of local and international agency personnel in conflict-
aVected areas does in some places help to create the “humanitarian space” in which to engage in behind-
the-scenes’ advocacy with power holders.
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105. Some progress has been made by international organisations in the fields of harm reduction and
HIV/AIDS issues, and on traYcking and child rights. Local civil society groups’ access to conflict-aVected
areas has also had some protective impacts. Of necessity however, this type of work remains low-profile,
and its significance is therefore generally under-appreciated.

106. Important protective work has been undertaken by local community leaders, who are able to engage
with power-holders (eg Tatmadaw and ceasefire group commanders), to improve conditions for vulnerable
communities. Such interventions sometimes involve persuading authorities not to relocate civilians, or to
demand forced labour from a village, or perhaps to allow humanitarian access for international or—more
often—local NGOs and CBOs.

107. Civil society actors also sometimes “mobilise” agencies operating outside Burma, by passing on
human rights information to contacts in Rangoon, or Thailand. Such informal “protection and advocacy
networks” help to reduce the incidence of human rights abuses in some parts of Karen and Karenni States—
eg Tatmadaw commanders are sometimes reluctant to use forced labour in areas where this information is
likely to be passed onto to advocacy groups in Mae Sot or Chiang Mai.

Restrictions on Humanitarian Space Since 2006

108. The ability of local and international agencies to address Burma’s displacement crises is partly
determined by the amount and quality of political and humanitarian “space” available. The period from
November 2003 to September 2004 was one of rapidly opening humanitarian space in Burma. (In part, the
authorities’ willingness to allow international access to previously out-of-bounds areas was a response to
increased pressure, following the “Depayin incident” of 30 May 2003.)

109. Following the purge of Khin Nyunt and his MI colleagues, in October 2004, the extent and quality
of political and humanitarian space in Burma declined. For humanitarian agencies, this constriction was
reflected in a set of draft “Guidelines for UN Agencies, International Organisations and NGO/INGOs on
Cooperation Program in Myanmar”, issued by the Ministry of National Planning and Economic
Development in early 2006. Among the more worrying proposals included in these Guidelines were that
state oYcials should accompany UN and INGO staV on all field trips; the proposed supervisory roles to be
played by Central, State-Divisional and Township Coordinating Committees; and the Government’s plan
to vet all new Burmese staV of the UN and INGOs.

110. It seems likely that, should these regulations be implemented systematically, some international
agencies will withdraw from the country. Already the Global Fund for HIV/AIDS, Malaria and
Tuberculosis had ceased operation in Burma in August 2005—although in this case, there were additional,
politically-driven consideration behind the decision to leave. In February 2006 MSF-France also withdrew
from Burma, claiming that increased Government restrictions had made its operations in Mon and Karen
States untenable. As MSF avoids working with local (state or non-state) structures, and thus does little to
build local capacities, it was ill-prepared to operate in an increasingly constricted humanitarian
environment.

Conclusion: Humanitarian Coordination

111. International organisations—whether based in Bangkok or Rangoon—have very limited direct
access to IDPs in Burma. Therefore, most of the limited assistance available to displaced populations is
provided via local NGOs and CBOs.

112. Groups working cross-border from Thailand vary in capacity, and scope of programmes. In general
they have access to a sub-set of the most needy Type 1 IDPs in hiding, in zones of on-going armed conflict,
and to a few relocation sites and ceasefire areas. They also provide aid to other vulnerable groups in conflict
zones, who might not be IDPs, as such. However, they can do little to protect IDPs in the war zones.

113. Meanwhile, local civil society networks “inside” Burma have often extensive access to people
displaced into or within Government-controlled areas, and also to many people in relocation sites and
ceasefire areas. However, they have much less access to IDPs in zones of on-going armed conflict, although
some aid is provided to such groups, on an ad-hoc basis. Ethnic nationality civil society networks also
undertake some important, low-profile protection activities—although they are unable to take part in public
advocacy, or denunciation of the Government or other power-holders.

114. There is relatively little overlap in the populations assisted by groups working from “inside” Burma,
and those working cross-border from Thailand. In general, levels of support to IDPs from across the
Thailand border is significantly greater than that provided from inside the country. If the provisional KNU
ceasefire had been consolidated, more overlap might have been expected, and local NGOs on both sides of
the “front lines”—which were already in informal contact—would need to adopt more formal coordination
activities (as would their donors).
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Memorandum by Dr Maung Zarni, Founder, Free Burma Coalition, Visiting Research Fellow
(2006–09), Department of International Development (QEH), University of Oxford

The committee may have missed a major opportunity to have a more fruitful, intellectually honest and
in-depth discussion because of Mr John Bercow’s relentless and dogged pursuit of a highly personal—as
opposed to intellectual and professional—line of questioning.

During the oral witness evidence taking session on June 12, 2007, the entire line of questioning, MP John
Bercow, as a key patron of Western activist, hard-line regime changers such as the Burma Campaign-UK
(BCUK), pursued demonstrated that Mr Bercow was more interested in attacking, with no good reasons,
personal integrity, professional credentials, of the oral evidence givers who diVer with his own personal
views and those of the British Burma lobby—BCUK—on how best to help the Burmese people, namely
Ashley South and myself.

Additionally, he seemed more intent on grandstanding than soliciting nuanced and more strategically
informed understandings of the issues for which we were brought in to give our oral witness.

In one instance, conceivably fed by his BCUK and other hard-line English activist clients, Mr Bercow
lifted out of context a few lines from my political poem which I circulated in public domain Internet in 2006.
In that poem, I as a Burmese citizen was pained and lamenting the rape—historical and contemporary—of
natural resource-rich Burma (Myanma), the country of my citizenship and origin, by various political
forces—from Kipling’s colonialists to the current corporations from both “the East” and “the West”. I used
a rather provocative metaphor in referring to my country as ‘prostitute nation’—coined by no other political
figure than the late General Aung San, the father of Aung San Suu Kyi, during a post-WWII speech to the
still colonial nation on eve of independence from Britain.

The phrase has long been part of the repertoire of Burmese political vocabulary and commonly known
to average Burmese of all classes and backgrounds.

I used the imagery of the rape, in this poem of mine, to describe this process of resource exploitation,
which has always been at the expense of ordinary Burmese people and to the detriment of their country’s
future. Here I chose the female metaphor to refer to the country, more specifically the ticklish phrase
‘Kipling’s Burma girl’. For in his ‘On the Road to Mandalay’ poem, the late defender of British imperialism,
the Indian-born Mr Kipling, famously wrote of the imagined ‘Burmah girl’ inviting the British soldier back
to her country—then under British colonial rule, having waited by the old pagoda in the port city of
Moulmein, Mon State.

Neither informed suYciently about the local political vocabulary or culture nor having literary
understanding of where the line ‘Kipling’s Burmah girl’ came from, Mr Bercow implied that that ‘prostitute
nation’ and ‘Kipling’s Burmah girl’ in eVect refers to Aung San Suu Kyi, in front of the International
Development Committee and the attendees of the second session.

I was so disappointed with the level of understanding which a British national politician displayed than
insulted—although I certainly was outraged and insulted—that I decided not to respond his insult in kind
and let the matter rest during the section.

Mr Bercow’s behaviour of distorting facts, wittingly or otherwise, wearing his profound ignorance of
Burmese political history on his sleeves, and highly personalized attacks against both my co-expert on
Burma, Ashley South, and myself was highly objectionable, below the belt and categorically unprofessional,
and un-befitting of an elected oYcial and national politician.

This is not the first time Mr Bercow has behaved so unconstructively, so un-intellectually and so
unprofessionally.

At a 3-day policy discussion weekend retreat held at the Wilton Park in November 2006, Mr Bercow came
and delivered a prepared political speech calling, in eVect, for the regime change in Burma (Myanma),
completely oblivious to the fact that the Burmese and other nationals, from various international agencies
and governments, had tremendously productive and constructive discussions as to how best to address the
diYcult humanitarian situation in Burma.
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No other than the current British Ambassador to Burma (Myanma), namely Mr Mark Canning, and
Ashley South intervened directly after Mr Bercow’s ill-informed and out of place speech at a forum designed
to explore constructively and cooperatively most strategic ways to move the Burma agenda forward.

With other Burmese present at the Wilton Park forum who live in Burma, I too joined this collective
intervention by our British counterparts.

During the June 12, 2007 Burma session, Mr Bercow made a reference to this unpleasant—and to him,
humiliating—encounter with both Ashley and myself 6-months ago. Instead of focusing on the issue in
question which the oral evidence gathering session was set up to discuss, Mr Bercow seemed more interested
in settling the scores as he saw it than asking intelligent questions as to how best to serve the needs of the
refugee and international displaced populations, both in the armed conflict zones and within the government
controlled territories of Burma (Myanma).

Finally, to my real outrage, Mr Bercow accused me of accepting all the human rights atrocities which the
Burmese military junta and its troops have committed towards their own citizens, using the following bizarre
and twisted logic: that because I went to have a meeting with the now ousted Prime Minister Khin Nyunt’s
deputies in Rangoon in 2004 while atrocities were going on therefore I must in eVect be complicit or accept
these atrocities.

Mr Bercow, while claiming to support Aung San Suu Kyi and the Burmese opposition, including the
armed organizations along the Thai-Burmese borders, seemed to have missed the highest objective of the
entire opposition—to settle Burma’s domestic political conflicts through dialogue.

Talking to one’s adversaries even at the height of the conflict is one of the better ways to establish
confidence, trust and mutual understanding. Working within UK’s august political body—the House of
Commons—Mr Bercow seems to lack a simple understanding that talking to one’s adversaries or even
enemies doesn’t amount to appeasement or endorsement of their unacceptable behaviour.

Daw Aung San Suu Kyi has been talking, on and oV, to her captors since 1988, both face-to-face and
through diVerent channels. Myanma citizens and Burmese émigrés and exiles talking to the junta—at all
levels—is part of “a citizens” eVorts to find alternative ways toward national reconciliation, and is consistent
with the ultimate policy objectives of various governments and the United Nations—reconciliation through
conversations.

It was precisely how US State Department justified its both logistical and political support for my travel
to Rangoon to hold meetings with PM General Khin Nyunt’s man while I was still a political asylee in the
United States. In the Burma Studies Group Bi-Annual Conference held at the Northern Illinois University
in DeKalb, Illinois, in September 2004, the then Assistant Dy-Secretary of State for Asian AVairs and now
Chairman of the US-ASEAN Business Council, Matthew Daley, had stated publicly the USG’s rationale
for supporting any meetings—not just meetings between Aung San Suu Kyi and the junta—amongst
Burmese with the view towards reconciliation and peaceful political settlements in their country.

Sadly, this elemental and elementary fact—that reconciliation requires talking to your enemies and
opponents—seems to have been lost on Mr John Bercow, who is driven by moral outrage and hatred of the
Burmese junta as opposed to the collective well-being of the Burmese people. While his anger and outrage
against the junta is justified—something I too share—it is rather lamentable that Mr John Bercow attempts
to vent his anger and negative energies, most specifically, against the two oral witnesses who share the same
objective of helping improve the lives of ordinary Burmese people and helping to restore a more humanistic
and acceptable political governance and leadership in their country.

Memorandum submitted by the Committee for Internally Displaced Karen People

Overview of CIDKP

The committee is entrusted with the following responsibilities:

(1) To raise awareness of the plight of Internally Displaced Karen People, by means of report writing and
the dissemination of human rights violations and present situations being faced by the IDP.

(2) To secure humanitarian assistance for Internally Displaced Karen People.

(3) To distribute the secured humanitarian assistance.

The CIDKP has four main programs:

(A) Relief program;

(B) Health care program;

(C) Education program; and

(D) Community development program.
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As the needs of the IDP’s have increased our organizations responsibilities have increased. We monitor
situations in three diVerent geographical areas, the Southern, Central and Northern regions. Each area is
administered by separate oYces based in Thailand; the Kanchanaburi oYce is responsible for the southern
region. The Central oYce is based in Mae Sot and is responsible for the Central region and our MaiSariang
oYce is responsible for the Northern region. Each area has its own field workers oYce staV and the
responsibilities diVer depending upon the internal situations at the time.

Our field workers inside Burma monitor situations and communicate with our Thailand oYces; they also
gather Human rights information and photographs when safe and possible. We target and monitor the needs
of IDP’s, depending upon access, safety and feasibility our priority is immediate emergency relief, which is
not always easy as we have not always had suYcient funds or a safe means of transportation. From Jan
2005–Dec 2006 we provided assistance to 35,697 people in Karen state. The emergency relief needs for the
IDP are food, medicine shelter and safety. Our objective is to provide humanitarian assistance for the
suVering Internally Displaced People, irrespective of religion, race. We maintain good relationships with
the KNU, KNLA and the Thailand authorities. Without their help we would not have security information
regarding access and safety for our distribution and monitoring work. We share out information with
NGO’s like TBBC for their reports and also all international communities and governments.

There are Four Main Suggestions I Would Like to Raise

— Improvement to immediate emergency relief ie food and medicine, transportation, safety and
security, Transportation is a great challenge in IDP areas; people rely on walking and carrying on
shoulders. Some areas can use boats but there is always the transportation from river bank to
location. . . Some of our staV can be carrying rice and walking for up to seven days to reach areas,
however if there is a need to avoid skirmishes and patrols it can take a lot longer, maybe two weeks
to travel to a seven day location. For security walkie talkies and wireless transmitters are necessary,
it is very useful for early warning notice and safety of IDPs these little items are invaluable and
saves lives. The ultimate means of transportation and safety would be helicopter drop oVs.

— Landmine projects survey and future confiscation partnerships. CIDKP have already began
projects surveying and map making of landmine locations, with the help of some international
organisations, but better and more advances equipment is needed to improve our methods.

— Sustainable safe IDP areas ie Eh Htu Hta new IDP village, these new IDP locations are a way of
forming a new community for the IDP. Initially basics like food provision is important, however
the development of food propagation is instigated, (all types of farming), housing (materials),
education schools and teachers curriculum), medical clinics (facilities, supplies and health care
workers), future development and rehabilitation for IDP (to build and maintain a normal and
safe future).

— Training and education for healthcare workers (continued and increased advanced courses for
medics and nurses), safety and security awareness of danger and survival in jungle and conflict
situations, staV field workers ie report writing and communication.

Memorandum submitted by the Euro Burma OYce

The Euro-Burma OYce in Brussels was established in 1997 with support from the European Parliament,
the European Commission, and the German Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung foundation. Today, our activities are
funded by several government agencies including the Canadian International Development Agency, the
Danish International Development Agency, the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign AVairs, and the Swedish
International Development Agency. We provide up-to-date information and analyses of the situation in
Burma to the United Nations and various government agencies including the European Commission. We
work with the Burmese democracy movement to help them prepare for a transition to democracy. In this
context we have been funding civil society capacity building projects in Burma, which can be described as
“cross-border”.

The particular needs of IDPs in Burma and refugees in Thailand

While the inquiry is specifically on IDPs and refugees in Thailand, “cross-border” assistance to the people
of Burma should not be confined to the borders of Thailand, and it should also not be confined to
“humanitarian relief to IDPs and refugees.

IDPs in Burma need food, medical care, shelter, education, trauma counseling, and protection. Current
supplies to IDP meet only about 10% of the needs.

The IDPs need to be able to protect themselves better and have an early warning communications system
(network of walkie-talkies/ radio) to warn them of the approach of marauding Burma Army troops.

A better aid delivery system is also needed. To date, supplies are carried in by foot and mules. Other means
of transport need to be explored.
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The IDPs are basically villagers who are trying to survive in a war zone. Some villages are uprooted and
moved as many as 20 times in a year, fleeing from marauding Burma Army troops. Their chances of survival
depends on good intelligence about the movement of Burma Army troops in their vicinity and the ability
to transmit the news to other IDPs in the same location. Many IDPs live within an hour’s march from Burma
Army camps or outposts.

In some instances, some form of resistance has either given the IDPs more time to escape a Burma Army
sweep or even to turn back a Burma Army column. In one instance, a column of 400 soldiers were turned
back by a 5-man ill-equipped ethnic resistance force.

The ethnic resistance forces are out numbered 100:1 but they provide essential protection to IDPs. They
monitor Burma Army troop movements and warn the civilian IDP population of approaching Burma Army
troop. They also enable the IDPs to escape to safer areas, and provide pathfinder services (across mine fields,
and mined roads patrolled by Burma Army troops) for humanitarian assistance trying to reach the IDPs.

In addition, the IDPs and the resistance forces need assistance in mapping the mine fields planted by both
the Burma Army and the ethnic resistance forces; training in de-mining activities; and assistance in caring
for mine victims and their families.

The IDPs are not helpless victims. They cope and have worked out strategies to survive in a very diYcult
environment. They grow crop and try to resettle in a new area after fleeing from a Burma Army sweep. They
need to be helped to be able to better look after themselves in a brutal war zone. Most IDPs do not want
to become refugees living in a camp in a foreign country. They become refugees only as a last resort.

While the needs of IDP are urgent and critical, they make up only about 10-15% of the needs in the ethnic
areas of Burma which border Thailand, Laos, China, India and Bangladesh. The Inquiry should also
consider assistance to the more stable communities in the “Cease-fire” and the “liberated” areas. Cross-
border assistance in this field could include building the capacity of civil society groups, civilian
administration, and local political organizations.

The challenges faced in delivering aid and assistance to these groups

The main challenge in delivering aid to these groups (both IDP and the more stble civil society) is:

(a) Being allowed to cross international borders unimpeded by the neighbouring countries; and

(b) Being able to avoid detection by the Burma Army.

How diVerent ethnic groups are aVected by displacement

This depends on the area and whether they population is on the move in a war zone or whether they are
in cease-fire areas, or in a liberated area. It varies.

The likely trends in the region in terms of displacement, and development and humanitarian needs

The likely trend is an increase in terms of displacement as the SPDC tries to complete its new constitution
and the Burma Army tries to exert control in areas previously controlled by ethnic resistance forces (ceasefire
and non-ceasefire). There will be a corresponding increase in humanitarian needs.

If funds are provided for building the capacity of civil society, local civilian administrative capacity, and
for local political organizations, development needs will increase in the border areas. But the needs cannot
be met too quickly because it will attract the attention of the Burmese military.

How donors can assist IDPs in Burma and refugees in Thailand most eVectively

It would be best if donors do not oYcially raise the issue of cross-border aid with neighbouring
governments and carried out the operations through local Burmese (ethnic) groups who know the terrain
and have been operating across borders for many years in a low-profile manner with the tacit approval of
local authorities.

The advantages and disadvantages of cross-border assistance compared to other ways of assisting IDPs in
Burma

Assisting IDPs in Burma and across borders are complementary. Not all areas can be accessed from inside
Burma and even if they are accessible, it is sometimes not prudent to do so, because the Burma Army could
step up their campaign of oppression or divert the assistance away from the IDPs.

The disadvantage of working across borders is that technically, it may not be legal.
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The impact of DFID’s policies towards Burma’s IDPs and refugees

I assume it will have a positive aVect if the publicity around this issue does not trigger a negative oYcial
reaction from neighbouring countries. It is possible that Thailand and others will stop cross border aid if
the SPDC complains oYcially.

Harn Yawnghwe
Director, Euro-Burma OYce
Brussels

Personal Note:

I was born in Burma. When the Army seized power in 1962, troops were sent to arrest my parents. My
father was the retired Speaker of the Chamber of Nationalities (Senate) and my mother was a former
Member of Parliament in the House of Commons. He was also the last hereditary ruler of Yawnghwe, and
the first President of the Republic of the Union of Burma (1948–52). The Army surrounded our house in
Rangoon, the capital, at about 1 am and opened fire. My 17 year-old brother was killed. After the firing
ceased about thirty minutes later, my father was arrested and taken away. He died in prison eight months
later of unknown causes. My mother, who was in England at that time for medical reasons, escaped arrest.

6 June 2007

Letter submitted by International Campaign: Federation of Trade Unions Burma

Let me introduce myself, my name is Naing Ko Ko, a former political prisoner and a democratic activist
from Burma and currently studying at University of Auckland, New Zealand.

I have learnt that the International Development Committee session will take place on 13 April 2007 via
the Burma Campaign UK. The reasons what I would like to request of you all is that Burma should not be
a forgetten country from the horizon of British politics as we, both Burma and British have long historical
linkages and milestones. I would like to highlight some more themes that should be done for
democratisation.

Present Burma social development is needless to exaggerate that my fellow democratic activists are still
under the militarism and face uncountable hardships since we struggle political freedom and democratic
system for Burma. As a result, thousands of my colleagues have locked entire the military prisons, including
Daw Aung San Suu Kyi, a noble peace laureate and others. Millions of my countrymen are still homeless
as internal displaced persons (IDPs) in the jungles. Thousands of new generations, like me, have no formal
education, no future, no decent jobs in this competitive globalization age and as I am stateless. Millions of
economic migrant are exodus from Burma to neighboring countries. Burma is hundredth percent of failed
state, present military regime namely State Peace and Development Council can not sustain and provide the
people needs and humanitarian works.

I do firmly believe that poverty, human and non-human disasters in modern Burma are man-made and
mismanagement of the ruling militarism and it spill over aVects. Burma has an optimum population and
enough natural resources (multi-billion gas fields, fishery industrial, English speaking labor force and teak
forest and lack of know-how); apart of military ruling elite that has made country to LDCs and begging
international aid from rich countries. As far as, military regime in power, these poverty, disasters and UN
MDGs goals are not achieved next century. Again, no development economist and macro-microeconomic
gurus can give any remedies to cure Burmas chronic poverty as regime has used 45% of our national income
and budget on military army only.

You all may want to know that democratization can be cure Burma poverty? My answer is a big yes.
Firstly, it is a universal truth that those nations that have political liberty, democracy and good-governance
are richer and developed than the less democracy, good-governance societies. The huge deficits of liberties,
democracy, underdevelopment and good-governance in Burma, as the result, Burma is a export country of
narcotic drugs, sex-workers, refugee, HIV-Aids and undocumented migrants workers to neighboring
countries.

Secondly, as an example, the existing British Council in Rangoon should run more educational projects
on democratisation process, including basic-courses on journalism, law, economics, information technology
and medic. As a result, these potential talented DFID trained people will be driving forces for elimination
poverty inside Burma. Moreover, DFID’ should fund for some basic IT courses for children both inside and
all refugee camps along her borders where you all should go to visit and see their daily life if you have enough
time and possible.

Finally, democratic oppositions forces, IDPs and Refugees, These forces are also key agents, most fragile
and modern tragedies. You firmly need to invest on them because they do not have any financial recourse.
They strongly deserve from your generous funding for their best sacrificing for human society. They do need
some empowerments program for their activities from DFID, in order to people participatory process in
Burma.
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Therefore, I would like to request from my bottom of heart to all members of the International
Development Committee to consider more humanitarian issues and agendas on Burma, especially on
democratization, education for both inside and outside of Burma. DFID funds and projects should more
allocate and imply on investment in democratization process and its educational and empowerment sectors.

11 April 2007

Memorandum submitted by the Free Burma Rangers

The IDPs and villagers in areas under attack thank the international community, including the British
people and government, for their assistance and for their denouncement of the actions of the SPDC and its
troops against the people of Burma. We at FBR would also like to thank the people of the UK for this
assistance and encourage those at DFID that their assistance is eVective, needed, and, if increased, will
greatly benefit the displaced people of Burma.

Regarding the particular points of concern to the International Development Committee, the FBR would
like to give the following input:

(a) The Particular Needs of IDPs in Burma and Refugees in Thailand

1. Freedom, Dignity, and Hope—Thousands of villagers in Burma live under fear of rape, murder,
imprisonment, forced labor, extortion, and numerous other tools of oppression used by the dictators to
control and exploit the people of Burma. The people of Burma first and foremost need freedom from this
oppression, dignity as humans to care for themselves and their families, and hope for a better future.

2. Security—The number one cause of displacement in border areas has been attacks against civilians by
the Burma Army. Unless Burma Army attacks and the increased militarization of ethnic areas is halted, the
displacement of thousands of civilians into hiding and into neighboring countries will continue.

3. Food—A shortage of food is the main reason most people flee to refugee camps or other IDP sites
along the border. Displacement from Burma Army attacks makes it impossible for many villagers to plant,
care for, and harvest crops, along with the Burma Army’s policy of burning down farms, rice barns, and
killing all livestock it finds, thus making it extremely diYcult for villagers to find suYcient food to survive.

4. Medicine—There is a critical need of medicine for those who are displaced, and for the support of
mobile medical teams: both teams that focus on emergency situations and teams that focus on systematic
and programmed coverage. There is a need for the support and improvement of existing clinics and for the
development and support of new clinics. The training, equipping and sustainment of medical personnel are
also needed.

5. Shelter, blankets and clothing—Plastic and nylon sheeting is needed for emergency roofing material,
especially for populations displaced by attacks. In some areas cash assistance is needed to buy these and
other natural roofing materials locally. Blankets and clothing are needed for most of the population in
aVected areas.

6. Education—The support of teachers, schools, students and school materials is needed. Training
programs and educational materials are needed, especially in the conflict areas. Education is especially
important as it brings a sense of hope and normalcy for children in these conflict areas.

(b) The Challenges Faced in Delivering Aid and Assistance to These Groups (Note: suggested
solutions follow each point)

In the face of many challenges, cross-border assistance is proven to work and meets people’s critical needs
in an ethical, eYcient and practical way. As long as the SPDC continues to attack its own people, cross-
border assistance will be a humanitarian imperative.

1. Security: The Burma Army and the dictators of Burma attack the people and attempt to block all
assistance to the IDPs. Relief teams are subject to attack just as the population is. Security is thus the major
challenge to cross-border assistance.

Solution: Through international negotiation, incentives, pressure, and direct or indirect intervention, the
attacks on the people of Burma can be stopped. This requires an acknowledgement that the dehumanization
of people in the conflict areas is wrong and is unacceptable. It will take a concerted international eVort,
involving the direct or indirect instruments of diplomatic, political, economic and, if needed, military
pressure. It is hoped that respect, friendship, reasoning and compromise will bring the attacks to a halt, but
if not, the value of human beings must be defended.

2. Neighboring countries’ policies: The policies of neighboring countries toward cross-border assistance
hinder the delivery of aid. Aid is deliverable, but because of policies and varying degrees of enforcement,
aid is often slowed or limited.
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Solution: The tandem action of diplomacy and careful but immediate cross-border assistance by any
nation that has the will to do so is the first step. The next step is continued diplomacy in the hope that it will
be seen by neighboring countries that it is not only moral to help those in need, but that it is a also a benefit
to those countries. The third step is the development of partnerships with neighboring countries to work
together to provide relief to people of Burma.

3. Logistics: The transport of relief supplies faces numerous challenges such as the inability to use roads
and vehicular transport due to Burma Army control. Assistance, whether it is cash, medicine, clothing,
shelter, educational supplies, etc. is now all carried in on foot and a small number of pack animals (mules
and horses).

Solution: Funding is needed to support an improved logistics network that includes improvement of the
trail system, further development of the existing pack animal program, the building of roads and provision
of vehicles in certain areas where this is practical, the provision of boats for water-borne relief, and support
for a light plane service that would provide emergency medevac as well as rapidly move needed people or
supplies. Each of these aspects of logistics requires the training and sustaining of logistics personnel and the
needed infrastructure, such as secure storage facilities and supply depots.

4. Communications: Communications are now through messenger or radio, and coverage is often slow
or incomplete. Also, communication from the areas under attack to the outside world is often diYcult and
expensive.

Solution: The existing network of radio and satellite systems needs to be improved and expanded at every
level. This requires training, equipment and sustained support.

5. Capacity: The pro-democracy resistance groups and diVerent organisations are responsible for the
meeting of many needs. Due to attacks on the population, displacement, and resulting lack of security,
finding and training enough qualified people is an ongoing challenge. There is a slowly emerging network
of local CBOs (some directly related to pro-democracy resistance organisations, some independent) that also
face the challenge of capacity-building.

Solution: Existing training programs need to be expanded and new programs developed for the wide
spectrum of CBOs (and for the pro-democracy resistance organizations), in order to help develop greater
capacity.

6. Donor Restrictions: In some places donor restrictions make it diYcult to provide timely, practical,
and eYcient humanitarian relief.

Solution: Donors should not only streamline their requirements, but also be satisfied that the relief the
donors fund is the relief actually provided and accounted for in the field. For example, if money is donated
for medicine and is used in total for medicine, with no diversions to other needs, and with all proper
accounting and reporting, this should satisfy the donor. There should be only the minimal needed
restrictions on how the relief is provided. Transparency, honesty, mutual respect, gratitude and the best
ethical practices should be the ongoing norm in the relationship between the donors and recipients.

7. Funding: There is not enough funding to meet all of the needs in aVected areas or to overcome the
challenges faced in delivering aid. The low level of funding for cross-border relief makes every challenge
more diYcult.

Solution: More funds should be given to directly help people in need as well as to address each of the
challenges faced. This funding should be channeled more directly to a wider variety of recipients that are
locally led and who are working cooperatively to address the needs of displaced villagers inside Burma. This
broadening of the existing support will help to develop a stronger and more diverse grass-roots base, will
help provide a more balanced and wider coverage of assistance, and will give people at the ground level more
control over what kind of aid is needed and how it is administered. It will also promote a higher degree of
transparency, and if it’s done in an equitable way, will help improve cooperation and will be another
building block of civil society.

8. Regular and Comprehensive Assistance: Due to the challenges of security, cross-border policies,
logistics, communications, capacity, coordination of eVort and donor restrictions, it is a challenge to provide
regular and comprehensive assistance to every aVected area.

Solution: The more the challenges are addressed and resolved, the more complete and comprehensive the
coverage will be.
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(c) How Different Ethnic Groups are Affected by Displacement

Displacement occurs throughout Burma for a wide variety of reasons and across all ethnicities. People are
displaced because of military attacks and forced relocation, as well as other political and economic factors. The
types of displacement currently happening depends largely on where the population is located.

1. SPDC/Burma Army-controlled areas: face displacement because of oppressive and corrupt
governance as well as economic reasons.

2. Areas under partial Burma Army control: large-scale forced relocation as well as displacement
because of oppressive policies, attacks on the populace and economic pressures.

3. Resistance Areas: Displacement because of direct military attack and forced relocation.

The Burma Army itself recognizes three diVerent types of areas within Burma: White: areas that are under
complete military control. Brown: areas under control but with the presence of resistance. Black: areas
contested with the resistance and with some of these areas being under resistance control.

The following are how the major ethnic groups in Burma are aVected by displacement:

Karen, Karenni and Shan: Face the same displacement patterns as other groups; however, they face a
much higher rate of displacement.

Mon: Earlier faced displacement by direct attack and now face displacement by SPDC policy, and as a
result of ceasefire agreements between the Mon resistance and the SPDC.

Wa: With SPDC encouragement, displaced over 100,000 of its own people from Northern Shan State to
Southern Shan State to create a southern Wa command and consolidate control over some border areas.

Kachin: Face displacement as a result of SPDC policy and the acquiescence of the resistance due to a
ceasefire agreement.

Chin and Arakan: Face a limited amount of displacement due to direct attacks. Most displacement is a
result of SPDC economic policies.

Types of Displacement:

1. Forced Relocation Site—Those who have been forced to move to an area under Burma Army control.

2. Running and Hiding after an attack—Those who are fleeing from or are in hiding from Burma
Army attacks.

3. Returned to old village after attacks are over—Those who have fled an attack and returned to their
old village.

4. Built a new village on the ruins of the old site or in a new place—Those who have fled and have returned
to a destroyed village where they are rebuilding and living in temporary shelters.

5. Refugee Camp—Those who have fled to a refugee camp in a neighboring country.

6. IDP camp—IDPs who are living in a camp within Burma. Example: Ee Htu Hta IDP camp on the
Salween River.

7. Migrant/Immigrant for economic and political reasons—Those who have fled Burma to neighboring
countries because of attack or because of political and economic reasons and are living in another country
outside of a refugee camp.

(d) The Likely Trends in the Region in Terms of Displacement, and Development and
Humanitarian Needs

Displacement will continue as the SPDC tries to dominate, control, assimilate and exploit the people of Burma.
The SPDC imprisons, kills, or chases out those who resist its will.

1. Displacement: There are currently more than 1 million people within Burma who have been displaced
by the attacks and oppression of the dictators since they took power. Millions have also fled to neighboring
countries because of these attacks, as well as the dictators’ destructive social, political and economic policies.
This displacement is almost certainly likely to continue unless the SPDC radically changes its policies and
the Burma Army halts all attacks.

25,000 villagers fled attacks in 2006 in northern Karen State alone, and it is possible that this many again
will flee in 2007 if the recent military preparations by the Burma Army develop into full-scale attacks. The
number could be much higher if Burma Army attacks also expand into areas of Karenni and Shan States.
It is likely that thousands more will be displaced because of food shortage, extrajudicial punishment, forced
relocation, economic instability, and numerous other diYculties faced by the people of Burma resulting
from the dictators’ rule.
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2. Development: In areas under attack, development is non-existent and is in fact regressing. Hundreds
of villages have been destroyed or abandoned, thousands of farms have been abandoned, schools have been
destroyed, and many areas are now inaccessible because of the thousands of landmines placed by the
Burma Army.

In ethnic areas where the Burma Army has significant military control over the population, the
development taking place is often in the form of roads and military camps. These areas benefit only the
Burma Army, as the camps entrench military rule, serve as bases from which to attack and oppress the local
populations. Furthermore, forced civilian labor is the main source of labor used in their construction.

3. Humanitarian Needs: If attacks and displacement increase, humanitarian needs will also increase.
Refer to section A for details about humanitarian needs.

(e) How Donors can Assist IDPs in Burma and Refugees in Thailand most Effectively

1. The most eVective way to help IDPs in Burma now is to support the organisations already on the
ground assisting those who have been displaced. There are many groups currently working along the border
and inside Burma who have been providing humanitarian assistance, health care, and supporting
development and education programs. Inside the Karen State, the main group providing relief to villagers
under attack is the local villagers themselves.

Villagers throughout Karen State cooperate to provide needed food and other assistance to those who
have been forced to flee their homes and farms. Groups such as the Karen OYce for Relief and Development
(KORD), the Committee for Internally Displaced Karen People (CIDKP), the Free Burma Rangers (FBR),
and Backpack Health Worker Teams (BHWT) also provide significant assistance in the form of food, health
care, shelter, clothing, and educational materials to those under attack. Along with these groups, numerous
mobile clinics, which are supported by a wide range of international organisations, exist throughout Karen
State and provide much-needed health care to villagers and IDPs alike.

There are also a large number of training programs that occur every year to support relief and
development operations and these can use both funding and expertise.

Similar organisations exist in Karenni and Shan States, although they currently operate on a much
smaller scale.

(f) The Advantages and Disadvantages of Cross-border Assistance Compared to Other Ways of
Assisting IDPs in Burma

While cross-border assistance faces many challenges, it is currently the only way to provide needed and
often life-saving help to those people under attack by the Burma Army. Cross-border assistance has proven
to be practical and to meet a wide variety of human needs.

Advantages:

1. Cross-border assistance meets people’s basic needs, including, in some cases, helping to save their lives.

2. It is a humanitarian imperative to help people in need, and in the conflict areas, cross-border assistance
is the only way to do this.

3. It has proven to work well in addressing a wide variety of needs, whereas attempts to help IDPs
through the SPDC have failed.

4. Cross-border assistance works through existing indigenous organisations on the ground and is thus
the most eYcient and cost-eVective means of meeting the needs.

5. In working through indigenous organizations capacity is built, civil society is strengthened and good
governance is supported.

6. It aYrms that despite the power of the dictatorship, the international community stands with those
who are oppressed.

7. All aspects of relief have been and are well monitored and evaluated, and have the highest level of
accountability.

8. Relief is well managed, with funds being used for assistance as per donor intentions.

9. Organised cross-border assistance has been ongoing for more than 10 years, and has resulted in
organisations that can accurately assess and meet needs, as well as provide regular reporting, accounting,
and positive evidence that the assistance has not only gone where intended, but that its made a diVerence
in peoples’ lives.
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Disadvantages:

The disadvantages are the challenges faced in providing needed relief to people under attack.

(g) Impact of DFID’s Policies Towards Burma’s IDPs and Refugees

DFID has been a great support for refugees and others in need. If DFID decides to contribute to cross-
border assistance in the conflict areas, this will be a tremendous help to people in distress. People’s survival,
their human rights, and human dignity are at stake.

Memorandum submitted by Guy Horton

1. Background Information on Guy Horton

I have worked on the issue of Burma since 1998 when I was asked by the Brussels-based Euro Burma
OYce to go on a mission to the country on the tenth anniversary of the 1988 uprising to make contact with
MPs and monitor the volatile situation.

From 2000–02 I carried out research into human rights violations. In particular, I conducted an extended
reconnaissance inside eastern Burma where the internally displaced people attempt to survive. I am one of
the few outsiders to have witnessed directly what is being inflicted in eastern Burma and thus have a duty
and responsibility to communicate what I have seen, and analyse what has been documented.

I witnessed the widespread, systematic destruction of the physical basis of their lives; saw evidence of
wounds and listened to evidence of killing. The last village I passed through was burnt to the ground hours
after I left. I enclose with this submission a DVD copy of my experiences transmitted by BBC News Night.
While traveling I myself became ill and was helped by a backpack doctor operating from the Mae Tao clinic
in Mae Sot.

I then taught English and Human Rights to refugees in northern Thailand, funded by The Open Society
and The Netherlands government. I did not apply for funds to the British embassy in Bangkok since I
understood, in contrast to some other western democracies, that no funds are available for such activities.

From 2002–05, I conducted legally informed research into the violations inflicted on the eastern ethnic
peoples on a project funded by The Netherlands government and Oxfam GB, advised by a senior
prosecuting lawyer at the International Criminal Tribunal for Yugoslavia, now Chef de Cabinet at the
Rwanda Tribunal. The Report, “Dying Alive,” and supporting video footage, received worldwide coverage
and contributed to the Report, “Burma: A Threat to the Peace” by DLA Piper. This in turn led to the
submission of Burma to the UN Security Council in January 2007. I enclose a copy of the report. To preclude
accusations of bias, I excluded my personal experiences and based my analysis on well substantiated reports
by reputable organizations. However, it was my personal experiences which convinced me of their
authenticity.

Partly as a result of the Report, the UN Committee on the Prevention of Genocide carried out a limited
investigation on the Thai-Burma border. While I understand that it is not part of its mandate to pronounce
on genocide, it views the situation with grave concern, especially the allegation of genocide by attrition, a
method of genocide consonant with article 2 c) of The Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of
Genocide:

“Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about physical
destruction in whole or in part.”

During my years working on this issue on the Thai-Burma border, I received financial and moral support
from The Netherlands, Swedish, Swiss embassies and the US State department. I neither asked for, nor was
given, support by the British embassy in Bangkok.

Recently I have focused on establishing a coalition of governments, funders, institutions and leading
international lawyers with the aim of getting the violations objectively and comprehensively investigated
and analyzed so that an informed decision can be made as to how to respond to the situation inside Burma.
A number of governments are considering supporting this investigation, including I am pleased to say, the
UK Foreign OYce.

I am a member of the The Royal Geographical Society and currently have a research post at London’s
School of Oriental and African Studies. I am currently acting as a consultant preparing a human rights
project for two major international institutions.
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2. Burma Background

a) History

This is no place to indulge in post-Colonial guilt. The responsibility for the violations inflicted in Burma
rests, 60 years after the British withdrawal, with the Burmese Junta. However, the post-war withdrawal by
Britain from South Asia left Burma without a proper, inclusive Constitution capable of protecting the rights
of the ethnic peoples.

The continued conflict in Burma, and the plight of hundreds of thousands of internally displaced people
is partially a consequence of that precipitate withdrawal. In a sense, World War Two has never ended in
Burma; a virulent form of Fascist racism, long incubated in some sections of the Burman oYcer class, took
hold and destroyed the democratic Constitution in 1962 leading to a policy of Burmanization being inflicted
on the whole country.

The internally displaced remember the British intensely and suVer terribly at their sense of abandonment.

b) Narcotics

Despite its complex, secret nature, it is not possible to understand the situation without taking into
account the issue of narcotics. The opposition between the Junta and the democratic and ethnic groups is
not just ideological. The conflict’s fault line is demarcated by those not involved in the narcotics trade and
those who are. The National League for Democracy, the Karen National Union, the Karenni National
Progessive party and the Shan State Army South are generally not involved in the drug trade; the Junta, its
proxy allies, like the Democratic Karen Buddhist Army, the Karenni New Land Party, the KMT descended
Thai/Chinese, and other sections of Thai society, are.

Fifty per cent of the economy of northern Thailand is estimated to be dependent on the drug trade; only
8% of drugs transported from northern Thailand to the south are usually interdicted. Although personnel,
production facilities and transport routes are well known, no eVective action has been taken to close down
the trade by arresting those responsible at the highest level for operating it for the past five decades.

3. The Current Situation

The situation in Burma, and for the internally displaced people in particular, is bad and is likely to get
worse. The defeat of the UN Security Council Resolution has emboldened the regime which now believes
it can act with complete impunity. The external Burmese democratic movement has not yet developed an
eVective strategy for uniting the opposition groups. The continuing counter insurgency programme which
targets civilians and the building of major dams in ethnic areas will inflict substantial additional
development induced displacement in eastern Burma.

Nevertheless, the truth about the Junta’s destruction of ethnic groups has been exposed.

In an unprecedented recent collective statement, six UN Special Rapporteurs (for Myanmar, Minority
Issues, Torture, Housing, Food and Health) condemned the Burmese Junta in May 2006 as follows:

“The current government strategy of targeting civilians in the course of its military operations
represents a willful abrogation of its responsibility under international humanitarian and human
rights law.”

The words “strategy”and “willful”express intentionality; abrogation suggests full knowledge of the
circumstances. The two essential components of very serious criminality are aYrmed.

In his latest reports, the UN Special Rapporteur for Human Rights, Professor Paulo Pinheiro, repeatedly
condemned the Junta for widespread, systematic violations and confirmed the destruction of over 3000
villages between 1996 and 2005. (“Situation of Human Rights, Myanmar”, Feb 2007, para.47). To put this
figure in a global context, I understand that this approximates to the number of Kurdish villages destroyed,
and exceeds the estimated 1,600 villages currently destroyed in Darfur.

4. Britain’s Aid Policy

The policy of hitherto not directly helping internally displaced people, but channeling aid through and
within the framework imposed by the Junta, is diYcult to justify, both in terms of eYcacy and morality. Aid
provided in this way is not only oYcially denied to the most vulnerable victims, but is reportedly routinely
siphoned oV to the regime and its collaborators. (I was frequently informed, for example, that medicines in
Karennni State were routinely taken or replaced by bogus ones and that medical clinics were always devoid
of medicines and equipment. UNICEF teaching materials which should have been donated free of charge
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were normally sold instead by Burmese soldiers.) This denial of aid by the Junta, in addition to the positive
violence, is expressive of a form of negative violence now clarified and aYrmed as the act of genocide 2c)
by the Rome Statute as:

“The deliberate deprivation of resources indispensable for survival such as food, medical services
or the systematic expulsion from homes.” (Article 6 c, footnote 4, Rome Statute, p.150, OUP,
2002)

All three resources are systematically deprived, in addition to clean water and hygiene, leading to large
numbers of preventable deaths, including very high infant and maternal mortality rates comparable to some
of the worst crises in Africa.

Nowhere I traveled did the internally displaced receive aid from agencies from lowland Burma. What they
“received” was relentless destruction. The situation in Burma now is as if the British government had
provided aid in the former Yugoslavia via Belgrade on the condition that none of it would reach victim
Bosnian and Kosovar groups, while at the same time rejecting feasible alternative methods of delivering
that aid.

Critics of those wishing to alleviate the suVering of internally displaced people by providing aid directly
have been accused of being politically motivated. Such a viewpoint considers providing aid through the
regime which is responsible for inflicting the violations as not political; channeling it directly to the victims
of the regime, is, however, apparently, political.

5. Causes of Policy Failures: Inadequate Communication and Misrepresentation

It is understandable that British aid policy may have been misguided because there have been significant
failures in communication and understatement of the facts upon which the policy is based. While it is
important not to exacerbate further factionalism, it must be pointed out, in the interest of truth and to
encourage protection of victims, that the failure to communicate the true scale of the suVering of the
internally displaced people cannot be attributed solely to the Burmese Junta.

a) The media

With some notable recent exceptions, such as the BBC in the last 18 months, the world’s media has largely
failed in its responsibility to expose what has been inflicted in Burma. The following are drawn from my own
experience.

b) Western observers, consultants and academics

Some western consultants providing information to the international community in the form of reports
tend to:

— downplay the gravity of the situation;

— marginalise the National League for Democracy; and

— advocate constructive engagement with the regime.

With the debate largely dominated by such observers it is perhaps not surprising that DFID has failed to
understand the needs of the victims of the regime.

c) Thai authorities

Thai authorities systematically suppress and intimidate refugees in Thailand and prevent them from
communicating to the rest of the world.

d) International groups inside Burma

Those who operate inside Burma do so within the framework inflicted by the Junta and generally maintain
a collusive silence and even echo the Junta’s views when required. They remained silent after “The
massacre,” (Pinheiro, Feb 2007) of members of Aung San Suu Kyi’s convoy at Depayin in May 2003, an
event defined by the UN Special Rapporteur as involving “A prima facie case of State connivance”
(Pinheiro 2006).

There is a belated, dawning realization that what the internally displaced people require is aid and
protection, not collusive silence. This Parliamentary enquiry is an important part of this process.
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6. The Justification for Providing Aid to the Internally Displaced

a) Aid agencies are unable, or unwilling, to provide help to internally displaced people from within Myanmar

Medecins Sans Frontiers

While carrying out my research I was intrigued by two Medecins Sans Frontiers clinics in eastern Burma
close to internally displaced people. The provision of aid to displaced people was incompatible with their
systematic destruction. I received conflicting reports about the centres. One leading consultant aYrmed their
eVectiveness while local people on the ground claimed little or no aid reached them, most going to local
Burma army troops. In the end Medecins Sans Frontiers withdrew and clarified its position in a Press Release
of March 30 2006: Why the French section of MSF has ended its activities in Mynamar.

“Our role has been reduced to being a technical service provider of the Myanmar authorities,
subject to their political agenda and no longer to the goals that we have set for ourselves as a
humanitarian organisation.”

It reported being refused access by the Junta to ethnic villagers because “The Junta did not want anyone
to witness how they organize the forced displacement of the population, the burning of villages and forced
recruitment”. MSF confirmed ethnically targeted positive and negative violence:

“They are exposed to violence and deprived of health care.”

MSF was reportedly prevented even from, amongst other things, distributing mosquito nets. (Responding
to Aids, TB, Malaria and emerging infectious diseases in Burma: Dilemmas of Policy and Practice, John
Hopkins Bloomberg School of Health, p 6 March 2006”). The region is one of the most malaria infested
regions of the world, with some of the disease’s most dangerous strains. The internally displaced are
particularly vulnerable because they have been burnt out of their homes, and are without shelter. I would
ask this Select Committee to reflect on the motives and intentions of a regime which prevents the free
distribution of mosquito nets to groups of its own people where malaria rate accounts for “45% of all adult
and child deaths.” (“Responding to Aids, TB, Malaria in Burma,” p.30, pub. John Hopkins School of Public
Health, March 2006”)

b) The Red Cross

The Red Cross has withdrawn from these ethnic eastern areas. Again while carrying out research in
southern Shan State we discovered that local people were intimidated and monitored before, during and
after Red Cross visits. In fact many felt the visits actually made them more vulnerable and stated the
Myanmar Red Cross was itself heavily infiltrated with informers. We should note the Red Cross even
succeeded in operating in Nazi occupied Europe.

c) Necessity and feasibility of cross-border assistance

Providing help in this way is probably the only way eVective help can be provided.

The organizations exist and are experienced, honest, transparent, accountable and extremely cost
eVective. Although there are major risk factors involved, these are probably outweighed by the disastrous
consequences which would result by abandoning the internally displaced people.

7. Conclusions

a) Situation of internally displaced

In conclusion, it must be re-aYrmed that the IDPs in Burma are not suVering from underdevelopment,
or natural disasters, but from widespread, systematic destruction inflicted by the Junta. Development aid
in such circumstances should be delivered directly to victims and consideration given to how they can be
protected.
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b) British government position

By not having provided aid to the internally displaced yet having cited Burma’s internal crisis as a “Threat
to International Peace and Security” the British government’s policy could be considered to be inconsistent.

7. Recommendations

There are better informed people than myself on the ground capable of oVering practical advice on
practical requirements of internally displaced people, but it is recommended that:

a) Equipment and medicines should be provided

The internally displaced people require, in particular, medicines, food and mosquito nets. Insecticidally-
treated mosquito nets and antibiotics are light, easy to carry and particularly eVective at saving lives.

There is no electricity in these areas, so equipment like wind up radios, torches and solar panels are
extremely useful and practical.

As radio is the main form of mass media available, help should be provided to enable programmes to be
produced by the refugees themselves and sets should be provided.

b) Cross-border aid should be delivered through existing experienced channels

Experienced, honest and courageous groups, well capable of meeting the needs of transparency and
accountability, like the backpack medics operating from the Mae Tao clinic in Mae Sot, the Committees
for Internally Displaced People and the Free Burma Rangers are ideally placed to deliver this aid.

c) Help should be delivered to refugees in Thailand

The refugees are suppressed by the Thai authorities, who are now apparently targeting those who have
been able to get out of the camps and receive an education, by withdrawing refugee status from them. It is
recommended that the British government with like-minded others, like The Netherlands, Canada, Norway,
Sweden and the United States, work together to pressure the Thai authorities to allow access by educators
and aid workers to the refugee camps, and enable those who have been identified for relocation to third
countries to be able to leave. At the moment I understand these people are being prevented from going.

d) Burmese refugees in Britain should be given asylum

The British government should recognise the special plight of Burmese asylum seekers in Britain. They
face intolerable delays in their applications for asylum and face the threat of forced repatriation.

e) The policies and procedures of the Rangoon and Bangkok Embassies should be better co-ordinated

There could be better co-ordination of their activities. The Rangoon embassy cannot get access to the IDP
areas and the refugees in Thailand may not appear its responsibility. The Bangkok embassy tends to see the
internally displaced as a Burmese problem and even the refugees as marginal to its major concerns. They
are of course part of the same tragedy and the fact that they overlap borders should not mean our response
should be divided.

f) Destroyed villages should be mapped on the internet

Support should be provided so that destroyed villages can be mapped with Google Earth as has been
successfully done in the case of Darfur. In this way, the degree of destruction can be readily viewed on
the internet.

g) Training to develop eVective strategies and leadership should be provided to Burmese people

Sustained support should be provided to the refugees in terms of language skills, training and political
education. Individuals, with moral and intellectual leadership qualities and skills, should be identified and
nurtured.
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h) Leadership and commitment should be provided by members of the international community

SuYcient eVective leadership may not emerge from the Burmese opposition alone. One hopes that it will
be shown by individuals in the international community.

The examples of Lord Ashdown and David Holbrooke in the former Yugoslavia, and the British
ambassador’s role in Sierra Leone, show what intelligent, courageous leadership can achieve. One hopes
such individuals exist somewhere and will emerge.

Memorandum submitted by the International Rescue Committee

1. The International Rescue Committee presents our views on the topic of “Advantages and
Disadvantages of Cross-border Assistance Compared to Other Ways of Assisting IDPs in Burma”. [***]

2. [***]

3. The strongest arguments for providing cross-border assistance relate to access and need. While the
need for humanitarian assistance throughout Burma is apparent, what is less apparent is how great the need
is in eastern Burma, where among the 500,000 IDPs living there, roughly 95,000 are in conflict areas that
can only be reached by cross border assistance.1 A recent report by the Back Pack Health Worker Team, a
Thai-based Burmese CBO which provides medical assistance to IDPs in Burma, found that while standard
public health indicators in Burma as a whole are quite poor, health indicators for eastern Burma are
substantially worse and closely resemble countries facing widespread humanitarian disasters, such as Sierra
Leone, Democratic Republic of Congo; Niger, Angola, and Cambodia shortly after the ouster of the Khmer
Rouge.2

4. Despite the expansion of aid programmes inside Burma in the early 2000s, the conflict aVected areas
along the Thai Border have always remained a critical gap.3 Unfettered and complete access to these areas
from inside Burma remains unlikely—at least in the near future. Changes in the military government since
the 2004 purge of former military intelligence chief Khin Nyunt, who began to actively facilitate broader
humanitarian space, are resulting in less access to decision makers, more intrusive intelligence, and greater
pressure on agencies to work with government-organized NGOs.4 The 2005 DFID commissioned study on
“Aid EVectiveness in Burma/Myanmar“ notes how the complex political situation and government policies
in Burma have led to mistrust of international actors inside Burma, resulting in the government placing strict
controls on aid projects, including restricting access to some of the neediest areas in the country.5

5. While the above provides a strong rationale for a cross-border programme, it remains important to
further examine both the advantages and disadvantages of implementing cross border work.

6. Advantages:

— Thai-based Burmese CBOs, which have a long history of providing support inside Burma, are able
to provide direct and timely to assistance to conflict aVected communities inside Burma.

— These organisations have long standing relationships with the IDP communities built on trust. Most
of the medics and teachers from these organizations are from the area, sensitive to local conditions
and cognizant of cultural sensitivities. They communicate and deliver services in the local
languages.

— These organisations are able to carry out cross-border assistance with none of the obstacles or
restrictions imposed by the Burmese government on agencies working in Burma.6

1 Internal Displacement in Eastern Burma: 2006 Survey, Thailand Burma Border Consortium, pg 2.
2 Chronic Emergency: Health and Human Rights in Eastern Burma, A report by Back Pack Health Worker Team, pg. 9, 2006.

The most common cause of death continues to be malaria, with over 12% of the population at any given time infected with
Plasmodium falciparum, the most dangerous form of malaria. Out of every twelve women in these areas may lose her life
around the time of childbirth, deaths that are largely preventable. Malnutrition is unacceptably common, with over 15% of
children at any time with evidence of at least mild malnutrition, rates far higher than their counterparts who have fled to
refugee camps in Thailand. Knowledge of sanitation and safe drinking water use remains low.

3 “Myanmar: New Threats to Humanitarian Aid”, Update Briefing, Asia Briefing No 58, International Crisis Group, 8
December 2006, pg. 4.

4 ibid
5 Igboemeka, Adaeze; “Aid EVectiveness in Burma/Myanmar: Study on Development Agency Perceptions” A study

commissioned by the UK Department for International Development—South East Asia, August 2005, paragraph 12.
6 MSF France closed its operations in Mon and Karen State in early 2006 after four years of providing medical assistance there

because “the military authorities had imposed so many travel restrictions on MSF and applied such pressure on local health
authorities not to cooperate with their teams that it became impossible for MSF to work in an acceptable manner.”;
“Prevented from working the French section of MSF leaves Myanmar”, MSF Press Release, 29 March 2006.
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— These organisations are able to provide cost-eVective assistance into Burma by purchasing, when
possible, goods in Thailand and carrying them over the border and by exchanging currencies at
market rates rather than Burma’s inflated oYcial exchange rates for goods that need to be
purchased inside Burma.7

The CBO approach strengthens Burmese civil society groups by providing substantive institution capacity
building to more than the organisations who provide cross-border assistance.

The increasing restrictions and fluctuating conditions placed on working inside Burma create
inconsistency of service even where access is permitted. The relative stability of working from Thailand
ensures more reliable, consistent service delivery and creates opportunities for longer [en rule]term planning,
such as providing ongoing trainings to service providers.

[***]

7. Disadvantages

— No direct monitoring and reliance on proxy visits to IDP programme sites and beneficiaries in
Burma.8

— Because the programs are carried out without the consent of the Burmese government, linking
activities to government-run Burmese institutions such as schools and clinics would be impossible.

8. [***], IRC feels strongly that the advantages greatly outweigh the disadvantages and in many
instances agencies working in Burma are faced with the same constraints as agencies working from the
Thai side.

Memorandum submitted by the Karen Human Rights Group (KHRG)

RE: DFID ASSISTANCE TO BURMESE IDPS AND REFUGEES
ON THE THAI BURMA BORDER

About KHRG

The Karen Human Rights Group (KHRG) is an independent local organisation committed to improving
the human rights situation in Burma by projecting the voices of villagers and supporting their strategies to
claim human rights. The Karen Human Rights Group (KHRG) was established in 1992 and now consists
of a small group of Karen oYce and management staV and foreign volunteers, supported by an extensive
network of approximately 30 researchers based inside Burma. We document the situation in any and all
parts of Burma whenever firsthand information is available, though our background and limited resources
lead us to focus most of our activities in southeastern Burma, particularly Karen areas. Though KHRG
often operates in or through areas controlled by the Karen National Union (KNU), we are independent
and unaYliated with any other group. KHRG’s actions and reports are in no way controlled, restricted, or
censored by the KNU or any other group or organisation. Our commitment is not to any organisation, but
to the villagers whose voices are far too often ignored. To this end, our reporting follows their perspective
on human rights—a more holistic view requiring an understanding of how diVerent factors and abuses
combine, rather than the incident-based legal perspective favoured internationally. We also focus on the
strengths of local people in responding to their human rights situation rather than presenting them as
helpless victims.

In the field, we work directly with villagers to help them overcome outside perceptions of them as ‘helpless
victims’ by focusing on their strengths and the strategies they already use successfully to resist human rights
abuses and retain control over their own lives, land and livelihoods. Through this work we hope to catalyse
discussions and other processes among villagers themselves that can enhance these strategies and strengthen
their position relative to armed and powerful groups.

Submission

I am writing on behalf of the Karen Human Rights Group (KHRG) an independent NGO established in
1992 which works directly with internally displaced peoples (IDPs) and other rural villagers primarily in the
Karen areas of eastern Burma. We at KHRG are happy to see that DFID is initiating this investigation and
feel that increased DFID support for groups working with IDPs and others across the Thai-Burma border
is surely needed and can, if appropriately targeted, prove beneficial to these communities.

7 In July 2006, Burma’s oYcial exchange rate (Kyat-Dollar) was K6:$US1, but the regime applied an oYcial rate of K450:$US1
for all funds brought in by UN and INGOs. The unoYcial black-market rate at the time was K1300:$US1. Most agencies
reportedly manage to circumvent the oYcial rates and exchange at the street value. “Pro-Aid, Pro-Sanctions, Pro-
Engagement: Position Paper on Humanitarian Aid to Burma”, The Burma Campaign UK, July 2006, pg 7.

8 Note that travel and other restrictions placed on agencies in Burma also confound their eVorts to monitor programme progress.
One of the reasons for MSF-France leaving Burma was the travel restrictions placed upon it. (See “Why the French Section
of MSF Has Ended Its Activities in Myanmar”, MSF Briefing, 29 March, 2006.)
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Over the past 15 years KHRG has been the most prolific organisation in documenting and disseminating
information regarding the situation of IDPs in Karen areas. We recommend that for an in-depth
understanding of the IDP situation in eastern Burma you examine KHRG’s reports, all of which are
available online at www.khrg.org.

In the present letter I would like to focus primarily on just two of the questions which the Committee has
presented. Namely, how can donors assist IDPs in Burma most eVectively, and what are the advantages and
disadvantages of cross-border assistance as compared to other ways of assisting IDPs in Burma? To
properly respond to these questions it is fundamental to listen to the concerns of IDPs themselves and
understand the strategies they already employ to address these concerns. KHRG’s reports are therefore
based on the voices of IDPs and other villagers in order to clarify these issues. What villagers have
consistently told KHRG researchers in thousands of interviews over the past 15 years is that displacement
for them is primarily a means of resisting the State Peace and Development Council (SPDC)’s attempts to
expand military control over their lives. In order to resist such control and maintain their freedom, villagers
in eastern Burma have fled to the forested hills where they can more eVectively evade military movement
restrictions, forced relocation, demands for forced labour, extortion and other abuses.

Given this situation, the first question: how can donors most eVectively assist IDPs in Burma? The answer
is by supporting the strategies these communities already employ. In a more concrete sense, donors such as
DFID would do best to support cross-border groups which provide humanitarian and other assistance to
IDPs outside of SPDC structures. Accessing such assistance is a primary strategy which IDPs employ to
address their needs and improve their situation. The major groups providing such assistance are the Karen
OYce for Relief and Development (KORD), the Committee for Internally Displaced Karen People
(CIDKP), the Backpack Health Worker Teams and the Free Burma Rangers (FBR). On top of this, there
is a strong need to document and disseminate accurate and timely information regarding the IDP situation
to the international community in order to strengthen contextual understanding; as this understanding
shapes external intervention in areas such as aid delivery and international relations with the SPDC. This
can be done by supporting human rights groups which work directly with IDPs, such as KHRG. KHRG
is also involved in conducting workshops for IDP communities which seek to catalyse discussion on the
strategies they employ to resist abuse and claim their rights. Organisations not working directly with these
communities have a tendency to misunderstand the context, misrepresent local concerns and alienate those
groups whom they wish to aid. Relating to the second question, the benefits of cross border aid are thus
clear when displacement is correctly understood as a measure civilians employ to evade military control.
Cross-border aid allows civilians to address their needs without forcing them into relocation sites or other
military-controlled areas. Aid delivered via SPDC structures as opposed to cross-border aid would serve as
a coercive mechanism whereby civilians would be starved out of displacement and forced to submit to
military rule in relocation sites and SPDC-controlled villages where abuse and restrictions fundamentally
undermine their ability to maintain the livelihood and meet their basic needs.

On 24 April 2007 KHRG will be releasing a 121-page report examining development and international
aid in Karen State and the interrelation with human rights abuses. This report is particularly pertinent to
the Committee’s investigation and I highly recommend that you examine the report as it draws primarily
on the voices of civilians living in Karen State and highlights their concerns regarding development,
humanitarian aid and related human rights abuses. This report will not be publicly accessible from our
website until April 24th but KHRG has put it online at an unlisted web address explicitly for the
Committee’s review. The report can be accessed at www.khrg.org/khrg2007/khrg0701.html

We hope that DFID’s new initiative marks the start of strong and consistent support for the internally
displaced peoples of Burma.

Memorandum submitted by the Karen Women’s Organisation

THE KAREN WOMEN’S ORGANISATION VIEW ON CROSS BORDER ASSISTANCE

1. The particular needs of IDPs in Burma and Refugees in Thailand

a. Life Security: As they are hiding from the military oVensive and moving from place to place to seek
for safety of their lives.

b. Food security: IDPs cannot carry out their normal work such as farming and plantation because they
have to abandon their villages and also their crops are destroyed. There is need for food especially at the
emergency time, meaning during the fighting happens in their areas and when their crops are destroyed.

c. Health: There is a very high rate of maternal death and neonatal.

d. Education: Particularly for girls and children- There is a need for middle school, high school and post
secondary school.
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2. The Challenges Faced in Delivering Aid and Assistance to these Groups

a. Security: Physical diYculties to delivery aid but it is possible.

b. Designing flexible implantation of programs that adaptable to the situation.

c. Human Resource- people can delivery aid but need more capacity building for local people to satisfy
donor request like, monitoring and reporting.

d. Thai policy can make it diYcult to get people and things to cross border.

3. How Different Ethnic Groups are Affected by Displacement

a. Health: Malnutrition of children and adult.

Chronic illness (bad health).

b. Education: high illiteracy people (cannot study).

Low education level

c. Lost of traditional culture: diYcult to maintain tradition and culture.

d. Increase violence Against Women

4. The likely Trends in the Region in Terms of Displacement, and Development and
Humanitarian Needs

a. Damming at Salween River.

b. SPDC increase activities in the areas and persecution of ethnic people.

c. Increase displacement and no hope of humanitarian aid from Burma to greatly response the need.

5. How Donors can Assist IDPs in Burma and Refugees in Thailand most Effectively

a. Empower CBOs through provide fund to them.

b. Ensure genuine participation of refugees and IDPs members groups.

c. Work in partnership with local groups or CBOs.

d. Work with women groups when deals with women and children issues.

e. Consult local leadership at every stage from planning, implementing. Do not sideline the community
leadership.

6. The Advantages and Disadvantages of Cross-border Assistance Compared to other ways of
Assisting IDPs in Burma

Advantage:

a. Work with local people and CBOs. You do not need to go through the government which means you
do not loose find and give money to them.

b. Building toward good governess and civil society.

c. Fund and relief items reach needy people and community.

d. More accountable and transparent (unless there is fighting, funders could access to the site and could
monitor the project).

e. It is possible to give aid and more reliable compare to aid going through inside Burma.

Memorandum submitted by the Mae Tao Clinic, The Back Pack Health Worker’s Team and Burma
Medical Association

Summary

1. We welcome the International Development Committee of the British Parliament’s recognition of the
severity of the displacement of populations in Burma and the call for information regarding UK assistance
to the displaced populations.

2. We believe that it is essential that the UK government increases its support to these populations and
that the most eVective way to do this is by supporting community organisations and civil society groups who
are already working together to access the most vulnerable. It is impossible to access these populations
without including organisations which work from outside of Burma’s borders providing cross-border
assistance. The SPDC prohibits access to these populations by any government or NGO, yet these are the
areas where the heart of Burma’s humanitarian crisis is unfolding. There are organizations working both
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cross border and inside Burma who have been working for many years to provide services to the vast
populations neglected by the SPDC. Increased support to these groups would increase the access to health,
education, food security and livelihoods of displaced populations.

3. At the same time, the international donor communities and governments must take a stance on the
human rights abuses perpetrated by the military. Without addressing the misgovernance and abuse of its
people by the Burmese government, there can be no long term impact on the humanitarian crisis.

4. SPDC’s Four Cuts Policy of 1974, is still being carried out. This policy allows them to burn villages
and crops, detain and torture villagers and employ villagers as porters and landmine sweepers. The health
and welfare of the people is not a concern of the government’s. These populations are displaced as a direct
result of the SPDC’s actions; people are either forcibly relocated to make way for SPDC troops or
development projects or flee to the jungle to escape the abuses of the military regime. Populations living in
the border areas as internally displaced people are constantly having to flee SPDC’s forced labour, forced
relocations, landmines and a host of well documented human rights abuses. The Burmese military has
expanded its abuses against civilians, particularly in northern Karen State, and denies the existence of
displaced populations, branding such migrants as “illegal workers” or “families of insurgents.” No aid to
displaced persons was sent from the new jungle capital of Naypyidaw. Today, IDPs in eastern Burma have
amongst the worst health indicators, far worse than Burma’s oYcial figures, already amongst the bottom
amongst all ASEAN countries.

Recommendations

5. That the UK Government:

— fund border-based community-managed health programmes providing humanitarian services and
capacity building for displaced communities in Burma;

— develop strategies to foster collaboration among all organisations providing humanitarian services
on both sides of the border;

— take a no tolerance stance on the human rights abuses perpetrated by the military regime and
develop policy to increase pressure on the regime to halt these abuses; and

— not support government development projects which are likely to result in human rights abuses.

Who We Are

6. We represent a group of organisations based in Thailand working to provide quality health care to
Burmese people displaced as a result of SPDC actions. We are: Mae Tao Clinic, The Back Pack Health
Workers Team and Burma Medical Association (further information regarding our organisations is
provided at the end of this document). Mae Tao Clinic is based in Mae Sot, Thailand and provides health
care to Burmese migrant workers residing in Thailand, as well as Burmese people who cross the border
seeking our health care. It also serves as a training centre for health workers from ethnic border regions of
Burma who then return to their areas to set up their own community health services. The Back Pack Health
Workers Team provides mobile health care in areas where clinics cannot be established due to the aVects of
war and the remoteness of villages. Their target population are Internally Displaced Populations. They visit
their villages regularly and train village health volunteers to increase access to health education and basic
health treatment. The Burma Medical Association is an association of health professionals from Burma who
work together to develop health worker training curriculum, health policy and to provide support to clinics
in rural border areas in both ceasefire and non ceasefire areas, run by ethnic health organisations or
communities.

7. All of us have our administrative oYces in Thailand rather than Burma and work cross border from
Thailand. We coordinate our eVorts to provide health care to displaced people from Burma by holding
regular meetings, standardising monitoring and evaluation methods, sharing health information and
standardising health worker trainings.

Government Approved Programmes do not Provide for the Most Vulnerable Populations

8. We are submitting this document to emphasise that there are ways to address the humanitarian crisis
in Burma that do not involve the military regime. Today, despite record energy sales and foreign exchange
earnings, the junta has chosen to move its capital for lack of rational reason, purchase more military
hardware, and expand its war against perceived enemies, particularly ethnic minorities living along the
country’s frontiers. War and widespread abuses of civilians by the Burmese military regime have driven at
least one million to live as IDPs and 350,000 into forced relocation camps. Another 150,000 live in nine
oYcial refugee camps in Thailand while perhaps another two million work as migrant workers, most of them
without documents. The State Peace and Development Programme (SPDC) provides nothing for these
people and denies their existence. These populations account for some of the worst health statistics
internationally, far worse than Burma’s oYcial figures.
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9. The following tables show the demographics of the populations living in Eastern Burma in comparison
to those in Thailand. Notably absent are 15–25 year old men. In this age range the male: female ratio is only
0.88 a ratio most commonly found in prolonged conflict areas. The other striking aspect of the graph for
Eastern Burma is the triangular shape, showing many children but with the age range rapidly narrowing.
Only 1.38% are over 65 years. This is usually seen in areas with high birth rates and high death rates which
generally indicates low life expectancy.
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Figure 1:  Population pyramid for IDP population in Eastern Burma
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In a survey conducted by the Back Pack Health Workers Team in Eastern Burma, the following mortality
data was collected:

Infant Mortality Rates Under five Mortality Rates
(per 1,000 live births) (per 1,000 live births)

Eastern Burma conflict zones 91 221
Burma national rates (UNICEF) 76 106
Thailand 18 21
Angola 154 260
Congo (DRC) 129 205

10. These populations cannot be accessed through government approved programmes. They spend their
lives fleeing SPDC’s troop movements, forced labour, forced relocations, landmines and a host of well
documented human rights abuses. Perhaps one in five children will not live to see age five, and one in 12
women will die from pregnancy-related complications, and over half of all deaths are from malaria.
Malnutrition and landmine injuries are rife, as crops are seized and destroyed by the Burmese military,
forcing villagers to forage in the jungles. The humanitarian health crisis in these areas is inextricably linked
to the human rights abuses perpetrated by the regime, as well as misgovernance and lack of commitment
to the welfare of its populations.

11. The Back Pack team found that families who had been forced to move have:

Outcome Increased Risk

Child death (2 times
Child malnutrition (3 times
Landmine injury (4 times

Families with poor food security have:

Outcome Increased Risk

Overall mortality 1.5 times
Child malnutrition 4 times
Severe child malnutrition 2 times
Landmine injury/death 4 times
Malaria 1.7 times

12. The following table shows that one in 12 women are likely to die in childbirth, a figure more akin to
other countries facing humanitarian disasters, once again illustrating the impact of prolonged civil war.
With a functioning health system most maternal death is preventable.

MMR Lifetime Risk of Maternal
per 100,000 live births Death (1 in xx)

Eastern Burma conflict zones 1,000–1,200 12
Burma 360 75
Thailand 44 900
Congo 990 13
Somalia 1,100 10
Rwanda 1,400 10

13. This information clearly reveals that without addressing the human rights abuses and lack of access
to health care of the most vulnerable populations a sustainable solution to the crisis facing Burma right now
cannot be reached.

14. Ethnic groups are aVected diVerently by displacement. The two main causes of displacement are areas
aVected by civil war and areas aVected by SPDC development projects. Many development projects happen
in ceasefire areas. Around mega development sites, displacement rates are always high, Karen River Watch
found that in Eastern Papun District around the site of the planned Salween Dam, “210 villages have been
destroyed, and villagers forcibly relocated to 31 relocation sites, where movement has been strictly
controlled, and villagers are subject to forced labour and other human rights abuses”. Research by the Back
Pack Health Workers Team indicates that although rates of displacement are higher in war aVected areas,
rates of forced labour are much higher in ceasefire areas, as the SPDC has more solid control of these areas.
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15. Mae Tao Clinic has seen increases every year in the numbers of people accessing its services (see table:
annual caseload in 2006 was 79,096). In the last couple of years Mae Tao Clinic, has seen a slight reduction
in the number of migrants residing in Thailand who are accessing the services, and an increase in the number
of people crossing the border from Burma for health care. This is likely to reflect a slight improvement in
services for migrant workers residing in Thailand, but also indicates the diYculties that people in Burma
have in accessing health services. The cases that cross the border from Burma to access Mae Tao Clinic’s
services, make up the majority of cases in our inpatients departments requiring intensive care. The journey
from Burma to Thailand to access health services is diYcult, expensive and dangerous. But for many it is
the only option.

Health Service Number Percentage come
form Burma

Total Visits 107,137 48%
Referral 675 66%
Blood Transfusion 1,480 71%
Tubal Ligation 177 72%
Eye Surgery 274 86%
Malaria (PF) 6,088 75%
Severe Malnutrition 47 61%
ANC Client 4,069 29%
Delivery Admission 1,798 40%

16. The caseload of cross-border health seekers represent the most severe cases. The following table
provides some insight into this. Although the people crossing from Burma represent just under half of our
total cases (in 2003 and 2004, it was less than 40%), the majority of cases needing blood transfusions, with
PF malaria or severe malnutrition have traveled from Burma. Due to the dangers and expenses that need
to be faced on route to Mae Tao Clinic, patients often wait until they are desperately ill before making the
journey to Thailand. This is a clear reflection of the lack of government provided health services across
the border.

Alternatives to Government Approved Programmes

17. Several donors have been supporting eVective local community and civil society organisations that
have initiated programs to provide healthcare and education in cease-fire and non cease-fire areas, to
address the humanitarian crisis. Community organisations manage their own clinics, mobile health teams
and schools unassisted by the SPDC. As well as the work of the organisations presenting this document,
groups such as the Karen OYce for Relief and Development (KORD), Mon Relief and Development
Committee, and Karenni Social Welfare and Development Committee provide food relief, and work with
communities to organize their own village development. Ethnic women’s organisations provide vocational
skills training, literacy training, health education and relief to women and children living under the regime.
The women’s organisations have extensively documented the human rights abuses perpetrated by the
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military against women living in ethnic areas of Burma and distributed the information internationally. The
Karen Teachers Working Group provides teacher training and support for hundreds of schools for children
living in internally displaced areas. Ethnic health organisations have established clinics for IDPs in all of
the ethnic areas. In ceasefire areas the government still does not provide health services and communities
have found ways to set up their own health services, either with mobile medical teams or by establishing
rural clinics. In areas aVected by mega development projects such as the Salween Dam project, gas pipelines
and mining, communities in Shan, Karenni, Karen, Mon, Kachin and Arakan State have organized
themselves to document the human rights abuses, protest against the loss of homes and livelihoods and to
notify the international community of the atrocities and abuses always associated with this kind of false
development in Burma.

18. Donors should increase their support for these organisations to help improve the livelihoods of the
most vulnerable populations. The Burmese government in general refuses any outside involvement in its
border areas and does not allow access to war aVected populations by international organisations. Some
40 UN agencies and international NGOs are operating inside Burma, but few have direct access to displaced
populations. The work of communities and organisations addressing the needs of IDPs has been going on
for many years, with the support of only a few donors. With more support, more of the population can be
reached. For example, the ability to set up more back pack teams, clinics, and training for more health
workers.

19. Some donors express concern about the inability to monitor projects in these areas. Organisations
like ours who have been working to improve the quality of services for many years, consider eVective
monitoring and evaluation to be integral to our work. Routine data collection is carried out as well as
regular health assessments. Patients and villagers are interviewed to assess patients knowledge and attitudes
towards health and the impact of our work on the populations. Focus group discussions are organised with
health workers and patients and health workers must conduct regular medical record reviews to monitor
correct diagnosis and treatment. StaV from Mae Sot visit fields sites on a regular basis. Every 6 months,
health workers from the field come to Mae Sot for skills upgrading training, data reporting, financial
reporting and to discuss coordination of services. Photographic and video documentation is also collected.

20. Our organisations receive technical input from a variety of local and international institutions on
areas such as health information systems, epidemiology, financial management and survey design. We
partner with Johns Hopkins University, Columbia University, the International Rescue Committee, Global
Health Access Programme and Thai Public Health to strengthen our work.

21. There are risks involved in supporting cross-border assistance. Troop movement and displacement
create diYculties in transporting supplies, most supplies have to be transported on foot as there are no car
roads in the areas most aVected by displacement. The security of the entire population in those areas is not
safe, our health workers as part of that population are as subject to the human rights abuses perpetrated
by the regime in those areas as all of the villagers are living in those areas. However, to reach these
populations, it is essential to have health workers who are part of the communities, who are displaced with
the communities, and can therefore reach them and provide emergency health care where necessary.

22. Any donors supporting humanitarian work in Burma need to include strategies to develop
collaboration. The necessary infrastructure for eVective health strategies currently does not exist. In order
for that infrastructure to exist, there must be coordination between government, civil society organisations
providing services from the border areas and those working inside and the international donor community.
At the moment, coordination and collaboration are actively discouraged by the regime and NGOs have to
work in isolation. In order to have an eVective strategy to impact the humanitarian crisis all of these actors
need to be involved.

23. It is essential that there is a focus on strengthening human resources at a grassroots level with
community managed organisations, for the long-term development which is based on the actual needs of
the people.

24. The root causes of the humanitarian crisis in Burma is the government itself. The government has
been failing its people for decades. Working through the military regime must not be the only strategy. Some
of the most vulnerable populations cannot be accessed through government approved programmes. The
recent pullout of major organisations, like the International Committee of the Red Cross and Medecins
Sans Frontiers, indicate that SPDC restrictions are too imposing to do their jobs. The human rights abuses
and misgovernance by the SPDC cannot be ignored. International donors must bear witness to this. A
neutral stance is unacceptable.

Background to Organisations Submitting Report

Mae Tao Clinic

25. The Mae Tao Clinic has been serving displaced populations from Burma for 17 years. The Director,
Dr Cynthia Maung, has won international recognition for her humanitarian work in health for the
displaced. The clinic began in 1989 as a small makeshift clinic to treat the thousand of people who were
fleeing from a massive military crackdown on attempts to establish democracy and human rights in Burma.
Gradually it began to treat the Burmese people who left Burma seeking work in Thailand in order to provide
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for their families struggling to survive under the dire economic situation in Burma. After some years,
families began to join the individuals coming to Thailand in search of a better life. To meet this change the
clinic added maternal and child health services. Over the years in response to the growing caseload and
changing populations, the clinic has grown from an emergency health care provider to a comprehensive
health care clinic with 120 inpatient beds. Aside from our clinical services in Mae Sot, we support two clinics
in Karen State, provide outreach health services in the migrant areas and support a school and boarding
houses for unaccompanied children.

26. The clinic’s second main function is as a training centre. People from diverse ethnic groups in Burma
come to the clinic to train as health workers, or to upgrade or specialise their existing health skills. They then
return to the border regions of Burma to provide much needed health services in rural or war aVected areas.

Back Pack Health Worker Team

27. The Back Pack Health Worker Team (BPHWT) has been providing primary health care in ethnic
armed conflict areas and rural areas, where access to healthcare is otherwise unavailable. The BPHWT
provides a range of medical care, community health education and prevention, and maternal and child
healthcare services to internally displaced persons in Burma. Doctors and health workers from the Karen,
Karenni, and Mon States established the BPHWT in 1998. At the beginning of establishing BPHWT, there
were 32 backpack teams with 120 health workers. The number of Back Pack Teams has gradually increased.
There are currently 76 teams with between two to five health workers in each team, who deliver a range of
health care programs to a target population of 150,000 displaced people. The BPHWT aims to equip people
with the skills and knowledge necessary to manage and address their own health problems, while working
towards long-term sustainable development.
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The following table documents the morbidity rates in the areas where the Back Pack Health Workers
Teams work and how their work has impacted on the populations:
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Burma Medical Association

28. The Burma Medical Association (BMA) was founded in Karen State, Burma, in June 1991 by a group
of medical professionals from Burma. BMA serves as a leading body in the coordination of public health
policy and promotion of health care among refugees, migrants, and internally displaced persons from
Burma. Since its inception, BMA has provided medical and first aid trainings to community health workers
and mobile medical teams, community health education workshops, HIV prevention education, and health
educational materials in appropriate languages. BMA has conducted relief eVorts to provide medicine and
basic needs to aVected villagers in IDP areas in Burma. For over five years BMA has coordinated with Mae
Tao Clinic (MTC) to reduce maternal mortality and morbidity among women from Burma living along the
Thai-Burma border. Most recently, BMA has partnered with Johns Hopkins University’s Center for Public
Health and Human Rights to deliver maternal and child health services in more than 15 clinics in diVerent
ethnic areas inside Burma.

Memorandum submitted by the Mon Relief and Development Committee

I. Introduction

The civil war—the conflict between the central government and ethnic armed oppositions—have
prolonged over five decades and thousands of innocent ethnic civilians in the rural areas have suVered from
gross human rights violations, displacement and food-shortage problems. After 1990s, when the ruling
regime, SLORC (State Law and Order Restoration Council) and current military regime SPDC (State Peace
and Development Council) has extent it’s armed troops and launched more and more oVensives against
armed oppositions. Because of the serious oVensives against not only the ethnic armed groups, but also the
ethnic civilians.

Many of villages were burnt down by troops of Burmese Army (the ruling regime’s armed force) and the
villagers were forcibly relocated from their homes. On the other hand, the ethnic refugees those crossed into
the border since 1980s during the Burma’s socialist government and later during SLORC/SPDC era still do
not have any opportunity to return to their homes. Over a half million of displaced persons are still displaced
in eastern part of the border with Thailand.

The political situation has not improved since the ruling regime always rejected the political dialogue and
planned to hold on in the political power as long as possible. Although the regime agreed for ceasefire
agreement with some ethnic armed groups, it is really not a political solution. The ethnic people those their
political armed groups are agreeing for ceasefire still various types of harassment and intimidation by the
government authorities and soldiers of Burmese Army.
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II. Needs of IDPs

If compared with the 140,000 refugees in Thailand, the IDPs face worst situation to reach to aid
assistance. In refugee camps, many NGOs or aid agencies has involved in assisting them in terms of food
supplies, education, health care and other basic needs. But for the displaced persons in Tenasserim Division,
Mon State, Karen State, Karenni (Kayah) State and Shan State are not provided with various types of
assistance.

Thailand Burma Border Consortium (TBBC) and it’s program Emergency Relief Assistance (ERA)
coordinated with the local ethnic relief organisations and have supported emergency food assistance by cash
or by rice for at least three months supplies. But the current assistance to IDPs are not suYcient.

There are many needs among the IDPs who are the most diYcult situation. The needs are as below:

Food

The IDPs needs more foods than three months supplies. Some ethnic relief organisation, MRDC, can
support direct food assistance while some have to support with cashes to buy foods for three months. The
IDPs themselves manage to buy these food supplies.

Clothing and sheltering

Most displaced villagers does not have suYcient clothes when the fled from their homes. They have just
one or two sets of clothes. They also need these clothing and some sheltering assistance to create some
temporary shelters.

Medicines and medical care

Medical NGOs or the local ethnic health organisations need to provide more health care to IDPs because
they are seriously in needs of medical assistance. During the displacement, many IDPs including women and
children suVer from various types of diseases.

Mobile education program

The displaced children also need for education. In some areas, the displaced communities also establish
some temporary schools for children. Both teachers and students need assistance to operate mobile
education system.

III. Displacement Effected Ethnic Groups and Challenges for Assistance

Displacement eVected ethnic groups in eastern part of Burma are Mon, Karen, Tavoyan, Karenni, Shan,
Pa-oh and other ethnic groups.

Currently, with the corroboration of local armed groups and political groups in eastern part of Burma,
the ethnic relief organisations can operate their relief programs with various challenges.

Some challenges are as below:

— There are more and more troops of Burmese Army in eastern part of Burma and the relief
organisations need more armed escorts in operation of their relief program.

— The displaced persons sometimes, even they received cashes it made them some diYculties to
purchase foods. But the local traders are helping them.

IV. Advantages and Disadvantages of Cross Border Assistance

If DFID agrees to support more for the IDPs in Burma it will be much benefit for the IDPs.

Main advantage is the aid can stop food-shortage among the displaced persons. Most displaced persons
can not find suYcient foods in forest and they need food or cash to buy foods. Aid can also support for
medical supplies and medical treatment to the patients in forests and mountainous area. If the supports for
children’s education and assistance for sheltering and clothing is added, they can male better situation of
the IDPs.

Some disadvantages could be slow reach of assistance because of the security, the SPDC troops and other
armed groups will follow and plan to stop the assistance, and could not set up the programs that could
support to all IDPs.
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V. Impacts of DFID Assistance

If DFID can extend it’s relief program up to IDPs, it will have so great impacts, because the ethnic relief
organisations need more assistance to provide the IDPs. They not only need to support emergency food
assistance, they also want to support with other suYcient assistance, like health care and education
assistance.

DFID can learn from TBBC’s ERA program how it set frameworks for the IDPs relief program. ERA
program is reliable and essential for the IDPs.

Memorandum submitted by Peter E. Mulligan

Re: International Development Committee and DFID funding for Burma

I believe that the International Development Committee is soon to be holding an inquiry into how the
Department for International Development operates with regards to Burma. I would like to make the case
that more should be done to support projects which actively promote transition to democracy in Burma.

I am aware that the funding of such pro-democracy projects may not at first appear as a good investment,
since there is often no immediate tangible change as a result of this kind of support; however, this approach
does address the root cause of poverty and human rights abuses within Burma and can therefore be justified
on both strategic and economic grounds.

A shift in DFID’s policy, to support pro-democracy movements both within Burma and on the borders,
would bring it in line with US policy and also show a consistent approach, granted that DFID is already
funding pro-democracy projects in China, Russia, the Balkans and Kenya.

The transition to democracy and the establishment of a civil society within Burma will not be an easy one,
and investment is clearly needed for agencies in exile which can facilitate this change. Specifically, I would
like to request you to fund 2 such organisations which are currently promoting democratic transition in
Burma:

1. AAPP

Assistance Association for Political Prisoners (Burma) was formed to document and disseminate
information on the situation of political prisoners in Burma and to provide assistance to the families of
prisoners.

2. Federation of Trade Unions, Burma (FTUB)

The FTUB is a trade union congress with member unions; it works inside Burma to educate, organize,
and strengthen Burmese workers and other pro-democracy movements. The FTUB also seeks to organize
democratic trade unions in ethnic areas and publish teaching materials, in a variety of languages to promote
the concepts of democracy and trade union rights.

I hope the Committee will consider the points raised above when it considers funding for Burma in the
years ahead. It is essential that due weight is given to the need to address the causes of deprivation and
human rights abuses in Burma and to support pro-democracy movements which stand the greatest chance
to rectify these problems.

Memorandum submitted by Oxfam GB East Asia

INQUIRY INTO DfID ASSISTANCE TO BURMESE IDPs AND REFUGEES ON THE THAI-
BURMA BORDER

Oxfam GB welcomes the attention that the International Development Committee is giving to the
situation of people in and from Burma.

Oxfam GB does not currently have a presence in Burma, however we have been providing funding
support to a small number of INGOs and local NGOs in Burma since 2002, managed from our East Asia
Regional Centre in Bangkok.

In undertaking its current inquiry, we would urge the Committee to consider the needs of people in the
whole of Burma and how these can be addressed. While we agree that IDPs are an especially vulnerable
group with specific needs, there is also a chronic humanitarian situation in many other areas of the country
and a large proportion of the population who are struggling to meet their basic requirements.
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Oxfam GB has decided to expand our programme in Burma and we are currently in the process of
applying for a Memorandum of Understanding which would enable us to increase the scale of our
humanitarian activities and establish a presence in the country. This decision is based on the experience of
our partners and extensive consultations with a variety of stakeholders over the last two years.

While we recognise that working in Burma is diYcult and complex, we believe that with care and
sensitivity it is possible to implement accountable programmes that have positive impact on people’s lives
and fall within international frameworks and standards.

Memorandum submitted by the Peace Way Foundation: Burma Issues

CROSS BORDER HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE INTO BURMA: OPENING UP THE ONLY
CHANNEL FOR AID TO REACH INTERNALLY DISPLACED PEOPLE AND ETHNIC

COMMUNITIES

1. Summary and Introduction

1.1 A key paradox of the situation in Burma is that the Burmese military junta is simultaneously the sole
conduit for humanitarian aid within the country, as well as being a primary root cause of the humanitarian
problem. Populations in the border areas are in a particularly vulnerable situation, however, due to
restrictions from the military junta, aid agencies working from within Burma cannot access these people.
Consequently the only way humanitarian aid can reach these vulnerable populations is through cross
border work.

1.2 Burma Issues has prepared this document to present the situation as we see it. From our extensive
experience working with communities inside Burma’s civil war zones we are confident to say that there is
space to carry out humanitarian activities that will improve people’s human security. However the
opportunity to explore these spaces has been limited, and one reason is donors’ unwillingness to fund cross
border work. Consequently we welcome the decision by DFID to explore the possibility of cross border
work.

1.3 In this document we focus on work with communities inside Burma rather than refugees, looking at
both Internally Displaced People and ethnic communities. We discuss the current situation inside Burma
and restrictions in terms of delivering aid to internally displaced people (IDPs) and communities in the
ethnic areas of Burma. We look at the humanitarian crisis in the ethnic areas of Burma, and how work is
currently being undertaken by community based organizations (CBOs) to provide assistance.

1.4 We discuss the types of assistance can be delivered and their importance and strengths: relief or aid
work, education and capacity building, moral support and de-isolisation work, documentation and
preserving traditional culture. We also address concerns and risks in delivering cross-border aid.

1.5 Lastly, we look at how DFID can get involved, and how its involvement could make a real diVerence.

1.6 About Burma Issues

1.6.1 Burma Issues was formed in 1990 as a private-non-profit organisation devoted to peacefully
addressing Burma’s struggle for human rights and democratic rule. Burma Issues is unique in that we focus
on the marginalized communities living in the war zone of Burma as our target group for building a peace
based on justice for everyone. Our approach is based on concepts of empowerment of these marginalized
communities, including community organising, international advocacy campaigns and extensive
documentation. In 2002 we were able to register as a non-governmental organisation with the Royal Thai
Government under The Peace Way Foundation.

1.6.2 As an organisation we have been working with grassroots communities for over 16 years and have
gained extensive insight and experience during this time into the sorts of support and aid that can be
delivered eVectively cross border. We have also, over time, built up a level trust and mutual respect within
the communities within which we work, which enables us to understand the intricacies of the situation, learn
from grassroots people’s experiences and perspectives and understand how to best to approach assistance.
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2. Situation Inside Burma

2.1 Central Burma

2.1.1 The current humanitarian situation in Burma is frightening and the prospects for improvement are
grim. A quarter of the Burmese population lives below the dollar-a-day poverty line and the already fragile
social network is being increasingly undermined. The State Peace and Development Council (SPDC) spend
only 0.5% of their GDP on education and 0.2% on health care.1 Consequently, HIV/AIDS and other highly
infectious, yet preventable, diseases like hepatitis A, typhoid, diarrhea, malaria and tuberculosis have spread
throughout the country. Currently 71% of the population is at risk of malaria infection, the country has the
highest rate of tuberculosis worldwide. There is a very real possibility that these diseases will reach epidemic
proportions, if they have not already.

2.1.2 Despite the deteriorating humanitarian situation, the junta has been consistently more interested
in financing military projects, than social services. While international aid agencies and local community
based organisations (CBOs) can limitedly operate within Burma, they confront a humanitarian crisis and a
political system that serves to enrich and consolidate military power at the expense of human security. A
paradoxical situation emerges whereby the resources and legitimacy that international humanitarian aid
brings to the country are manipulated for the benefit of the very regime that perpetuates the crisis. The
SPDC’s disregard for humanitarian issues ensures that international assistance remains a stopgap measure.
Also, the junta’s continuing actions vis-à-vis the populace creates new humanitarian problems. The
humanitarian assistance that does actually come into the country reaches only a small minority of those
in need.

2.1.3 One obstacle to international aid work is the corruption of the state bureaucracy. The junta requires
that aid money and in-kind provisions be channeled through state agencies, a process that takes it through
several departments and the hands of several state or local politicians. In this process, government and
military leaders take “their quota” from the total amount of aid finances and resources that pass through
their departments. Organisations cannot control the amount of financing or goods actually reaching the
people. An example of this occurred in the delivery of aid to victims of a cyclone that hit the Arakan coast
on 19 May 2004. In this case aid money and resources were sent through SPDC-backed agencies. The
military forced victims to sign documents stating that they had received 20,000 kyat, when only 14,000 had
been delivered and provisions of rice, cooking pots and blankets were similarly exaggerated.2

2.2 Border/Ethnic Areas

2.2.1 While the entire country is facing a humanitarian crisis, the situation in the border areas is especially
horrific. Internal displacement continues to be an epidemic, with more than half a million Internally
Displaced Persons (IDPs) in eastern Burma alone. In November 2005 the State Peace and Development
Council launched an oVensive in northern Karen State, which is still ongoing today. From this oVensive
more than 30,000 people have been forced to flee their homes. The army has destroyed rice stores, burnt
down entire villages and planted landmines around villages and on pathways. Food scarcity continues to
plague both villagers and IDPs.

2.2.2 In addition IDPs and villagers face serious health issues, especially during the wet season (May to
August). Malaria is prevalent, as are skin diseases, dysentery and malnutrition. Villagers, as a result of
military attacks and increased militarization of their homelands are also likely to be injured by a landmine
or through soldier violence. Access to medical services is virtually non-existent. As a result people often die
from preventable and curable diseases and treatable injuries.

2.2.3 The Burmese army continues to oppress the ethnic people through indirect tactics. While extra
judicial killings still take place, the army concentrates their eVorts on destroying survival structures. The
military destroys food sources, forces people to undertake labour intensive projects, demolishes houses;
forcibly relocate entire villages and employs land confiscation. While not directly killing people, these tactics
slowly and systematically erodes their livelihoods, the people’s spirits and eventually their ability to survive.

2.2.3 However, this is not a new phenomenon. For the past 30 years the Burmese army has used military
force against civilians, allegedly to quell armed insurgency. Since the late 1980s oVensives in Burma’s ethnic
areas have intensified becoming nearly an annual event. As a result villagers have been displaced numerous
times because of the actions of Burma’s military junta. Consequently, the villagers’ ability to feed their
families, provide education and health services or even ensure their safety has been undermined time and
time again. Their ability and desire to resist the Burmese army has been worn down, leaving them
particularly vulnerable. As a Karen colleague said, “they have nothing left—they have had to leave their
homes, property, land, even family members behind. They simply have nothing left.”

1 Department for International Development (UK Government) website, November 2005.
2 Nine Arakanesse Arrested by MI for Complaining to Prime Minister Khin Nyunt, Narinjara News, 9 August 2004.
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3. What Humanitarian Efforts are Currently being Undertaken?

3.1 Currently the Burmese regime prevents all non-governmental organisations and United Nations
agencies inside Burma giving humanitarian aid to the villagers in these areas. The junta prohibits
organisations traveling to these areas and documenting human rights violations and the humanitarian crisis.
It is impossible to bypass these regulations.

3.2 There are some community-based organisations (CBOs) that work cross-border from Thailand. A
portion of these groups bring emergency relief to villagers, while other groups work with communities in
the eVort to empower communities and to increase the village’s ability to be self-suYcient. However, these
eVorts are only a tiny amount of what is needed. The SPDC deems all these eVorts illegal and if the Burmese
army catches workers they will be killed.

3.3 Currently between 2% and 5% of Burma’s population is living outside the country, as refugees and
migrant workers.3 This figure is alarming, however, the vast majority of villagers choose to stay near their
villages and fields rather than attempting to seek asylum in Thailand or other countries, despite the
horrendous situation they face. Simply put, it is their home and they do not want to leave.

4. What Space is Available for Cross Border Humanitarian Efforts?

4.1 Cross border work benefits marginalized communities inside ethnic areas of Burma in a number of
ways. EVorts that are currently being undertaken only reach a small portion of those in need, and there is
the space to expand these activities.

4.1.1 Relief or aid work

There are a number of CBOs that deliver immediate relief to communities within the war zones of Burma
by providing food, medical care and supplies, shelter and clothing. These organisations fill an immediate
need and can provide the critical support needed by many.

4.1.2 Capacity building and education

Whilst providing immediate aid is of course vital, it is also equally, if not more important to ensure that
sustainable solutions are found to the situation faced by villagers inside. CBOs can and do provide the
knowledge and skills required to enable grassroots people understand how they help themselves. Such work
ensures that people are empowered to forge a way of life that works for them in the longer term and that
they are engaged in determining their own future. The sort of capacity building and education includes:

— Providing education and educational materials for children;

— Teacher training and development of model schools that can be used as a blueprint for education
practices within the area;

— Self-reliance programmes, such as organic farming;

— Village or community organising projects, which work with communities to help them understand
general political, economic and social principles and to install their own traditional administration
bodies. Such projects include participation of community members from all levels and give people
the confidence to participate in building up their nation in a bottom-up approach;

— Food security;

— Health and sanitation;

— Documentation of events, human rights violations, experiences etc (see point 4.1.4 below); and

— Landmine awareness and mapping.

4.1.3 Moral support and de-isolation work

Communication within the ethnic border areas of Burma is extremely limited and as a result grassroots
people have no way of connecting with other communities to share experiences. There is often no realisation
that abuses experienced by one group are being experienced by many others across the region. Feelings of
isolation and separation from the rest of the world can be addressed during the course of any activity inside
Burma: the very act of CBO workers coming to spend time and energy with grassroots people, and
explaining the wider context helps villages to feel connected to a wider community and to feel supported
and understood. This could be enhanced through project work, whereby CBO workers visiting communities
at culturally significant times such as New Year. The purpose would not necessarily be to provide specific
aid or capacity building, but simply to be there and share the event. Such projects would go a long way to
creating greater mutual understanding, respect and trust (that will help to strengthen future projects or
programmes), as well as helping to underline the importance of maintaining cultural traditions.

3 Burma: State of Human Security, Human Security Alliance Conference, 9 April 2007, Bangkok.
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4.1.4 Documentation

Documentation has a three-fold purpose, firstly to ensure that the beneficiaries participate in developing
the solutions and project work done in the area, secondly to ensure their voices are heard at a regional and
international level and thirdly to ensure that the situation and events are recorded for analysis.
Documentation includes:

— Strategies of internally displaced people;

— People’s stories, experiences and perspectives;

— Human rights violations;

— Collecting news and information on the situation and key developments; and

— SPDC activities, militarization and development.

4.1.5 Cultural preservation

CBOs play a role in promoting the preservation of traditional culture within the ethnic areas of Burma.
It can be seen that a strategy undertaken by the SPDC has been to attempt to “Burmanize” ethnic people
by preventing the practicing of cultural traditions eg preventing ethnic languages from being taught in
schools and banning teaching materials in ethnic languages. In addition much of the tradition of passing on
stories and culture within the ethnic areas of Burma is oral so there is a risk that many traditions will pass
away with the older generation.

Cultural preservation is vital to a people’s sense of identity, confidence and empowerment. At a future
time of peace, if many traditions and cultural references have been lost, the process of re-building will
become even more of a challenge for the grassroots people. CBO work can help to raise awareness of the
importance of making positive steps to preserving cultural heritage and provide the necessary capacity. Such
steps may involve documenting oral history and village history, educating children in their ethnic language
and culture, as well maintaining cultural and traditional medicines practices.

5. Strengths Relating to Cross Border Work

5.1 The types of support outlined above are only executable on a cross-border basis. They provide help
straight to the grassroots people that are most aVected by the civil war, and help that is not simply emergency
relief, but help that is sustainable and empowers the people to determine their own future in a non-
violent way.

5.2 This empowerment and capacity strengthens the people and will send a key message to the SPDC that
despite their actions, civilians are not being broken down and continue to live and work towards a future
time of peace and justice.

5.3 It is currently very diYcult to get funding for cross-border activities, as many donors feel
uncomfortable with the realm of the work. DFID support could give other donors the confidence to get
involved.

6. Concerns Relating to Cross Border Work

6.1 Security is a major concern in providing cross border assistance for marginalised communities in
Burma. Both CBO staV and beneficiaries’ lives are at risk by working within the civil war zone, and whilst
risk mitigation strategies are carefully considered, it is impossible to eradicate the threat.

6.2 In relation to security, CBOs are sometimes required to cooperate with armed groups within Burma
in order to carry out their work. It is important to ensure that whilst these groups are cooperated with for
security, independence is maintained when it comes to the aims, objectives and activities of the individual
CBOs. This is something that can and is done by CBOs that currently operate inside, and must continue.

6.3 The situation inside the ethnic areas of Burma is very complex and the intricacies of each State are
often unique to that State. It is therefore important to recognise that there is no single blanket approach to
projects that will work for all groups. Planning takes time and needs to involve as many parties as possible
to ensure that appropriate solutions are developed for each area.

6.4 When looking at activities on a cross-border basis, monitoring and evaluating can be a challenge as
traditional methods are often not viable. However, we are confident that DFID has experience in other
situations around the world that help to provide insight as to how to develop the methods used, and that
they could work together with CBOs/NGOs to strengthen monitoring and evaluation capacity in the area.
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6.5 Another concern with working cross border is the governments of the countries where the aid is
coming from. Cross border work continues to be unsanctioned by both the SPDC and their neighbours.
These countries can close their borders at any time, and have the sovereignty to do so. While this is a concern,
cross border work has been occurring for decades, some times under extremely tense situations. Continued
lobbying from other governments, UN agencies, international non-governmental organisations and other
interested parties to keep the borders open and to allow can help to mitigate some of these concerns.

7. How DFID can Support Cross Border Work to Burma

7.1 At the most basic level, a key resource that CBOs need to carry out their work is funding. Most CBOs
operate on a shoe-string budget, and if they could increase their funding it would mean that organisations
would have the financial resources to expand, which in turn would mean an increase in work (whether it is
capacity building, emergency relief, etc) occurring in Burma’s border areas. Obviously such expansion
would not be immediate and would need to be approached carefully with due planning, from recruiting and
training staV, to building up relationships with beneficiaries and other parties to implementing activities.
While an increase in funding will ensure that projects have adequate funding levels, it will take considerable
time before the outputs of having this additional funding are visible.

7.2 Additionally, as DFID is certainly aware, it is necessary for funding agencies to take time to
understand the context in which these organisations work. Within Thailand most CBOs are unregistered,
and consequently have no legal status. This is also true of staV, and most CBO staV cannot travel outside
the border areas where they are based. Furthermore CBOs allocate most of their budget into their projects,
often at the expense of administration and communication, for example, some CBOs do not have regular
access to the Internet or phone lines.

7.3 Consequently, it is important for donors and CBOs to work together and be committed to working
together. A typical major donor relationship would be hard to maintain with CBOs, as at this time they may
not have the experience or capacity to meet the demands (in terms of reporting, monitoring, etc) from large
donor agencies. That is not to say that it is impossible, however firstly both parties need to realize the
diVerent expectations that donor agencies and CBOs have in relation to a funding agreement. Secondly their
needs to be eVorts made to bridge these diVerences, in a participatory way. These eVorts can come from
DFID by allocating some funding to organizational development activities, and working with funding
partners on these issues, for example holding workshops about DFID’s reporting requirements, monitoring
and evaluation techniques, etc. This would help to create a strong donor/CBO relationship and partnership.

7.4 Another key aspect of the situation is that unless there is a change in the way that the Burmese junta
runs the country that the humanitarian crisis will continue. Consequently their needs to be support from the
global community for a peace based on justice for everyone in Burma. Donor organisations can also help
to advocate for change and DFID as the international aid arm of the British government is uniquely placed
to channel information to policy makers. As CBOs often cannot reach policy makers directly, donors, such
as DFID, can help bridge the divide and ensure that the voices of the people are heard.

7.5 Lastly the people in Burma’s ethnic areas need long-term support. They are balancing precariously
on the abyss of survival. While all support, regardless of how big or small is greatly appreciated and needed,
to make a real diVerence support needs be ongoing and consistent. If a large quantity of aid was to come
into the area for two years and then dry up, it could have severe negative consequences for the people and
also could damage the relationships between the grassroots people and the CBOs. Consequently DFID, and
other donors, need to make a long-term commitment to supporting cross border humanitarian work into
Burma.

8. Conclusion

8.1 From the information presented here, it is clear that there is space for cross border work, and that
this work is not just limited to providing emergency relief, but rather to helping people have the capacity to
be self-suYcient and to participate meaningfully in their future.

8.2 While working cross border enables assistance that would otherwise be impossible, it also raises some
very real concerns. But these concerns must be outweighed by the fact that in the current situation, cross
border aid is not just an option, it is the only solution. For the millions of people facing an urgent and
ongoing humanitarian crisis that worsens each year and is comparable to the worst humanitarian disasters
in the world, cross border aid is their only access to help. Moreover, with it’s role in the international
community, DFID involvement in opening up this channel would give confidence to other key stakeholders
to become involved (whether at the assistance or political level) which can only strengthen humanitarian
eVorts even further.
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Memorandum submitted by Peter Sagar

Re: International Development Committee and DfID Funding for Burma

1. I have been informed that the International Development Committee is soon to be holding an inquiry
into how the Department for International Development operates with regards to Burma. I would like to
make the case that more should be done to support organisations and schemes, which actively promote
transition to democracy in Burma. I also believe that more should be done to help refugees and migrants
from Burma, presently in Thailand and other neighbouring countries. There are tens of thousands who have
fled the appalling human rights abuses of the SPDC regime and the brutal attacks made by the Burmese
army, particularly on the Karen ethnic minority.

2. Many of the refugees have been in refugee camps for over ten years now and those refugees currently
in Thailand desperately need support for basic services such as health and education provision. Not only
are they in desperate need of support at present, but this situation is likely to continue into the indefinite
future. The only other scenario is even worse; that the refugees are forcibly relocated back to Burma, to face
the prospect of becoming forced labour, or death. It can be well argued that greater support for provision
of health and education would help to persuade the Thai authorities that they should be allowed to remain
in Thailand.

3. With regards to support for organisations which help Burmese people currently resident in Thailand,
in either refugee camps or migrant communities, I would like to suggest for the following:

— Support for education projects run by UK-led and other NGOs in the refugee camps and in towns
on the border such as Mae Sot. I have taught in two refugee camps along the Thai/Burmese border
and am therefore only too well aware of the diYcult conditions, which teachers are facing in the
refugee camps. The Thai government are allowing the refugees and migrants to stay in Thailand
but are not funding their education provision. Resources and training are desperately needed.
Without a decent education the future for many young people from Burma, currently resident in
Thailand is bleak indeed. Support for education on the Thai/Burmese border and in Karen State
would also help to ensure that any transition to democracy is enduring, as there is a good argument
that a more educated society is more likely to understand the complexities of a democratic system.

— Similar support is needed for health provision in the refugee camps and among the migrant
workers along the Thai/Burmese border. There are also ways through clinics such as Mae Tao
Clinic in Mae Sot of helping IDPs within Burma, through the backpackers scheme, whereby
trained medics go into Burma to find and provide medical support for IDPs in the rainforest.
Support for further training of medics among the refugee communities on the Thai/Burmese
border would also be useful. Again support for health care would help to make the transition to
democracy easier as it would help to improve the levels of skills and knowledge of health
practioners, thereby ensuring that one possible cause of unrest would be lessened.

4. I am aware that there may be diYculties in giving support for people who are not technically citizens
of the country they are currently residing in, but the levels of suVering of refugees from Burma is so great
that I do believe that attempts must be made.

5. In terms of funding organisations directly involved in working for a democratic Burma I am similarly
aware that the funding of such pro-democracy projects may not at first appear as a good way of using money,
since there is often no immediate tangible change as a result of this kind of support; however, many
independent commentators have pointed out that the abject poverty in Burma is largely a result of the lack
of democracy and so an approach, which seeks to support the development of democracy within Burma,
can be said to address the root cause of poverty and human rights abuses within Burma and can therefore
be justified on both strategic and economic grounds.

6. The transition to democracy and the establishment of a civil society within Burma will not be an easy
one, and investment is clearly needed for agencies in exile, which can facilitate this change. Specifically, I
would like to request you to fund 2 such organisations, which are currently promoting democratic transition
in Burma:

Federation of Trade Unions, Burma (FTUB)

7. The FTUB is a trade union congress with member unions; it works inside Burma to educate, organize,
and strengthen Burmese workers and other pro-democracy movements. The leadership of the FTUB is in
exile in Thailand and other countries as membership of a free trade union in Burma can be punishable by
imprisonment or even death. Only two weeks ago, reports emanating from Burma suggested that a
prominent trade unionist had been handed a 25-year prison sentence.

8. There are huge problems with forced labour in Burma and as in many other countries, trade unions
in Burma are among those organisations which are most concerned with gathering information about
human rights abuses and working for those human rights. I also firmly believe that trade unions are a basic
building block in any civic society and without the development of a strong civic society in Burma, any future
democracy may be in peril.
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The Association for the Assistance of Political Prisoners

9. This organisation gathers and disseminates information about political prisoners within Burma, some
of whom were elected as MPs in the election of 1990. Support for this organisation could send out a very
strong message that the UK government is serious about supporting the transition to democracy; a
transition which is long overdue, as it is now 17 years since the results of a democratic election were declared
null and void.

10. I think that it is very important that DfID supports cross-border organisations as these are more likely
to get aid to where it is really needed. This particularly the case with regards to support for the ethnic
minorities, including the Karens, Karenni, Kachins, Mon and Shan.

11. I hope the Committee will consider the points raised above when it considers funding for Burma in
the years ahead. It is important that support is given to the needs of the thousands of Karen and other
refugees from Burma who have had to flee from Burma, to escape being attacked or coerced into becoming
forced labour on huge construction projects which only benefit the regime and their allies outside Burma.
Health and Education provision and respect for workers’ rights are essential in any functioning democracy.
DfID can provide great assistance both to IDPs and refugees now and to the successful future transition to
democracy in Burma, by supporting cross-border organisations and projects, which are working for these
goals.

Memorandum submitted by Save the Children (Burma)

1. Save the Children started operations in Burma in 1995. We now employ approximately 450 Burmese
staV and 5 expatriate staV in Burma. The programme is managed from a central oYce in Rangoon where
45 staV are based, the bulk of our staV work in the field in 30 locations around the country—including 11
townships in South-eastern Burma.

2. Save the Children runs the following programmes in Burma: child protection/anti-traYcking; early
childhood care and development (ECCD); health (including: child survival, environmental health,
reproductive health); livelihood opportunities; HIV and AIDS; and nutrition. Our work is in: Karen State,
Mon State, Tenasserim Division, Southern Shan State, Northern Shan State, Sagaing Division, Mandalay
Division, Magwe Division, Pegu Division, Irrawaddy Division and Rangoon Division.

3. Save the Children is running its community-based early childhood care and development work in
Hlaing Bwe and Kawkareik townships in Karen State. This covers approximately 40 villages. It is funded by
DFID—as is our ECCD work in northern and southern Shan State, Sagaing Division and Magwe Division.

4. Save the Children is running its child protection/anti-traYcking programme in: Hlaing Bwe,
Kawkareik, Hpa-an, Kya Inn Seik Kyi townships in Karen State; and Thaton, Paung, Chaung Sone,
Mudon, Kyaik Ma Yaw townships in Mon State. This is funded by DFID—as is similar work in Northern
Shan State. We also run some HIV work in all the same townships but this is not funded by DFID.

5. Save the Children runs a nutrition programme in Hpa-an township, Karen State; and ECCD and
reproductive health programmes in Laung Lone township, Tenasserim Division. These are not funded by
DFID.

6. In all of these areas in South-eastern Burma we have so far been able to operate freely and select villages
to work in against poverty and need criteria that we define, and in discussion with community members.
Despite the challenging and complex political and economic environment, our experience has shown that
it is possible to make progress in specific areas.

7. Although in our programmes in south-eastern Burma we do not currently count those community
members who could be classed as IDPs, we know that there are some in almost all the villages we are working
in. In all the areas we are working in, especially those in Karen State, we are working with people aVected
by conflict. They need access to health care, support to livelihoods, access to education, water & sanitation,
protection etc. We can help to meet these needs and could of course do more if funds permitted.

8. There are parts of Karen State where conflict is ongoing, and where the needs of the population are
reported to be very severe, that we are not currently working in, and almost certainly could not work in. It
is estimated that the aVected population would be approximately 100,000. Apart from this we have not faced
limitations in the areas we can access and work in.
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9 The humanitarian and development needs across much of the country are very significant. Evidence
from various parts of the country indicate that large segments of the population are caught in deep-rooted,
structural poverty, and that the situation for many families is worsening. While these problems are endemic
in the country, they are particularly acute in border areas, and in the central “dry zone” of the country (where
seasonal food insecurity is highest). There is also some internal migration to Mon State (from the central
‘dry zone’) and these migrants face many of the same problems as IDPs.

10. Across the country there are very significant movements of people cross-border (to Thailand, China
and Malaysia) and also within Burma for various reasons. Some of this is internal migration from the central
“dry zone” to Mon State and Tenasserim Division for work. There are no signs that the level of people
movement will diminish.

11. In summary—Save the Children believes there is a massive humanitarian need to respond to in
Burma. IDPs form part of the population in need of urgent help—many, but not all, of these people can be
helped by organizations and groups operating within Burma, if adequately funded. There are also massive
needs to respond to in areas of the country away from the Thai-Burma border. More humanitarian and
development assistance is needed for the country as a whole as a matter of urgency.

Letter submitted by Lisa Smeaton

As an individual interested in the situation in Burma I would like to make the following comments on the
above inquiry.

1. I do not believe DFID provides suYcient aid to Burma. There is an ongoing humanitarian crisis in
Burma but this is not reflected by the level of aid provided by DFID. Burma is a country where less than
60p per person a day is spent on health and education combined. Health and education statistics put the
standard of living for Burmese people on a equal footing to some of the poorest countries in Africa. The
World Health Organisation ranks Burma as 190th out of 191 countries for health care provision. One in ten
children die before reaching their fifth birthday and one in three children under five are malnourished. These
are a shocking statistics and I would like to see DFID fund aid to Burma at similar per capita levels as other
African countries with comparable health and education standards.

2. At present, DFID funds very little pro-democracy projects in Burma and does not support any projects
which are solely related to pro-democracy activity. Without supporting pro-democracy activity, the root
cause of Burma’s problems will never be addressed and all other funding is a “band-aid” approach. The State
Peace and Development Council is responsible for human right abuses and there are thousands of political
prisoners in Burma enduring torture. Rape and forced labour is also commonplace. Aung San Suu Kyi has
now spent 10 years under house arrest—the only living Nobel Peace Prize winner to be denied their freedom.
I strongly urge DFID to provide funding to Burma to support dedicated pro-democracy activity. I am aware
that DFID provides funding for pro-democracy work in other countries, including some with more
democratic structures than Burma and therefore cannot see any justification for DFID not to be more
proactive in its support for pro-democracy activity.

3. Currently, DFID supports little cross border aid to thousands of internally displaced persons. Poverty
is probably most serious in the border areas of Burma and without well funded projects in this area DFID
is failing in its mandate. These border areas are often physically and politically inaccessible for those
working within Burma who are under SPDC “direction”. Supporting cross border aid is the only way to
reach these people many of whom have had to flee from their homes due to SPDC activity aimed at ethnic
cleansing and have no shelter, food or medical provision. Diseases such as HIV/AIDS, malaria and TB are
commonplace. The people aVected include many children and elderly people. Whilst it is essential that
DFID continue to work within Burma, it is equally important that DFID puts similar eVorts and funding
in cross border projects.

Memorandum by Dr Alan Smith

SUMMARY

1. Background

Forced displacement is common in Myanmar/Burma, related to armed conflict associated with
insurgency and counter-insurgency and in other areas related to infrastructure and economic developments
which require access to land. This does not happen only in ethnic areas, and is not restricted to rural areas,
but it is of greatest extent and significance in ethnic rural areas.
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2. The Particular Needs of IDPs in Myanmar/Burma

Responses to the particular needs of IDPs in Burma/Myanmar should reflect the UN Guiding Principles
which focus on protection, health and livelihood and education needs.

3. The Challenges Faced in Delivering Aid and Assistance to IDPs

The most significant challenge is how to provide protection against displacement and continuing
protection from abuse after displacement has occurred.

There is a lack of easily accessible health treatment centres (either because too remote or too expensive)
and lack of health education and awareness. Livelihood issues are the most diYcult to address and, on the
one hand there are clearly situations where newly displaced people are desperately in need of food assistance,
on the other hand, there is community consensus that it is security against economic abuse, which is the key
to economic security.

The most serious challenge regarding education is lack of access, sometimes due to remoteness of the
nearest school, but most often it is economic reasons. Community organisations therefore focus on
expanding access, though there is awareness also of the need to improve the quality of education available
by providing better school materials and teacher training.

4. How Donors Can Assist IDPs in Myanmar/Burma Most Effectively?

It is faith-based organisations and ethnic organisations in Myanmar that are the most actively engaged
in providing assistance to communities aVected by displacement, armed-conflict-related and otherwise.
Donors can best assist IDPs in Myanmar/Burma by supporting and strengthening the work of community-
based organisations, either directly or in collaboration with international organisations which work in
cooperation with community-based organisations. Donors can also actively engage in the search for more
eVective forms of advocacy on behalf of the displaced, for ending displacement and other forms of abuse,
and for expanding humanitarian access to armed conflict-aVected areas both from inside the country and
across the border. Donors can also support eVorts by communities and community organisations inside
Myanmar/Burma to articulate needs as they see them, rather than to be spoken for by exiles and political
organisations outside the country.

5. The Advantages and Disadvantages of Cross-border Assistance Compared to Other Ways of
Assisting IDPs in Myanmar/Burma

The main advantage of cross-border assistance is that it can access IDPs who have been displaced from
armed conflict situations and who have fled towards the border or into hiding in mountainous and forested
areas not accessible from inside the country. The main disadvantage of this mode of providing assistance is
that it is identified by the Myanmar authorities with “supporting and legitimising” insurgency.

Despite the disadvantages, it is still the case that this form of assistance is the only way that assistance can
be provided to certain groups displaced by armed conflict. However, if it extends into Government-
controlled areas, the risks to both assistance personnel and recipients are greater, because it is seen as
partisan.

The main advantage of assistance provided by community organisations inside the country is that it can
be undertaken by community organisations that are recognised by the authorities as having a legitimate role
to play in these communities. They are organisations which, as an integral part of the aVected communities,
will provide assistance of a kind which is designed to activate and complement the aVected community’s
own “coping mechanism”, not generate a dependency syndrome.

The main disadvantage of this form of assistance is that it has a limited potential to reach those directly
aVected by armed conflict, especially those who have been displaced to the east towards the Thailand border,
due to restrictions on access maintained by the Myanmar/Burma authorities.

6. The Impact of DFID’s Policies Towards Myanmar/Burma’s IDPs

DFID support has made possible UN support for community based organisations inside Myanmar to
explore and expand a wide range of activities focussed on displacement. This has included collection of data
by community organisations, training of community organisation staV with regard to collection and
analysis of data, regular information sharing meetings, collective prioritisation of needs and the
implementation of assistance and development projects by community organisations in communities
aVected by conflict and displacement.
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7. How Different Ethnic Groups are Affected by Displacement

Since the focus of the inquiry is specifically displacement in the eastern border area (although forced
displacement occurs in other areas of Burma also), it is possible to say that the eastern border areas aVected
are ethnic minority areas, and that it is therefore ethnic minorities that are most aVected. Some of the ethnic
minorities include substantial Christian communities. However, again it is necessary to emphasise that
although Christian ethnic minority communities are often the victims of forcible displacement, this is so
because they are the communities in proximity to insurgency and counter-insurgency, not because they are
Christian per se.

8. The Likely Trends in the Region in Terms of Displacement, and Development and
Humanitarian Needs

There is a downward trend in armed conflict in Myanmar/Burma, but there is no reason to believe that
there will be any rapid resolution of the conflict between the government and those armed groups that have
not yet made ceasefires. Displacement directly due to armed conflict is likely to continue to occur in local
“episodes’, and is not expected to escalate or to become widespread. There is also no prospect of a
demilitarisation of the eastern border areas and with very large numbers of government troops “in
occupation” and large numbers of weapons in the community, a high level of abusive behaviour towards
the local population by those holding arms is likely to continue.

Displacement is likely to increase throughout the border area in association with government-initiated
development and commercial development in association with locally powerful (meaning armed) groups.
This is an area where a comprehensive peace settlement and political reconstruction is sorely needed.
Without a comprehensive peace, local populations are likely to be severely handicapped in a race for
economic opportunities open to all with resulting marginalisation.

1. Background Perspective: Internal Displacement in Myanmar/Burma

1.1 The abuse of the rights of civilians in areas of armed conflict in Myanmar/Burma, mainly ethnic areas,
including forced relocation, has been well-documented. Clearly there is a need for protection of the civilian
population of areas caught up in armed conflict, protection from arbitrary displacement, protection after
displacement where the conflict has made displacement unavoidable, and for assistance during displacement
and eventual reintegration into the community.

1.2 The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), which is charged with responsibility for the
protection of civilian populations in situations of conflict under the Geneva Conventions to which
Myanmar/Burma is signatory, has enjoyed some access to conflict areas in Myanmar/Burma until recently
for this purpose, but has recently been denied access.

1.3 Other international organizations including the UN have repeatedly sought access to displaced or
vulnerable populations in conflict areas for the purpose of independently assessing the humanitarian
situation, with little success to date. The Myanmar/Burma authorities currently provide no assistance to
those displaced by armed conflict other than on some occasions to indicate a preferred area of relocation.

1.4 In the absence of cooperation from the Myanmar/Burma government and armed forces, the burden of
responsibility for providing assistance to the displaced within Myanmar/Burma has fallen on communities
themselves and community organisations working within them.

1.5 For those displaced from areas of armed conflict close to the border of Thailand, the burden of
responsibility for providing assistance to the displaced has fallen on relief operations from outside the
country operating across the border from Thailand.

1.6 For those displaced in situations other than armed conflict, responsibility for assistance also currently
must be accepted solely by communities themselves and community organisations working within them.

1.7 Displacement in situations other than armed conflict, normally occurs in areas that are securely under
the control of the Myanmar/Burma authorities and are unlikely to be accessible to relief operations from
across the border.

1.8 Forced displacement without appropriate compensation occurs in post-conflict situations where land
is required for military infrastructure and where the surrounding land is required to make military bases
self-supporting.

1.9 Forced displacement without appropriate compensation also occurs everywhere in the country, where
in the interests of national development, the authorities seek to create or expand infrastructure.
Undoubtedly this is necessary and frequently, if not always, an advantage to the local population as well as
the authorities. However, civilian populations are usually called on to provide labour and/or materials, all
too often without fair or even any payment.
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1.10 Forced displacement without appropriate compensation appears also to occur from land that is
required for the establishment of commercial plantations and other economic enterprises. This does not
happen only in ethnic areas, and is not restricted to rural areas, but it is of greatest extent and significance
in ethnic areas where development projects are fostered by the military as part of its occupation of previous
conflict areas

2. The Particular Needs of IDPs in Myanmar/Burma

2.1 Guiding Principles

2.1.1 In addressing the issues framed by this inquiry, we are guided by the normative framework for the
internally displaced provided by the UN Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement. To quote the words
of distinguished, one time UN Under-Secretary-General for Humanitarian AVairs, Mr. Sergio Vieira de
Mello,

These Principles, which are based upon existing international humanitarian law and human rights
instruments, are to serve as an international standard to guide governments as well as international
humanitarian and development agencies in providing assistance and protection to IDPs.

2.2 Needs

2.2.1 For IDPs, as for refugees, there is a primary need for safety and, after that, access to what is needed
for everyday survival and on-going life, including access to health care, education and livelihood.

2.2.2 Protection

According to Principle 6, safety begins with protection against arbitrary displacement:
Every human being shall have the right to be protected against being arbitrarily displaced from
his or her home or place of habitual residence.

According to Principle 7:

1. Prior to any decision requiring the displacement of persons, the authorities concerned shall ensure that
all feasible alternatives are explored in order to avoid displacement altogether. Where no alternatives exist,
all measures shall be taken to minimize displacement and its adverse eVects.

2. The authorities undertaking such displacement shall ensure, to the greatest practicable extent, that
proper accommodation is provided to the displaced persons, that such displacements are eVected in
satisfactory conditions of safety, nutrition, health and hygiene, and that members of the same family are
not separated.

3. If displacement occurs in situations other than during the emergency stages of armed conflicts and
disasters, the following guarantees shall be complied with:

(a) A specific decision shall be taken by a State authority empowered by law to order such measures.

(b) Adequate measures shall be taken to guarantee to those to be displaced full information on the
reasons and procedures for their displacement and, where applicable, on compensation and
relocation.

(c) The free and informed consent of those to be displaced shall be sought.

(d) The authorities concerned shall endeavour to involve those aVected, particularly women, in the
planning and management of their relocation.

(e) Law enforcement measures, where required, shall be carried out by competent legal authorities; and

(f) The right to an eVective remedy, including the review of such decisions by appropriate judicial
authorities, shall be respected.

2.2.3 Health care and livelihood

According to Principle 18:

At the minimum, regardless of the circumstances, and without discrimination, competent authorities shall
provide internally displaced persons with and ensure safe access to:

(a) Essential food and potable water;

(b) Basic shelter and housing;

(c) Appropriate clothing; and

(d) Essential medical services and sanitation.
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2.2.4 Education

According to principle 23:

the authorities concerned shall ensure that. . .in particular displaced children, receive education
which shall be free and compulsory at the primary level. Education should respect their cultural
identity, language and religion.

3. The Challenges Faced in Delivering Aid and Assistance to IDPs

3.1 Protection

3.1.1 The most significant challenge to be faced by those concerned for the welfare of communities subject
to forcible displacement is how to provide protection against displacement and continuing protection from
abuse after displacement has occurred.

3.1.2 Humanitarian advocacy aims at protecting civilians from, or alleviating the impacts of, abuse—and
falls under two broad categories: denunciation and persuasion. Both have been applied, the former,
continuously by organisations working from outside the country, the latter repeatedly by international
organisations working inside the country, including the UN, when the opportunity arises. Yet acute
protection needs continue.

3.1.3 It is standard practice for international agencies to prioritize the most urgent humanitarian needs—
which, as in the case of Myanmar/Burma, will often include protection issues. One of the greatest challenges
facing international agencies in Myanmar/Burma is therefore how to design programmes that achieve a
balance between assistance interventions and protection concerns. International agencies in Myanmar/
Burma have established a “protective presence” and some studies have indicated that where assistance
access is possible, protection can also often be enhanced. Where access is denied, as in the case of areas of
active armed conflict, of course, neither assistance or protection can be provided directly by international
agencies. For this reason, it is strategically essential to expand the humanitarian agenda in Myanmar/Burma
in order to expand the possibilities of both assistance and protection.

3.1.4 Where access is restricted for international agencies, as is currently the case in Myanmar/Burma, the
international community can and must assist community organisations develop the capacity and the will to
provide a protective presence while providing assistance.

3.1.5 However, while international agencies are severely constrained by lack of access, community
organisations are constrained by lack of resources, material resources and trained human resources.

3.2 Land-mines

3.2.1 All of the communities in the eastern border area, as well as many other areas throughout Myanmar/
Burma, are aVected by the danger of widespread, often unsystematic, deployment of landmines both by the
government’s armed forces and armed opposition groups during times of armed conflict and in defence of
established bases and camps, to deny access to abandoned settlements and to defend resettlement sites.

3.3 Health care and livelihood

3.3.1 Discussions among community organisations and with international organisations reveal a
widespread consensus on the health priorities on communities aVected by displacement. Clearly many
communities lack easily accessible health treatment centres (either because too remote or too expensive) and
lack health education and awareness. The significant disease challenges are malaria and HIV Aids.
Community organisations therefore need resources for health awareness training in local languages,
training to expand the capacity of local health workers, training and equipping mobile teams, provision of
medical supplies and education about the need for safe water and sanitation as well as resources for securing
access to safe water and sanitation.

3.3.2 Livelihood issues are the most diYcult to address in communities aVected by displacement. On the
one hand, there are clearly situations where newly displaced people are desperately in need of food
assistance. On the other hand, there is community consensus that it is security against economic abuse,
which is the key to economic security, rather than either emergency assistance or economic development
assistance. They refer to security against “being deprived of land and property by people in power” and
security against being forced to provide labour for the government and the army with little or no
compensation, plus security against forced and arbitrary taxation and looting” by armed groups associated
with both government and anti-government groups.
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3.4 Education

3.4.1 For communities aVected by displacement, in both armed-conflict areas and others, the most serious
challenge is to provide universal access to basic education. Lack of access is sometimes due to remoteness
of the nearest school, but most often it is the inability or unwillingness of parents to have their children
attend school because they cannot aVord it, or because the children are needed to assist with the family
livelihood. Community organisations therefore focus on expanding access, though there is awareness also
of the need to improve the quality of education available by providing better school materials and
teacher training.

4. How Donors can Assist IDPs in Myanmar/Burma Most Effectively?

4.1 It is faith-based organisations and ethnic organisations in ceasefire areas in Myanmar/Burma that are
the most actively engaged in providing assistance to communities aVected by displacement, armed-conflict-
related and otherwise.

4.2 Ethnic political organisations are able to protect their communities against displacement only in areas
they control on the basis of their ceasefire agreement with the government. They report having attempted,
unsuccessfully to advocate on behalf of communities outside their areas of control aVected by continuing
forced displacement and other abuses at the hands of the authorities, in post-conflict situations.

4.3 Faith-based organisations, while reluctant to advocate at the national level on behalf of the displaced
or communities aVected by displacement, are aware of the “protective presence” that their traditional
“pastoral care” role aVords to the local community, as well as providing the necessary access to provide
material assistance.

4.4 Donors can best assist IDPs in Myanmar/Burma by supporting and strengthening the work of
community-based organisations, either directly or in collaboration with international organisations which
work in cooperation with community-based organisations.

4.5 Donors can also actively engage in the search, with international organisations working in Myanmar/
Burma and community organisations, for more eVective forms of advocacy on behalf of the displaced, for
ending displacement and other forms of abuse, and for expanding humanitarian access to armed conflict-
aVected areas both from inside the country and across the border.

4.6 Donors can also support eVorts by communities and community organisations inside Myanmar/
Burma to articulate needs as they see them, rather than to be spoken for by exiles and political organisations
outside the country.

4.7 Donors can also assist IDPs in Myanmar/Burma by providing resources and training with regard to
design and delivery of eVective community health and education programmes. Most urgently needed is
assistance to ethnic political and community organisations providing school and health systems alongside
those provided by the government of Myanmar/Burma and either explicitly or tacitly tolerated by the
Myanmar/Burma authorities. Examples are the extensive education and health services provided in ceasefire
areas (with explicit agreement of the authorities but without access to government resources) by ethnic
political organisations with ceasefire agreements.

4.8 Donors can also assist by providing opportunities for community organisations active in
displacement-aVected areas to be brought into the world of discussion and debate about best practice with
regard to health awareness education, community health promotion as well as local treatment and referral
systems for dealing with illnesses, student-centred teacher training, as well as policy debates about
appropriate health and education policies for multi-ethnic countries.

4.9 Donors can assist by supporting landmines-awareness programmes, by drawing all sides into
discussion about the desirability of banning use of landmines and by attempting to start land-mine clearance
operations where and when appropriate. It is a very expensive, technically diYcult and time-consuming task
to clear land-mines.

5. The Advantages and Disadvantages of Cross-border Assistance Compared to Other Ways of
Assisting IDPs in Myanmar/Burma

5.1 Cross-border assistance

5.1.1 The main advantage of cross-border assistance is that it can access IDPs who have been displaced
from armed conflict situations and who have fled towards the border or into hiding in mountainous and
forested areas not accessible from inside the country. Since IDPs in that situation have fled into sparsely
populated areas, they may be in very great need of emergency assistance while they work out their longer
term survival strategy. Community organisations based in the Thailand border area deliver various forms of
assistance to such displaced groups; including emergency food assistance, health assistance through mobile
services and some assistance to support community schools. Such assistance is delivered in association with
armed political organisations from Myanmar/Burma on which they rely for security and logistical support.
Many of these organisations are also engaged in human rights documentation and in advocacy work and
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in capacity-building with a range of opposition groups. Much of the advocacy work of such organisations
is extremely hostile to the Myanmar/Burma authorities, highly contentious and viewed by the authorities
as enemy propaganda.

5.1.2 The main disadvantage of this mode of providing assistance is that it is identified by the Myanmar/
Burma authorities with “supporting and legitimising” insurgency. Indeed, because of the association of this
kind of assistance with armed insurgent groups, it is diYcult to think of it as politically neutral. Certainly
it can be construed by the armed insurgents as supporting their armed struggle and reflecting recognition
of the justice of their cause. It may reinforce the will of the armed insurgents to continue the armed struggle
and may be seen by insurgent leaders as a means of generating political support for the armed insurgency
in the international community. Rather than being politically neutral, such assistance tends to involuntarily
“partisanise” aVected communities that may previously have been trying to resist being identified with either
side in order to avoid involvement in a conflict. which is “not their conflict”. Certainly there is evidence that
those assisted in this way are likely to be identified by the authorities with the insurgency and this may be
part of the strategy of the insurgents to generate support.

5.1.3 There is an entirely diVerent form of disadvantage associated with cross-border assistance to IDPs
from Thailand in areas of the border in proximity to refugee camps and the assistance and services provided
in refugee camps. It is highly likely that those involved in the provision of assistance to the IDPs are from
the same organisations providing assistance to refugees or are in some other way likely to project norms for
assistance from the refugee camp situation to the situation of IDPs. In short, they may be led to project the
advisability of establishing camps or camp-like situations as facilitating systematic provision of services and
thereby promoting expectations in the IDP population with regard to level of assistance that can or should
be provided, perhaps the desirability of crossing the border in order to access assistance and services that
are provided for their compatriots in the refugee camps.

5.1.4 Despite the disadvantages, it is still the case that this form of assistance is the only way that assistance
can be provided to certain groups displaced by armed conflict. Because of the disadvantages, this kind of
assistance is most appropriately limited to such situations where no other form of assistance is possible or
to areas which are securely controlled (and protected) by those armed organisations through ceasefire
agreements or through de facto control. If it extends into Government- controlled areas, the risks to both
assistance personnel and recipients are greater, because it is seen as partisan. It may have highly counter-
productive eVects for recipients if known by the authorities.

5.2 Assistance from inside the country

5.2.1 The main advantage of assistance provided by community organisations inside the country is that
it can be undertaken by community organisations that are recognised by the authorities as having a
legitimate role to play in these communities. They are organisations which, as an integral part of the aVected
communities, will provide assistance of a kind which is designed to activate and complement the aVected
community’s own “coping mechanism”, not generate a dependency syndrome.

5.2.2 This is especially true for health and education assistance, where additional assistance reinforces
local eVorts and mechanisms to provide access to health care and education services that are provided by
or recognised by the authorities and acceptable to the authorities. There is therefore a vast potential for
expansion of such assistance so that it reaches wider target areas, ie assists more communities to help
themselves. This also builds potential (in the long term) for engagement with the authorities about best ways
to provide appropriate health and education services for these communities. It is to be hoped that such
programmes might lead eventually to engagement with the authorities about abusive practices occurring in
non-conflict situations that cause continuing displacement or that further debilitate communities aVected
by displacement.

5.2.3 The main disadvantage of this form of assistance is that it has a limited potential to reach those
directly aVected by armed conflict, especially those who have been displaced to the east towards the Thailand
border, due to restrictions on access maintained by the Myanmar/Burma authorities. Where people have
been displaced due to armed conflict and have moved westwards, they can be accessed by community based
organisations but still only with great caution. Given the prevailing attitude of the authorities, groups
providing assistance to those displaced by armed conflict must do so in a very low profile manner because
of the risk of being seen by the authorities as sympathising with the armed groups or even covertly providing
assistance to the armed groups.

6. The Impact of DFID’s Policies Towards Burma’s IDPs

6.1 DFID policy, to seek to address the problems of IDPs from inside the country, has been implemented
through DFID support for UNDP’s HDI (Human Development Initiative) activities and the expansion of
HDI, beginning in mid 2004, to reach out to poor and vulnerable populations in areas previously unserved
by the HDI, including those in Karen, Kayah and Mon States ie areas that are aVected by conflict and
displacement. (UNDP works in Myanmar/Burma under a restricted mandate that requires it to direct its
assistance to programmes having grassroots impact for all the peoples of Myanmar/Burma, and to do this,
UNDP has instituted a set of projects collectively known as the Human Development Initiative (HDI)).
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6.2 Through its support for UNDP HDI, DFID support has expanded the capacity of the UN in
Myanmar/Burma with regard to the collection and analysis of data on vulnerable groups in society and
extended this to include groups that are vulnerable because situated in areas that are subject to conflict and
displacement.

6.3 DFID support has also made possible UN support for community based organisations inside
Myanmar/Burma to explore and expand a wide range of activities focussed on displacement. This has
included collection of data by community organisations, training of community organisation staV with
regard to collection and analysis of data, regular information sharing meetings, collective prioritisation of
needs and the implementation of assistance and development projects by community organisations in
communities aVected by conflict and displacement. It has also brought community organisations into
dialogue with international organisations allowing for improved understanding of the situation of
Myanmar/Burma in relation to the international community and of various local perspectives on the
situation on the part of international agencies.

6.4 This process of exploration and expansion helps create new ways of thinking in old community
organisations, new networking activities among them and is also leading to the establishment of new
community groups oriented to working with various communities with regard to issues identified by the
community to be addressed by the community in accordance with the views of the community. It also
strengthens the leverage of international organisations seeking to engage with the authorities on
humanitarian issues with regard to greater access and support for aVected populations.

7. How Different Ethnic Groups are Affected by Displacement

7.1 Displacement, armed conflict, ethnicity and religion

7.1.1 Since the focus of the inquiry is specifically displacement in the eastern border area (although forced
displacement occurs in other areas of Burma also), it is possible to say that the eastern border areas aVected
are ethnic minority areas, and that it is therefore ethnic minorities that are most aVected. It must be
emphasised, however, that the displacement is associated with government counter-insurgency actions,
which of course are directed at areas of insurgency, and although not always the case, (referring to the past
extensive communist insurgency) it is true to say that in the current situation armed insurgency and
government counter-insurgency are mainly associated with ethnic minorities and especially ethnic minority
border areas. Some of the ethnic minorities include substantial Christian communities. However, again it is
necessary to emphasise that although Christian ethnic minority communities are often the victims of forcible
displacement, this is so because they are the communities in proximity to insurgency and counter-
insurgency, not because they are Christian per se.

7.1.2 It has been noted that not all displacement is related directly to armed conflict, however, the point
has been made that displacement in these areas not directly related to armed conflict still stems from the
history of armed conflict in these areas and the habits of the Myanmar/Burma armed forces adopted during
the armed-conflict and extended to other activities. The current diVerences in the situation of the diVerent
ethnic groups and ethnic areas reflects the diVerences in the political situation of the diVerent ethnic minority
groups especially with regard to the state of the insurgency.

7.2 Mon

7.2.1 Although there was in the past a sizeable number of Mon in refugee camps in Thailand, since the
1995 ceasefire, most have returned to Burma. Because of the ceasefire between the main Mon insurgent
group, NMSP, there is little displacement due to armed conflict, though it still occurs in some places due to
activity of other armed groups in proximity to Mon communities. (There are occasional actions by armed
Mon splinter groups and armed KNU groups or groups calling themselves KNU) Occasionally Mon
communities are targeted for government reprisals because of the activities of those armed groups in
proximity to them.

7.2.2 The Mon are currently aVected by displacement related to the expansion of the army’s military
infrastructure especially the expansion of coastal artillery battalion bases and the land needed to support
those bases.

7.2.3 The Mon are also much aVected by displacement due to land seizure for the expansion of commercial
agriculture, especially plantation ventures initiated or supported by the government.

7.3 Karen and Karenni

7.3.1 The Karen (and ethnically related, but politically distinct Karenni) make up the main ethnic groups
in refugee camps in Thailand. EVorts to secure ceasefire agreements between the KNU and KNPP have been
unsuccessful in both cases, with no agreement being reached in the case of the KNU and with an agreement
that quickly broke down in the case of the KNPP. The Karen and Karenni are substantially aVected by
displacement, directly due to armed conflict and, as for the Mon, due also to expansion of military
infrastructure and due to development, including moves to construct very large dams on the Salween River.
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7.3.2 Recent reports of displacement connected with armed conflict have been largely focussed on the
north of Kayin State and the east of Bago Division adjacent to Kayin State, where opportunistic armed
attacks on government and military targets by KNU groups have provoked brutal reprisals, including
forced displacement, against the local Karen population. These incidents, the attacks, the reprisals and the
displacement have been highly publicised on the internet by certain cross-border relief groups and
subsequently by the press. Some of those displaced have moved eastwards towards the Thai border and
away from areas under government control, some have moved westwards towards towns and other villages
which are clearly under government control. Assistance has been provided in this case both from across the
border and from inside the country. Nevetheless, despite these recent armed clashes, (made more
complicated by clashes involving ethnic political groups (sometimes recent breakaway groups from the main
political organisations) that have ceasefires with the government, Karen and Karenni areas in the eastern
border area have been mainly militarily quiet, with most problems associated with displacement caused by
abusive forms of development and sometimes disputes over development, eg access to logging areas.

7.3.3 The ethnic communities of the eastern Shan State also are also still aVected by armed conflict, though
many ceasefires involving the diVerent armed political groups have been achieved. Again, as with the Mon,
Karen and Karenni, most areas are more significantly aVected by development-related displacement,
currently, rather displacement directly related to armed conflict (massive relocation having been conducted
as past of government counter-insurgency measures.

8. The Likely Trends in the Region in Terms of Displacement, and Development and
Humanitarian Needs

8.1 Downward trend in armed conflict

8.1.1 There is a downward trend in armed conflict in Myanmar/Burma, but there is no reason to believe
that there will be any rapid resolution of the conflict between the government and those armed groups that
have not yet made ceasefires and, in the absence of an overall political re-structuring of a kind that resolves
long-standing ethnic grievances, there is a continuing risk of ceasefire breakdown. However, displacement
directly due to armed conflict is likely to continue to occur in local “episodes’, and is not expected to escalate
or to become widespread.

8.1.2 That having been said, there is also no prospect of a demilitarisation of the eastern border areas
and with very large numbers of government troops “in occupation” and large numbers of weapons in the
community, a high level of abusive behaviour towards the local population by those holding arms is likely
to continue.

8.1.3 With the downward trend in armed conflict, people who have been displaced increasingly seek to
explore the possibilities for resuming normal lives either in places they have lived before or areas that seem
to oVer hopes for better living. It is at that time that the danger from landmines becomes even greater as
people move to areas which were abandoned or which they are unfamiliar with.

8.2 Increasing development-related displacement

8.2.1 Displacement is likely to increase throughout the border area in association with government-
initiated development and commercial development in association with locally powerful (meaning armed)
groups. This is an area where a comprehensive peace settlement and political reconstruction is sorely needed.
It is an area that has seen its isolated local subsistence economies devastated by decades of armed conflict
and an opening up to commercial development brought about by the changing needs of competing armed
groups. Without a comprehensive peace, local populations are likely to be severely handicapped in a race
for economic opportunities open to all with resulting marginalisation.

8.2.2 This is already a highly economically and socially dislocated area with large segments of the
population on the move in search of better opportunities. It is an area that is subject to a massive
spontaneous migration to Thailand and other nearby countries far outweighing the movement to refugee
camps and conflict-related internal displacement. This outwards population movement is accompanied
increasingly by an inwards migration of job and opportunity seekers from other impoverished rural areas
of central Myanmar/Burma.

8.2.3 Re increasing danger from landmines, see above 8.1.3. Unfortunately, with landmines technology
widely disseminated and access to both manufactured and home-made landmines, it appears that landmines
are also used for the purposes of defending commercial interests when they are no longer needed for
purposes of armed conflict.
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Letter submitted by email by Tony Stokle

Re: International Development Committee and DFID Funding for Burma

I understand that the International Development Committee is to hold an inquiry into how the
Department for International Development operates with regards to Burma. I would like to make the case
that more should be done to support projects which actively promote transition to democracy in Burma.

Funding of such pro-democracy projects does address the root cause of poverty and human rights abuses
within Burma and can therefore be justified on both strategic and economic grounds.

A shift in DFIDs policy, to support pro-democracy movements both within Burma and on the borders,
would bring it in line with US policy and also show a consistent approach, granted that DFID is already
funding pro-democracy projects in China, Russia, the Balkans and Kenya.

The transition to democracy and the establishment of a civil society within Burma will require investment
and is clearly needed for agencies in exile which can facilitate this change. Specifically, I would like to request
you to fund two such organisations which are currently promoting democratic transition in Burma , and
that I have personal contact with and so can recommend them as highly reputable and valid organisations:

1. Federation of Trade Unions Karen (FTUK)

The FTUK is a trade union congress with member unions; it works inside Burma and on the Thai-Burma
border to educate, organize, and strengthen Burmese workers and other pro-democracy movements.

2. Federation of Trade Unions, Burma (FTUB)

The FTUB is a trade union congress with member unions; it works inside Burma to educate, organize,
and strengthen Burmese workers and other pro-democracy movements. The FTUB also seeks to organize
democratic trade unions in ethnic areas and publish teaching materials, in a variety of languages to promote
the concepts of democracy and trade union rights.

I hope the Committee will consider the points raised above when it considers funding for Burma in the
years ahead. It is essential that due weight is given to the need to address the causes of deprivation and
human rights abuses in Burma and to support pro-democracy movements which stand the greatest chance
to rectify these problems.

Memorandum submitted by Paul Sztumpf

The submission only makes reference to Karen State and its border area; it is based on personal
observations and speaking to many Karens.

Recommendations

1. More aid to IDPs is badly needed, to be delivered in partnership with CBOs, from both inside Burma
and across the Thai/Burma border, but there needs to be far greater importance placed on good governance.
In the long term, the governance should reach an internationally acceptable standard, in the meantime it
could be improved by better partnership working. If there is no improvement to governance, then in the long
term the aid may well do more harm than good. There is a need for a comprehensive assessment of the land-
mine problem and the program for clearing mines in non-combat areas.

The Politics of Aid to IDPs in Burma

2. The humanitarian needs of IDPs in Karen state and refugees on the Thai border are well documented.
Thailand Burma Border Consortium (TBBC), produce an annual report, Internal displacement in eastern
Burma 2006 survey, which is both relatively comprehensive and accurate. The information is collected by
the Committee for internally displaced Karen people (CIDKP) which has links to the Karen National Union
(KNU) and the Karen oYce of relief and development, which is part of KNU, so the report is not
independent or objective. In my opinion, the lack of objectivity and independence is only reflected in the
conflict analysis and not the scale of the problem The report also has a major flaw, in that it does not give
any meaningful focus to landmines, this is because the questionnaire used to compile the report dose not
ask any questions about landmines, one does not have to spend much time on the border, to realise mines
and the injuries from landmines are a big problem. A visit to Dr Cynthia’s clinic, the Mae Tao Clinic, just
outside Mae Sot will illustrate the scale of the problem.
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Cross-border aid to those in need is relatively poorly documented. This is because of the danger of making
such information public and the fact that for years cross-border aid has been under funded and totally
inadequate. The vacuum left by this under-funding has been partially filled by very small NGOs. Apart from
TBBC eVorts, aid is being distributed by a very wide array of NGOs, many of them are almost one-man
bands. Characteristically, at times they may be just a few doctors who are sponsored by a very small number
of churches, or schoolteachers helping with local school programmes. For years there has been a
proliferation of NGO, Humanists, adventurers and Christian missionaries. Most are well intentioned, but
often with their own agenda, targets, historically, there has been little coordination, although eVorts are
being made to improve matters. Almost all are under-funded and secretive; the border is a dangerous place!

3. Humanitarian aid to refuges in Thailand is quite diVerent as this is predominantly delivered by TBBC,
which is both well-documented and well-funded. TBBC has conducted some cross-border aid
predominantly through locally-based Community Based Organisations (CBO), almost all (if not all) cross-
border aid has to have local guides and protectors, more often than not, armed. These normally have some
links to armed groups such as KNU/KNLA, DKBA, or one of the smaller KNU derivatives.

4. The small NGOs operating on the border often have limited understanding of the Karen, something
they recognise. To overcome these diYculties most work predominantly with a local partner, who often has
another hat in a local CBO. This leads to local deals, which empowers those making the deals. It is diYcult
to see how this problem could be overcome, given that many of the small NGOs personnel are on tourist
visas. There, local partners do not oYcially exist, have no bank accounts, or personal papers to speak of
and have to make deals with the numerous Thai authorities. There are at least six diVerent agencies of the
Thai government keeping an eye on the situation. In other words this distorted empowerment and bad
governance is due to lack of DFID (and other international) cross-border aid. The small NGOs are only
stepping in where TBBC cross-border aid is clearly inadequate and help is so desperately needed, most are
only too aware of their own shortcomings.

5. It would require a step change in both the amount of resources available to cross-border aid and
acceptance of the legitimate need of IDP in Burma by both the international community and the Thai
government (and Burma government which is highly unlikely). The FCO and DFID should be working to
create this step change, such a change would be in everyones interest except those that are being paid oV or
beneficiary’s of the local deals. Only in those conditions could governance be raised to an acceptably high
standard. The lack of good governance, creates an atmosphere of mistrust. SPDC thinks aid is being used
by armed resistance groups, the local villagers think they are being used by both aid organisations and lead
members of CBO who are making a living out of deals, and the CBO keeping a eye on each other.

6. In the meantime, partnership working would be an acceptable alternative, funding through TBBC, and
distributed through local CBOs such as CIDKP, with enhanced governance (CIDKP governance has
improved in recent years but more is needed). One holistic governance framework with joint ownership
should be developed.

It should be understood that aid to IDPs in Burma, as needed as it is, nevertheless has a political eVect,
both at a macro and micro level. At the moment, Burma is ruled by a military dictatorship, with no real
constitution. The system of taxation, forced labour and arbitrarily rule of law is based on the old style of
governing which pre-dating British intervention in the 1860s with the senior General taking on the role of
King.

However there is change in the air, driven by internal pressure from Burma’s democracy movement, the
struggle for their rights by ethnic minorities who make up one third of the population and international
pressure for democratic change. In Burma there are two proposed diVerent constitutions. One by the ruling
SPDC, which enshrines the military’s hold on power but does introduce an element of democracy. (Even
this is viewed my many in the military as too western and risky.) The other is proposed by the National
Council of the Union of Burma, (NCUB) is democratic and adopts a federal structure.

7. This constitution is supported by the KNU. It is most probably true to say that cross-border aid
strengthens those who support the NCUB position.

Naturally the military know this, and that is why they punish the villagers who get the aid. They are also
setting up diVerent administrative areas in Karen state with varying government control, which they hope
will support the SPDC constitution and introduce a divide and rule atmosphere.

At a micro level, it empowers those making the deals with the international NGOs, which are
predominantly the educated Christians. To a large extent this also applies to TBBC, this is resented by many
Karens who are not Christian and is one of the courses of the DKBA breaking with KNU. Inside the KNU it
stifles democratic development, which is resented by many young activists. Naturally there are many social-
political forces at play; but aid is one of them.

8. All this is going on against a background of the very real struggle of the Karen people to keep their
identity and to live as equal citizens in a federal Burma. There is one thing that unites all Karens on the
border; the four guiding principles of Saw Ba U Gyi, former president of the KNU and a symbol of the
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Karen struggle.—One of them is: “for us surrender is out of the question”. The Karen are a strong and proud
people with more integrity than most, their love of food, music and having their photo taken should not be
misinterpreted as weakness. The Karen will not surrender their identity to the Burmans. You must
understand this, if you are to look at the IDP problem.

Memorandum submitted by the Thailand Burma Border Consortium (TBBC)

1. TBBC/ CCSDPT

TBBC is a charity limited by guarantee in England and Wales, registered in London. It is a consortium
of 10 NGOs from eight countries based in Bangkok with field oYces in Chiang Mai, Mae Hong Son, Mae
Sariang, Mae Sot and Sangkhlaburi.

TBBC has been providing humanitarian assistance to Burmese refugees since the first major influx in 1984
and today provides all of the food, shelter and non-food items in each of the nine camps along the Thailand
Burma border. There are 19 other non-governmental organisations (NGOs) working in health, education,
community services and protection as members of the Committee for the Coordination of Services to
Displaced Person in Thailand (CCSDPT). TBBC takes a lead role in CCSDPT which coordinates the
assistance under the mandate of the Ministry of Interior (MOI) of the Royal Thai Government (RTG) and
working closely with the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR).

[***]

TBBC conducts research and documentation on internal displacement which is now presented in annual
reports. These are acknowledged as the most reliable source of information on IDPs in eastern Burma and
are frequently referred to in international fora and media, most recently by the Internal Displacement
Monitoring Centre, Geneva.1

2. Needs of IDPs in Burma and Refugees in Thailand

IDPs: TBBC currently estimates that there are at least 500,000 IDPs in eastern Burma.2 TBBC surveys
have demonstrated that these are some of the most vulnerable people in Burma. Humanitarian needs vary
according to displacement category, those in hiding in conflict areas being the most challenged. The greatest
need is for protection against humanitarian atrocities and human rights abuses, but assistance with food
security, health care and education are also essential. Internal Displacement in Eastern Burma, 2006 Survey,
Thailand Burma Border Consortium, www.tbbc.org

Vulnerability surveys reflect a critical situation amongst internally displaced communities in eastern
Burma.3 The demographic composition of IDP communities is significantly younger than for the rest of
Burma. Child mortality and malnutrition rates are more than double Burma’s baseline rate, indicating a
public health emergency. More than half of IDP households have had their children’s access to education
disrupted or restricted during the past year.

Protection surveys indicate that despite the severity of threats to lives, the prevalence of threats to
livelihoods is on a much greater scale.4 Arbitrary taxation and forced labour were the most pervasive human
rights abuses recorded, with a third of households directly aVected during the past year. The proportion of
households aVected by arbitrary taxes and forced labour was highest in government relocation sites. In
contrast, the destruction of food supplies and housing was more prevalent amongst people hiding in the
most militarily contested areas. These indicators reflect how soldiers from the Burma Army are the primary
perpetrators of abuse and violence directed at civilians.

SPDC does not acknowledge that there is an IDP problem and, in general, Burma-based UN and NGO
actors have only limited access to Eastern Burma. Where access is possible it is mainly within SPDC
controlled areas and very little humanitarian assistance is delivered to the conflict areas.

However, ethnic CBOs are able to access some of these vulnerable populations through cross border
programmes addressing basic needs, although much more could be done if adequate and dependable funding
was available. The border based CBOs have demonstrated their ability to deliver eVective assistance and
their capacity to expand activities.

[***]

Refugees: There are currently approximately 154,000 refugees in the nine camps along the Thailand
Burma border.5 Until recently the RTG permitted no income generation or employment of the refugees; all
refugees were confined to the camps; and only basic humanitarian services were permitted. As a

1 “Myanmar, a worsening crisis of internal displacement”, 28 March 2007. www.internal-displacement.org
2 Internal Displacement in Eastern Burma, 2006 Survey, Thailand Burma Border Consortium, www.tbbc.org
3 Internal Displacement and Vulnerability in Eastern Burma, 2004, Thailand Burma Border Consortium, www.tbbc.org
4 Internal Displacement and Protection in Eastern Burma, 2005, Thailand Burma Border Consortium, www.tbbc.org
5 Thailand Burma Border Consortium 6 Month Report, February 2007, www.tbbc.org
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consequence, the refugees are almost totally dependent on external services and supplies provided by
CCSDPT members, although the NGOs maximise refugee participation and responsibilities in
implementing their programmes.

During the last two years, CCSDPT/ UNHCR have advocated for refugees to be allowed income
generation/employment opportunities and improved skills training and education, and the RTG has agreed
to allow this on a case by case basis. Small initiatives have already been taken but it is likely to take a long
time and further commitment from RTG before these make any significant impact on the self-suYciency of
the refugees and the level of assistance required. Indeed, in the short term additional resources will be
required to start new programmes.

CCSDPT/UNHCR are currently working on a Comprehensive Plan for 2007–086 which will be presented
at a Donors Forum on 29 May. Provisional data indicate that in 2007 the NGOs and UNHCR will spend
approximately baht 2.2 billion (GBP 32 million) on all services. Currently 15 governments plus the EC fund
these programmes.

Whilst existing programmes address basic needs, the Comprehensive Plan will identify gaps to address
outstanding service needs and protection concerns. These will include eVorts to expand skills training and
income generation etc to pursue opportunities oVered by RTG policy changes.

In summary, CCSDPT members and UNHCR have the capacity and experience to be able to meet all
basic refugee humanitarian needs and to improve the quality of life in response to RTG initiatives. This will
however require ongoing support and increased funding to meet ever-increasing population numbers, inflation
and the development of new initiatives.

3. Challenges Faced in Delivering Aid and Assistance

IDPs: Delivering aid and assistance to IDPs is extremely problematic because Thailand cannot oYcially
condone cross-border assistance and agencies inside the country have limited access. However, border-based
CBOs have developed eVective aid delivery systems which are capable of expansion.

[***]

Refugees: NGOs enjoy good relationships with the RTG and there are no significant problems in gaining
access to deliver humanitarian support. The main constraints are restrictive RTG policies concerning the
confinement of refugees to the camps, limitations on space and diYculties in obtaining permission to expand
activities. As described under 1, considerable progress has been made in broadening Thai policy and
increased opportunities are anticipated in the future.

4. How Different Dthnic Groups are Affected by Displacement

The TBBC reports referred to in 1 above describe the impact of displacement on all the ethnic groups in
the eastern border areas, mainly the Karen, Karenni, Mon and Shan nationalities but including many
smaller ethic groups.
IDPs: TBBC’s reports clearly document the situation of IDPs in each of the eastern border States and
Divisions, describing the scale of both conflict and development-induced displacement. Currently the areas
most aVected by military operations and humanitarian atrocities are Karen communities in northern Karen
State and Eastern Pegu Divisions.

Former Mon refugees were obliged to return to Burma after agreeing a cease-fire with SLORC in 1996
and are still living in refugee-like conditions in “resettlement sites” in cease-fire areas across the border. They
have limited land, are remote and have diYculty accessing markets. They are not self-suYcient and receive
very little support from Burma-based agencies. Food, development and education support are provided
from Thailand.

Refugees: Only the Karen and Karenni are acknowledged as refugees by the RTG and are provided for
in the nine border camps. There is only one very small unoYcial refugee camp for Shan refugees although
it is estimated that over 200,000 have entered Thailand since 1996. These are scattered throughout much of
Northern Thailand living on farms, orchards and construction sites as illegal migrant/ workers. Some NGOs
are able to provide very small scale support but Shan refugees generally subsist as exploited and vulnerable
illegal migrants.

[***]

6 Being drafted. The CCSDPT/ UNHCR Comprehensive Plan for 2006/7 was presented to Donors in May 2006.
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5. The Likely Trends in the Region in Terms of Displacement, and Development and
Humanitarian Needs

The Burmese Army has gradually been assimilating the ethnic areas in Eastern Burma by force since the
mid-1970s. The last major ethnic resistance bases were overrun in the mid 1990s since when the ethnic
nationalities have controlled no significant territory. During the last 10 years SPDC has gradually
consolidated control through the forced relocation of over 3,000 villages aVecting more than one million
people. As territory has been secured SPDC has embarked on exploitive “development” projects including
agriculture, mines, logging and dams which further displace and impoverish the population.

It seems apparent that SPDC is determined to gain total control of the border areas and that the process
of assimilation will continue indefinitely. Unless there is a change of policy or SPDC is removed from power
the trends of the last decade will continue with more people displaced by the military campaign and
confiscation of land for development projects. This will inevitably led to further declines in living standards
and ongoing refugee flows into Thailand.

Although some refugees will be leaving for resettlement to third countries, there will likely be increasing
needs for refugee assistance and increasing needs for support to IDPs.

6. How Donors can Assist IDPs in Burma and Refugees in Thailand Most Effectively

Border-based CBOs have demonstrated their ability to deliver eVective assistance and Donors should
expand this support.

[***]

The assistance programmes for refugees in Thailand are eVective, proven and eYcient. Donors should
continue to support these eVorts. TBBC’s funding needs are well-documented and CCSDPT is currently
preparing a Comprehensive Plan which will identify gaps in assistance and protection programmes. Donor
support could be more eVective if Donors placed more eVort in coordinating their responses.

7. The Advantages and Disadvantages of Cross-border Assistance Compared with Other Ways of
Assisting IDPs in Burma

For many IDPs the only access is from Thailand and the only way of assisting them is cross-border. Other
IDPs may be accessible from inside Burma. The main advantage of cross-border assistance is in reaching
the most vulnerable IDPs who are hiding from the Burmese military. Agencies based inside the country may
be able to reach IDPs aVected by systematic human rights violations, but they have not assisted those
aVected by humanitarian atrocities.

[***]

8. The Impact of DFID’s Policies Towards Burma’s’ IDPs and Refugees

DFID supports refugees by funding TBBC and a small grant to the International Rescue Committee.
DFID’s grant represents about 3.5 % of TBBC’s budget and little more than 2% of the total UNHCR/ NGO
programme.

Until very recently DFID funds could not be used for IDP support cross-border and, although this
restriction has now been lifted, no additional funds have been granted for this purpose.

TBBC is currently about GBP 1.7 million short of funds for 2007. [***]

TBBC would suggest that DFID should significantly increase its support to TBBC to help cover the deficiency
in funding [***]

If DFID were able to significantly increase its support to refugees in Thailand then consideration should be
given to support the expansion of activities through other NGOs in areas where the RTG is opening new
opportunities (protection, income generation, skills training and education).

TBBC is unable to comment much on DFID’s impact on IDPs from inside Burma because so little is
known. [***]

Letter to the Chairman from Margareta Wahlstrom, Deputy Emergency Relief Coordinator and Assistant
Secretary-General, OYce for the Coordination of Humanitarian AVairs (UN OCHA)

In reference to the oral evidence taken before the International Development Committee on 7 June 2007,
I hereby submit a number of considerations regarding the United Nations (UN) humanitarian activities and
eVorts in Myanmar.

Mr. Charles Petrie, whom I know as a UN senior oYcial of the utmost integrity and competence, has
worked ceaselessly to call the UN system’s attention to the deteriorating humanitarian situation in
Myanmar. As a result, the former UN Emergency Relief Coordinator, Mr Jan Egeland, and the Inter
Agency Standing Committee (established by General Assembly resolution 46/182) decided to appoint
Mr. Petrie—the Resident Coordinator in Myanmar since 2003—as the United Nations Humanitarian
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Coordinator (HC) with a view to strengthening the humanitarian coordination and response mechanisms
in that country. Following, Mr. Petrie established the IASC Country Team in late 2006 which is comprised
of UN agencies, Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and International Red Cross organizations.
Currently, the IASC Country Team in Myanmar is comprised of ten UN agencies and more than 15
international NGOs and representatives of local NGO platforms.

The eVorts of Mr. Petrie and the IASC Country Team to engage and define the complex humanitarian
situation in Myanmar paved the way for my mission to that country in April 2007, the first such high-level
UN humanitarian mission. Upon my return to New York, I briefed Member States representatives,
including the UK, on the findings of my mission which I now share with you in this letter.

The complex humanitarian landscape in Myanmar warrants careful consideration and requires close
consultations among all key stakeholders in order to identify the most eVective opportunities for providing
humanitarian support to vulnerable populations. Over the past 4 years, Mr. Petrie, the UN and
international NGOs inside the country have been able to expand the extent and scope of the humanitarian
operations inside the country through frank, challenging and often intense dialogue with national
authorities as well as with growing donor support.

Currently, there are 48 international NGOs in Myanmar, which, together with the UN agencies, cover
all of the country’s states and divisions and provide support to community-based groups in ethnic and
border areas. It is important to note that in recent months, some international NGOs have started to gain
direct access to conflict areas, or so-called “black areas,” which were previously only accessed by cross-
border groups or not at all. A key conclusion drawn from my recent mission—and a line of thinking shared
by NGOs, UN partners and resident donors alike—is that real opportunities exist to further expand in-
country assistance. This, however, is contingent upon greater availability of financial resources. A
conservative UN estimate notes that at least 800,000 vulnerable persons in the eastern border areas are
receiving assistance from organizations based inside Myanmar.

Further, it is worth noting that the Ethnic Nationalities Council—the umbrella group of non-ceasefire
groups, representing the ethnic organizations whose constituencies include the areas with the highest
numbers of internally displaced persons—publicly endorse humanitarian operations undertaken by the UN
and NGOs based inside the country.

Better humanitarian information-sharing frameworks and data collection methods on the situation in
Myanmar are crucial. To date, objective, all-encompassing and commonly-agreed upon analyses on the
humanitarian situation in Myanmar are scarce. The Humanitarian Coordinator, UN agencies and NGOs
have already noted the need for a common analysis of the situation in Myanmar and I have agreed to
OCHA’s provision of assistance through the deployment of resources to the OYce of the Resident/
Humanitarian Coordinator in Yangon.

In his capacity as a Humanitarian Coordinator, Mr. Petrie has begun to reach out to relevant
humanitarian actors focusing on Myanmar. Thus, eVorts are currently under way to further strengthen
dialogue, humanitarian coordination mechanisms and information-sharing platforms between in-country
actors and NGOs and other humanitarian groups operating outside Myanmar. This will be vital in order
to agree upon a common, coherent picture of the humanitarian situation based on the basic tenets of
humanitarianism and independent of political agendas. In this context, I have welcomed eVorts to develop
and harmonize geographical areas coordination mechanisms in order to better understand regional
disparities; provide a more coherent and eVective response to local needs; and engage with regional
authorities in a more consistent and informed fashion.

As noted above, many international actors in Myanmar are of the opinion that it is possible to further
expand humanitarian assistance operations, but regrettably are constrained by a lack of funding. Already
the overall ODA envelope is dramatically lower compared to similar situations. Therefore, it is critical that
current assessment and coordination eVorts are given support; not only so that donors are provided with a
more coherent, accurate and objective overview of Myanmar’s humanitarian needs, but so a more targeted,
needs-based humanitarian response is assured.

In closing, if the international and national humanitarian community is to reach the maximum number
of vulnerable people and ensure the widest possible coverage of needs, it is essential that we engage in a
dialogue with the Myanmar authorities at the highest levels. We must build confidence in, and develop a
common understanding of, the objectives and principles of humanitarian action. In this regard, I am pleased
to inform you that this process is well underway.

20 June 2007
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Memorandum submitted by the VSO

COMMUNITY BASED ASSISTANCE: REACHING THE INTERNALLY DISPLACED
PEOPLE IN BURMA

How could DFID support Ethnic Youth and Women groups along the Thai-Burma Border for Cross-border
Programmes?

Background

VSO is an international development agency that works with professional volunteers and local partners to
fight global poverty and disadvantage. Most of our volunteers come from the UK, Canada, the Netherlands,
Kenya, the Philippines and India.

In Thailand since 1968, we have placed VSO volunteers working on disability and on natural resource
management. We have also placed volunteers on the Thai-Burma border since 1999, working on educational
issues aVecting the hill tribes as well as migrants and Burmese refugees.

VSO Thai-Burma Border Programme has launched in partnership with Peace Way Foundation (Burma
Issues) a new project called “Rights and Participation”, starting from January 2006 for a three-year period
on the Thai-Burma Border. The objective of the project is to help women and young people from ethnic
minorities from Burma living along the Thai-Burma border to gain the skills needed to realise their rights,
and to pursue reconciliation within and between their respective communities. The project is funded by the
European Community and Development Cooperation Ireland.

During this three-year project VSO aims to support:

— Women and youth organisations to be stronger and better able to support their members in
realising their rights; and

— Women and youth organisations to understand each other better and to work more together.

To achieve these objectives VSO is supporting a set of interventions:

— Teams of VSO volunteer professionals placed within strategic partner organisations.

— Training courses and awareness-raising workshops on topics like strategic planning, research and
documentation, leaderships, human rights.

— The Partnership Support Fund, which will provide funding for organisations to carry out activities
that support the project’s objectives.

— Other additional activities—eg publications, exchange visits, internships etc.

By mid-2007, a dozen of VSO volunteers will have joined the Women and Youth organisations they have
been assigned to, a number of various training courses will have been organised, and several grants from
our support fund will have been transferred to our partner organisations in support of their activities. A
fruitful and promising cooperation has begun. Since the beginning, though, one of the major concerns these
partner organisations have voiced is the fact that it is very diYcult for them to get funding for cross-border
activities. A civil society, they said, was being built in Thailand only because it was unthinkable to do so
inside Burma itself. The result is that although there is an urgent need to bring assistance to populations
across the border, Community Based Organisations (CBOs) lead most of their activities on Thai soil.

Not surprisingly then, DFID’s decision to open up to the possibility of funding cross-border activities
could not have been more welcome along the Thai-Burma border. As DFID has engaged an inquiry in
hearing the opinions of actors on the ground, VSO decided to answer its call, limiting ourselves to the field
we know: Ethnic Youth and Women groups. An impressive literature being already available and known
to DFID on all the issues related to IDPs, cross-border assistance and generally Aid to Burma, the present
document will focus only on a small but nevertheless rich in opportunities part of the area potentially
supported in the future by DFID.

To submit this research we have interviewed staV from 15 CBOs partner of VSO representing the view
and concerns of five diVerent ethnic groups. It would be easy to mention a great number of organisations
involved in cross-border assistance, and of people we interviewed when preparing this document and all of
them would deserve to be named. We made another choice of not printing any names of organisations,
agencies or individuals. All those who cross the border with medicine, food, books, pencils or other material
intended to assist displaced communities are taking amazing risks but are also operating illegally from
Thailand. To maintain a low profile is essential for these groups to carry out their work. Meanwhile, we are
ready to provide more detailed information and contacts, if requested, to DFID and donors willing to
support cross-border assistance.

We want to thank all those we interviewed for taking some of their precious time to answer our questions,
and for their frankness. We sometimes expected not to be answered with full objectivity, especially when
asking about the disadvantages of cross-border assistance. We were proven wrong by individuals in whom
honesty seems to equal courage.
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1. The situation inside Burma and the debate over cross-border assistance

When writing about Burma, it is important to start by saying that it is not possible to disconnect the
humanitarian crisis from its political roots. As a humanitarian aid worker in a partner organization of VSO
told us, what the people fleeing the Burmese army want is “freedom and a life of human dignity, a situation
where they can farm, go to school, where women won’t get raped when they go to the market”. In other
words, “there is no way they could live their lives peacefully until the Rule of Law prevails in Burma.”

Giving aid only through Rangoon not only lets people in ethnic states suVer abuse and die without help
or concern, it also reinforces SPDC eVorts to exclude these people from all aid and political processes and
will therefore ensure continued marginalisation and civil war even if democracy comes. The only valid
option is therefore an approach of providing support through both directions.

A dilemma one has to face when considering bringing support to cross-border assistance lies in the
obvious connections between the CBOs providing support to Internal Displaced People (IDPs) and the
armed resistance. Aid workers crossing the border rely most of the time on the security provided by ethnic
liberation armies or smaller armed groups. Moreover, while CBOs cooperate with armed groups there is a
defined independence between the two. CBOs implement their plans based on their own aims and objectives,
without interference from the armed groups. For many, the population from Burma refusing to leave their
country and those who help are seen as fighting non-violently for freedom and resisting oppression.

VSO, as an international organisation, has no mandate to answer this dilemma. What remains is the fact
that CBOs are trying to provide assistance to those most in need, and are dealing with a hardship they have
not chosen and, on the contrary, may very well help to resolve. It is therefore possible and important to
support CBOs for activities falling in line with capacity building or education.

2. Advantages and disadvantages of cross border assistance compared to Burma based assistance

The first, and noteworthy, advantage of cross-border assistance has been very clear: there is no other way
to reach these populations. No agency in Rangoon is allowed to access most rural areas, but many of these
are and will be accessed by cross-border aid.

As a consequence the question concerning IDPs is no longer between cross-border or Burma based
assistance, it is between cross-border assistance or no assistance at all.

Local aid workers see other advantages to working cross-border. Aid is more eYcient because less costly
(exchange rate in Burma, organisational costs). A considerable freedom of action and initiative for Thailand
based CBOs compared to those based in Burma. Without the burden of the Burmese military bureaucracy, it
is incredibly easier for NGOs and CBOs to hire and train their staV. As a result, the number of local medical
personnel ready to work in diYcult conditions such as the ones in malaria and landmine infested jungle is
much higher along the Thai-Burma border than inside the country.

Last but not least, the perception of vulnerable communities by aid workers and/or the international
community was a concern for several organisations we met. These people do not want to be seen as “victim”
only. As mentioned above, a view generally accepted along the border is that populations fleeing an army
committing some of the worst atrocities for up to six decades and refusing the relatively easy option of exile
are indeed defending their right to live in their homeland freely and according to their own culture. As a
member of one VSO partner CBO puts it “when capacity building (which is the specific area of work of most
of the ethnic Youth and Women groups) is added to humanitarian aid, communities are empowered and
should never be considered as passive victims”. Another adds: “with only humanitarian aid, you can at best
provide assistance to victims. With capacity building (from Thailand), you can retain a society”.

Yet, many international NGOs workers interviewed see several challenges. Neutrality, as well as
independence, can be questioned. CBOs working cross-border are often seen as non-neutral but not overtly
political as well. Monitoring and evaluation of the impact is also technically diYcult but yet possible. All
cross-border programmes can be well monitored because cross-border aid has access to the target areas
which funded initiatives through Rangoon do not have to their own project areas. Consequently,
monitoring is not impossible, but just needs to be adapted to the situation and needs to be looked at in a
participatory way with the CBOs, donors and beneficiaries

Cross-border assistance is clearly beyond the normal frame of humanitarian assistance and can be
unstable and risky by nature. However, when looking at the recent pullout of many international
organisations based in Rangoon, Rangoon-based aid appears fairly much more precarious and unreliable.

Another interviewed staV from a VSO partner organisation points out the fact that when some
communities receive aid and others don’t, which is diYcult to avoid in this context, it could create tensions.
These tensions can be dissipated if community and organisations are encouraged to share their new skills
and resource with the wider community.
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3. Specific needs of young people and women in IDP and other communities reached by cross-border assistance

In the context of a civil war, the primary need of IDPs is security. Chased by the Burmese army,
communities run for their survival. Women are an easy target for the soldiers. Children are also particularly
vulnerable.

Unsurprisingly then, aid workers put communication equipment, for early alert on the movements of the
army, on top of the list of what should be brought to IDPs, followed by medicine, medical equipment,
mosquito net, clothing, cooking utensils, tools and plastic sheeting. The latter, it should be noted, becomes
a vital need when communities are “chased and chased again, so frequently that they don’t have the time
to build shelters on their own”. Food is also urgently needed, since “the SPDC tries to wipe-out food
supplies”, and that communities on the run simply cannot grow anything. According to several women and
youth workers, the situation is deteriorating dramatically, with the growing risk of seeing new waves of
refugees crossing the border to Thailand.

Beyond these basic humanitarian needs, a strong emphasis has been made by all the interviewees on
Education. Cross-border aid does not reach only IDPs, but also villagers in SPDC-controlled areas and
relocation sites to whom Rangoon based groups are not allowed access. For the vast majority of the villagers
who could be reached by cross-border aid,1 there is no education available after primary school. In addition,
IDP communities and villagers are often reduced to no education at all as they are continuously fleeing the
Burmese army. How can someone teach children when hiding in the jungle? Thus, the illiteracy rates,
especially among women, are very high, a tragic situation three generations have now faced, with all the
dire consequences on health, especially reproductive health, and hygiene. Health-trainings and public health
campaigns are much needed in these communities. As a member of one CBO told us, “When we arrive in
a community we meet with some young promising leaders. But they often cannot communicate properly
with the groups outside enough to get the information they need. For example, only old women with
traditional knowledge know how to help give birth. It would make things much easier for us if the
communities were ready to take care of themselves”. In such conditions, many villagers get married young
and the birth rate is very high. If they are empowered and organised in social networks, communities see
their ability to participate in decision making improving.

Education as such is a major concern for all these communities. Many children are sent across the border
to go to the only schools available, and are therefore separated from their families. Schools and teachers
exist inside Burma itself, but nowhere near a number that could match the needs. Where they exist, books
are missing and teachers leave because of the lack of a descent salary and motivation. An improved network
of schools with better professional support oVered to teachers such as training could help communities keep
their children with them and provide them with a proper education. Another CBO staV says that there is
“no hope, no choice for them. Some come to Thailand, but most stay in their homeland. Some young men
join armies not even because they want to fight, but because this is one of the few opportunity they get. So
we should increase the capacity building. Doing that, we would be preparing for the future too”.

At the agricultural level, new skills are also highly needed when displaced communities have fled fertile
low lands to hide in the mountainous jungle. The villagers have no other way to earn their living except
farming. Even mothers with babies have to go to work. Their aim is just to get enough food for a year so
that they would be able to survive. They grow rice, chilly, tobacco, corn and other vegetables in traditional
ways. The productivity is usually very low, especially when people have been displaced to new land where
diVerent farming techniques and knowledge are required. The need to shift from “slash and burn” practices
to paddy rice farming is essential but it will take intensive help and time to develop. Displaced populations
are in great need of vocational trainings to learn new farming techniques.

Apart from the urgent humanitarian needs of the IDPs as a whole, education is the main area where
support could be improved. While the first are covered by a few humanitarian aid organisations providing
assistance from Thailand, education, health awareness, vocational trainings and capacity building could be
provided by the dozens of ethnic Youth and Women groups (or others such as environmental CBOs)
organised along the Thai-Burma border. These groups exist, are eYcient, and could easily make a diVerence,
but so far their action has been limited to a large extent to Thailand; only there can they find donors ready
to support their activties.

Because VSO works in partnership with CBOs on a daily basis and sees their successes, we could not be
more supportive of any move that would allow them to improve their cross-border activities, which they
have repeatedly shown as a priority.

1 According to CBO staV that we interviewed, this represents all of Karen and Kayah states, one third of Pegu division, half
of Tenasserim division and half of Shan State.
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4. Projects implemented by Youth and Women groups that could be developed and improved if funded by donors
such as DFID

Arakan, Mon, Karen, Karenni, Shan, Lahu, Palaung, Pa-O, Chin and Kachin Youth and Women
groups, only to mention those we know of, already provide cross-border assistance, on diVerent scales. The
projects that are listed below are, for the most part, also run in Thailand, for refugees or migrant workers
and their children. VSO is implementing its programme and providing support only in Thailand.

Many ethnic women’s groups are managing nursery and primary schools in IDP areas, refugee camps and
migrant communities. The youth groups are also developing higher education programmes (Post-10) for
gifted students who have completed Standard-10 but have no other opportunity in the formal system.
Beyond regular schools, Youth and Women’s groups organise special education centers, deaf and blind
schools, training courses on community organising, leadership, women empowerment, public participation,
advocacy, local governance development, basic healthcare, hygiene, HIV-Aids, etc. They also provide
teachers’ stipends and even build facilities like dormitories for children of IDPs coming to refugee camps to
get an education. Many women and youth groups are also producing education materials, newsletters and
reports. Internship programs also bring trainees from inside Burma to Thailand, from where they will return
with a brand new set of skills and knowledge.

An area in education which would need to receive greater support is in inclusive education. To develop
and promote inclusive education practices in schools in the refugee camps and within the migrant
communities would be of great benefit for these communities. After conducting a need assessment in this
field in mid-2006, from the information collected, it was obvious that there was a gap in the assistance
provided and VSO designed a project aimed at addressing this need. VSO is currently seeking funding for
a three-year project aiming at supporting inclusive education on the Thai-Burma border.

Programmes aiming at agriculture, like the rice banks, or vocational trainings, are also organised and
have proven successful and could also be developed. Sustainable income generation through the agriculture
sector is essential for farmers.

Apart from the fact that Women and Youth groups are able to work in war and rural zones, which INGOs
are currently unable to reach, these groups have an in-depth knowledge about communities they themselves
are a part of. They have been involved in education, capacity building, advocacy and community organising
for over 15 years, with results widely acknowledged.

Somehow, they should nevertheless be the first to benefit from renewed support. Resettlement programs
launched inside the refugee camps have taken their toll on CBO staV number. After years of benevolent work
members, because they are becoming older, often get married and consequently have children.
Unfortunately, they cannot aVord to keep on working without a salary which their group receives no
funding for. A wealth of eYcient, dedicated and knowledgeable young professionals leave the Thai-Burma
border only because they do not receive the relatively low salaries they would need, and beyond any doubt
deserve. As a consequence, the turn-over in these groups is a major obstacle to better assistance for refugees,
migrant workers and IDPs.

The same can be said of teachers in schools welcoming children from all these diVerent communities:
IDPs, migrants, refugees. Providing a salary for the teachers, funding for the buildings and the books and
stationery is the first priority to improve education in areas where an institutional system is missing, and
where only local CBOs can organise non-formal education. Hundreds of schools and teachers are already
supported, and developing successful initiatives would not take more than extra funding.

The benefits of cross border aid for this population are huge. Not only parts of the community receive
direct assistance, but the whole community is strengthened by the links established and nurtured through
the projects, the participatory methods introduced and, very simply, by the hope carried by the CBOs.

Conclusion

In the context of a protracted civil war, cross-border assistance could hardly not prove challenging.

In the eventuality of DFID supporting directly some of these groups for cross border assistance activities,
it is yet to be seen whether they have the skills to deal with strict funding rules and complex financial
management requirements. Training would be definitely needed in that field. The absence of legal
registration of these CBOs in Thailand could be in itself an issue to overcome in case of direct funding. Other
funders have found ways around these problems, but it requires a willingness to give aid to people instead
of states organisations.

Cross-border assistance is today the only way to reach remote communities along the borders of Burma.
Especially when led by CBOs, it is also a very positive experience of strengthening societies. It is both a
window opened on the outside world for IDPs, and one opened on Burma for the aid community.

The fact that the practicalities of any financial support DFID could provide to Youth or Women groups
are yet to be resolved should be in no way an obstacle to making the decision to get involved with
organisations that prove every day how critical their role is in protecting populations today and preparing
for a peaceful and democratic tomorrow.
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Memorandum submitted by Alison Winter

Re: Request for opinion on how DFID funding can be most eVectively used across the Thai-Burma border
and Burma funding in general.

1. I am an independent human rights activist and volunteer worker for the people of Burma. I have spent
time (over a year in the last three years) working on the Thai-Burma border since starting this work in late
2003. I have also visited and worked on the China-Burma border, the Laos-Burma border and most recently,
the Bangladesh-Burma border, together with working with and for the Burmese community in the UK. My
work consists of trying to fill the gaps between the organisations working here, identifying and fulfilling
needs, whether that be through direct assistance or connecting a need to an organisation, political lobbying,
advising media, fund-raising, facilitating communication between organisations and gathering and
dissipating information. I work with many of the diVerent organisations concerned with Burma, those who
are providing humanitarian assistance, education and development, or those politically in opposition to the
ruling State Peace and Development Council (SPDC). I work with all ethnic and religious groups that make
up the people of Burma and do not discriminate.

2. In my opinion DFID would be well advised to put equal funding into political organisations as into
humanitarian organisations because they are inextricably linked. It is about time that it was recognised that
this humanitarian disaster on the borders of Burma has nothing to do with so called “insurgents”, who are
actually freedom fighters and are only defending their people, but has come about as a direct result of the
illegal governance, policies and economic mismanagement of Burma by the SPDC.

3. There are major problems for all countries bordering Burma, and human rights abuses together with
internally displaced people (IDPs), refugees and many other problems are evident on every border I have
visited; Thailand, China, Laos and Bangladesh. I have been told that the situation is similar in India.

4. In my opinion if the people of Burma, through eVective organisations either side of the borders, were
empowered and funded properly it would give them a chance to change their country’s political system;
therefore ending human rights abuses, IDPs, refugees, resettlement issues or migrant worker problems, drug
and human traYcking and crime would then fall. If funding were provided to truly enable the people to
access education, to document abuses, lobby more, publish more, broadcast, organise and communicate
with the people in mainland Burma more, the road to democracy could be facilitated faster and the people’s
wish for a Democratic Federal Union of Burma could be much more eVectively pursued. At the moment
some of these groups are having trouble with finding enough money for basic necessities.

5. There is very obviously a constant and great need for humanitarian aid. On the Bangladesh Burma
border this need is especially large. The only organisations I am aware of who are working there are
UNHCR and MSF (Médicins sans Frontières) and their local implementing partners. This is due largely to
the fact that the previous government of Bangladesh, the Bangladesh National Party (BNP), did not allow
other NGOs access to the country. However since the end of January 2007 there is now an interim military
government, who have declared that they are anti-corruption and seem to have a more humanitarian
attitude to their people. I would advocate that DFID lobbies the current government of Bangladesh to allow
the international community through NGOs to “carry the burden” of refugees from Burma, both from the
Rakhine ethnic group and the Muslim Rohingya population. Bangladesh has enough problems of its own
to sort out.

6. The situation on the Bangladesh border is out of control and desperate. Amongst the problems facing
the Rohingya population are children in an unoYcial refugee camp (Tal) who have had no access to
education for 13 years, many of whom are malnourished due to lack of food. The problems being faced in
this camp, with an approximated population of 12,000, are largely caused by the Bangladesh authority and
UNHCR’s policy not to recognise them as refugees. The population of this camp live in abject poverty on
every level, and sickness and crime are rife. I saw skin diseases that looked suspiciously like leprosy, men
who had lost their legs and hands and were told it was due to cancer, women so weak from sickness and
lack of food that they could not move from their shelter even to defecate. The interviews I documented whilst
being there showed that these people were born and brought up in Burma and are currently suVering a
similar type of persecution as the ethnic Karen people in Eastern Burma at the hands of the Burma Army.
I documented cases of multiple rape by the Burma Army, forced labour, land confiscation, deprivation of
livelihood, arbitrary arrest, attempted execution, torture and general persecution and harassment of both
the Rohingya and the Rakhine population. [***]

7. I would recommend that if DFID truly wants their money to go where the people of Burma really need
it in humanitarian aid, a serious amount should be given to the situation in Bangladesh [***] and in
Bangladesh through grassroots development projects working with both the Rakhine and Rohingya
refugees.

8. [***]

9. The situation on the Thai-Burma border is not just a simple one of there being 170,000 recognised
refugees and at least 500,000 internally displaced people inside Eastern Burma (estimated by TBBC
November 2006- this number has now irrefutably grown). There is also a vast migrant worker population
estimated in Mae Sot alone to be anywhere between 70-80,000 [***]. These are people are suVering many
hardships and have come to Thailand also as a direct result of the mismanagement of Burmese economy by
the illegal junta. Mae Sot is estimated to be 80% Burmese population now, and that number is growing daily.
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10. In my opinion DFID could provide very eVective support in Thailand. I would like to advocate that
the DFID give most if not all of their humanitarian aid funding for cross-border work to the Free Burma
Rangers, who not only work on this border, but also in other areas of Burma. Their work is always first-
class and the teams they send out are trained to the highest possible standard. Their courageous and
systematic reporting of human rights abuses perpetrated by the SPDC on all peoples of Burma has proved
to be an extremely eVective weapon for use by all other human rights lobbying groups, by governments and
oYcial bodies worldwide and by the media. Their teams are not biased towards any ethnicity or religion.
Their delivery of humanitarian aid into conflict situations is imperative, and I would like to see their work
expand as resources become available. They are highly respected in all circles concerned with the situation
in Burma and act with great courage and discipline.

11. On another matter, I am very concerned that support is not being given to the most eVective
organisations because they believe in defending their people. The Burma Army has proved time and time
again that if the opposition lay down their weapons, they will still attack the people. These groups must not
be penalised for providing protection for civilians against the attacks of the Burma Army, by not receiving
funding for their highly eVective political and humanitarian projects.

12. [***]

13. [***]

14. There are many organisations on the Thai-Burma border, both eVective ones and ineVective. I would
advise that DFID conducts more extensive research into where the money goes and the organisation’s
eVectiveness. I have already mentioned two of the most eVective cross-border organisations. [***]

15. Finally I would like to applaud DFID for their inquiry, it is long overdue. I request and strongly
advocate that no money from DFID be wasted in entrusting it to any organisations who work with the
SPDC. The money if provided in this way will almost certainly be misappropriated and not used to help the
people who truly need it. This would also serve to prolong and legitimise the illegal military junta. This is
currently the case with the money provided by the World Health Organisation for the prevention and
cessation of Bird-Flu and there are countless other examples, like SPDC township authorities selling UN
marked mosquito nets (reported in 2004).

16. By their actions we can see that the SPDC are not interested in their people, only in consolidating
their own power. That power was taken without the consent of the people of Burma. Please do not entrust
any funds designated for the humanitarian relief of the people, to their care or administration, they cannot
be trusted to make sure these are given for the benefit of the people. The SPDC are actually a corrupt and
illegitimate military junta, not the rightful government of Burma, please recognise them as such.

Memorandum submitted by the Women’s Commission for Refugee Women and Children

1. Agency Overview

1.1 The Women’s Commission for Refugee Women and Children (Women’s Commission), founded in
1989.1 is the first organization in the United States dedicated solely to speaking out on behalf of women,
adolescents and children uprooted by armed conflict and persecution. It seeks to improve the lives of refugee
women and children through a vigorous program of research, technical assistance, public education and
advocacy. In 1994 the Women’s Commission put reproductive health for refugees and internally displaced
persons (IDPs) on the international agenda when it released its groundbreaking study, Refugee Women and
Reproductive Health Care: Reassessing Priorities. Since 1994 the Women’s Commission has collaborated
with UN agencies, donors, international and local nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) and refugees
themselves to advance reproductive health for displaced populations. The Women’s Commission works
closely with local organizations on the Thai-Burmese border and released a comprehensive report,
Thai-Burma Border Reproductive Health Assessment, in 2006.

2. Background

2.1 The Burmese military’s campaign against ethnic minorities encompasses a range of abuses:
confiscating cash and goods; forced labour, including the use of human landmine sweepers; forced
relocation and burning of villages and crops; torture; rape and other forms of sexual violence; and arbitrary
executions. After half-century of civil war in Burma, hundreds of thousands of people of various ethnic
nationalities have been displaced. Some have faced forced relocations; others flee their homes and go into
hiding, resulting in large numbers of refugees and IDPs.

2.2 Although numbers of refugees and IDPs are diYcult to confirm, UNHCR estimates that
approximately 290,000 refugees have fled Burma, the majority of whom (51%) have sought refuge in
neighbouring Thailand. In addition, an estimated 500,000 to one million people are internally displaced
within Burma. It is significant to note that there is a large IDP population in Burma in regions other than

1 The Women’s Commission is legally part of the International Rescue Committee, a non-profit 501(c)(3) organization. The
Women’s Commission receives no direct financial support from the IRC.
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the border area. The government’s policies have lead to massive dislocation and relocation of people in
many areas, including the central dry zone, and this is rarely recognised or acknowledged. Many of the
returnees, such as the Rohingyas, are relocated in areas other than their original homelands.

2.3 While the health situation for IDPs in Burma remains desperate, some improvements have been made
in health services for refugees and forced migrants on the Thai side of the border. Health services for refugees
in the camps are provided by local and international NGOs and immunization programs have become well
established with standard coverage above 90% in most camps.

2.4 An outstanding health need on both sides of the border is that of sexual and reproductive health
(SRH). SRH is often inadequately addressed in humanitarian response, and the situation on the
Thai-Burmese border is no exception. High rates of maternal mortality among IDPs are a consequence of
inadequate access to modern contraception methods, emergency obstetric care, safe abortion services and
post-abortion care. Thailand and Burma also suVer from the second and third highest levels of HIV
prevalence in South-East Asia respectively.2 In addition, the Burmese military have employed systematic
mass rape as a weapon of war.3 This submission pays particular attention to the sexual reproductive health
needs of Burmese displaced by conflict.

3. Refugee SRH Needs

3.1 The Burmese who have fled to Thailand, primarily from the Karen, Karenni, Mon and Shan ethnic
groups, as well as pro-democracy activists, number approximately 150,000. They live either in one of nine
refugee camps along the border area or are dispersed outside the camps along the Thailand border across
from their respective states in Burma. Approximately one-third of these migrants are registered with the
Thai government for work permits and health insurance, and the remainder are subject to deportation
eVorts.

3.2 Inside the Thai-border camps

SRH services for refugees in the Thai camps have significantly improved since the late 1990s. In general,
adequate safe motherhood services are available within the camps with high antenatal coverage and most
deliveries attended by a trained attendant. In addition, emergency obstetric care is available in most sites
24 hours a day, seven days a week. Although a range of family planning options is available, cultural
constraints and lack of awareness among the population keep user rates low. The newer technical areas of
sexually transmitted infections, including HIV/AIDS (with the exception of comprehensive HIV/AIDS
programming in Mae La camp) and gender-based violence (GBV) are the least developed of the services
available in the Thai border camps.

3.3 Burmese migrants outside the refugee camps

However, for Burmese refugees and migrants outside of the camps but still within the Thai border, access
to health services is far more restricted. This is partly because many of the refugees lack the work permits
that would qualify them for Thai health insurance. Registering with the Thai government is prohibitively
expensive for Burmese migrants and awareness that registration confers health entitlements is low. Even
those who are able to register suVer from a lack of information about available health services, often
exacerbated by language barriers. Thailand is also in breach of international agreements (the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the Convention on the Rights of the Child) by denying
citizenship to the children of Burmese migrants in Thailand. This leaves the infants of Burmese refugees
without access to public health services or education.

3.3a Consequently, although NGOs, international NGOs and the Thai Ministry of Public Health
(MOPH) have been providing health services to Burmese refugees in Thailand, particularly since 2000,
migrant populations—especially those outside the refugee camps—have very limited access to even the most
basic services.

3.3b One of the ramifications is unnecessary levels of extremely ill migrants in tertiary care centres, where
the MOPH responds to migrants’ needs for critical care. This puts undue strain on MOPH resources since
critical illness can often be prevented with access to less expensive basic services. For example, the lack of
access to family planning results in high levels of migrant women suVering the trauma of unwanted
pregnancies and unsafe abortion, with subsequent referrals to Thai hospitals for expensive emergency
obstetrics and post-abortion care.

3.3c There is also a particular need for SRH education. Many Burmese refugees have had no prior sexual
or SRH education and know little about basic sexual anatomy, physiology, behaviour and contraception
to safeguard their health. Ignorance about HIV/AIDS and its causes is also widespread. Among the most

2 UNFPA State of the World Population, 2006.
3 Shan Women’s Action Network and Shan Human Rights Foundation, License to Rape: The Burmese Military Regime,

May 2002.
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vulnerable are adolescents, particularly girls, who have left Burma and have become trapped in sex-work
in Thailand. Some are forcibly recruited by brothels and others seek sex-work in order to raise money for
their families’ survival needs.

3.3d Linked to this issue of SRH education is the fact that in the absence of modern methods of birth
control or safe abortion, Burmese women adopt unsafe practices such as taking home remedies from the
local market, drinking alcohol, inserting sticks and other objects in the uterus and severe pelvic pummelling.
The results of these extreme measures are reflected in the high number of women presenting at local clinics
and Thai hospitals with life-threatening complications of unsafe abortions, such as infection and
haemorrhage.

4. IDP SRH Needs

4.1 Ethnic minority groups residing inside the Burma border and in the remote interior of Burma live in
constant fear of military oppression, and their basic human right to health does not exist. The populations’
health status in these areas is known to be appalling, but due to volatile and constantly changing
circumstances, accurate figures and information are almost impossible to obtain.

4.2 Some hospitals and clinics are located in IDP-populated areas, but they cannot serve all in need of
care and they tend to lack medicines and laboratory facilities. Limited health services are provided in ethnic
minority areas of the Thai-Burma border by a few in-country organizations and by 70 Backpack Health
Worker Teams (BPHWT) comprising two medical assistants and a traditional birth attendant (TBA). The
BPHWTs provide preventive and curative health services, at great peril to their own lives from landmine
injuries and military attacks, in 15 IDP areas of Burma where government services are not available and
international NGOs are not allowed to go. SRH is often overlooked, although the needs are great.

4.3 WHO and UNICEF report very high maternal mortality and HIV infection rates, concentrated in
the east and south, along the Thai border. Maternal mortality in Burma is estimated at 360 per 100,000 live
births4 and this figure is much higher for IDP women and for those living in remote areas. A BPHWT survey
found that only one in three IDP women in Burma live within two hours of antenatal care and life-saving
emergency obstetric care.

4.4 It is thought that about half of maternal mortality is related to complications of abortion, with 10%
of IDP women surveyed by BPHWTs reporting having induced an abortion at home. Additionally, modern
methods of contraception are not widely used. UNFPA estimates that about 33% of reproductive-age
women use modern contraception, which indicates the potentially huge impact that contraception
distribution could have in reducing maternal mortality.5 It is important that programmes for family
planning go beyond condom distribution since women are not often able to insist on condom use during
intercourse, particularly given high levels of sex-work and sexual violence.

4.5 The HIV situation in Burma can only be speculated on as information is controlled and closely held
by the government. Various prevalence studies have resulted in vastly diVerent estimates, ranging from 1 to
3.5% of the adult population being infected. Heterosexual transmission, IV drug use and infected blood
supplies appear to account for a majority of the transmissions. Access to condoms, voluntary counselling
and testing and preventative education are very rare.

5. Gender-based Violence

5.1 Rape and other forms of sexual violence are well documented as widespread weapons of war viciously
used by the Burmese army against local women and girls.6, 7, 8, 9 Women and girls often flee Burma because
they have been raped or to escape being raped. Rape and other forms of sexual violence have been used as
weapons of war by the Burmese army against Burma’s ethnic minority women for more than 50 years and
have been integral parts of the SPDC’s campaign to “Burmanize” and subjugate the ethnic minority
population. Women tell of rape during flight, in the course of incarceration in military camps, during forced
labour and while farming. The SPDC has refuted the reports of rape against ethnic women and despite the
number of international human rights instruments to which it is obligated to comply, no action is expected
to be taken to end the widespread violence against women.

5.2 Those who have survived this brutality in Burma and made their way to Thailand are still not safe
from GBV. Lack of legal protection for Burmese refugees and migrants contributes to abuse and violence
wielded by Thai oYcials at checkpoints and border crossings, by police and military in and near refugee

4 UNFPA, State of the Word Population, 2006.
5 Ibid.
6 Shan Women’s Action Network and Shan Human Rights Foundation, License to Rape: The Burmese Military Regime,

May 2002.
7 Refugees International, No Safe Place: Burma’s Army and the Rape of Ethnic Women, April 2003.
8 Women’s League of Burma, System of Impunity, 2004.
9 Women’s League of Chinland, Hidden Crimes against Chin Women, 2007.
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camps, brothels and detention centres, by Thai citizens in villages and by factory bosses in exploitive work
environments. In addition, an estimated 80% of the commercial sex worker population in northern Thailand
is Burmese, with 40,000 Burmese girls and women forced into Thailand’s sex industry each year.10

5.3 With the exception of the refugee camps, where women who report GBV can be referred to hospitals,
the lack of services for women who have suVered from GBV—including emergency contraception to prevent
pregnancy and post-exposure prophylaxis to prevent HIV transmission—is a major shortcoming of
humanitarian assistance on both sides of the border.

6. Recommendations

6.1 On the Thai side of the border, a stark divide exists between those with access to health services due
to residence in refugee camps and/or Thai work permits, and those without. On the Burmese side, access to
health services remains minimal. Maternal mortality, HIV/AIDS and GBV should be prioritised as areas
for new interventions on both sides of the border.

6.2 International, national and local organizations should work together to support comprehensive
education for ethnic community leaders about SRH and gain their support for condom availability, for all
men, women and youth, not just married couples, to prevent the transmission of sexually transmitted
infections including HIV/AIDS and to address other controversial SRH issues, such as adolescent SRH and
emergency contraception. All organizations including: community groups and leaders, local and
international NGOs, MOPH and UN agencies should increase coordination and collaboration at all levels
to support the provision of SRH services to migrants, refugees and IDPs in Burma. One organization should
establish an SRH task force representing community groups and other local, national and international
organizations to collaboratively establish standard SRH protocols and a training curriculum; and conduct
training workshops on RH education and services including clinical care, adolescent SRH and program
monitoring and evaluation. All organizations should seek to increase funding for SRH services.

6.3 Donors and NGOs should support the BPHWTs to increase the number of stationary referral centres
in the most stable IDP areas for more comprehensive safe motherhood programming, including safe blood
transfusion, oxytoxic drugs, manual vacuum aspiration (MVA) and support for emergency transport of
women requiring caesarean sections. Donors, in particular DFID, and NGOs should support the Mae Tao
Clinic which has strong capacity for providing SRH to IDP on the Burmese side of the border. MTC
maintains two primary healthcare outpatient and inpatient clinics for populations inside Burma and also
partners with the BPHWTs to provide health seminars, workshops, and trainings every six months. This
would support DFID’s excellent decision to allow funding for activities on the Burmese side of the border
in an eVort to support cross-border assistance. UNHCR and donors should increase funding and technical
support to local NGOs to increase their capacity to provide medical, psychosocial and legal care for
survivors of GBV and to support education about human rights. Additional support is needed for safe
houses, job skills training, education and income generation opportunities for women and girls who have
survived GBV, including rape, sexual exploitation, commercial sex work and traYcking. Increased funding
for family planning is also essential.

6.4 The Thai government must reduce barriers to health care for Burmese migrants in Thailand.
Registration fees need to be lowered and greater information dissemination eVorts are required.
Importantly, the children of Burmese refugees should be issued Thai birth certificates. DFID should
encourage the Thai government to take these steps. Levers to be used include:

— Financial support for meeting the health needs of greater numbers of Burmese migrants.

— Thailand’s commitments to the Conventions on the Rights of the Child and the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.

— The fact that denying basic health care to thousands of Burmese migrants, far from saving costs,
has led to increased expenditure on more costly health services for migrants with dire health needs.

Memorandum submitted by the Women’s League of Chinland

Fact-findings on humanitarian crises in western part of Burma, Chin State and the refugee populations
in India-Burma border: How DFID can extend its support for the most vulnerable population on cross-
border programs.

Introduction

It is an honor to introduce ourselves to the attention of the British Government. Our organization is called
Women’s League of Chinland (WLC), an umbrella organization of diVerent women’s organization based
on Chin tribes and nationality from Burma. We are currently based in India, and at the same time, we gain
access inside Chin State time to time. This document is prepared by WLC for the Burmese refugee

10 Human Rights Documentation Unit and Burmese Women’s Union, Cycle of SuVering, 2000.
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population on India-Burma border and, the people inside Chin State and western part of Burma, focusing
on women and children who are the most vulnerable populations because of the endless civil war in Burma.
Some organizations names are put in this document not to advertise, but to highlight that there are already
existing organizations that are doing marvellous work for their own community, and have experiences of
community based development and assistance. Therefore, we would sincerely request the British
government to consider our needs and appeal.

The particular needs of IDPs in Burma and refugees in India

— We would like to bring your attention towards the refugees in India and the people in Chin State
and western part of Burma. The needs of the refugee population can be divided into three parts;
1) Education 2) Healthcare and 3) Livelihood.

Regarding Education

The government of India is not a signatory to the 1951 Refugee Convention, which enables it to avoid its
responsibility for Burmese refugees. As a result, the condition of the Burmese refugees in India is “let them
survive alone”. The Burmese people try to get work for their survival while job opportunities in India are
extremely diYcult even for the Indian citizens; for the Burmese people who have no prior education or no
legal document, it is almost impossible. The condition aVects children’s education. Many Burmese children
drop out of school since their parents cannot aVord to pay for the school and admission fees. Despite these
diYculties, there is a small education programme existing in Mizoram implemented by organizations such
as Central Chin Women Organization (CCWO), supporting primary and middle school children; Chin
Education Project, providing grant for higher secondary school students; Aizawl Chin Education
Committee, supporting high school students etc. The CCWO is also running an English speaking class as a
vocational training for the young men and women in Aizawl, who want to continue their study or improve
their English skill. These grants can reach only the poorest children even though the needs are much higher
as the numbers of the students are also increasing.

Regarding Health

The Burmese refugees on the India-Burma border struggle for their daily food. Many times, there is
nothing left to go to hospital when they are sick. Many patients do not go to hospital, which results in people
losing their lives. The other barrier for the Burmese refugees is language problem. The refugees who do not
speak the local language often receive discrimination and less attention at hospitals. Again, many patients
end without going to hospitals. Knowing this problem, the community initiated a small project by running
two medical clinics along the border with financial support from a group of medical doctors from Canada.
However, these clinics do not have regular doctors or nurses but traditional medics in charge who receive in-
house vocational health training. Aizawl, the capital of Mizroam, India hosts the largest number of Burmese
refugees—above 20,000—but there is no single clinic for the poor refugees so that they can receive medical
assistance.

Regarding Livelihood

Lack of legal documents and job opportunities make the women most vulnerable. The Burmese women
work as housemaids, weavers at handloom industry, selling vegetables along side of the road, working at
restaurants, framings and small trading. At worst, women are involved in selling drugs, while many end up
as sex-workers. Many young Burmese women end their lives working as housemaids to the Mizo families
where they are vulnerable to being abused by their employers in diVerent forms, and even their futures
cannot be improved. Therefore, the women’s organizations such as All Burma Democratic Lushai Women
Organization (ABDLWO) and Central Chin Women Organization (CCWO) initiated small income
generation for women by running handloom industry, sewing trainings, making traditional weaving and
sewing products. However, because of lack of capital, the project cannot reach as many Burmese women as
the organization would like.

The challenges faced in delivering aid and assistance to these groups

While delivering aid and assistance to these groups, particularly in India-Burma border, donors can not
easily visit the border because of the Indian existing law of “Restricted Areas”, in the northeast states of
India, includes Mizoram State. This hinders the Burmese organizations’ eVorts to support the refugee
communities financially.

Because of the need to work for daily survival, there are few volunteer workers within organizations or
the community. However, we believe that the workers can be trained to improve their skills in diVerent fields.
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How diVerent ethnic groups are aVected by displacement

The Burmese military’s presences in Chin State and the western part of Burma causes diVerent forms of
human rights violations, until the people cannot survive in their own villages and towns. They flee to the
neighboring countries and other parts of Burma without certainty for their future. The people who migrate
to other parts of Burma need to integrate in a new society, face new environments and learn new skills,
including farming for survival. Moreover, the Burmese military regime does not allow eVective development
for the people in Chin State that will benefit the community; particularly in agricultural sectors, where the
majority populations are relying on farming. However, we witness that the people live under poverty
whether they are displaced or remaining in Chin State.

The likely trends in the region in terms of displacement, and development and humanitarian needs

The WLC’s field workers traveled into 45 villages in 2006 in Chin State and the western part of Burma,
and in Sagaing Division in particular to learn the situation of the people and below are our findings. It was
extremely diYcult to travel inside Chin State because:

(a) There is no other means of transportation except walking on foot.

(b) The soldiers are patrolling everywhere and they check identity cards and can loot whatever they
want from travellers.

The villages which our field workers accessed were in remote areas in six townships of Chin State. None
of these villages had been accessed by aid agencies operating from Rangoon. The UNDP and some other
NGOs inside Burma are providing a limited amount of development aid in Chin State, but it is only reaching
villages near the bigger towns. The majority of the villages are not getting any aid, except for some cross-
border medical aid provided by the Chin backpack health worker program and the WLC’s field workers.
The situation on the ground for most of the villages in Chin State is as follows.

Regarding Education

There are primary schools at almost every village, but not high schools. The SPDC has sent only one
teacher to each village. One teacher cannot eYciently teach all the students, so they are unable to study the
entire syllabus in their textbooks. Many children lose interest in studying and drop out of school. Those that
stay just take the final examination and are moved up to a higher class without knowing what had been
taught in the previous class. There are many middle school students who cannot even write their name
despite going to school.

The regime is also obstructing community eVorts to set up schools, particularly by the church. For
example, there was a school sponsored by one church at one small village in Chin State. After two years,
the students had improved a lot and it attracted many students from other villages. But now, the authorities
have forced the school to close down. Many students have stopped their studies since then because there are
no high schools around those villages, and they are too poor to go to other towns to continue their studies.
At the same time, they have to work at their farms and help their parents. These are the push-factors that
made many young Chin children stop their education. However, the WLC acknowledges this challenge and
it believes that the community itself would be able to continue to run the school despite of the problems
caused by the SPDC’s authorities.

Now, the parents call for help; “We have lost our education so we want to send our children to school
and let them have a good education system but the situation does not does not give us a favour. Our situation
or poverty will never be improved. Please do something”. The WLC’s field workers received the same
message wherever they went.

Regarding Livelihood

In the villages we visited, the numbers of households is getting lower day by day, because people are fleeing
to other parts of Burma or other countries to try and survive. The villagers have no other alternative way
to earn their living except farming. Even mothers with babies have to go to work. Their aim is just to get
enough food for a year so that they would be able to survive. They grow rice, chilli, tobacco, corn and other
vegetables in traditional ways and the productivity is very low.

The soldiers freely move from one village to another while the villagers are restricted to move around. At
the same time, the army soldiers always demand that the villagers do forced labour, as porters, or making
roads, military camps. Not only this, but the SPDC is also implementing a plan to grow tea and castor nut
trees. The authorities demand 3,000 Kyat from each family to buy the seeds and also collect money to buy
fertilizers. The authorities then force villagers to look after the plants. In order to grow these plants, the
authorities seize land without any compensation. This is a heavy burden for the people in that area.
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Regarding Health

Malnutrition is a common problem for villagers. When they are sick, there are no doctors or nurses. So
they buy medicines by themselves and try to cure themselves. Because of this practice, many have lost their
lives. The children suVer a lot from dysentery. They have no good toilets and bathrooms. The villagers have
no basic knowledge about healthcare at all. They also have problems with water. In Chin State, the villagers
have to carry water from outside of the village, often from wells which are far away. If someone is very sick,
the villagers have to carry the patient to the towns, which can take days and nights. On the way, sometimes
patients lose their lives.

The conditions of these rural Chin villages are typical of the conditions in rural ethnic areas throughout
Burma. Most of these areas are not being accessed by aid agencies working through Rangoon, and there is
an urgent need for cross-border aid to address their needs.

How donors can assist IDPs in Burma and refugees in Thailand most eVectively.

— By co-ordinating with the local Mizoram government and central Indian government.

— By consulting with the Burmese community based organizations.

— By empowering the existing organizations, that can access both inside and outside Burma from
the border areas.

The following are the calls from inside Chin State and western part of Burma.

For example:

— The villagers need mosquito nets during the rainy season so that they can be protected from
malaria.

— The villages need water-pipes so that they can get more water at their villages.

— Health-training and public health campaigns are much needed in the communities.

— That schoolteachers can be hired within the community so that the children will have basic
education.

— Stationery and other teaching materials need to be provided to schools.

The advantages and disadvantages of cross-border assistance compared to other ways of assisting IDPs in
Burma

The advantage of cross-border programmes is that the help reaches the vulnerable and needy people
directly. There is no control by the military authorities. The disadvantage is that it needs the courage and
risks of lives for the field workers.

The impact of DFID’s policies towards Burma’s IDPs and refugees

DFID’s policy towards Burma’s IDP and refugees can create an impact on the SPDC and the neighboring
countries that host the refugee populations. By working through the border-based organizations, the SPDC
will lose credibility by failing in their responsibility for the eVective development of the country. DFID’s
policy can also alert the Indian government that as the refugee population increases, their regional stability
can be aVected. The Indian government might also realize their responsibility to concern their conditions
of the refugees and the needs to support democracy and human rights in Burma.

Notes

[1] Central Chin Women Organization has 11 branches all over Mizoram and New Delhi, India and is a
founding member organization of Women’s League of Chinland.
[2] ABDLWO is also a founding member of Women’s League of Chinland (WLC).
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